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1. Abraham & Isaac
There is no man that has left house or brethren or sisters or father or mother or wife or
children for My sake and the Gospel's, but he shall receive an hundredfold now in this
time – houses and brethren and sisters and mothers and children and lands, with
persecutions; and in the world to come, eternal life.
Mark 10:29-30

Abram is composed of two words Av and Ram and means “the father is lofty”. This is an
exalted name, but it is haughty and not fitting for the patriarch of a new people. Abraham,
on the other hand, contains the words Av and Hamon, which is a reference to the phrase
“I have made you ancestor of a multitude of nations” (Gen. 17:5). The change is minor,
the only difference being one Hebrew letter: ( הpronounced hey). This letter is has been
inserted into the middle of the word ram essentially turning “lofty” into “multitude”. But
the impact is major. The emphasis is no longer on the individual distinction of one leader,
but on the collective greatness of the entire multitude. This is a theme continues
throughout the entire Hebrew Bible.
Where did Isaac disappear?
After the sacrifice, Isaac disappears, and does not reappear until Genesis 24, just before
his meeting with Rebekah. Genesis 24:62 says that Isaac came from the way of Beer
Lahai Roi. The Well of the “One who sees Me Lives”.
eTeacher Biblical Israel : 2015.07.08

2. Abundance
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Abundance, infinite abundance, is surely a by-product of the infinite. Can there be
abundance’s opposite – scarcity – in the infinite? Logic surely denies this. But the
question, and its denial answer, are themselves exercises in relativity – the relativity of
duality. Almost the final or ultimate death throes of duality before it disappears into the
illusory nothingness of duality’s existence. Does anyone desire scarcity? Surely
everyone desires abundance.
And we return to desire. The motivation, the fuel, of existence. And that existence is
relative existence. If we emerge from the infinite, tasting of the fruit of duality as we
emerge – emerging because we taste of the duality – we must of necessity taste of the
opposite too (and equally) of the object of our desire. So if we desire abundance, and if in
order to experience (to taste) of abundance, we conceptualise abundance, the act of
conceptualization of necessity brings us fully into duality out of non-duality or infinity.
And within that duality, we cannot experience abundance without its opposite of scarcity.
But is the key not perhaps in the words within that duality. Can we remain (so to speak)
within the infinity of which we are one while emerging from infinity. We cannot emerge
from infinity… because we don’t leave it behind when we conceptualise. We veil or
eclipse infinity so to speak in order to allow the conceptualization. Conceptualisation is
like self-illusion, a trick on the self, in order to conceptualise within infinite
consciousness. In order to make finite consciousness of infinite consciousness. That is to
say, in order to consciously see what is unconsciously ‘seen’. The unconscious seeing is
not seeing relativistically… it is infinite. Therefore it has no ego in the relative. It is the
infinite’s consciousness – infinite consciousness. The consciousness we all share. But we
don’t share it. We are it.
And the challenge, the ultimate challenge, is somehow not to forget our source in infinity
when we see finity. Our ultimate challenge is to ‘see’ the infinite (see God) in everything
that is finite. See the infinite playing in the finite. See the abundance in the very
scarcity… see the abundance seemingly eclipsed by the seeming scarcity. See scarcity,
and know that it is the illusory opposite of abundance… and know that the desired
abundance is indeed equally illusory. Illusion in the relative domain. As we ourselves –
through our ego’s – are illusions. Illusions in order to see illusions. Our subconscious is
infinite and without illusion. But it is not our subconscious.
It is infinite
subconsciousness – it is not subconsciousness, it is infinite consciousness. It is
consciousness out of the relative domain. But we cannot separate consciousness relative
and consciousness infinite. Consciousness relative is consciousness infinite experiencing
(or choosing to experience) relativity, by conceptualization… within itself.
Continue…
Gary R Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, Chap 13 True Prayer & Abundance pp 345 - 353

We have said that without projection there can be no anger, but it is also true that without
extension there can be no love. These reflect a fundamental law of the mind, and
therefore one that always operates. It is the law by which you were created and by which
you create. It is the law that unifies the Kingdom, and keeps it in the Mind of God. To
the ego the law is perceived as a means of getting rid of something it does not want. To
the Holy Spirit it is the fundamental law of sharing, to give what you value in order to
keep it in your mind. To the Holy Spirit it is the law of extension. To the ego it is the law
of deprivation. It therefore produces abundance or scarcity, depending on how you
choose to apply it. This choice is up to you, but it is not up to you to decide whether or
not you will utilise the law. Every mind must project or extend, because that is how it
lives, and every mind is life.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom : The Unbelievable Belief , pg. 120
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To attract abundance in your life, see money as a flow of energy, not as a static quantity.
See life in the same way: as a flowing river, not as fixed patterns of behavior. Leave your
ego on the bank, and enter the stream of cosmic awareness. There are no limits to how
much of life's abundance can be yours, if you will plunge into the divine current and swim
there joyously.
Yogananda

3. Acceptance & Grace
In your present material life always accept whatever happens to you with open hands.
Look at me through the smallest detail of your existence, and the harmony in every
gesture will be constant. Little by little you will grow into your experience.
Little incidents, sometimes uncomfortable ones, are sent so that you can assess the change
that is at work in you.
Even if the transformation hasn’t yet become that harmonious dance in every event of
your life, you will notice that bit by bit a modification has come about.
After so many refusals and fears accumulated for such a long time, it is only natural that a
little patience is called for to wipe out the past.
Marianne Dubois, Solar Encounters, p 120

4. Action
Effortless Action in Dharma: Solar Encounters, Extracts 10, 11 (desire preceding…), 12
– Desire → Decision → Right Action
See also Dharma – effortless action in dharma = Yagya
Mark of the Enlightened: Action – right action – blissful and effortless, without concern
for the ultimate result, and certainly not for the reward. Sufi also (Shaykh Fadhlalla
Haeri, The Elements of Sufism, p intro)
5. Adam, Eve and the Apple
(The Objectification of Pure Infinite Consciousness)
When consciousness is objectified in effort to experience the objects of the senses, the self
is forgotten, as it were, and there arise thoughts concerning the creatures of the mind.
What appears to be known through thoughts is not the reality. Thoughts derive their value
from consciousness. Without consciousness thoughts have no value – indeed cannot and
do not exist. Thoughts are a minute fragmented fraction of the cosmic consciousness.
Without the cosmic consciousness, thought does not really know or understand anything.
Thought is of the mind, and the mind blossoms fully only when the light of the infinite
shines upon it. (Sentences of Vasistha 228 rearranged and poetically licensed)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The infinite is a reality. Does anyone argue that it is not?
What then is the reality of the finite?
Finite is the opposite of infinite
Finite as opposite of infinite expresses duality
Duality as a thought, a notion, a concept – a sankalpa
If finite is a reality, that reality discredits infinite as a reality
They cannot both exist
An object is finite
Is the finite object excised from the infinite?
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It must be if it is a reality
Yet if it is, then the infinite is reduced by that reality
And the infinite cannot be reduced… or its opposite
If the Infinite could, it would not be infinite
Although I (as subject) can think of finity as an object
Infinity cannot be objectified
If it could it would cease to be infinite
Infinity cannot be objectified
If infinity cannot be objectified, how can I objectify finity
Finity cannot exist without its counterpoint, without its polarity in duality
No notion can exist without its polarity notion to identify and define it
What is light without darkness?
Can subject exist without object?
Can one objectify a subject?
If one could, then who is the new subject… ad infinitum… the infinity itself
Surely I have just proved that infinity is the only reality, The Reality
And that finity is but a notion within infinity
That finity does not exist outside of infinity
That finity does not exist as an ‘opposite’ of infinity
That finity is infinity in disguise
Then finity is itself infinite in truth
That finity overflows with infinity… infinitely
Then what is going on?
Are we all mad?
Should I stop thinking like this or should I let myself go mad?
I think I would rather go mad
To stop thinking like this, I would have to reverse
Back to shul, or church or mosque
To hypocrisy on myself
My Self
No, I would prefer to go mad
For this is not madness
Madness is the opposite
So I will continue
And if I explain it properly
And clearly
Then others will follow
I will heal the madness
With this panacea
If I am right
Then they are all wrong
In the shuls and churches and mosques
And ‘God-knows’ where else
And if I can explain this to myself
So simply
Then surely I can explain this to everyone else
So simply
If they wish to listen
“Aye, there’s the rub”
But I shall try
Not to preach
But just for the joy of expressing myself
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Because if I have joy in expressing myself
If it comes naturally
And spontaneously and joyfully
then it is my dharma, my destiny
And anyway, who is “I”
Who is writing this?
And thinking this?
Who is the subject?
And what is the object?
Have I (who is not “I”) not just proved
That there is no object
And no subject
So what is this?
And who am I?
And who indeed is you?
Is you, not ‘are’ you’?
Let us therefore, all of us, look beyond ourselves
Let us, all of us, realize that we are not finite
Nothing is finite
Let us, all of us, realize that we are infinite
That we are infinite expressing as finite
In disguise, and remaining infinite
That we are God talking to ourselves
Not to Himself, to Ourselves
There is no Himself
There is only Myself
There is only Self
And that does not mean that the world does not exist
That you do not exist
That I do not exist
It means that I identify myself
That I realize myself
As apparency of both subject and object
That I realize the purpose of the apparency
The fullness… to infinity
The Omniscience and the Omnipresence
What do I need fear?
Where do I go from here?
I am still here, I still manifesting and expressing embodiment
I am still aging, and eating and sleeping and itching
I still cannot heal myself instantaneously, miraculously
I still cannot levitate or perform miracles
So what do I do?
Where do I go from here?
I know now that I am Divine totally
How do I manifest that total Divinity?
How do I express It totally?
How do I ‘BE IT?’
Here and now and forever?
I know that I am infinite totally
My finity is an illusion, an apparency
My duality is an illusion, an apparency
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Why the illusion?
Why the apparency?
When the apparent object apparently emerges from the absolute Infinite
It remains an apparency
It does not emerge
If it emerged the Infinite from which it emerged
Would be reduced by the emergence
And would no longer be infinite
The One would no longer be One… without a second
The one would be one relative to two
No matter what we do the Infinite remains
A true reality, a true absolute
If that is true… which it must be,
What is the apparency, the finite?
The finite apparency remains within the Infinite
Without emergence
Being infinitely Infinite
At all times and everywhere
I start to change my mindset…
I am no longer walking, writing, thinking
The Infinity wants to experience walking, thinking
but can’t without finite embodiment
So the Infinite, being infinitely omnipotent
Simply does so
As a notion, its notion
Then notionalises me, or rather my body
To enter the notion as a notional subject
To walk the notional finite path
And play in the notional garden
And experience all the diverse experiences
And taste, and smell, and feel, and hear, and see
For It, for Infinity… as finity
As a spacesuit in order to experience space
So a body in order to experience
The Garden of Eden
So it is not the space suit which is experiencing
It is the ‘dweller’ in the space suit who is doing so
The space suit merely enables him to do so
So, too, my body does not
Taste, smell, feel, hear, and see
The ‘Dweller in the body’ does so
And who is the ‘Dweller in the body?’
None other than infinity
Enjoying the finite experience
Infinitely!
And as I go through the day
And the night
The days and the nights
(which are themselves apparencies;
as are time and space… and all finity and diversity)
I must re-learn to know who is living ‘in’ my body
I must re-learn to remember who is living ‘in’ my body
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I must re-learn to live from the Infinite In-Dweller
Not from the mere notional body
I must re-learn to proceed from the Infinite In-Dweller
Not from the mere notional body
I must live from my depths
Not from my superficial body
The In-Dweller, not the spacesuit
A new mindset
A new habit
Not only in meditation but in daily mundane life
Live in my depths
Proceed from my depths
Act from my depths
Think from my depths
And from my depths witness my body
My finite embodiment
Acting for Infinite Me
And this acting includes thinking
The precursor to acting
So I witness, too, my thinking
I witness, too, my mind
I watch my body
I watch my mind
I watch my thoughts
I realise my body is notional
The interplay between duality
Polarity
Subject and object
My embodiment is the notional or dream subject
As it watches the notional or dream objects of the world
But my embodiment is Infinity’s notional object
No less, not one bit less, than all the notion dream objects of the world
As Infinity conceptualises finity
Then enters that conceptualised finity
Through my conceptualised body
Conceptualised by the Infinite
In order to experience the finite
And I mustn’t think that it is my body
Or my mind
That is experiencing
No, it is the Infinite that is doing so
Infinitely
Through my body…
I must now develop this mindset
Break the old habit
Establish the new habit
Or rather re-establish it
Realise it
and LIVE IT, BE IT…
Vasistha 228
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6. Added unto Ye
Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat;
Neither for the body, what ye shall put on…,
Neither be ye of doubtful mind.
For all these things do the nations of the world seek after,
And your Father knowest that ye have need of these things.
Rather thus seek ye the Kingdom of God,
And all these things shall be added unto you.
Luke 12:22, 29-31

I will not be a beggar begging limited mortal prosperity, health and knowledge. I am Thy
child, and as such I demand, without limitation, Thy Divine Son’s share of all these things
which I already possess but forgot to claim because of the forgetfulness caused by my
mortal beggary.
Yogananda, Meditations & Affirmations

7. Affirmation (Ultimate)
I, who am host to God, am worthy of Him
Or He wouldn’t have made me so
He, who established His dwelling in me,
created it as he would have it be
It is not needful that I make it ready for Him
But only that I do not interfere with His plan to
restore to me my own awareness of my readiness,
which is eternal
I need add nothing to His plan
But to receive it, I must be willing not to substitute
my own in place of it
A Course in Miracles, Text, The Little Willingness, p 356

8. Akasha
Space, Dimension Vasistha 42
Asa (Hope and Craving)(?) – see below
The Sanskrit word, akasha, ether or space, derives from ã, 'towards' and kaśa, 'to be
visible, to appear'. To perceive…as ‘subject’ perceiving ‘object’ in dimension of spacetime
Akasha is the subtle background, or rather dimension, against which or in which
everything in the universe becomes perceptible. Space gives dimension to objects. The
Field is Everything. Mise en Scène (the Stage)
Yogananda, Bhagavad Ghita – Translation & Commentary, pg 867

Akashic Records
All events and all wisdom are permanently recorded in the super-ether of omniscience, the
akashic (etheric) record. Revelation
Yogananda – Gita intro xxv

The Akasa: The Book of Nature
Helena Blavatsky

9. Alertness : Restful Alertness
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Pay great attention to each second of your life and understand the meaning of even the
smallest incident. When the hidden meaning of each event becomes clear to you, your
freedom will become real.
Be alert to what is in each encounter. Missing the meaning of encounters builds up layers
in the unconscious, and when the layers build up too thickly there is no longer any way
through to reach the nucleus of being which is my source in each person.
Marion Dubois, Solar Encounters, 37 – 38

Let go of any attachment to these writings. Listen only for the gentle laughter which is
my presence in you and brings you happiness full of grace and calm. It is within this
happiness that I can take my place in you, with increasing naturalness and certainty.
77

At this crucial point in your life, the gifts you can offer me are constant vigilance
combined with physical and psychic relaxation.
Living in stress implies submission to some constraint. If your nervous energies are not
used up on distress, they become ‘soul energies’. They can then open out and help you to
cross the unknown headlands that you dread.
There is nothing to dread. Just let things happen. Feel my presence as physically as
possible. You will then feel wholly reassured.
84,85

Be present to me in every person you meet (no matter how boring or banal). As you
know, every incident that comes your way has a hidden meaning for you to discover.
Whenever you are subjected to a test which you think is unfair, realize that you are
unconsciously asking for it, and that you will find unity again in your depths; in unity
there is no space between the test and you.
10 Altar of God
Do not believe that his world is outside of ourselves, for only by recognizing where it is
will we gain control over it. For we do have control over our minds, since the mind is the
mechanism of decision.
If we recognize that all the attack we perceive is in our own minds, and nowhere else, we
will at last have placed its source. And where it begins it must end. And in this same
place lies salvation. The altar of God where Christ abideth is there. We have defiled the
altar but not the world. Yet Christ has placed the Atonement on the altar for us. Bring
our perceptions of the (apparently outside) world to this altar, for it is the altar to truth.
There we will see our vision changed, and there we will learn to see truly. From this
place, where God and His Son dwell in peace and where we are welcome, we will look
out in peace and behold the world truly. For to find the place, we must relinquish our
investment in the world as we project it, allowing the Holy Spirit to extend the real world
to us from the altar of God. (See also, Inward World)
A Course in Miracles (ACIM), Text, The Investment in Reality, p 207

11 Amit Goswami PhD
An interview with Amit Goswami, Ph.D.
by Craig Hamilton for What Is Enlightenment? Magazine
"Dr. Goswami is convinced, along with a number of others who subscribe to the same view, that the universe, in order to
exist, requires a conscious sentient being to be aware of it. Without an observer, he claims, it only exists as a possibility.
And as they say in the world of science, Goswami has done his math. Marshalling evidence from recent research in
cognitive psychology, biology, parapsychology and quantum physics, and leaning heavily on the ancient mystical traditions
of the world, Goswami is building a case for a new paradigm that he calls “monistic idealism,” the view that consciousness,
not matter, is the foundation of everything that is."

Scientific Proof of the Existence of God
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Introduction
Before you read any further, stop and close your eyes for a moment. Now consider the
following question: for the moment your eyes were closed, did the world still exist even
though you weren’t conscious of it? How do you know? If this sounds like the kind of
unanswerable brain teaser your Philosophy 101 professor used to employ to stretch your
philosophical imagination, you might be surprised to discover that there are actually
physicists at reputable universities who believe they have answered this question—and
their answer, believe it or not, is no.
Now consider something even more intriguing. Imagine for a moment the entire history of
the universe. According to all the data scientists have been able to gather, it exploded into
existence some fifteen billion years ago, setting the stage for a cosmic dance of energy
and light that continues to this day. Now imagine the history of planet Earth. An
amorphous cloud of dust emerging out of that primordial fireball, it slowly coalesced into
a solid orb, found its way into gravitational orbit around the sun, and through a complex
interaction of light and gases over billions of years, generated an atmosphere and a
biosphere capable of not only giving birth to, but sustaining and proliferating, life.
Now imagine that none of the above ever happened. Consider instead the possibility that
the entire story only existed as an abstract potential—a cosmic dream among countless
other cosmic dreams—until, in that dream, life somehow evolved to the point that a
conscious, sentient being came into existence. At that moment, solely because of the
conscious observation of that individual, the entire universe, including all of the history
leading up to that point, suddenly came into being. Until that moment, nothing had
actually ever happened. In that moment, fifteen billion years happened. If this sounds like
nothing more than a complicated backdrop for a science fiction story or a secular version
of one of the world’s great creation myths, hold on to your hat. According to physicist
Amit Goswami, the above description is a scientifically viable explanation of how the
universe came into being.
Goswami is convinced, along with a number of others who subscribe to the same view,
that the universe, in order to exist, requires a conscious sentient being to be aware of it.
Without an observer, he claims, it only exists as a possibility. And as they say in the world
of science, Goswami has done his math. Marshalling evidence from recent research in
cognitive psychology, biology, parapsychology and quantum physics, and leaning heavily
on the ancient mystical traditions of the world, Goswami is building a case for a new
paradigm that he calls “monistic idealism,” the view that consciousness, not matter, is the
foundation of everything that is.
A professor of physics at the University of Oregon and a member of its Institute of
Theoretical Science, Dr. Goswami is part of a growing body of renegade scientists who in
recent years have ventured into the domain of the spiritual in an attempt both to interpret
the seemingly inexplicable findings of their experiments and to validate their intuitions
about the existence of a spiritual dimension of life. The culmination of Goswami’s own
work is his book The Self-Aware Universe: How Consciousness Creates the Material
World. Rooted in an interpretation of the experimental data of quantum physics (the
physics of elementary particles), the book weaves together a myriad of findings and
theories in fields from artificial intelligence to astronomy to Hindu (Vedic) mysticism in
an attempt to show that the discoveries of modern science are in perfect accord with the
deepest mystical truths.
Quantum physics, as well as a number of other modern sciences, he feels, is
demonstrating that the essential unity underlying all of reality is a fact which can be
experimentally verified. Because of the enormous implications he sees in this scientific
confirmation of the spiritual, Goswami is ardently devoted to explaining his theory to as
many people as possible in order to help bring about what he feels is a much needed
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paradigm shift. He feels that because science is now capable of validating mysticism,
much that before required a leap of faith can now be empirically proven and, hence, the
materialist paradigm which has dominated scientific and philosophical thought for over
two hundred years can finally be called into question.
Interviewing Amit Goswami was a mind-bending and concept-challenging experience.
Listening to him explain many ideas with which he seemed perfectly at home, required,
for me, such a suspension of disbelief that I at times found myself having to stretch far
beyond anything I had previously considered. (Goswami is also a great fan of science
fiction whose first book, The Cosmic Dancers, was a look at science fiction through the
eyes of a physicist.)
But whether or not one ultimately accepts some of his more esoteric theories, one has to
respect the creativity and passion with which he is willing to inquire. Goswami is clearly
willing to take risks with his ideas and is fervently dedicated to sharing his investigation
with audiences around the world. He speaks widely at conferences and other forums about
the exciting discoveries of the new science and their significance, not only for the way
science is done, but for society as a whole. In India, the country of his birth, he is actively
involved in a growing organized movement to bridge the gap between science and
spirituality, through which he is helping to pioneer a graduate institute in “consciousness
studies” based on the premise that consciousness is the ground of all being.
Goswami is considered by some to be a pioneer in his field. By attempting to bring
material realism to its knees and to integrate all fields of knowledge in a single unified
paradigm, he hopes to pave the way for a new holistic worldview in which spirit is put
first. In fact, as far as we know, he is the only new paradigm scientist who is taking a clear
stand against the relativism so popular among new age thinkers. At a time when the decay
of human values and the erosion of any sense of meaning has reached epidemic scale, it is
hard to imagine what could be more important than this.
And yet, for all the important and valuable work he seems to be doing, in the end we are
left with serious reservations as to whether Goswami’s approach will ultimately lead to
the kind of transformation he hopes for. Thinkers such as Huston Smith and E. F.
Schumacher have pointed to what they feel is an arrogance, or at least, a kind of naiveté,
on the part of scientists who believe they can expand the reach of their discipline to
somehow include or explain the spiritual dimension of life. Such critics suggest that the
very attempt to scientifically validate the spiritual is itself a product of the same
materialistic impulses it intends to uproot and, because of this, is ultimately only capable
of reducing spirit, God and the transcendent to mere objects of scientific fascination.
Is science capable of proving the reality of the transcendent dimension of life? Or would
science better serve the spiritual potential of the human race by acknowledging the
inherent limits of its domain? The following interview confronts us with these questions.
Interview
WIE: In your book The Self-Aware Universe you speak about the need for a paradigm
shift1. Could you talk a bit about how you conceive of that shift? From what to what?
Amit Goswami: The current worldview has it that everything is made of matter, and
everything can be reduced to the elementary particles of matter, the basic constituents—
building blocks—of matter. And cause arises from the interactions of these basic building
blocks or elementary particles; elementary particles make atoms, atoms make molecules,
molecules make cells, and cells make brain. But all the way, the ultimate cause is always
the interactions between the elementary particles. This is the belief—all cause moves
from the elementary particles. This is what we call “upward causation.” So in this view,
1

See below, Infinity & The Paradigm Shift, (Author & Assembler of this Concordance)
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what human beings—you and I—think of as our free will does not really exist. It is only
an epiphenomenon or secondary phenomenon, secondary to the causal power of matter.
And any causal power that we seem to be able to exert on matter is just an illusion. This is
the current paradigm.
Now, the opposite view is that everything starts with consciousness. That is,
consciousness is the ground of all being. In this view, consciousness imposes “downward
causation.” In other words, our free will is real. When we act in the world we really are
acting with causal power. This view does not deny that matter also has causal potency—it
does not deny that there is causal power from elementary particles upward, so there is
upward causation—but in addition it insists that there is also downward causation. It
shows up in our creativity and acts of free will, or when we make moral decisions. In
those occasions we are actually witnessing downward causation by consciousness.
WIE: In your book you refer to this new paradigm as “monistic idealism.” And you also
suggest that science seems to be verifying what a lot of mystics have said throughout
history—that science’s current findings seem to be parallel to the essence of the perennial
spiritual teaching.
AG: It is the spiritual teaching. It is not just parallel. The idea that consciousness is the
ground of being is the basis of all spiritual traditions, as it is for the philosophy of
monistic idealism—although I have given it a somewhat new name. The reason for my
choice of the name is that, in the West, there is a philosophy called “idealism” which is
opposed to the philosophy of “material realism,” which holds that only matter is real.
Idealism says no, consciousness is the only real thing. But in the West that kind of
idealism has usually meant something that is really dualism—that is, consciousness and
matter are separate. So, by monistic idealism, I made it clear that, no, I don’t mean that
dualistic kind of Western idealism, but really a monistic idealism, which has existed in the
West, but only in the esoteric spiritual traditions. Whereas in the East this is the
mainstream philosophy. In Buddhism, or in Hinduism where it is called Vedanta, or in
Taoism, this is the philosophy of everyone. But in the West this is a very esoteric
tradition, only known and adhered to by very astute philosophers, the people who have
really delved deeply into the nature of reality.
WIE: What you are saying is that modern science, from a completely different angle—not
assuming anything about the existence of a spiritual dimension of life—has somehow
come back around, and is finding itself in agreement with that view as a result of its own
discoveries.
AG: That’s right. And this is not entirely unexpected. Starting from the beginning of
quantum physics, which began in the year 1900 and then became full-fledged in 1925
when the equations of quantum mechanics were discovered, quantum physics has given
us indications that the worldview might change. Staunch materialist physicists have loved
to compare the classical worldview and the quantum worldview. Of course, they wouldn’t
go so far as to abandon the idea that there is only upward causation and that matter is
supreme, but the fact remains that they saw in quantum physics some great paradigm
changing potential. And then what happened was that, starting in 1982, results started
coming in from laboratory experiments in physics. That is the year when, in France, Alain
Aspect and his collaborators performed the great experiment that conclusively established
the veracity of the spiritual notions, and particularly the notion of transcendence. Should I
go into a little bit of detail about Aspect’s experiment?
WIE: Yes, please do.
AG: To give a little background, what had been happening was that for many years
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quantum physics had been giving indications that there are levels of reality other than the
material level. How it started happening first was that quantum objects—objects in
quantum physics—began to be looked upon as waves of possibility. Now, initially people
thought, “Oh, they are just like regular waves.” But very soon it was found out that, no,
they are not waves in space and time. They cannot be called waves in space and time at
all—they have properties which do not jibe with those of ordinary waves. So they began
to be recognized as waves in potential,waves of possibility, and the potential was
recognized as transcendent,beyond matter somehow.
But the fact that there is transcendent potential was not very clear for a long time. Then
Aspect’s experiment verified that this is not just theory, there really is transcendent
potential, objects really do have connections outside of space and time—outside of space
and time! What happens in this experiment is that an atom emits two quanta of light,
called photons, going opposite ways, and somehow these photons affect one another’s
behavior at a distance, without exchanging any signals through space. Notice that: without
exchanging any signals through space but instantly affecting each other. Instantaneously.
Now Einstein showed long ago that two objects can never affect each other instantly in
space and time because everything must travel with a maximum speed limit, and that
speed limit is the speed of light. So any influence must travel, if it travels through space,
taking a finite time. This is called the idea of “locality.” Every signal is supposed to be
local in the sense that it must take a finite time to travel through space. And yet, Aspect’s
photons—the photons emitted by the atom in Aspect’s experiment—influence one
another, at a distance, without exchanging signals because they are doing it
instantaneously—they are doing it faster than the speed of light. And therefore it follows
that the influence could not have traveled through space. Instead the influence must
belong to a domain of reality that we must recognize as the transcendent domain of
reality.
WIE: That’s fascinating. Would most physicists agree with that interpretation of his
experiment?
AG: Well, physicists must agree with this interpretation of this experiment. Many times
of course, physicists will take the following point of view: they will say, “Well, yeah sure,
experiments. But this relationship between particles really isn’t important. We mustn’t
look into any of the consequences of this transcendent domain—if it can even be
interpreted that way.” In other words, they try to minimize the impact of this and still try
to hold on to the idea that matter is supreme.
But in their heart they know, as is very evidenced. In 1984 or ‘85, at the American
Physical Society meeting at which I was present, it is said that one physicist was heard
saying to another physicist that, after Aspect’s experiment, anyone who does not believe
that something is really strange about the world must have rocks in his head.
WIE: So what you are saying is that from your point of view, which a number of others
share, it is somehow obvious that one would have to bring in the idea of a transcendent
dimension to really understand this.
AG: Yes, it is. Henry Stapp, who is a physicist at the University of California at Berkeley,
says this quite explicitly in one of his papers written in 1977, that things outside of space
and time affect things inside space and time. There’s just no question that that happens in
the realm of quantum physics when you are dealing with quantum objects. Now of course,
the crux of the matter is, the surprising thing is, that we are alwaysdealing with quantum
objects because it turns out that quantum physics is the physics of every object. Whether
it’s submicroscopic or it’s macroscopic, quantum physics is the only physics we’ve got.
So although it’s more apparent for photons, for electrons, for the submicroscopic objects,
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our belief is that all reality, all manifest reality, all matter, is governed by the same laws.
And if that is so, then this experiment is telling us that we should change our worldview
because we, too, are quantum objects.
WIE: These are fascinating discoveries which have inspired a lot of people. A number of
books have already attempted to make the link between physics and mysticism. Fritjof
Capra’s The Tao of Physics and Gary Zukav’sThe Dancing Wu Li Masters have both
reached many, many people. In your book, though, you mention that there was something
that you felt had not yet been covered which you feel is your unique contribution to all
this. Could you say something about what you are doing that is different from what has
been done before in this area?
AG: I’m glad that you asked that question. This should be clarified and I will try to
explicate it as clearly as I can. The early work, like The Tao of Physics, has been very
important for the history of science. However, these early works, in spite of supporting
the spiritual aspect of human beings, all basically held on to the material view of the
world nevertheless. In other words, they did not challenge the material realists’ view that
everything is made up of matter. That view was never put to any challenge by any of these
early books. In fact, my book was the first one which challenged it squarely and which
was still based on a rigorous explication in scientific terms. In other words, the idea that
consciousness is the ground of being, of course, has existed in psychology, as
transpersonal psychology, but outside of transpersonal psychology no tradition of science
and no scientist has seen it so clearly.
It was my good fortune to recognize it within quantum physics, to recognize that all the
paradoxes of quantum physics can be solved if we accept consciousness as the ground of
being. So that was my unique contribution and, of course, this has paradigm-shifting
potential because now we can truly integrate science and spirituality. In other words, with
Capra and Zukav—although their books are very good—because they held on to a
fundamentally materialist paradigm, the paradigm is not shifting,nor is there any real
reconciliation between spirituality and science. Because if everything is ultimately
material, all causal efficacy must come from matter. So consciousness is recognized,
spirituality is recognized, but only as causal epiphenomena, or secondary phenomena.
And an epiphenomenal consciousness is not very good. I mean, it’s not doinganything.
So, although these books acknowledge our spirituality, the spirituality is ultimately
coming from some sort of material interaction.
But that’s not the spirituality that Jesus talked about. That’s not the spirituality that
Eastern mystics were so ecstatic about. That’s not the spirituality where a mystic
recognizes and says, “I now know what reality is like, and this takes away all the
unhappiness that one ever had. This is infinite, this is joy, this is consciousness.” This
kind of exuberant statement that mystics make could not be made on the basis of
epiphenomenal consciousness. It can be made only when one recognizes the ground of
being itself, when one cognizes directly that One is All.
Now, an epiphenomenal human being would not have any such cognition. It would not
make any sense to cognize that you are All. So that is what I am saying. So long as
science remains on the basis of the materialist worldview, however much you try to
accommodate spiritual experiences in terms of parallels or in terms of chemicals in the
brain or what have you, you are not really giving up the old paradigm. You are giving up
the old paradigm and fully reconciling with spirituality only when you establish science
on the basis of the fundamental spiritual notion that consciousness is the ground of all
being. That is what I have done in my book, and that is the beginning. But already there
are some other books that are recognizing this too.
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WIE: So there are people corroborating your ideas?
AG: There are people who are now coming out and recognizing the same thing, that this
view is the correct way to go to explain quantum physics and also to develop science in
the future. In other words, the present science has shown not only quantum paradoxes but
also has shown real incompetence in explaining paradoxical and anomalous phenomena,
such as parapsychology, the paranormal—even creativity. And even traditional subjects,
like perception or biological evolution, have much to explain that these materialist
theories don’t explain. To give you one example, in biology there is what is called the
theory of punctuated equilibrium. What that means is that evolution is not only slow, as
Darwin perceived, but there are also rapid epochs of evolution, which are called
“punctuation marks.” But traditional biology has no explanation for this.
However, if we do science on the basis of consciousness, on the primacy of
consciousness, then we can see in this phenomenon creativity, real creativity of
consciousness. In other words, we can truly see that consciousness is operating creatively
even in biology, even in the evolution of species. And so we can now fill up these gaps
that conventional biology cannot explain with ideas which are essentially spiritual ideas,
such as consciousness as the creator of the world.
WIE: This brings to mind the subtitle of your book, How Consciousness Creates the
Material World. This is obviously quite a radical idea. Could you explain a bit more
concretely how this actually happens in your opinion?
AG: Actually, it’s the easiest thing to explain, because in quantum physics, as I said
earlier, objects are not seen as definite things, as we are used to seeing them. Newton
taught us that objects are definite things, they can be seen all the time, moving in definite
trajectories. Quantum physics doesn’t depict objects that way at all. In quantum physics,
objects are seen as possibilities, possibility waves. Right? So then the question arises,
what converts possibility into actuality? Because, when we see, we only see actual events.
That’s starting with us. When you see a chair, you see an actual chair, you don’t see a
possible chair.
WIE: Right—I hope so.
AG: We all hope so. Now this is called the “quantum measurement paradox.” It is a
paradox because who are we to do this conversion? Because after all, in the materialist
paradigm we don’t have any causal efficacy. We are nothing but the brain, which is made
up of atoms and elementary particles. So how can a brain which is made up of atoms and
elementary particles convert a possibility wave that it itself is? It itself is made up of the
possibility waves of atoms and elementary particles, so it cannot convert its own
possibility wave into actuality. This is called a paradox. Now in the new view,
consciousness is the ground of being. So who converts possibility into actuality?
Consciousness does, because consciousness does not obey quantum physics.
Consciousness is not made of material. Consciousness is transcendent. Do you see the
paradigm-changing view right here—how consciousness can be said to create the material
world? The material world of quantum physics is just possibility. It is consciousness,
through the conversion of possibility into actuality, that creates what we see manifest. In
other words, consciousness creates the manifest world.
WIE: To be honest, when I first saw the subtitle of your book I assumed you were
speaking metaphorically. But after reading the book, and speaking with you about it now,
I am definitely getting the sense that you mean it much more literally than I had thought.
One thing in your book that really stopped me in my tracks was your statement that,
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according to your interpretation, the entire physical universe only existed in a realm of
countless evolving possibilities until at one point, the possibility of a conscious, sentient
being arose and that, at that point, instantaneously, the entire known universe came into
being, including the fifteen billion years of history leading up to that point. Do you
really mean that?
AG: I mean that literally. This is what quantum physics demands. In fact, in quantum
physics this is called “delayed choice.” And I have added to this concept the concept of
“self-reference.” Actually the concept of delayed choice is very old. It is due to a very
famous physicist named John Wheeler, but Wheeler did not see the entire thing correctly,
in my opinion. He left out self-reference. The question always arises, “The universe is
supposed to have existed for fifteen billion years, so if it takes consciousness to convert
possibility into actuality, then how could the universe be around for so long?” Because
there was no consciousness, no sentient being, biological being, carbonbased being, in
that primordial fireball which is supposed to have created the universe, the big bang. But
this other way of looking at things says that the universe remained in possibility until
there was self-referential quantum measurement—so that is the new concept. An
observer’s looking is essential in order to manifest possibility into actuality, and so only
when the observer looks, only then does the entire thing become manifest—including
time. So all of past time, in that respect, becomes manifest right at that moment when the
first sentient being looks.
It turns out that this idea, in a very clever, very subtle way, has been around in cosmology
and astronomy under the guise of a principle called the “anthropic principle.” That is, the
idea has been growing among astronomers—cosmologists anyway—that the universe has
a purpose. It is so fine-tuned, there are so many coincidences, that it seems very likely that
the universe is doing something purposive, as if the universe is growing in such a way that
a sentient being will arise at some point.
WIE: So you feel there’s a kind of purposiveness to the way the universe is evolving; that,
in a sense, it reaches its fruition in us, in human beings?
AG: Well, human beings may not be the end of it, but certainly they are the first fruition,
because here is then the possibility of manifest creativity, creativity in the sentient being
itself. The animals are certainly sentient, but they are not creative in the sense that we are.
So human beings certainly right now seem to be an epitome, but this may not be the final
epitome. I think we have a long way to go and there is a long evolution to occur yet.
WIE: In your book you even go so far as to suggest that the cosmos was created for our
sake.
AG: Absolutely. But it means sentient beings, for the sake of all sentient beings. And the
universe is us. That’s very clear. The universe is self-aware, but it is self-aware through
us. We are the meaning of the universe. We are not the geographical center of the
universe—Copernicus was right about that—but we are the meaning center of the
universe.
WIE: Through us the universe finds its meaning?
AG: Through sentient beings. And that doesn’t have to be anthropocentric in the sense of
only earthlings. There could be beings, sentient beings on other planets, in other stars—in
fact I am convinced that there are—and that’s completely consonant with this theory.
WIE: This human-centered—or even sentient-being-centered—stance seems quite radical
at a time when so much of modern progressive thought, across disciplines from ecology to
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feminism to systems theory, is going in the opposite direction. These perspectives point
more toward interconnectedness or interrelatedness, in which the significance of any one
part of the whole—including one species, such as the human species—is being deemphasized. Your view seems to hark back to a more traditional, almost biblical kind of
idea. How would you respond to proponents of the prevailing “nonhierarchical”
paradigm?
AG: It’s the difference between the perennial philosophy that we are talking about,
monistic idealism, and what is called a kind of pantheism. That is, these views—which I
call “ecological worldviews” and which Ken Wilber calls the same thing—are actually
denigrating God by seeing God as limited to the immanent reality. On the face of it, this
sounds good because everything becomes divine—the rocks, the trees, all the way to
human beings, and they are all equal and they are all divinity—it sounds fine, but it
certainly does not adhere to what the spiritual teachers knew. In the Bhagavad Gita,
Krishna says to Arjuna, “All these things are in me, but I am not in them.” What does he
mean by that? What he means is that “I am not exclusively in them.”
So there is evolution, in other words, in the manifest reality. Evolutionhappens. That
means that the amoeba is, of course, a manifestation of consciousness, and so is the
human being. But they are not in the same stage. Evolutionarily, yes, we are ahead of the
amoeba. And these theories, these ecological-worldview people, they don’t see that. They
don’t rightly understand what evolution is because they are ignoring the transcendent
dimension, they are ignoring the purposiveness of the universe, the creative play. Ken
Wilber makes this point very, very well in his book Sex, Ecology, Spirituality.
WIE: So you would say they have part of the picture but that without this other aspect
that you are bringing in, their view is very—
AG: It’s very limited. And that’s why pantheism is very limited. When Westerners started
going to India, they thought it was pantheistic because it has many, many gods. Indian
philosophy tends to see God in nature, in many things—they worship rocks sometimes,
that kind of thing—so they thought it was pantheistic and only somewhat later did they
realize that there is a transcendent dimension. In fact, the transcendent dimension is
developed extremely well in Indian philosophy, whereas the transcendent dimension in
the West is hidden in the cave of a very few esoteric systems such as the Gnostics and a
few great masters like Meister Eckhart. In Jesus’ teachings you can see it in the Gospel
according to Thomas. But you have to really dig deep to find that thread in the West. In
India, in the Upanishads and the Vedanta and the Bhagavad Gita, it is very much explicit.
Now, pantheism sounds very good. But it’s only part of the story. It’s a good way to
worship, it’s a good way to bring spirituality into your daily life, because it is good to
acknowledge that there is spirit in everything. But if we just see the diversity, see the God
in everything, but don’t see the God which is beyond every particular thing, then we are
not realizing our potential. We are not realizing our Self. And so, truly, Self-realization
involves seeing this pantheistic aspect of reality, but also seeing the transcendent aspect of
reality.
WIE: In addition to being a scientist, you are also a spiritual practitioner. Could you talk
a little bit about what brought you to spirituality?
AG: Well, I’m afraid that is a pretty usual, almost classic, case. The ideal classic case, of
course, is the famous case of the Buddha, who recognized at the age of twenty-nine that
all of his pleasure as a prince was really a waste of time because there is suffering in the
world. For me it was not that drastic, but when I was about thirty-seven the world started
to fall apart on me. I lost my research grant, I had a divorce and I was very lonely. And
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the professional pleasure that I used to get by writing physics papers stopped being
pleasure.
I remember one time when I was at a conference and all day I had been going around,
beating my own drums and arguing with people. Then in the evening when I was alone, I
felt so lonely. And I realized that I had heartburn, and I had already exhausted a full bottle
of Tums and still it would not go away. I discovered suffering; I discovered suffering
literally. And it is that discovery of suffering that brought me to spirituality, because I
couldn’t think of anything else. I couldn’t think of any other way—although I had given
up the idea of God entirely and had been a materialist physicist for quite some time. In
fact, when my young children asked me one time, “Are you an atheist?” I said something
like, “Yeah.” And, “Is there a God?” And I said, “No, I don’t believe in God.” That kind
of thing was quite common for me to say. But in that era, around thirty-seven, that
particular world—where God didn’t exist and where the meaning of life came just from
brain-pursuits of glory in a profession—just did not satisfy me and did not bring
happiness. In fact it was full of suffering. So I came to meditation. I wanted to see if there
was any way of at least finding some solace, if not happiness. And eventually great joy
came out of it, but that took time. And also, I must mention that I got married too, and the
challenge of love was a very important one. In other words, I very soon discovered after I
got married for the second time that love is very different than what I thought it was. So I
discovered with my wife the meaning of love, and that was a big contribution also to my
own spirituality.
WIE: It’s interesting that, while you turned to spirituality because you felt that science
wasn’t really satisfying your own search for truth, you have nevertheless remained a
scientist throughout.
AG: That’s true. It’s just that my way of doing science changed. What happened to me,
the reason that I lost the joy of science, was because I had made it into a professional trip.
I lost the ideal way of doing science, which is the spirit of discovery, the curiosity, the
spirit of knowing truth. So I was not searching for truth anymore through science, and
therefore I had to discover meditation, where I was searching for truth again, truth of
reality. What is the nature of reality after all? You see the first tendency was nihilism,
nothing exists; I was completely desperate. But meditation very soon told me that no, it’s
not that desperate. I had an experience. I had a glimpse that reality really does exist.
Whatever it was I didn’t know, but something exists. So that gave me the prerogative to
go back to science and see if I could now do science with new energy and new direction
and really investigate truth instead of investigating because of professional glory.
WIE: How then did your newly revived interest in truth, this spiritual core to your life,
inform your practice of science?
AG: What happened was that I was not doing science anymore for the purpose of just
publishing papers and doing problems which enabled you to publish papers and get
grants. Instead, I was doing the really important problems. And the really important
problems of today are very paradoxical and very anomalous. Well, I’m not saying that
traditional scientists don’t have a few important problems. There are a few important
problems there too. But one of the problems I discovered very quickly that would lead
me, I just intuited, to questions of reality was the quantum measurement problem.
You see, the quantum measurement problem is supposed to be a problem which forever
derails people from any professional achievement because it’s a very difficult problem.
People have tried it for decades and have not been able to solve it. But I thought, “I have
nothing to lose and I am going to investigate only truth, so why not see?” Quantum
physics was something I knew very well. I had researched quantum physics all my life, so
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why not do the quantum measurement problem? So that’s how I came to ask this question,
“What agency converts possibility into actuality?” And it still took me from 1975 to 1985
until, through a mystical breakthrough, I came to recognize this.
WIE: Could you describe that breakthrough?
AG: Yes, I’d love to. It’s so vivid in my mind. You see, the wisdom was in those days—
and this was in every sort of book, The Tao of Physics, The Dancing Wu Li Masters, Fred
Alan Wolf’s Taking the Quantum Leap, and some other books too—everywhere the
wisdom was that consciousness must be an emergent phenomenon of the brain. And
despite the fact that some of these people, to their credit, were giving consciousness
causal efficacy, no one could explain how it happened. That was the mystery because,
after all, if it’s an emergent phenomenon of the brain, then all causal efficacy must
ultimately come from the material elementary particles. So this was a puzzle to me. This
was a puzzle to everybody. And I just couldn’t find any way to solve it. David Bohm
talked about hidden variables, so I toyed with his ideas of an explicate order and an
implicate order, that kind of thing—but this wasn’t satisfactory because in Bohm’s theory,
again, there is no causal efficacy that is given to consciousness. It is all a realist theory. In
other words, it is a theory on which everything can be explained through mathematical
equations. There is no freedom of choice, in other words, in reality. So I was just
struggling and struggling because I was convinced that there is real freedom of choice.
So then one time—and this is where the breakthrough happened—my wife and I were in
Ventura, California and a mystic friend, Joel Morwood, came down from Los Angeles,
and we all went to hear Krishnamurti. And Krishnamurti, of course, is extremely
impressive, a very great mystic. So we heard him and then we came back home. We had
dinner and we were talking, and I was giving Joel a spiel about my latest ideas of the
quantum theory of consciousness and Joel just challenged me. He said, “Can
consciousness be explained?” And I tried to wriggle my way through that but he wouldn’t
listen. He said, “You are putting on scientific blinders. You don’t realize that
consciousness is the ground of all being.” He didn’t use that particular word, but he said
something like, “There is nothing but God.” And something flipped inside of me which I
cannot quite explain. This is the ultimate cognition, that I had at that very moment. There
was a complete about-turn in my psyche and I just realized that consciousness is the
ground of all being. I remember staying up that night, looking at the sky and having a real
mystical feeling about what the world is, and the complete conviction that this is the way
the world is, this is the way that reality is, and one can do science. You see, the prevalent
notion—even among people like David Bohm—was, “How can you ever do science
without assuming that there is reality and material and all this? How can you do science if
you let consciousness do things which are ‘arbitrary’?” But I became completely
convinced—there has not been a shred of doubt ever since—that one can do science on
this basis. Not only that, one can solve the problems of today’s science. And that is what
is turning out. Of course all the problems did not get solved right on that night. That night
was the beginning of a new way of doing science.
WIE: That’s interesting. So that night something really did shift for you in your whole
approach. And everything was different after that?
AG: Everything was different.
WIE: Did you then find, in working out the details of what it would mean to do science in
this context, that you were able to penetrate much more deeply or that your own scientific
thinking was transformed in some way by this experience?
AG: Right. Exactly. What happened was very interesting. I was stuck, as I said, I was
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stuck with this idea before: “How can consciousness have causal efficacy?” And now that
I recognized that consciousness was the ground of being, within months all the problems
of quantum measurement theory, the measurement paradoxes, just melted away. I wrote
my first paper which was published in 1989, but that was just refinement of the ideas and
working out details. The net upshot was that the creativity, which got a second wind on
that night in 1985, took about another three years before it started fully expressing itself.
But ever since I have been just blessed with ideas after ideas, and lots of problems have
been solved—the problem of cognition, perception, biological evolution, mind-body
healing. My latest book is called Physics of the Soul. This is a theory of reincarnation, all
fully worked out. It has been just a wonderful adventure in creativity.
WIE: So it sounds pretty clear that taking an interest in the spiritual, in your case, had a
significant effect on your ability to do science. Looking through the opposite end of the
lens, how would you say that being a scientist has affected your spiritual evolution?
AG: Well, I stopped seeing them as separate, so this identification, this wholeness, the
integration of the spiritual and the scientific, was very important for me. Mystics often
warn people, “Look, don’t divide your life into this and that.” For me it came naturally
because I discovered the new way of doing science when I discovered spirit. Spirit was
the natural basis of my being, so after that, whatever I do, I don’t separate them very
much.
WIE: You mentioned a shift in your motivation for doing science—how what was driving
you started to turn at a certain point. That’s one thing that we’ve been thinking about a
lot as we’ve been looking into this issue: What is it that really motivates science? And
how is that different from what motivates spiritual pursuit? Particularly, there have been
some people we have discussed—thinkers like E. F. Schumacher or Huston Smith, for
example—who feel that ever since the scientific revolution, when Descartes’s and
Newton’s ideas took hold, the whole approach of science has been to try to dominate or
control nature or the world. Such critics question whether science could ever be a
genuine vehicle for discovering the deepest truths, because they feel that science is rooted
in a desire toknow for the wrong reasons. Obviously, in your work you have been very
immersed in the scientific world—you know a lot of scientists, you go to conferences,
you’re surrounded by all of that and also, perhaps, you struggle with that motivation in
yourself. Could you speak a little more about your experience of that?
AG: Yes, this is a very, very good question; we have to understand it very deeply.
The problem is that in this pursuit, this particular pursuit of science, including the books
that we mentioned earlier, The Tao of Physics and TheDancing Wu Li Masters, even when
spirituality is recognized within the materialist worldview, God is seen only in the
immanent aspect of divinity. What that means is: you have said that there is only one
reality. By saying that there is only one reality—material reality—even when you imbue
matter with spirituality, because you are still dealing with only one level, you are ignoring
the transcendent level. And therefore you are only looking at half of the pie; you are
ignoring the other half. Ken Wilber makes this point very, very well. So what has to be
done of course—and that’s when the stigma of science disappears—is to include the other
half into science. Now, before my work, I think it was very obscure how this inclusion has
to be done. Although people like Teilhard de Chardin, Aurobindo or Madame Blavatsky,
the founder of the Theosophy movement, recognized that such a science could have come,
very few could actually see it.
So what I have done is to give actual flesh to all these visions that took place early in the
century. And when you do that, when you recognize that science can be based on the
primacy of consciousness, then this deficiency isn’t there anymore. In other words then,
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the stigma that science is only separateness goes away. The materialist science is a
separatist science. The new science, though, says that the material part of the world does
exist, the separative movement is part of reality also, but it is not the onlypart of reality.
There is separation, and then there is integration. So in my book The Self-Aware
Universe I talk about the hero’s journey for the entire scientific endeavor. I said that, well,
four hundred years ago, with Galileo, Copernicus, Newton and others, we started the
separatist sail and we went on a separate journey of separateness, but that’s only the first
part of the hero’s journey. Then the hero discovers and the hero returns. It is the hero’s
return that we are now witnessing through this new paradigm.
15th October 2008
As Published in Newsletter@ProphetsConference.com 2008.12.31

12 Ancient=Modern & Vice Versa
See Mathematics
Another of Jung’s great contributions was defining the concept of synchronicity.
Synchronicities are coincidences that are so unusual and so meaningful they could hardly
be attributed to chance alone.
…Jung encountered many such meaningful coincidences during his psychotherapeutic
work and noticed that they almost always accompanied periods of emotional intensity and
transformation: fundamental changes in belief, sudden and new insights, deaths, births,
even changes in profession. He also noticed that they tended to peak when the new
realisation or insight was just about to surface in a patient’s consciousness. As Jung’s
ideas became more widely known, other therapists began reporting their own experiences
with synchronicity. (Jung and the scarab beetle that, in ancient Egyptian mythology
represented rebirth. Also the Chinese hospital.)
…Because of their striking nature, Jung became convinced that such synchronicities were
not chance occurrences but were somehow related to the psychological processes of the
individuals who experienced them. Since he could not conceive how an occurrence deep
in the psyche could cause an event or series of events in the physical world, at least in the
classical sense, he proposed that some new principle must be involved, and acausal
connecting principle hitherto unknown to science.
When Jung first advanced this idea, most physicists did not take it seriously (because in
physical relative reality nothing and no information can travel faster than light and thus
‘non-local’ synchronous phenomena could not be explained in cause and effect terms or
otherwise – the cause or its information necessary to effect a particle at the other end of
the universe could not travel faster than the speed of light. Thus if the two synchronous
phenomena occurred simultaneously, they could not be related in cause and effect – they
are acausal). But now that the existence of nonlocal connections has been established,
some physicists are giving Jung’s idea another look. Physicist Paul Davies states, “these
non-local quantum effects are indeed a form of synchronicity are indeed a form of
synchronicity in the sense that they establish a connection – more precisely a correlation –
between events for which any form of causal linkage is forbidden.”
Another physicist who takes synchronicity seriously is F. David Peat. Peat believes that
Jungian-type synchronicities are not only real, but offer further evidence of the implicate
order. As we have seen, according to Bohm, the apparent separateness of
consciousness and matter is an illusion, an artifact that occurs only after both have
unfolded into the explicate world of objects and sequential time. If there is no
division between mind and matter in the implicate, the ground from which all things
spring, then it is not unusual to expect that reality might still be shot through with
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traces of this deep connectivity. Peat believes that synchronicities are therefore
“flaws” in the fabric of reality, momentary fissures that allow us a brief glimpse of
the immense and unitary order underlying all of nature.
Put another way, Peat thinks that synchronicities reveal the absence of division
between the physical world and our inner psychological reality. Thus the relative
scarcity of synchronous experiences in our lives shows not only the extent to which
we have fragmented ourselves from the general field of consciousness but also the
degree to which we have sealed ourselves off from the infinite and dazzling potential
of the deeper orders of mind and reality. According to Peat, when we experience a
synchronicity, what we really are experiencing “is the human mind operating, for a
moment, in its true order and extending throughout society and nature, moving
through orders of increasing subtlety, reaching past the source of mind and matter
into creativity itself.
This is an outstanding notion. Virtually all of our commonsense prejudices about the
world are based on the premise that subjective and objective reality are very much
separate. That is why synchronicities seem so baffling and inexplicable to us. But if
there is ultimately no division between the physical world and our inner
psychological processes, then we must be prepared to change more than just our
commonsense understanding of the universe, for the implications are staggering.
One implication is that objective reality is more like a dream than we have
previously suspected. For example, imagine dreaming you are sitting at a table and
having an evening meal with your boss and his wife. As you know from experience,
all the various props in the dream – the table, the chairs, the plates, and salt and
pepper shakers – appear to be separate objects. Imagine also that you experience a
synchronicity in the dream: Perhaps you are served a particularly unpleasant dish,
and when you ask the waiter what it is, he tells you’re the name of the dish is Your
Boss. Realising that the unpleasantness of the dish betrays your true feelings about
your boss, you become embarrassed and wonder how an aspect of your “inner’ self
has managed to spill over into the “outer” reality of the scene you are dreaming. Of
course, as soon as you wake up you realise the synchronicity was not so strange at
all, for there really was no division between your “inner” self and the “outer” reality
of the dream. Similarly, you realise the apparent separateness of the various objects
in the dream was also an illusion for everything was produced by a deeper and more
fundamental order – the unbroken wholeness of your own unconscious mind.
If there is no division between the mental and physical worlds, these same qualities
are also true of objective reality. According to Peat, this does not mean the material
universe is an illusion, because both the implicate and the explicate play a role in
creating reality. Nor does it mean that individuality is lost, any more than the image
of a rose is lost once it is recorded in a piece of holographic film. It simply means
that we are again like vortices in a river, unique but inseparable from the flow of
nature. Or, as Peat puts it, “the self lives on but as one aspect of the more subtle
movement that involves the order of the whole of consciousness.”
And so we have come full circle, from the discovery that consciousness contains the
whole of objective reality – the entire history of biological life on the planet, the
world’s religions and mythologies, and the dynamics of blood cells and stars. – to the
discovery that the material universe can also contain within its warp and weft the
innermost processes of consciousness. Such is the nature of the deep connectivity
that exists between all things in a holographic universe. In the next chapter we will
explore how this connectivity, as well as other aspects of the holographic idea, affect
our current understanding of health.
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Michael Talbot, The Holographic Universe, pp 76 – 81 (A Flaw in the Fabric of Reality) 87

13 Anger & Aggression : Responding to It
(This is frightening only for those who have not yet changed their level of awareness.)
Whenever violence and resentment are directed at you and you answer with light and
love, the power of the separation is neutralized, dissolved or assimilated. In this way the
sick parts of the body of humanity will be obliterated, just as your own body eliminates
useless cells.
During this period of turmoil it will be necessary to lose oneself completely in the
transformation, to forget all about resistance and simply to let go.
37
Your doubts and agitation when my words upset one to the people round you show the
extent to which lack of confidence and the desire to please are still old mechanisms that
you can’t shake off. Love is beyond all that. Only the source matters. When that is
perfectly pure and clear, there is nothing to be anxious about. There are, therefore, no
“mistakes,” the person can be led to new self-knowledge or to go forward onto
unexpected ground.
119
You must on no account get into any sort of argument.
Just be at peace in the joy that is given you. That alone can bear witness to the truth of
your experience. Don’t make any concept into a frame of reference or be conditioned by
it. Nothing is an absolute truth, even if it is for the moment a working tool for you.
In the transparency of his heart and motives this person will sense whose presence it is
that speaks through you.
Be simply what you are.
… Love takes away all power from any form of negative concept
In this … encounter don’t worry about what answers to give. Think of every person who
journeys with you, even for a moment, as part of yourself. So accept everything he says.
Differences of opinion are of no importance. To believe that one has to be in agreement
with others is just one more form of conditioning.
Harmony exists on a totally different level.
Even in speaking of me, you can still be on the level of opinions. It is only by living my
presence in you that you can transmit it to the other. At that level you are not in the
realm of opinions.
Marian Dubois, Solar Encounters 142

What about the Course Workbook lesson, if I defend myself I am attacked?
Remember that the teaching of the Course are always applied at the level of the mind, and
never at the level of form or the physical. That’s why it’s a course in cause and not in
effect. In your mind you use right-minded ideas. Then sometimes after you forgive, you
may feel you are being guided in some way by the Holy Spirit as to what you should do or
not do. It doesn’t have to happen that often. You don’t have to be bombarded with
inspired ideas. Just one inspired idea can make a huge difference in your life. That’s
inspiration, which comes as an after-effect of forgiveness, in much the same way as it
comes as an after-effect of true prayer.
Your Immortal Reality, Gary R Renard, p43,44
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"Master, I must have disappointed you by my abrupt departure from my duties here; I
thought you might be angry with me."
"No, of course not! Wrath springs only from thwarted desires. I do not expect anything
from others, so their actions cannot be in opposition to wishes of mine. I would not use
you for my own ends; I am happy only in your own true happiness."
Paramahansa Yogananda; Autobiography of a Yogi

14 Analogue
All is analogue (concept, model)
See ‘Essence’ below
15 Anoraniyan
Smaller than the smallest; as opposed to mahatomahiyan – bigger than the biggest
16 Appearance
Appearance as reality: All this is only from the relative point of view; for the universe
has not been created at all. And whatever is is the infinite consciousness and naught else.
It is the nature of appearance to be real even though it is unreal.
Vasistha 83

17 Art
Art is the expression of your heart. When your heart overflows in any dimension – in
painting, in dancing, in singing – it becomes art. Art is not something of a technique. It is
the overflowing heart which creates its own technique. It is alive enough to bring its own
technique into existence. The artist is not a technician; that you should remember. A
technician only copies, imitates. The artist brings something new into existence which
has never existed before. He himself is surprised; unless you are surprised by your art, it
is not of much value. If you recognize it, it means it is old; otherwise how can you
recognize it?
Osho

18 Asa
Hope and craving. (Akasha? And see Asuras below)
Vasistha 240

19 Astrology
You foresee tomorrow as being a very difficult day.
Forget this idea which comes form your knowledge of astrology. If you are open to my
presence, the explosive astrological aspects can be circumvented or lived through in ways
other than violence of negativity.
Go calmly about your affairs, hands and mind open, ready to welcome everything as a
gift. Go down into your depths constantly. In this way you will counter the tendency to
fetter yourself which you already have and then project onto the outside world.
Let this day be a test. The love that I have for you is beyond measure. If you abandon
yourself to it, the smallest detail of your life becomes a new discovery and splendour to
explore. Don’t leave this ocean, it is your home.
Marianne Dubois, Solar Encounters, pg 137
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Hence, O Rama, while yet remaining active in this world, be without the mind and realize
that you are pure consciousness. Abandon notions such as ‘this is mine,’ ‘that is he,’ ‘this
I am,’ and be established in the consciousness of undivided oneness. As long as this body
lasts, consider the present and the future with an equanimous consciousness. Be forever
established in the consciousness of the self in all states – youth, manhood, and old age,
pleasure and pain, in the waking, dream and sleep states. Abandon the impurity of
objective perception, hopes and desires; remain established in self-knowledge. Give up
notions of auspicious and inauspicious happenings; give up visions of the desirable and
undesirable; know that you are the essence of consciousness. Realize that subject, object
and actions do not touch you. Remain as pure consciousness without any disturbance in it.
Know ‘I am the all’ and live in the waking state as if in deep sleep. Be freed from
conditions known as duality and nonduality, and remain in a state of equilibrium which is
a state of pure consciousness and freedom. Realize that this cosmic consciousness is
indivisible into ‘I’ and ‘the other;’ thus remain firm and unshakeable.
Vasistha 280

See also Jyotish
Superstitious awe of astrology makes one an automaton, slavishly dependent on
mechanical guidance. The wise man defeats his planets (which is to say his past) by
transferring his allegiance from the creation to the Creator. The more he realizes his unity
with Spirit, the less he can be dominated by matter. The soul is ever free; it is deathless
because it is birthless. It cannot be regimented by stars.
Yogananda

He [Sri Yukteswar] went on to correctly describe the physical and mental characteristics
of Nalini, whom he had never seen.
"Sir," I inquired, "is this an astrological analysis? You do not know her birth day or hour."
Sri Yukteswar smiled. "There is a deeper astrology, not dependent on the testimony of
calendars and clocks. Each man is a part of the Creator, or Cosmic Man; he has a
heavenly body as well as one of earth. The human eye sees the physical form, but the
inward eye penetrates more profoundly, even to the universal pattern of which each man
is an integral and individual part."
Yogananda

"Then, dear Master, why do you want me to wear an astrological bangle?" I ventured this
question after a long silence, during which I had tried to assimilate Sri Yukteswar's noble
exposition.
"It is only when a traveler has reached his goal that he is justified in discarding his maps.
During the journey, he takes advantage of any convenient short cut. The ancient rishis
discovered many ways to curtail the period of man's exile in delusion. There are certain
mechanical features in the law of karma which can be skillfully adjusted by the fingers of
wisdom.
Yogananda

20 Asuras
Demonic Mentalities
Yogananda, Bhagavad GhitaXVI; 20 – Translation & Commentary, pg 976

21 At-One-Ment
Ordinary persons see only nature because their consciousness is focused externally on the
screen of material vibration. But when consciousness is reversed into the Cosmic Booth
from which all pictures of creation are projected, then it is possible to perceive the
singularity of Christ Consciousness present in all space – to realise that in truth it is Spirit
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that has become creation. That all things are naught else but a glorious diversification of
God. Jesus had reached this state: He was a complete manifestation of God…
When John spoke of his rejoicing in the Bridegroom’s voice, he was referring to the
Cosmic Sound of Aum (Amen) – the active vibration that is the voice or ‘witness’ of the
inherent Christ Intelligence.* That voice of Cosmic Vibration can be heard through
practise of …meditation…
* “These things saith the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation of God.” (Revelation 3:14)
The advancing first listens to the Cosmic Sound within his body, and then becomes able
to hear it in any part of creation. Next, he feels the Christ Intelligence in the sound in his
own body, and then he feels the Christ Intelligence throughout creation.
He who perceives Spirit as both transcendental and immanent is at-one with Spirit…
In his reference to Jesus, John extols Christ-illumined souls. Those whose consciousness
is not actuated by downward-pulling earthly desires but by the uplifting Cosmic
Consciousness from above: “He that cometh from above.” Body-bound souls, being
identified with earthly things, focus their attention exclusively matterward: “He that is of
the earth is earthly.” Spiritually awakened souls, attuned with and guided by Cosmic
Consciousness, are thus said to “come from heaven” and are “above” all others. They
have ascended higher on the ladder of evolution and enjoy the transcendent awareness of
the supernal heavenly kingdom within.
John further points out that divine souls do not speak from book knowledge or from
intellectual imagination that fancies its own realisms and absolutes; they speak only the
truth that they hear, perceive, and see through the all-knowing power of soul-intuition.
No mortal man, who depends on the testimony of his limited senses, can grasp the depth
and magnitude of truth perceived by persons of Self-realisation. But uplifted souls, who
develop their intuition by meditation, can not only comprehend the truth declared by
prophets, but prove it to themselves. Through their own experience, they authenticate,
with the unchallengeable “seal” of intuitional conviction, the seer’s (Rishi’s) ecstatic
proclamation that God is the only true Eternal Substance, and that all phenomena of
Nature are but waves of Spirit playing on the Infinite Bosom.
The words of guidance of a true messenger of God come forth only according to what
God speaks through him. On such souls God bestows His wisdom, not in proportion to
the caliber of their acquired intellectual powers, but with the outpouring of measureless
grace that characterizes an all-loving Father. Those that are at-one with God are God
themselves.
Paramahansa Yogananda, The Second Coming of Christ – Rejoicing in the Voice of the Bridegroom ; pp 290, 291

22 Attachments
Attachments are self-limiting-like prison bars. Ah, but see! Between the bars there is
space. If you concentrate on that space, the bars will disappear: they consist only of your
own "iron" stubbornness, its atoms being your repeated affirmation of a false reality.
To achieve inner freedom, make a mental bonfire every night, before you go to sleep, of
To achieve inner freedom, make a mental bonfire every night, before you go to sleep, of
all your attachments, self-definitions, desires, and aversions. Nothing that can be
measured, weighed, timed, or hoarded can ever truly belong to you. Toss into the flames,
piece by piece, every obstacle to your inner peace. Feel your joy soaring skyward, as your
limitations, one by one, go up in smoke.
Yogananda : Swami Kryananda, Livng Wisely, Living Well – Timeless Wisdom to Enrich Every Day (Crystal Clarity Publishers)

See Rahu
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23 Attitude
"We who lived in concentration camps can remember the men who walked through the
huts comforting others, giving away their last piece of bread. They may have been few in
number, but they offer sufficient proof that everything can be taken from a man but one
thing: the last of the human freedoms -- to choose one's attitude in any given set of
circumstances, to choose one's own way."
"The one thing you can' take away from me is the way I choose to respond to what you do
to me. The last of one' freedoms is to choose ones attitude in any given circumstance."
"When we are no longer able to change a situation - we are challenged to change
ourselves."
Viktor Frankl

24 Atoms Philosophically (including Mathematics)
The Eleatic School v The Atomic School of Greek Mathematics & Philosophy (see
Infinity and Zeno’s Paradox/Parmenides below)
25 Awakening & Dreaming
Do you believe that truth can be but some illusions? They are dreams because they are
not true. Their equal lack of truth becomes the basis for the miracle, which means that
you have understood that dreams are dreams; and that escape depends, not on the dream,
but only on awakening. Could it be some dreams are kept, and others wakened from?
The choice is not between which dreams to keep, but only between whether you want to
live in dreams or to waken from them. Thus it is that the miracle does not select some
dreams to leave untouched by its beneficence. You cannot dream some dreams and wake
from others, for you are either sleeping or awake. And dreaming goes with only one of
these.
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 29 The Awakening, Essay: Dream Roles p 568

26 Awareness of Holiness
For you have asked that nothing stand between the holiness of your relationship and your
awareness of its holiness
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 21 The Inner Shift p 434

27 Being
Being is the eternal, ever-present One Life beyond the myriad forms of life that are
subject to birth and death. However, being is not only beyond but also deep within every
form as its innermost invisible and indestructible essence. This means that it is accessible
to you now as your own deepest self, your true nature, your true nature. But don’t seek to
grasp it with your mind. Don’t try to understand it. You can know it only when the mind
is still. When you are present, when your attention is fully and intensely in the Now.
Being can be felt, but it can never be understood mentally. To regain awareness of Being
and to abide in that state of “feeling-realisation” is enlightenment.
The Power of Now, A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment, Eckhart Tolle, p 13

28 Be Still & Know that I am God
Psalm 46:10
29 Bible
Structure of the Bible
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The Old Testament (the Hebrew Bible, Tanach) contains 24 Books which are divided
into 3 Parts (Tanach = acronym on the 3 Parts):
1. Torah (Teaching or Theory)
Five Books (Chumash/Pentateuch) – Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy
2. Nevi’im (Prophets)
2.1 Earlier Prophets
(e.g. Samuel)
2.2 Later Prophets (e.g. Isaiah)
3. Ketuvim (Writings)
Psalms
Proverbs
Job
The Five Scrolls
Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles I and II
30 Blake
See William Blake
31 Blessing (God’s Blessing)
The Hebrew word ( ב ו ןberach) may literally mean either “to bless” or “to kneel”. It is
not clear which of these two meanings came first. It is interesting that in the Hebrew
Bible the verb ( ב ו ןberach) “bless” is often juxtaposed to the verb ( א ו וarar) “curse”.
The latter verb is closely connected to the idea of “binding” or “limitation” or
“restriction”. For that reason, at least presumably, ( ב ו ןberach) would carry the opposite
meaning of “freedom” or “being set free”.
In blessing Adam and Eve, God set their trajectory for growth and expansion. It is
customary to call “be fruitful and multiply” a commandment, but the natural flow of the
text rather seems to point to this being a description of the blessing given. Now that
Adam and Eve are blessed by God, they are “set free” to fulfill their magnificent (Infinite)
purpose… (to be Infinite (Divine) while embodied; and while embodied and therefor
limited by their finite bodies to not be ‘bound’, ‘limited’, and ‘restricted’ by their finite
bodies, but to allow the Infinite Freedom of Infinite Expansion to imbue and inform the
finite world of seeming embodiment… to bring Heaven on Earth)
eTeacherBiblical.com

32 Bodies
Causal, Astral & Physical Bodies – resonant with the Three Worlds (see Worlds hereunder).
Causal Body
Essentially, man as a soul is a causal-bodied being. His causal body is an idea-matrix
for the astral and physical bodies. The causal body is composed of 35 idea elements
corresponding to the 19 elements of the astral body plus the 16 basic material
elements of the physical body.
Paramahansa Yogananda, The Yoga of Jesus, Glossary pg 129

Astral Body
Man’s subtle body of light, prana or lifetrons; the second of three sheaths that
successively encase the soul: being the causal body, the astral body and the physical
body. The powers of the astral body enliven the physical body, much as electricity
illumines a bulb. The astral body has 19 elements:
1.
intelligence,
2.
ego,
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feeling,
mind (sense-consciousness),
five instruments of knowledge (being the sensory powers within the physical
organs of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch),
five instruments of action (being the executive powers in the physical
instruments of procreation, excretion, speech, locomotion, and the exercise of
manual skill),
five instruments of life force that perform the functions of circulation,
metabolization, assimilation, crystallization, and elimination.
Paramahansa Yogananda, The Yoga of Jesus, Glossary pg 127

Physical Body
As perceived in maya. Body Identification
The astral being does not have to contend painfully with death at the time of shedding
his luminous body. Many of these beings nevertheless feel slightly nervous at the
thought of dropping their astral form for the subtler causal one. The astral world is
free from unwilling death, disease, and old age. These three dreads are the curse of
earth, where man has allowed his consciousness to identify itself almost wholly with a
frail physical body requiring constant aid from air, food, and sleep in order to exist at
all.
Yogananda

33 The Body as an Idol
The meaning of the Son of God lies solely in his relationship with his Creator. If it
were elsewhere it would rest on contingency, but there is nothing else. And this is wholly
loving and forever. Yet has the Son of God invented an unholy relationship between
himself and his Father. His real relationship is one of perfect union and unbroken
continuity. This one he made is partial, self-centred, broken into fragments, and full of
fear. The one created by his Father is wholly self-encompassing and self-extending. The
one he made is wholly self-destructive and self-limiting.
Nothing can show the contrast better than the experience of both a holy and and unholy
relationship. The former is based on love, and rests on it serene and undisturbed. The
body does not intrude upon it. Any relationship in which the body enters is based not
on love, but on idolatry. Love wishes to be known, completely understood and shared. It
has no secrets; nothing that it would keep apart and hide. It walks in sunlight, open-eyed
and calm, in smiling welcome and in sincerity so simple and so obvious it cannot be
misunderstood.
But idols do not share. Idols accept, but never make return. They can be loved but cannot
love. They do not understand what they are offered, and any relationship in which they
enter has lost its meaning. They live in secrecy, hating the sunlight and happy in the
body’s darkness, where they can hide and keep their secrets hidden along with them. And
they have no relationships, for no one else is welcome there. They smile on no one, and
those who smile on them they do not see.
Love has no darkened temples where mysteries are kept obscure and hidden from the sun.
it does not seek for power but for relationships. The body is the ego’s chosen weapon for
seeking power through relationships. And its relationships must be unholy, for what they
are it does not even see. It wants them solely for the offerings on which its idols thrive.
The rest it merely throws away, for all it could offer is seen as valueless. Homeless, the
ego seeks as many bodies as it can collect to place its idols in, and so establish them as
temples to itself.
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The Holy Spirit’s temple is not a body, but a relationship. The body is but an isolated
speck of darkness; a hidden secret room, a tiny spot of senseless mystery, a meaningless
enclosure carefully protected, yet hiding nothing. Here, the unholy relationship escapes
reality, and seeks for crumbs to keep itself alive. Here it would drag its brothers, holding
them here in its idolatory. Here it is ‘safe’ for here love cannot enter. The Holy Spirit
does not build His temples where love can never be. Would He Who sees the face of
Christ choose as His home the only place in all the universe where it can not be seen?
You cannot make the body the Holy Spirit’s temple, and it will never be the seat of love.
It is the home of the idolator, and of love’s condemnation. For here is love made fearful
and hope abandoned. Even the idols that are worshiped here are shrouded in
mystery, and kept apart from those who worship them. This is the temple dedicated
to no relationships and no return. Here is the ‘mystery’ of separation perceived in awe
and held in reverence. What God would have not be is here kept ‘safe’ from Him.
But what you do no realise is what you fear within your brother, and would not see in
him, is what makes God seem fearful to you, and kept unknown.
Idolators will always be afraid of love, for nothing so severely threatens them as love’s
approach. Let love draw near them and overlook the body, as it will surely do, and
they retreat in fear, feeling the seeming firm foundation of their temple begin to
shake and loosen. Brother, you tremble with them, yet what you fear is but the
herald of escape. This place of darkness is not your home. Your temple is not
threatened. You are an idolator no longer. The Holy Spirit’s purpose lies safe in
your relationship and not your body. You have escaped the body. Where you are,
the body cannot enter, for the Holy Spirit has set His temple there.
There is no order in relationships. They either are, or are not. An unholy relationship is
no relationship; it is a state of isolation which seems to be what it is not. No more than
that. The instant that the mad idea of making your relationship with God unholy seemed
to be possible, all your relationships were made meaningless. In that unholy instant time
was born, and bodies made to house the mad idea and give it the illusion of reality. And
so it seemed to have a home that held together for a little while in time, and vanished. For
what could house this mad idea against reality but for an instant.
Idols must disappear, and leave no trace behind their going. The unholy instant of their
seeming power is frail as is a snowflake, but without its loveliness. Is this the substitute
you want for the eternal blessing of the Holy Instant and its unlimited beneficence? Is the
malevolence of the unholy relationship so seeming powerful and so bitterly
misunderstood and so invested in a false attraction, your preference to the Holy Instant
which offers you peace and understanding? Then lay aside the body and quietly
transcend it, rising to welcome what you truly want. And from His Holy Temple,
look you not back on that from which you have awakened. For no illusion can
attract the mind that has transcended them, and left them far behind.
The Holy Relationship reflects the true relationship the Son of God has with his Father in
reality. The Holy Spirit rests within it in the certainty it will endure forever. Its firm
foundation is eternally upheld by truth, and love shines on it with the gentle smile and
tender blessing it offers to its own. Here, the unholy instant is exchanged in gladness for
the holy one of safe return. Here is the way to true relationships held gently open,
through which you walk together, leaving the body thankfully behind, and resting in the
Everlasting Arms. Love’s arms are open to receive you, and give you peace forever.
The body is the ego’s idol; the belief in sin made flesh and then projected outward. This
produces what seems to be a wall of flesh around the mind, keeping it prisoner in a tiny
spot of time and space, beholden unto death, and given but an instant in which to sigh and
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grieve and die in honour of its master. And this unholy instant seems to be life; an instant
of despair, a tiny island of dry sand, bereft of water and set uncertainly upon oblivion.
Here does the Son of God stop briefly by, to offer his devotion to death’s idols and then
pass on. And here he is more dead than living. Yet it is also here that he makes his
choice between idolatory and love. Here it is given him to choose to spent this instant
paying tribute to the body, or let himself be given freedom from it. Here he can accept the
holy instant, offered him to replace the holy one he chose before. And here he can learn
relationships are his salvation, and not his doom.
You who are learning this may still be fearful, but you are not immobilised. The holy
instant is of greater value to you now than its unholy seeming counterpart, and you have
learnt you really want but one. This is no time for sadness. Perhaps confusion, but hardly
discouragement. You have a real relationship, and it has meaning. It is as like your real
relationship with God as equal things are like unto each other. Idolatory is past and
meaningless. Perhaps you fear your brother a little yet; perhaps a shadow of the fear of
God remains with you. Yet what is that to those who have been given one true
relationship beyond the body? Can they be long held back from looking on the face of
Christ? And can they long withhold the memory of their relationship with their Father
from themselves, and keep remembrance of His Love apart from their awareness?
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, pg 406 (Soft Cover)

34 The Body & Its Brain
The brain cannot interpret what your vision sees. This you would understand. The brain
interprets to the body, of which it is a part. But what it says you cannot understand. Yet
you have listened to it. And long and hard you tried to understand its messages
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 22 Salvation & The Holy Relationship, The Message of the Holy Relationship, pg 436

35 Bridge to the Real World
The search for the special relationship is the sign that you equate yourself with the ego
and not with God. For the special relationship has value only to the ego. To the ego,
unless a relationship has special value it has no meaning, for it perceives all love as
special. Yet this cannot be natural, for it is unlike the relationship of God and His Son,
and all relationships that are unlike this one must be unnatural. For God created love as
He would have it be, and gave it as it is. Love has no meaning except as its Creator
defined it by His Will. It is impossible to define it otherwise and understand it.
Love is freedom. To look for it by placing yourself in bondage is to separate yourself
from it. For the love of God, no longer seek for union in separation, nor for freedom in
bondage! As you release, so will you be released. Forget this not, or love will be unable
to find you and comfort you.
There is a way in which the Holy Spirit asks your help, if you would have His. The holy
instant is His most helpful aid in protecting you from the attraction of guilt, the real lure in
the special relationship. You do not recognise that this is its real appeal, for the ego has
taught you that freedom lies in it. Yet the closer you look at the special relationship, the
more apparent it becomes that it must foster guilt and therefore must imprison.
The special relationship is totally meaningless without a body. If you value it, you must
also value the body. And what you value you will keep. The special relationship is a
device for limiting yourself to a body, and for limiting your perception of others to theirs.
The Great Rays would establish the total lack of value of the special relationship, if they
were seen. For in seeing them the body would disappear, because its value would be lost.
And so your whole investment in seeing it would be withdrawn from it.
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You see the world you value. On this side of the bridge you see the world of separate
bodies, seeking to join each other in separate unions and to become one by losing. When
two individuals seek to become one, they are trying to decrease their magnitude. Each
would deny his power, for the separate union excludes the universe. Far more is left
outside than would be taken in, for God is left without and nothing is taken in. If one
such union were made in perfect faith, the universe would enter into it. Yet the special
relationship the ego seeks, does not include even one whole individual. The ego wants
but part of him, and sees only this part and nothing else.
Across the bridge it is so different! For a time the body is still seen, but not exclusively as
it is seen here. The little spark that holds the Great Rays within it is also visible, and this
spark cannot be limited long to littleness. Once you have crossed the bridge, the value of
the body is so diminished in your sight that you will see no need at all to magnify it. For
you will realise that the only value the body has is to enable you to bring your brothers to
the bridge with you, and to be released together there.
The bridge itself is nothing more than a transition in the perspective of reality. On this
side, everything you see is grossly distorted and completely out of perspective. What is
little and insignificant is magnified, and what is strong and powerful cut down to
littleness. In the transition there is a period of confusion, in which a sense of actual
disorientation may occur. But fear it not, for it means only that you have been willing to
let go of your hold on the distorted frame of reference that seemed to hold your world
together. This frame of reference is built around the special relationship. Without this
illusion there could be no meaning you would still seek here.
Fear not that you will be abruptly lifted up and hurled into reality. Time is kind, and if
you use it on behalf of reality, it will keep gentle pace with you in your transition. The
urgency is only in dislodging your mind from its fixed position here. This will not leave
you homeless and without a frame of reference. The period of disorientation, which
precedes the actual transition, is far shorter than the time it took to fix your mind so firmly
on illusions. Delay will hurt you now more than before, only because you realise it is
delay, and that escape from pain is really possible. Find hope and comfort, rather than
despair, in this: you could not long find even the illusion of love in any special
relationship here. For you are no longer wholly insane, and you would soon recognise the
guilt of self-betrayal for what it is.
Nothing you seek to strengthen in the special relationship is really part of you. And you
cannot keep part of the thought system that taught you it was real, and understand the
Thought that knows what you are. You have allowed the Thought of your reality to enter
your mind, and because you invited it, it will abide with you. Your love for it will not
allow you to betray yourself, and you could not enter a relationship where it could not go
with you, for you would not want to be apart from it.
Be glad you have escaped the mockery of salvation the ego offered you, and look not
back with longing on the travesty it made of your relationships. Now no one need suffer,
for you have come too far to yield to the illusion of the beauty and holiness of guilt. Only
the wholly insane could look on death and suffering, sickness and despair, and see it thus.
What guilt has wrought is ugly, fearful and very dangerous. See no illusion of truth and
beauty there. And be very thankful that there is a place where truth and beauty wait for
you. Go on to meet them gladly, and learn how much awaits you for the simple
willingness to give up nothing because it is nothing.
The new perspective you will gain from crossing over will be the understanding of where
Heaven is. From this side, it seems to be outside and across the bridge. Yet as you cross
it, it will join with you and become one with you. And you will think, in glad
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astonishment, that for all this you gave up nothing! The joy of Heaven, which has no
limit, is increased with each light that returns to take its rightful place within it. Wait no
longer, for the Love of God, and you. And may the holy instant speed you on the way, as
it will surely do if you but let it come to you.
The Holy Spirit asks only this little help of you: Whenever your thoughts wander to a
special relationship which still attracts you, enter with Him into a holy instant, and there
let Him release you. He needs only your willingness to share His perspective to give it to
you completely. And you willingness need not be complete because His is perfect. It is
His task to atone for your unwillingness by His perfect faith, and it is His faith that you
share with Him there. Out of your recognition of your unwillingness for your release, His
perfect willingness is given you. Call upon Him, for Heaven is at His call. And let Him
call on Heaven for you.
A Course in Miracles, Text, The Bridge to the Real World, pp 321-323

36 Busy (Too Busy · Satan’s Meeting)
Satan called a worldwide meeting of demons. In his opening address, he said:
We can’t keep people from meditating or praying, so steal their time, so they don’t have
any for such purposes.
Distract them from making contact with God and maintaining that vital connection
throughout their day.
Keep them busy in the non-essentials of life
Invent innumerable schemes to occupy their minds
Tempt them to spend, spend, spend
And borrow, borrow, borrow
Persuade the wives to go to work or ride their horses for long hours
And the husbands to work six days a week, 10 hours a day
So they can afford their extravagant but empty lifestyles
Keep them from spending time with their children
As their families fragment
Soon, their homes will offer no escape from the pressures of work
Overstimulate their minds so they cannot hear that still, small voice
Entice them to the radio or CD when they drive
And the same plus TV & PC constantly at home
Fill the coffee tables with magazines and newspapers
Pound their minds with news 24 hours a day
Invade their driving moments with billboards
Flood their mailboxes with, sweepstakes and false hopes
Keep skinny beautiful models on the marketing face
And palatial houses and standards of living on the TV’s
And infect their expectations unreasonably
Keep them too busy to go out into nature and reflect on God’s creation
Quietly
Entice them instead into cinemas, sporting events, amusement parks
Keep them busy, busy, busy
And when they meet for spiritual fellowship
involve them in superficial gossip and chatter
And the work will do itself
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37 Cause & Effect
The body’s serial adventures, from the time of birth to dying is the theme of every dream
the world has ever had. The ‘hero’ of this dream will never change, nor will its purpose.
Though the dream itself takes many forms, and seems to show a great variety of places
and events wherein its ‘hero’ finds himself, the dream has but one purpose, taught in
many ways. This single lesson does it try to teach again and again, and still again, and yet
once more; that it is cause and not effect. And you are its effect, and cannot be its
cause.
Thus you are not the dreamer, but the dream. And so you wander in and out of places
and events that it contrives. That this is all the body does is true, for it is but a figure in a
dream. But who reacts to figures in a dream unless he sees them as if they are real? The
instant that he sees them as they truly are, they have no more effects on him, because he
understands that he gave them their effects by causing them and making them seem real.
…continue…
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 27 The Healing of the Dream, The ‘Hero’ of the Dream, p 543 (soft cover)

38 Geocentric model
Geocentric model: The moon, sun, planets and stars move on a series of concentric
spheres of orbit centred on the earth.
Heliocentric model: The planets orbit the sun on elliptical orbits, the moon orbits the
earth, and the stars are far, far outside our solar system
Pre-Copernicus:
1573-1601 From observation of our senses, we are at the centre of the
universe. The sun rises and sets, so too the moon and the planets and
stars. We are special and central to the cosmos.
Copernicus:
1573-1601 argued for a cosmic humility where we are not the centre
of the solar system.
Johannes Kepler
Heliocentric and elliptical orbits. Speed fastest closest to sun
Note: Anthropocentrism: Regarding man as the central fact of the universe
Janna Levin 17

Edwin Hubble, the American astronomer, observed that there are galaxies beyond our
own, and that the universe is expanding. He deduced that distant galaxies move away
from us. The further away they are, the faster they move. Confusingly, this gives an image
of the earth at a centre away from which all galaxies race. We have long since dispelled
the arrogant view that the earth is at the centre of the solar system and it would certainly
be a moral regression to put the earth at the centre of the cosmos. The universe would
have to look roughly similar even if we lived in a distant galaxy. If we lived in a distant
galaxy would we again observe all other galaxies receding from our new location? Is it
possible to have all galaxies appear to recede from every other galaxy? The answer is yes,
but only if we accept that it is not the galaxies that are moving but the space between them
which is stretching. For a visual analogy, imagine drawing dots on a balloon and then
watching the balloon expand. Similarly, the galaxies, as the dots, expand away from each
other through the space between them expanding.
If we trace the expanding universe backwards in time, the galaxies must have been closer
together in the past. If we could run the history of time backwards, like rewinding a
movie, we’d watch every galaxy move towards every other galaxy until they collide. The
pressure of these collisions is fierce and if we could play this game of running the
expansion backwards so all space shrinks, we’d have the inimical satisfaction of smashing
all matter to bits. Galaxies would bust apart into their atomic constituents until the heat
generated by the implosion split atoms into their subatomic particles, creating a fiery
broth. If we go back in time far enough the entire spacetime contracts to one point. All
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matter and space slammed together. The tepid name, ‘the big bang’ doesn’t do justice to
the inhospitable brew, the ultimate and most energetic merger of all matter, energy, space
and time.
Running of the movie of the history of time forward again, the big bang issues forth a
fiery ember in the birth of the universe. The big bang is not an explosion in space like a
star exploding, where a ring of nebulous material surrounds an identifiable centre. Rather,
the big bang is the creation of space itself and of time. There is no sense to the question:
“How long was it before the big bang happened?” Time started with the big bang. There
is no sense to the question: “Where did the big bang happen?” (Space started with the big
bang.) It happened everywhere. The earth is at the centre in a sense. Every galaxy is at
the centre. The centre is everywhere. The first sketch of our universe, its birth, its
life and death, begins here.
Janna Levin 79, 81

The light flooding all of space was released from its clanging prison of charged particles
at least 10 to 15 billion years ago. This light from the big bang is unleashed into space to
move fairly unhindered for the rest of time. The bath of radiation floods the cosmos; a
reminder that the big bang was not an explosion rushing away from a centre but
rather that the centre is everywhere. The centre itself is becoming more diffuse as the
universe continues to expand and cool. Stars form, explode, form anew. Planets coagulate
from the generations of stars’ debris. People take their time to evolve, build telescopes
and satellites and point them in the sky to see where they came from. There it is, the
cosmic background radiation, awash with minute secrets about time before organic life.
Janna Levin 157

There are Darwinian reasons why humans are the size they are relative to the curve of the
earth. If we were too big, we’d be unable to handle our skeletal structures and if too small
presumably something else bad would afflict us. In theory we have evolved to a fairly
optimal size given our other characteristics, such as meaty cerebral cortex and some
physical dexterity.
Could there be Darwinian explanations for our size in the cosmos? Some reason why we
evolved to be able to just barely see the curve of space? There could, and these
explanations range from anthropic principles to ideas of Lee Smolin’s on natural
selection. I think Lee would argue against the former on behalf of the latter.
The anthropic principle argues that we live in a universe with these conditions because
they are the only conditions that could support life. The mass of the fundamental particles,
the strengths of the fundamental forces, the shape of space, are all just right for a universe
hospitable to life. The weakest form of the principle argues that the conditions could very
well have been different, and may be very different in distant regions, but we would
simply not be here to ask the questions. The strongest form of the principle asserts that the
universe was tuned to spawn life – an assertion rife with allusions to a power beyond
nature.
Janna Levin 159

Note: Anthropocentrism= regarding man as the central fact of the universe
39 Chatter
In our daily life attention to our ‘inner being’ teaches us to cut down on useless chatter,
whether it is shared with others or confined to the reservoir of an overexcited brain.
Noise and activity distract and blind us. They show up the fear that hides us from
ourselves and prevents our divine spark from appearing.
(For context and fuller treatment, see Death below)
Marianne du Bois, God’s Laughter: Death, pg 86, 7
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40 Christianity : Covenant Renewal, Not New Covenant
The New Testament is the Old Testament renewed
"Behold, days are coming,” declares the LORD, “when I will make a new covenant
with the house of Israel and with the house of Judah…"
הּודה ְ ִב ֵּ֥רית חֲדָ ָ ָֽׁשה
ָ֖ ָ ְת־בית י
ֵּ֥ ֶת־בית יִ ְש ָר ֵ֛אל וְ א
ֵּ֧ ֶ( וְ כ ַָר ִִּ֗תי אJer. 31:31)
THE ORIGINS OF THE NEW COVENANT
The prophet Jeremiah wrote in Jer. 31:31 that: “Behold, days are coming,” declares the
LORD, “when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel and with the house
of Judah…”. And then again in vs. 33 we read: “But this is the covenant ( )בְּ ִ֡ריתַהwhich
I will make with the house of Israel after those days,” declares the LORD, “I will put
My Torah/Law within them (ת־ת ָֹורתי֙ בְּ ק ְּר ָּ֔ ָבםָנ
ּֽ ֶ)תתי א
ַ֤ ַ and on their heart I will write it
(”…)עַל־ל ָבָּ֖ם אֶ כְּ תֲּ ֶ ֶ֑ב ָנהְּו.
IMPORTANT CAVEATS OF THE NEW COVENANT
1) The New Covenant is made with Israel and Judah.
2) The New Covenant is essentially a covenant renewal.
3) God himself provides assurance that this time Israel and Judah will be faithful to
their covenant obligations by promising to place his Torah/Law in the hearts of the
people.
Dr Eli Lizorkin-Eyzenberg : Jewish Studies for Christians : eTeacher Biblical (online Language Academy)

41 Christian Mysticism
See Yoga & Conventional Religion
42 Churchill
“Dictators ride to and fro upon tigers from which they dare not dismount. And the tigers
are getting hungry…”
Winston Churchill (while England slept, 1938)
“The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing”
Edmund Burke
CHURCHILL ON ISLAM the speech below was written in 1899. (Check Wikipedia The River War). The attached short speech from Winston Churchill, was delivered by him
in 1899 when he was a young soldier and journalist. It probably sets out the current views
of many, but expresses in the wonderful Churchillian turn of phrase and use of the English
language, of which he was a past master. Sir Winston Churchill was, without doubt, one
of the greatest men of the late 19th and 20th centuries. He was a brave young soldier, a
brilliant journalist, an extraordinary politician and statesman, a great war leader and
British Prime Minister, to whom the Western world must be forever in his debt.
He was a prophet in his own time. He died on 24th January 1965, at the grand old age of
90 and, after a lifetime of service to his country, was accorded a State funeral. HERE IS
THE SPEECH:
"How dreadful are the curses which Mohammedanism lays on its votaries! Besides the
fanatical frenzy, which is as dangerous in a man as hydrophobia in a dog, there is this
fearful fatalistic apathy.
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The effects are apparent in many countries, improvident habits, slovenly systems of
agriculture, sluggish methods of commerce, and insecurity of property exist wherever the
followers of the Prophet rule or live. A degraded sensual-ism deprives this life of its
grace and refinement, the next of its dignity and sanctity. The fact that in Mohammedan
law every woman must belong to some man as his absolute property, either as a child, a
wife, or a concubine, must delay the final extinction of slavery until the faith of Islam has
ceased to be a great power among men.
Individual Muslims may show splendid qualities, but the influence of the religion
paralyses the social development of those who follow it.
No stronger retrograde force exists in the world. Far from being moribund,
Mohammedanism is a militant and proselytizing faith. It has already spread throughout
Central Africa, raising fearless warriors at every step; and were it not that Christianity is
sheltered in the strong arms of science, the science against which it had vainly struggled,
the civilization of modern Europe might fall, as fell the civilization of ancient Rome."
Sir Winston Churchill; (Source: The River War, first edition, Vol II, pages 248-250
London).
43 Cidabhasa
Cidabhasa is the feeling/awareness/consciousness of self which appears as the shining of
the mind. The one becomes three (subject, object, and the awareness/consciousness
between them). The three becomes five (the five senses)… and the five becomes many…
infinitely diversely so.
That is, the pure self (sattva) which is one, becomes (through contact with its one self)
three (subject, object, and awareness/consciousness – also sattva, rajas, tamas). And with
those three the five elements come into existence… and the whole diverse universe. It is
this which creates the illusion that the body is the self.
Vasistha 336

44 Cidakasa
Consciousness dimension
Vasistha 42

45 Cittakasa
Mind Dimension
Vasistha 42

46 Communication
Communication between what cannot be divided cannot cease
The Course in Miracles, The Holy Meeting Place, p 269

The Holy Spirit, Who leads to God, translates communication into being, just as He
ultimately translates perception into knowledge …The Holy Spirit sees the body only as a
means of communication, and because communicating is sharing it becomes communion.
Perhaps you feel that fear as well as love can be communicated; and therefore can be
shared. Yet this is not so real as it may appear. Those who communicate fear are
promoting attack, and attack always breaks communication, making it impossible. Egos
do join together in temporary allegiance, but always for what each one can get separately.
The Holy Spirit communicates only what each one can give to all. He never takes
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anything back, because He wants you to keep it. Therefore, His teaching begins with the
lesson:
To have, give all to all
The Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, The Lessons of the Holy Spirit: To Have, Give All to All, p 97

47 Communion
See Forgiveness : Communion instead of prayer.
48 Consciousness
Shift in consciousness – see Happiness (Eckhart Tolle)
Transcendental Consciousness Absolute, without trace of duality.
Cosmic Consciousness Accepts duality, but as completely separate from the Self.
God Consciousness Accepts duality, but as completely inseparable from the Self, which
in its turn is inseparable from God.
Bhagavad Gita 288,296,391

See also ‘Collective Consciousness’ above
See also ‘Superconsciousness’ below
Consciousness Categorization
All Self
Diversity a wave in ocean of self: Infinite Subject, Infinite Object, and Infinite
Knowing – All Infinite, retaining infinity but expressing and manifesting finity
without loss of infinity. Samhita of Rishi, Devata and Chandas
Infinite Self entertains notion of finity
Jiva
Infinity expressing and manifesting the Infinite Self’s notion of finity, being the
awareness, the consciousness that arises (devata) when the notional Self-Subject sees
the notional Self-Object.
The akasha dimensions arise naturally expressing of necessity notions of
Separation and Division
(between the notional subject and object)
Space
(between the notional subject and object)
Time
(between the notional subject and object)
That awareness/consciousness also involves life (the awareness between subject and
object) and life force (the kinetic energy of the movement between subject and object)
This is jiva
The awareness/consciousness dimension of jiva is mind
The subject/object awareness and interaction gives rise to ego
The discriminatory faculty of the mind is intellect or buddhi
Being notionally finite and limited by boundaries it is called embodiment
Being natural it is called nature
Being active consciousness it is called consciousness
The supreme self which is infinite and which alone is the truth pervades them all, is
immanent in them all, is them all
The supreme infinite truth is them and they are the supreme infinite truth
The infinite is eternal and they are eternal
The notions within them – including beginning and ending, birth and death – are but
notions for the mechanics of the process. They are not born and they do not die
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Vasistha 306

The human embodiment is but a notion as vehicle for the concretization of the process
which includes a concrete subject to manifest and perceive a concrete object and to
experience the object and the process. The human body is born and does die; as do
the objects that it manifests and experiences.
See also ‘Collective Consciousness’ above
49 Consciousness & Division
We’ve already talked about the first division in the mind, and along with it has come
consciousness. Because of this, for the first time, you have a conscious choice to make.
Before that there was nothing to choose between. But now there are two possible
responses to this idea of separation. That’s what leads to the second division of the mind.
We’ve already said the seemingly separated mind appears to divide and subdivide. That
symbolizes separation. But all the divisions are symbolic of the first few. Once you
really understand the first ones, you will understand them all as the same, despite
appearances to the contrary. We have to remember that after the first division. Heaven is
just a memory.
Consciousness is not of God, so now something completely different seems to be
happening to you – an experience of individuality. Whenever the mind divides, its new
condition is reality to it – and its former condition is denied and forgotten. A psychologist
would call this repression, except the magnitude of what we are discussing is far beyond
what any human could be aware of. However, the dynamic is the same in the sense that
what has been repressed is consciousness. Incidentally, the unconscious is not a place –
it’s a device of the mind. It’s still possible to remember what’s been denied; but without
help it would be highly unlikely for us to remember that which we have dissociated.
Now, the you that we and the Course are referring to has nothing to do with you as a
human being – it’s the part of your mind that makes decisions. Even when we appear to
be making decisions here in this world, we are not really making it here, because we are
not here. In our story this new, seemingly individual mind is going to make its very first
decision.
At this point there are only two choices – and there will always be only two choices.
There we have the second division of the mind. Now we appear to have a right mind and
a wrong mind; each representing a different choice or a different response to the tiny, mad
idea. One choice is the memory of our true home with God, symbolized in the Course by
the Holy Spirit, and the other is the thought of separation from God, or individuality,
symbolized in the Course by the ego. Jesus anthropomorphizes the Holy Spirit and the
ego in the Course and talks about them as though they are individual entities, but he also
makes it clear that:
The ego is nothing more than a part of your belief about yourself
The Disappearance of the Universe, Gary R Renard : Pg 131, 2

50 Conservatism: Orthodoxy Touching Edge with Reform, or Fundamentalism
(Seeking to avoid “…communication which is at so banal a level of generality…” One
needs “…far more nuanced comments…”)
Rasool: It is not surprising, in a world of inequality and the marginalization of tradition,
faith and culture, that some emerge from affected communities as the ideologues of
certitude: they label because they cannot debate; they polarize because they cannot unite;
they condemn because they cannot love; they kill because they cannot engage. And, more
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importantly, they have perfected the art of dying for their cause because they have
forgotten how to live their cause.
We must avoid nihilism or certitude, but we must also avoid the inertia of conservative
orthodoxy. I use the word conservative as meaning to conserve what we know, what we
are and what we practise in unchanging ways. Ordinarily, orthodoxy for any culture,
religion or community is the repository of knowledge, experience, interpretation and
wisdom.
Orthodoxy retains the essential values and substance through changing circumstances and
form. Orthodoxy bequeaths to us that which is eternal, but conservative orthodoxy
conserves form as well; creating an inertia, an inability to respond to the challenges of the
time and change.
The Premier (Ebrahim Rasool) then went on to say: “This middle ground requires the
creation of multicultural societies that also avoid the extremes of assimilation (where we
forget who we are to fit into the whole) and isolation (where we turn our back on the
whole). We need integration where we preserve both the integrity of the part and the
integrity of the whole.”
This analysis of orthodoxy (is) bold, invigorating and (speaks) to our present state of
Jewish community. The hegemonic orthodoxy in our Jewish community is of the
conservative kind – it seeks to conserve without meaningful response to modernity. It is
inert in that it creates nothing of a changing form that represents engagement with the
modern world. In short, it locates itself within the time warp of 18th century Eastern
Europe, frightened to embark on an encounter with the dynamism of life as opposed to the
static quality of the ghetto, seeking to turn back the global world rather than enlightening
it.
Once this certitude replaces existential struggle, so central to Judaism (and evolving life
with dharmic meaning generally), of seeking to infuse the world with divine values, then
even Torah (Bible or attempted verbal articulation of Natural Law) becomes nothing more
than a manual to be applied mechanistically without any hermeneutic engagement or
spiritual struggle that energizes us to engage with the plurality of life. And I mean far
more than an application of law. Ironically this form of Judaism becomes no more than
an exercise in catechisms. With such certitude, small wonder that there can be no
encounter with the balance of the community. Nor in the final analysis can there be a
serious negotiation between assimilation and isolation.
The latter becomes inevitable for a minority and sadly the former becomes the route for as
many who give up the possibility of the orthodox repository of knowledge, wisdom and
experience speaking to the challenges of the modern condition.
The real debate, which was prompted by the remarks of the Premier (Ebrahim Rasool),
required a serious response about the potential for orthodox engagement. The answer
thereto holds the response to the plea for unity in our community amid equal respect for
diversity as much as it demands a reply from the Muslim community to move beyond the
certitude of refusal to enter into the broader South African community together with our
Jewish community.
Dennis Davis (and Ebrahim Rasool): SA Jewish Report 25th Jan 2008

51 Constant
Throughout all of the formulations of the basic theories of physics and their application to
the real world, there appear again and again certain fundamental invariant quantities.
These quantities, called the fundamental physical constants, and which have specific and
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universally used symbols, are of such importance that they must be known to as high an
accuracy as is possible. They include;
The velocity of light in vacuum,
c
The charge of the electron,
e (the absolute value of which is the fundamental
unit of electric charge)
The mass of the electron
me
Planck’s constant
h
The fine-structure constant
ά (Greek alpha)
These constants, five among many, are listed because they exemplify the different origins
of fundamental constants. The velocity of light (c) and Planck’s constant (h) are examples
of quantities that occur naturally in the mathematical formulation of certain fundamental
physical theories. The velocity of light constant (c) in James Clerk Maxwell’s theory of
electric and magnetic fields and Albert Einstein’s theories of relativity. Planck’s constant
(h) in the theory of atomic particles or quantum theory. For example:
• In Einstein’s theories of relativity, mass and energy are equivalent, the energy (E)
being directly proportional to the mass (m), with the constant of proportionality being
the velocity of light squared (c2) – i.e. the famous equation E=mc2. In this equation, E
and m are variables and c is invariant, a constant of the equation.
• In quantum theory, the energy E and frequency ύ (Greek nu) of a photon (a single
quantum unit of electromagnetic energy, such as light or heat radiation) are related by
E=hύ. Here, the Planck’s constant h is the constant of proportionality.
The elementary charge e and the electron mass me are examples of constants that
characterize the basic, or elementary, particles that constitute matter, such as the electron,
alpha particle, proton, neutron, muon and pion. Additionally, they are examples of
constants that are used as standard units of measurement. The charge and mass of atomic
and elementary particles may be expressed in terms of the elementary charge e and the
electron mass me. The charge of an alpha particle, the nucleus of the helium atom, is given
as 2e. The mass of the muon is given as 206.77 me.
The NIST Reference on Constants,
Units, and Uncertainty;
Introduction to the Physical Constants for Non-Experts (Background to the Constants)
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/
2005.08.07

You may think that the speed of light, Planck’s constant and Newton’s gravitational
constant are great examples of fundamental physical constants.
But in fundamental physics, these constants are so important that lots of people use units
where they all equal 1 the point is that we can choose units of length, time and mass
however we want. That three independent choices, so with a little luck we can use them to
get our favourite three constants to equal 1 Planck was the first to notice this, so these
units are called “Planck Units”.
Planck units are great for quantum gravity. They are not so convenient for other purposes,
however. …(Planck units are so small that they can be a real nuisance.)
But in the grand scheme of things units are not very important. They are arbitrary
human conventions. As long as you stick with some choice or other you will do okay.
Many constants involve units of length, time, mass, temperature, charge, and so on. The
numerical value of these constants depend on the units we use. The numbers would
change if we used different units. Thus, though they certainly tell us something about
nature, to some extent they are human artifacts.
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On the other hand, certain constants don’t depend on the units we use. These are called
“dimensionless” constants. Some of them are numbers like pi, e, and the golden ratio –
purely mathematical constants, which anyone with a computer can calculate to as many
decimal places as they want; but others, at present, can only be determined by experiment.
These tell us facts about nature that are completely independent of our choices of units.
The most famous example is the “fine structure constant”, e2/hbar c. Here, e is the
electron charge, hbar is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light. If you work out the units
involved, you’ll see it is dimensionless; and experiments show that it’s about
1/137.03599. Nobody knows why it equals this. At present (2002.06.15) it’s a completely
mysterious raw fact about the universe.
Constants that aren’t dimensionless can be regarded as relating one sort of unit to
another. For example, the speed of light has units of length over time, so it can be used to
turn units of time (like years) into units of length (like light-years), or vice versa. People
who are interested in fundamental physical constants usually start by doing this as much
as possible – leaving the dimensionless constants, which are really the interesting
ones.
How many of these dimensionless fundamental constants are there? This depends on your
opinion on some new developments, but my guess is 26. All other dimensionless
constants (beside those built into the initial conditions) can in principle be derived from
these if our best theories of physics are correct – by which I mean general relativity,
which covers gravity, and the Standard Model, which covers all the other forces. Of
course, “in principle” means “not necessarily by any simpler method than by simulating
the whole universe”!
General relativity and pure quantum mechanics have no dimensionless constants, because
the speed of light, the gravitational constant, and Planck’s constant merely suffice to set
units of mass, length and time. Thus, all the dimensionless constants come in from our
wonderful, baroque theory of all the forces other than gravity: the Standard Model.
For starters, we have a bunch of masses. There are 6 kinds of quarks, one positively
charged and one negatively charged of ech generation: up, down; charmed, strange; top
and bottom. The masses of these quarks, divided by the Planck mass, give 6
dimensionless constants. We also have 3 kinds of massive leptons – electron, muon, tau.
The W and Z bosons also have their masses. Then there is the Higgs, which, while still
not detected, is very much part of the theory, so we get another mass….
How Many Fundamental Constants Are There?
John Baez (2002.06.15)
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/constants.html
2005.08.07

“The third argument for the infinite divisibility of space and time is now also dubious. It
is likely that there is a minimum time interval and length defined by the constants of
nature.” To put this in its context relative to infinity:
Pascal (Blaise Pascal 1623-62) confronted the problem of what became known as the
‘double infinity’. He maintained that infinity was encountered everywhere in the world,
but it was not possible for the human mind to comprehend it fully. One of the two
infinities was the potential infinity of being able to increase quantities without limit,
whether they be simply the natural numbers we count with or physical quantities, like
speed of motion, which he (wrongly in retrospect [Relativity Theory]) could increase without
bound. The other was that of infinite smallness that was present in all things because of
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the potential for indefinite subdivision and, in the case of motion, for a speed to be halved
in value in never-ending succession of steps.
Thus there are properties common to all things, and the knowledge of them opens the
mind to the greatest wonders of nature. The principal one includes the two infinities
which are to be found in all things, infinite largeness and infinite smallness (Pascal)

He goes on to apply this consideration to the nature of space and time, arguing that
No matter how large a space is, we can imagine a larger one, and still a larger on than
this, and so on infinitely, without ever arriving at one which could no longer be
increased. And conversely, no matter how small a space may be, we can still think of a
smaller one, and so on infinitely, without ever reaching the one which is indivisible
because it no longer has an extent.

The same applies to time.
Thus he concludes that the fact that the double infinity of the arbitrarily large and the
arbitrarily small inhabits space, time and motion means that it is potentially present in all
things. Indeed it is the hallmark of Nature. He suggests that
Since nature has engraved her own image on all things, and that of her author on all
things, they almost all share her double infinity.

From our modern perspective these arguments are less than convincing. The infinity of
space is assumed in order to assert its presence. If the universe were finite in volume,
then this argument for the ever-increasing nature of space would fail. Likewise the
argument from motion: we know that nature is fashioned so that there is a finite maximum
speed of all motion that transfers information. It is the speed of light in a perfect vacuum.
The third argument for the infinite divisibility of space and time is now also dubious. It is
likely that there is a minimum time interval and length defined by the constants of Nature.
(These minimum time intervals and length are the so called Planck units of length and
time defined by combinations of
• the speed of light,
• Newton’s constant of gravitation, and
• Planck’s quantum constant.
Numerically, this minimum length is approximately 10-33 cm, and the minimum time is
approximately 10-43 seconds. If one tries to explore the structure of space and time on
dimensions smaller than these, then their very nature undergoes a quantum gravitational
transformation whose nature is not yet understood. For further discussion of these
fundamental units, see J.D. Barrow, The Constants of Nature, Jonathan Cape, London,
2002.
The Infinite Book, John D Barrow, p 36

Cosmological Constant: A big bang is just the period of heating following inflation
when all of the energy trapped in the cosmological constant is released as heat and a
smouldering bath is generated. For all we care, this is the primordial soup that cools and
encases us today as the cosmic background radiation. We can’t see past this blinding flash
of light and are causally quite separate from the other patches that have also endured to an
end to inflation, a burning release of heat and a familiar evolution. Familiar but maybe not
identical. It has been suggested that the values of the fundamental constants are different
in different bubbles*. The strength of gravity is different, the mass of the proton is
different, the values of the charges, the things that organize the world as it is. In another
patch, with different fundamental constants, the world would be organized utterly
differently. If things weren’t do tuned, there would be no primordial nuclear fusion to
synthesise the common elements, no formation of galactic structures, no organic matter.
There would be no life, no us to ask the questions. This fairly light form of the anthropic
principle says that we happen to be here to ask questions because the values of the
fundamental constants are what they are. This isn’t the most comforting explanation. We
frankly aren’t good enough at physical cosmology to tryly predict what kind of universe
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would be generated by different values of the fundamental constants. There could be
unforeseen structures, unforeseen life. But, fair enough, not us.
* i.e. Bubbles of the froth of infinite possibilities at the crucible of creation. (Janna’s
argument just quoted actually starts: “Some models of inflation tie in with the anthropic
principle. Eternal inflation promoted by André Linde leads to a ginger root of inflationary
universes bubbling off forever into the past and forever into the future. In this model there
was no beginning to the universe. A big bang is just the period of heating following
inflation when…”)
Janna Levin 159, 160

Fundamental Constants: Janna Levin 159 (see Cosmological Constant above)
“It is likely that there is a minimum time interval and length defined by the constants of
Nature.
These are the so called Planck units of length and time defined by combinations of the
speed of light, Newton’s constant of gravity, and Planck’s quantum constant.
Numerically, this minimum length is approximately 10-33 cm and the minimum time is
approximately 10-43 seconds. If one tries to explore the structure of space and time on
demiensions smaller than these, then their very nature undergoes a quantum gravitational
transformation whose nature is not yet understood. For further discussion of these
fundamental units see J D Barrow, The Constants of Nature.”
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, 36

In the gigantic conceptions of Einstein, the velocity of light (186,000 miles per second)
dominates the whole Theory of Relativity. He proves mathematically that the velocity of
light is, so far as man's finite mind is concerned, the only constant in a universe of
unstayable flux. On the sole absolute of light-velocity depend all human standards of time
and space. Not abstractly eternal as hitherto considered, time and space are relative and
finite factors, deriving their measurement validity only in reference to the yardstick of
light-velocity. In joining space as a dimensional relativity, time has surrendered age-old
claims to a changeless value. Time is now stripped to its rightful nature-a simple essence
of ambiguity! With a few equational strokes of his pen, Einstein has banished from the
cosmos every fixed reality except that of light.
Yogananda

52 Contemplation & Liberation
Vasistha continued: The very seed for all jivas, which is the absolute Brahman, exists
everywhere; and within the jivas there are countless other jivas. All this is because the
entire universe is totally permeated with the infinite consciousness.
Upon their appearance as the jivas, whatever type of contemplation they adopt, they soon
become of the same nature. They who are devoted to the gods, reach the gods; they who
adore the demi-gods, attain the demi-gods. They who contemplate the absolute Brahman,
become Brahman. Hence, one should resort to that which is not limited, conditioned or
finite.
By contemplating the form of the nymph, Sukra was bound. And when he realized the
purity of his self which is infinite consciousness, he was instantly liberated.
Vasistha 171

53 Death
True joy is an expression of freedom: Meaning that fear has disappeared, especially the
fear of death.
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If we are no longer subject to this basic fear, we can live our joy fully, without constraint.
But in order not to fear death, we need to sense, deep in our cells, that life has no end and
that death, except for external appearances, is a mental image lacking reality. The feeling
of being that we live through our body at the moment doesn’t disappear. On the contrary,
we can imagine that this connected part of us, this endlessly renewed joy, has
correspondence in our physical body.
Make contact with this most alive part, the part that cannot disappear, and is all the more
real for being less tangible.
In these conditions the passage from life to death can be nothing other than sparkling joy.
Death comes as a gift and release to all when we no longer depend on external
appearances but have entered that other part of ourselves.
It is by going into that other part that we change our level of awareness. There, death is
constantly present and joy of rebirth cannot be separated from it.
Joy and suffering, death and rebirth, are the inescapable aspects of our existence. On the
horizontal level of duality, we disassociate them, but each time we are in contact with the
Divine that dwells in us, no disassociation is possible.
Marianne du Bois, God’s Laughter: Death, pg 84
During life the most important preparation for death is to be constantly in touch with what
transcends us.
If we let the living flame of the Divine grow in us, if we keep the luminous presence
constantly in mind, we will be able to invoke it naturally at the moment of death.
This calls for practice and for constant attention. But the practise also leads to
discovering the secret movement that links us to event in our lives, and to the underlying
motivation of their unfolding. All that seemed to be madness, absurdity or useless
suffering takes on meaning and has its justification.
In our daily life attention to our ‘inner being’ teaches us to cut down on useless chatter,
whether it is shared with others or confined to the reservoir of an overexcited brain.
Noise and activity distract and blind us. They show up the fear that hides us from
ourselves and prevents our Divine spark from appearing.
Paradoxically, to prepare for death in this way allows life to blossom in new serenity.
Then one can see that death isn’t an end, but could be a birth, a change of state that meets
up with the spark and is wholly absorbed in it.
So what is suggested in this progress to the Infinite that is always beginning again is that
in a single impulse we offer up both these wonderful journeys, one of life and the other of
death, without separating them. The flame we have nurtured in life draws them together
and unifies them.
Once we start paying attention to our inner light, it becomes increasingly clear that death
has no effect on the Divine in us. So death no longer has any reality, apart from what we
choose to give it. It is enough to look at it differently and throw another light on it to
defuse its power over our imagination. It is possible to get rid of the fear, the fascination
and the rejection that we project into it…
Marianne du Bois, God’s Laughter: Death, pg 86, 7
Transition At The Point Of Death (His Holiness, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi)
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When someone dies, it is because at that point their karma has become insurmountable in
the present body. It is not possible to understand it had to come when it did and there is
certainly no point in assuming responsibility and guilt. The course of action is
unfathomable. However, especially for someone on the path of speedy evolution, the
transition is purely evolutionary. They go the celestial realms, or are reborn almost
immediately.
When life leaves the body, it is the breath leaving, like transcending. For one who has
been accustomed to this experience for many years, the transition is easy, painless and
blissful, not catastrophic. Dropping the body is like letting a bird out of its cage.
Grief is natural. At first when grief is deep and sharp, these emotions of the family and
friends allow the soul to feel that they were loved very deeply. It is also natural that the
grieving should taper off, allowing the soul to feel that their passing was not a drag on the
life of their beloved ones, and that they are free to move on to their destiny. It is
important to feel positivity and support for the departed soul wherever they may be,
because our attitude affects their evolution.
When a person who is a Siddha... ...if it is time to leave the body... ...at this moment it
is so much easier... ...One bursts in to bliss when one stops thinking.
The mind bursts into awareness and the habit of transcending takes over. This is what
transforms the experience into unbounded awareness and the mind does not come back to
the relative.
In fact it is not such a terrible thing. It is quite a Holy Occasion. We accept the Will of
God and surrender to it. When death comes we just dive through it like when a wave
comes on the shore.
His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

And he said unto another, Follow me.
But he said, Lord, suffer me first to go and bury my father.
Jesus said unto him, Let the dead bury their dead: but go thou and preach the kingdom of
God.
Luke 9:59-62

To you and your brother, in whose special relationship the Holy Spirit entered, it is given
to release and be released from the dedication to death. …No one can die unless he
chooses death. What seems to be the fear of death is really its attraction. Yet it could
have no hold at all except on those who are attracted to it and seek it out. Made by the
ego, its dark shadow falls across all living things, because the ego is the ‘enemy’ of life.
And yet a shadow cannot kill. What is a shadow to the living? They but walk past and it
is gone. But what of those whose dedication is not to live. The black draped ‘sinners’,
the ego’s mournful chorus, plodding so heavily away from life, dragging their chains and
marching in the slow procession that honours their grim master, lord of death? Touch any
of them with the gentle hands of forgiveness, and watch the chains fall away… along with
yours. See him throw aside the black robe he was wearing to his funeral, and hear him
laugh at death. …
This is no arrogance, it is the Will of God. What is impossible to you who choose His
Will as yours? What is death to you? Your dedication is not to death, nor to its master.
When you accepted the Holy Spirit’s purpose in place of the ego’s, you renounced death.
You exchanged death for life.
We know that an idea leaves not its source. And death is the result of a thought we call
the ego; as surely as life is the result of the Thought of God.
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From the ego came… death. In opposition to life and innocence, and to the Will of God
Himself. … The shrouded figures in the funeral procession march not in honour of their
Creator, Who’s Will it is that they live. They are not following His Will. They are
opposing it.
And what is the black-draped body they would bury? A body which they dedicated to
death, a symbol of corruption, a sacrifice to sin, offered to sin to feed upon and keep itself
alive; a thing condemned, damned by its maker and lamented by every mourner who
looks upon it as himself. You who believe you have condemned the Son of God to this
are arrogant. But you who would release him are but honouring the Will of his Creator.
The arrogance of sin, the pride of guilt, the sepulchre of separation – all are part of your
unrecognized dedication to death. The glitter of guilt you laid upon the body would kill it.
For what the ego loves, it kills for its obedience. But what obeys it not, it cannot kill.
You have another dedication that would keep the body incorruptible and perfect as long as
it is useful for your holy purpose. The body no more dies than it can feel. It does
nothing. Of itself it is neither corruptible nor incorruptible. It is nothing. It is the result
of a tiny, mad idea of corruption, that can be corrected. For God has answered this insane
idea with His own – and answer which left Him not; and therefor brings the Creator to the
awareness of every mind which heard His answer and accepted it.
You who are dedicated to the incorruptible have been given, through your acceptance, the
power to release from corruption. …(The miracle) that seems to be the hardest can be
accomplished first. The body can but serve your purpose. As you look on it, so it will
seem to be. Death, were it true, would be the final and complete disruption of
communication; which disruption is the ego’s goal.
Those who fear death see not how often and how loudly they call to it, and bit it come and
save them from communication. For death is seen as safety. The great dark saviour from
the Light of Truth. The answer to the Answer. The silencer of the Voice that speaks for
God. Yet the retreat to death is not the end of conflict. Only God’s Answer is its end.
The obstacle of your seeming love for death that peace must flow across seems to be very
great. For in it lie hidden all the ego’s secrets, all its strange devices for deception, all its
sick ideas and weird imaginings. Here is the final end of union, the triumph of the ego’s
making over creation, the victory of lifelessness on life itself.
Under the dusty edge of its distorted world the ego would lay the Son of God, slain by its
orders, proof in its decay that God Himself is powerless before the ego’s might; unable to
protect the life that He created against the ego’s savage wish to kill. My brother, child of
our Father, this is a dream of death. There is no funeral, no dark altars, no grim
commandments nor twisted rituals of condemnation to which the body leads you. Ask not
release of it. But free it from the merciless and unrelenting orders you laid upon it, and
forgive it what you ordered it to do. In its exaltation you commanded it to die, for only
death could conquer life. And what insanity could look upon the defeat of God, and think
it real?
The fear of death will go as its appeal is yielded to love’s real attraction. The end of sin2,
which nestles quietly in the safety of your relationship, protected by your union with your
2

Sin, here is (of course) not meant in the childishly ignorant sense of biblical fundamentalism (religious
literalness). It is meant in the mature sense of the mistakenly lost sight of Infinity when seeing the finite
…with the result that the Seer (the Subject, in the subject/object experience) thus sees the object as ‘real’; as
something separate from him, and a reality as such. …which is also the mature sense of idolatry.
In the relative phenomenon, sin is the ‘real’ opposite of innocence, death is the ‘real’ opposite of life. So if
we live in the relative phenomenon – i.e. we live in our minds – then we see ‘sin’ as real, we see ‘death’ as
real. However, in the Absolute Reality – in Infinity, in the Mind of God – they are not real. The only
reality is the Oneness of Infinity, which remains It’s Oneness/Infinity when it knows Itself/Its Infinity. And
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brother, and ready to grow into a mighty force for God, is very near. … Your newborn
purpose is nursed by angels, cherished by the Holy Spirit, and protected by God Himself.
Your newborn purpose needs not your protection; it is yours. For it is deathless, and
within it lies the end of death.
… The miracle of life is ageless; born in time but nourished in eternity.
When anything seems to you to be a source of fear, when any situation strikes you with
terror and makes your body tremble and the cold sweat of fear come over it, remember it
is always for one reason – the ego has perceived it as a symbol of fear, a sign of sin and
death. Remember then, that neither sign nor symbol should be confused with source. For
they must stand for something other than themselves. Their meaning cannot lie in them,
but must be sought in what they represent. And they may thus mean everything or
nothing, according to the truth or falsity of the idea which they reflect. Confronted with
such seeming uncertainty of meaning, judge it not. Remember the holy presence of the
One given to you to be the Source of judgement. Give it to Him to judge for you, and say:
Take this from me and look upon it, judging it for me.
Let me not see it as a sign of sin and death, nor use it for destruction.
Teach me how not to make of it an obstacle to peace,
But let you use it for me, to facilitate its coming.
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 19 The Attainment of Peace : The Obstacles to Peace, III The Attraction of Death (Pg 388, 9)

54 Decisions
I asked you earlier, “Would you be hostage to the ego or host to God?” Let this question
be asked of you by the Holy Spirit every time you make a decision. For every decision
you make does answer this …and invites sorrow or joy accordingly. When God gave
Himself to you in your creation, He established you as host to Him forever. He has not
left you, and you have not left Him. All your attempts to deny His magnitude, and to
make His Son hostage to the ego, cannot make little whom God has joined with Him (in
infinite magnitude). Every decision you make is for heaven or for hell, and brings you
the awareness of what you decided for.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Littleness v Magnitude, p 286

55 Desire (for Materiality) & the Ego-Sense
Yoga is getting rid of the poison of desire (for materiality). I have already dealt with this
and I shall tell you again so that it may be very clear.
Even if you desire to have something, there is nothing other than the self. What would
you desire? Consciousness is subtle like space, and indivisible; that itself is this world.
How do you desire, and what? There are no objects that can be desired. We do not see,
either, a distinction and relationship between gain of an object and its possessor. How is
an unreal substance gained? Who has obtained a black moon? When thus the nature of
the gain and its possessor is clearly understood, we do not know where they disappear.
When the distinction between the seer, sight, and the scene is also seen to be non-existent,
the ego-sense (etc) are merged in the self or consciousness. In nirvana or liberation there
is no seer, nor sight, nor scene. When the latter exist there is no nirvana. The illusory
appearance of objects is of no practical use – a shell that looks like silver has no cash
value. When you affirm the reality of the illusory appearance, you invite unhappiness;
when its unreality is realised there is great happiness. What more is there to desire?
Its knowing of Itself – It’s Infinite knowing of It’s Infinite Self, Infinitely, is the Mind of God. And the
experience of the Infinite knowing It’s Infinite Self, Infinitely, is the Holy Spirit. (Author)
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There is not even a cause and effect relationship between any two things here, because the
one infinite consciousness alone is real. Cause and effect are words that indicate nothing.
What is the cause of the liquidity of water, or the movement of air? There is no sorrow,
no happiness, since the whole world is the Lord. There is nothing other than
unconditioned consciousness. How then can desire arise?
Rama asked: If all that is is Brahman or the infinite consciousness, then surely desire is
also that? Where is the justification for injunction and prohibition?
Vasistha replied: Once the truth is realised, then desire is Brahman and nothing else. But,
O Rama, as and when self-knowledge or the knowledge of the truth arises, at that very
moment desire ceases. Even as darkness vanishes at the very moment the sun rises.
When the sun of self-knowledge arises, the sense of duality ceases along with vasana or
mental conditioning. How can desire exist in that state? In a man of self-knowledge there
is neither an aversion to objects nor attraction nor desire for them – the absence of taste
for them is natural.
If a man of self-knowledge entertains any desire at all, it is accidental and causeless or it
is at the request of others. Such desire is Brahman. However, this much is certain: A
desire does not arise in the wise man. Injunctions and prohibitions do not apply to the
man of self-knowledge. Who will wish to give what instruction to one in whom all
desires have ceased? In fact, these are the signs by which one recognizes the knower of
truth: In him desire has been greatly weakened and he is devoted to the happiness and joy
of all.
When the objects are understood to be essenceless and there is no taste for pleasure, desire
does not arise: That is liberation. When an enlightened person goes beyond the notions of
unity and duality, he treats desire and non-desire as equal and divine. He is free from
agitation and he rests in the Lord in peace. He is not interested in doing anything, nor is
there anything for him to gain by refraining from doing anything. Nothing matters
anymore – desire or non-desire, truth or falsehood, self or another, life or death. In such a
person no desire arises. And if a desire does arise, it is Brahman.
He to whom there is neither joy nor sorrow, who rests in peace and who is inwardly
unagitated, he is enlightened. He is able to transform even sorrow into joy. When one is
firmly established in the realisation of the truth, then space rests in space, peace in peace,
auspiciousness in auspiciousness, void in void, the world in Brahman. The false egosense
vanishes.
If the world appears to be, it is surely like the city that appears in the imagination of
someone else. It is an illusory appearance. The egosense is unreal though it appears to be
real. This world-appearance is neither real nor unreal, it is indescribable. Hence, though
it is true that the knowledge of truth is not affected by desire or non-desire, I think it is
preferable that even in his case the desire does not arise. For the mind is movement in
consciousness as it becomes aware of itself. That itself is samsara and also desire. To be
free from it is liberation. Knowing it thus, let desire be abandoned.
In truth, however, whether there is desire or no desire, whether there is creation or cosmic
dissolution, there is no loss of anything to anyone here. Desire and non-desire, truth and
falsehood, existence and non-existence, happiness and sorrow – all these are but notions
which arise in space but which do not give rise to anything. But he is regarded as a
candidate for liberation in whom desire is weakened day after day. No other remedy in
the world can remove the dreadful pain caused in the heart by desire.
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No remedy other than self-knowledge or the knowledge of the truth is effective in getting
rid of desire. It is vain to deal with desire with the help of remedies which are themselves
based on falsehood (like the egosense, etc).
Consciousness appears to become inert matter because of the egosense. Thus arise the
mind and the body. Yet, because it is consciousness, it experiences itself (though now as
the body) without abandoning its reality as consciousness. Hence, this creation (of the
world, of the body, etc) is neither true nor false.
The earth is void, the mountains are void, the solid substances are void, the worlds are
void, movement is void, and even the experience of this creation is void. Hence, this
world-appearance does not arise nor cease. In this ocean of infinite consciousness, worlds
are like waves and ripples, non-different though appearing to be different, arising without
any reason or cause whatsoever and yet not arising in truth nor ever ceasing to be. In the
infinite consciousness it is impossible for an object other than itself to arise at all.
The yogis or siddhas can make the whole world a void, and can also convert the void into
a world in the twinkling of an eye, with the help of the magic potion known as
consciousness. There are countless such worlds created by these siddhas in space,
countless creations, all of which are but pure infinite consciousness. Enlightened yogis
even travel from onse such creation to another.
All such creation is non-different from consciousness, like fragrance and flower, yet they
appear to be different. Their appearance in the infinite consciousness is illusory. Since
they are apprehended by the notions that arise in every observer, they are experienced in
accordance with such notions. In the yogis, such notions are greatly weakened and
therefore they see the truth and their statements are close to truth. In the case of the
others, their declarations are coloured by their own notions or mental conditioning.
O Rama, time sets the worlds in motion and in them the fictitious ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘they, ‘there’
and ‘thus’. All this is but one pure infinite consciousness which is supreme peace,
uncreated and undecaying. This is the Lord, the self. How and in whom do desire and all
the rest of it arise?
Consciousness sees in itself its own self as if it were its own object. It is the awareness
inherent in consciousness that makes this notion of creation appear to be outside of
consciousness.
All these diverse objects arise in the infinite consciousness, exist in it, and are nondifferent from it. It is because of this truth that experience of these diverse objects arises.
Since both the subject and the object of experience are consciousness, the object merges
in the subject like water with water. Thereby experience arises. Otherwise, if this were
not so, there could be no experience, as between two pieces of wood. … Since the unreal
can have no existence, it is clear that the reality or the infinite consciousness or Brahman
alone exists.
When the dream objects of the person sleeping next to you come to an end on account of
the dreamer waking up, you do not lose anything. To the one who has risen above the
egosense, the whole universe appears less than a blade of grass. Such a person is not
tempted by anything in the three worlds, and to him the status of even the gods is worth
less than a piece of hair. Unto him duality and diversity is unreal and false.
When thus the whole universe is void in the eyes of the wise man, how does desire arise
in his heart? To him even life and death are non-different. On examination, even the
body, etc, are seen to be unreal and false. When even the mind has ceased with the
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cessation of notions concerning the body and the world, the self or the infinite
consciousness alone remains.
The egosense seems to arise only in the absence of such investigation into the nature of
truth. When one enquires into it, the egosense ceases and there is pure infinite
consciousness. The mind is freed from objectification. Daily life is transmuted into
divine life. Whatever you do, whatever you enjoy, all that become divine. Desireless and
free from delusion, remain established in self-knowledge. Since there are no other
motivations, let the scriptures guide your conduct.
Vasistha 535 - 8

All good teachers realize that only fundamental change will last, but they do not begin at
that level. Strengthening motivation for change is their first and foremost goal. It is also
their last and final one. Increasing motivation for change in the learner is all that a teacher
need to do to guarantee change. Change in motivation is a change of mind, and this will
inevitably produce fundamental change because the mind is fundamental.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I, Text, Chapter 2 The Separation & the At-Onement, To Have Peace, Teach Peace to Learn It, p98

The wish to see calls down the grace of God upon your eyes, and brings the gift of light
that makes sight possible.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I, Text, The Justice of God, The Special Function p492

Appearances can but deceive the mind that wants to be deceived. And you can make a
simple choice that will forever place you far beyond deception. You need not concern
yourself with how this will be done for this you cannot understand. But you will
understand that mighty changes have been quickly brought about, when you decide one
very simple thing: you do not want whatever you believe an idol gives. For thus the
Son of God declares that he is free of idols. And thus is he free.
A Course in Miracles, Text, The New Beginning, The Truth Behind Illusions p590

56 Dimension
See Akasha
57 Doubt & Certainty
The belief in sin is an adjustment. And an adjustment is a change; a shift in perception, or
a belief that what was so before has been made different. Every adjustment is therefore a
distortion, and calls upon defenses to uphold it against reality. Knowledge requires no
adjustments and, in fact, is lost if any shift or change is undertaken. For this reduces it at
once to mere perception; a way of looking in which certainty is lost and doubt has
entered. To this impaired condition are adjustments necessary, because it is not true.
Who need adjust to truth, which calls on only what he is, to understand?
A Course in Miracles, Text, Sin as an Adjustment, p399 - 400

58 Dreaming & Waking
See Awaking & Dreaming
59 Dual & Non Dual : Religion or Sirituality: Belief does not determine Maturity
The religion or spirituality you believe in does not determine how spiritually advanced
you are in terms of your awareness. There are Christians who are among the very highest
of attainers, and there are Christians who are babbling fools. This is true of all religions,
and spiritual forms without exception.
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The reason is because there are four major attitudes of learning you will go through
during your return to God. Everyone will go through all four of them, and everyone who
progresses will occasionally and unexpectedly bounce back and forth from one to the
other. Each level brings with it different thoughts and resulting experiences. And you
will interpret the exact same scripture differently depending on which attitude of learning
you are currently engaged in.
Dualism is the condition of almost all the universe. The mind believes in the domain of
subject and object. Conceptually, it would appear to those who believe in God that there
are two worlds that are both true – the world of God and the world of man. In the world
of man you believe, very practically and objectively, that there is in fact a subject – you –
and an object – anything else. This attitude was well-expressed through the model of
Newtonian physics. The objects that make up a human’s universe (which until the last
few hundred years was simply called the world and referred to all of manifestation) are
believed to exist apart from you and can be manipulated by you. “You” meaning the
body and the brain that seems to run it. In fact, as we have already touched upon, the
body and the brain that you think are you appear to have been caused by the world. As
we will see, this idea is exactly backwards.
By necessity, the attitude towards God that accompanies this attitude of learning is that
He is somewhere outside of you. There is you and there is God – seemingly separate from
one another. God, who is actually real, seems distant and illusory. The world, which is
actually illusory, seems immediate and real. For reasons that will be described later, your
split mind (which split from the house like the prodigal Son) has unconsciously assigned
to God the same qualities that your seemingly separated mind itself possesses. Thus God
and the messages that seem to come from Him are conflicted.
Keep in mind that most of this is unconscious: Meaning that it seems to exist out there in
the world rather than in your own split mind. So God is considered to be both forgiving
and wrathful. He is both loving and a killer… apparently depending on what kind of
mood He’s in. This may be a good description of the conflict of a dualistic mind, but it is
hardly a description of God. Needless to say this leads to countless oddities, including the
bizarre notion that God would somehow play a role in instructing people to kill other
people in order to acquire certain land and possessions, or bring a certain version of
justice, or the right religion to everyone. The nonsensical tragedy of duality is considered
to be normal by all modern societies, which are themselves as mad as a hatter.
Semi-Dualism is the next attitude of learning you will go through during your return to
God. This could be described as a kinder, gentler form of dualism because certain true
ideas have become to be accepted by the mind. Once again, it makes no difference what
your religion is, which is just one reason why all religions have some very nice, gentle
and relatively non-judgmental people. One such idea that the mind would be accepting at
this time is the simple concept that God is Love. But so long a dualism persists in the
mind-set, it brings along with it certain difficult questions. For example, if God is Love,
can He also be hate? If God is really perfect Love, then can He also be flawed? If God is
a Creator, could He then be vengeful against that which He Himself had created?
Once the answer to such questions is clearly seen to be of course not, a long-closed door
is nudged open. In the state of semi-dualism, your mind has begun to lose some of its
hidden but terrible fear of God. Now God is less threatening to you. A primitive form of
forgiveness has taken root within you. You still think of yourself as a body, and both God
and the world still seem to be outside of you, but now you sense that God is not the cause
of your situation. Perhaps the one person who was always there when things appeared to
be going wrong was you. Perfect Love can only be responsible for good. So everything
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else must come from somewhere else. But, as we shall see in our next attitude of
learning, there is nowhere else.
Non-Dualism: So now we come to the subject of Non-Dualism. Keep in mind that
whether we are talking about an attitude of learning or spiritual sight, we are always
referring to a state of mind. An inner attitude, and not something that is seen with the
body’s eyes in the world. Not something that can be an object of a subject. We’ll begin
with a simple idea: Do you remember the old riddle, that if a tree falls in the middle of a
forest and there’s nobody there to hear it, does it still make a sound? The answer is that if
no-one hears it, it doesn’t make a sound. What the tree does is send out sound-waves –
like radio-waves – and for that matter energy-waves. Such waves require a receiver to
pick them up. The cell ‘phone doesn’t ring unless it picks up the waves designed for it.
There are many waves going through this room right now, but there’s no sound because
there’s no receiver tuned in to them. The human or animal ear is a receiver. If a tree falls
in the middle of the forest, and there’s nobody to hear it, then it does not make a sound.
Sound isn’t sound until you hear it. Just as a wave of energy does not appear to be matter
until you see or touch it.
To make a long story short, it should be evident from this that it takes two to tango. In
order for anything to interact, you must have duality. Without duality there is nothing to
interact with. There can be nothing in a mirror without an image that appears to be
opposite it attached to an observer to see it. Without duality there is even no tree in the
forest. As some quantum physicists know, duality is a myth. And if duality is a myth,
then not only is there no tree, but there is also no universe. Without you to perceive it, the
universe is not here. And logic would have to dictate that if the universe is not here, then
you are also not here. In order to make the illusion of existence, you must take oneness
and seemingly divide it, which is precisely what you’ve done. It’s all a trick.
The concept of oneness is hardly an original one. However, the question few people ever
ask is: “What am I really one with?” although most of those who ask this question would
say the answer is God, they then make the error of assuming that they and this universe
were created in this present (dualistic) form by the Divine. That is not true, and it leaves
the seeker in the position where even if he masters the mind, as Buddha certainly did, he
(remains dualistic and therefor) will still not reach God in a permanent way. Yes, he will
achieve oneness with the mind that made the duality waves. This mind – this mind in a
non-place that transcends all dimensions, is completely outside the dimension of time,
space and form. This is the logical and proper extension of non-duality, yet it is still not
God. It is in fact a dead-end. Or better yet, a dead-beginning. This explains why
Buddhism, the world’s most psychologically sophisticated religion, does not handle the
issue of God. Buddha did not handle the issue of God while he was still in the body
called Buddha; it is also the reason we’ll be making distinctions between non-dualism and
pure non-dualism. When Buddha said: “I am awake”, he meant he realised that he was
not actually a participant in the illusion, but rather the maker of the entire illusion.
Still there is another step required: where the mind that is the maker of the illusion
chooses completely against itself in favour of God. Of course someone of Buddha’s
tremendous accomplishments had a snap of it, quickly going on to the same awareness as
Jesus. But this was done by Buddha in a lifetime the world doesn’t even know about. It
is not unheard of for people to achieve Jesus’ level of enlightenment in obscurity, and for
the world to think that they achieved it in a more famous lifetime when they really didn’t.
Most people who approach true spiritual mastery are not interested in being leaders. At
the same time there are people who are highly visible when, rather than being true masters
of spirituality and metaphysics, they are merely exhibiting the symptoms of an
extroverted personality.
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One of the things Jesus had to realise was, not only that the universe does not exist, but
that he too (part of the universe) also didn’t exist on any level other than pure spirit
(consciousness). That’s something that practically no-one wants to learn. It’s terrifying
to all people on an unconscious level because it means the relinquishment of any
individuality or personal identity, now and forever.
So, you’re not here. You don’t even exist; and the mind is projecting these duality waves
so they can seem to become solid particles by interacting with each other like in a film.
Also, few people have ever been aware of the real reason they’re appearing here. Most
people haven’t a clue what they are or how they got here. I don’t exist, you don’t exist,
and neither does the false universe. When we talk about returning to reality and God,
we’re not just blowing hypothetical smoke. You can’t have both you and God – separate.
It’s not possible. You can’t have both your universe and God. The two are mutually
exclusive. You’ll have to choose.
So Non-Dualism is like the old teaching that you live as if you are in this world, but your
attitude is that of the two seeming worlds, the world of truth and the world of illusion –
but only the truth is true and nothing else is true.
People make the mistake of thinking the illusion was made by the truth (as a separate
thing). So they still make the error of attempting to bring legitimacy to the illusion rather
than giving up the illusion. You cannot hope to break the cycle of birth and death as long
as you maintain this confusion. The unconscious mind goes to such lengths to avoid God
that you will either ignore Him, or more likely you will attempt to evolve Non-Dualism
into Dualism.
The attitude of Non-Dualism tells you that what you are seeing is not the truth. If it’s not
the truth, how can you judge it? To judge it is to give it reality. But how can you judge
and give reality to something that is not there? And if it is not there, why would you want
to acquire it, fight a war over it, or make it more holy and valuable than something else?
How could one piece of land on earth be more important than another? Why would it
matter what happens in an illusion, unless you have given the illusion a power that it does
not, and cannot, have? How could it matter what result is produced in a particular
situation unless you have made a false idol out of the situation? Why is Tibet more
important than anyplace else?
It doesn’t matter what actions you take or don’t take in this world – although your way of
seeing and the attitude you maintain while engaging in any action does matter. Of course,
as long as you appear to exist in the world of multiplicity, you will have some temporary
earthly concerns. These concerns cannot be ignored and our experience is that we are
here. There is a way of going through life doing many of the same things we’d do
anyway, but now we won’t do them alone. And thus we learn that we are never alone.
And it is our mental attitude we’re concerned with, not what we appear to do. Eventually,
we’ll come to see anything we do to make a living as an illusion to support us in the
illusion, without really supporting the illusion.
We get the sense that with the attitude of Non-Dualism we are acquiring the ability to
question all of our judgments and beliefs. We realise (like the quantum physicists) that
there is not really such a thing as a subject and an object – there is only oneness. Still
unknown to us, however, is that this is an imitation of genuine oneness, for few have
learnt to make a distinction between being one with the mind that has seemingly separated
itself from God, and being one with God. The mind must be returned to God. Yet
traditional Non-Dualism is a necessary step along the way, for we have learnt that we
can’t really separate one thing from anything else – nor can we separate anything from us.
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This idea is well expressed by the models of quantum physics. Newtonian physics held
that objects were real and existed outside of us with a separate existence. Quantum
physics demonstrates that this is not true. The universe is not what we assume it to be.
Everything that appears to exist is really inseparable thought. We can’t even observe
something without causing a change in it on the sub-atomic level. Everything is in our
minds, including our own bodies. As aspects of Buddhism correctly teach, the mind that
is thinking everything is one mind, and this one mind is completely outside the illusion of
time and space, cause and effect. What no philosophy, save for one, teaches, is the truth
that will seldom be well-received by anyone: The fact that this one mind is itself also an
illusion.
It should be self-evident that if there is only oneness, then anything else that appears to
exist must have been made up. Furthermore (and this is an issue that no teaching has
satisfactorily supplied the motivation for until very recently) it must have been made up
for what appeared to be a damn good reason. Thus, instead of judging the world and
everything in it, perhaps it would be more helpful for us to ask what value we saw in
making it up in the first place. It may also be wise to ask ourselves what would be a more
appropriate response to it now? …Which brings us to Jesus’ attitude; his awareness of
pure non-dualism, the end of the road, the final stop. Before continuing, we should keep
in mind that each of the four major attitudes of learning are long roads in themselves and
we will sometimes bounce around like ping pong balls in between them. The Holy Spirit
will correct us along the way and set us back in the right direction. We should not feel
bad when we lose our way. There is no one who has ever walked this earth who did not
give in to temptation in some way. The myth of living a perfect life in terms of behaviour
is self-defeating and unnecessary. All that is necessary is to be willing to receive
correction.
Just as a navigator or computer constantly corrects the course of a jet airliner along its
route, the Holy Spirit is always correcting us, no matter what we may appear to do, or on
what level of spiritual awareness we may happen to appear to be. It may be possible to
ignore Him but it is not possible to lose Him. The jetliner is always going off course, but
through constant correction it arrives at its destination. So will we arrive at our
destination, our destinies. It’s a done deal. We couldn’t screw it up if we tried. The real
question is, how long do we want to prolong our suffering?
It’s not too early for us to start thinking along the lines of pure non-dualism. We won’t
always stick with it, but it doesn’t hurt to start. We’ll be starting to think like Jesus,
listening to the Holy Spirit like he did. But eventually we’ll have to break this pure nondualism down to two levels.
Gary R Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, pp 29 - 36

Non-Dualism implies that things appear distinct while not being separate. The word’s
origin is the Latin duo meaning ‘two’ and is used as the English translation of the Sanskrit
term advaita. The term can refer to a belief, condition, theory, practice, or quality.
Various Uses: Nondualism may be viewed as the understanding or belief that dualism or
dichotomy are illusory phenomena. Examples of dualisms include self/other, mind/body,
male/female, good/evil, active/passive, dualism/nondualism, and many others. It is
accessible as a belief, theory, condition, as part of a tradition, as a practice, or as the
quality of union with reality.
A nondual philosophical or religious perspective or theory maintains that there is no
fundamental distinction between mind and matter, or that the entire phenomenological
world is an illusion (with reality being described variously as the Void, the Is, Emptiness,
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the Mind of God, Atman or Brahman). Nontheism provides related conceptual and
philosophical information.
Many traditions (generally originating in Asia) state that the true condition or nature of
reality is nondualistic, and that these dichotomies are either unreal or – at best –
inaccurate conveniences. While attitudes towards the experience of duality and self may
vary, nondual traditions converge on the view that the ego, or sense of personal being,
doership, and control, is ultimately said to be an illusion. As such many dondual
traditions have significant overlap with mysticism.
Nondualism may also be viewed as a practice, namely the practice of self-enquiry into
one’s own being as set forth by Ramana Maharshi, which is intended to lead a person to
realise the nondual nature of existence.
Nondualism can refer to one of two types of quality. One is the quality of union with
reality, God, the Absolute. This quality is knowable and can be gained spontaneously and
via practice of enquiry. A second quality is absolute by nature, or to put it in words,
“conceptual absence of neither yes nor no” as Wei Wu Wei wrote. This latter quality is
beyond the quality of union. It may be viewed as unknowable.
Accessibility is not relevant to the second quality since, according to that quality, an
essential part of its gaining includes the realisation that the entire apparent existence of the
individual who would gain access to understanding nondualism is in fact merely
illusional. Achieving the second of these qualities therefore implies the extinguishing of
the ego-sense that was seeking it.
“ What is the significance of the statement, No one can get enlightenment?
Enlightenment is the annihilation of the ‘one’ who wants enlightenment. If
there is enlightenment… it means that the ‘one’ [i.e. individual ego] who
had earlier wanted enlightenment has been annihilated. So, no ‘one’ can
achieve enlightenment, and therefore no ‘one’ can enjoy enlightenment… If
you get a million dollars, then there will be someone [an ego-sense] to get
and to enjoy that million dollars. But if you go after enlightenment, and
enlightenment happens, there will be no ‘one’ [i.e. no individual ego-sense]
to enjoy enlightenment.”3
Nondualism v Monism: The western philosophical concept, Monism, is similar to
Nondualism. Some forms of Monism hold that all phenomena are actually of the same
substance. Other forms of Monism, including Attributive Monism and Idealism, are
similar concepts to Nondualism. Nondualism proper holds that different phenomena are
inseparable or that there is no hard line between them, but that they are not the same (stet:
Nondualism v Semi-Nondualism v Pure Nondualism? – see The Disappearance of the
Universe, immediately above). The distinction between these two types of views is
considered critical in Zen, Madhyamika, and Dzogchen, all of which are Nondualisms
proper. Some later philosophical approaches also attempt to undermine traditional
dichotomies, with the view they are fundamentally invalid or inaccurate. For example,
one typical form of deconstruction is the critique of binary oppositions within a text while
problematization questions the context or situation in which concepts such as dualisms
occur.
Non dualism v Solipsism: Nondualism superficially resembles solipsism, but from a
nondual perspective solipsism mistakenly fails to consider subjectivity itself. Upon
careful examination of the referent of “I,” (i.e. one’s status as a separate observer of the
perceptual field, one finds that one must be in as much doubt about it, too, as solipsists are
3

Ramesh Balsekar, Who Cares? , p 11; italics & quotation marks as in original
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about the existence of other minds and the rest of “the external world.” (One way to see
this is to consider that, due to the conundrum posed by one’s own subjectivity becoming a
perceptual object to itself, there is no way to validate one’s “self-existence” except
through the eyes of others – the independent existence of which is already solipsistically
suspect!) Nondualism ultimately suggests that the referent of “I” is in fact and artificial
construct (merely the border separating “inner” from “outer” in a sense), the
transcendence of which constitutes enlightenment.
Nondual Realization: to the Nondualist, reality is ultimately neither physical nor mental.
Instead, it is an ineffable state or realisation. This ultimate reality can be called Spirit (Sri
Aurobindo), Brahman (Shankara), God, Shunyata (Emptiness), The All (Plotinus), The
Self (Ramana Maharshi), The Dao ((Lao Zi), The Absolute (Schelling), or simply The
Nondual (F.H, Bradley). Ram Dass calls it the Third Plane. Any phrase will be
insufficient, he maintains, so any phrase will do. The theory of Sri Aurobindo has been
described as Integral Advaita.
It should be pointed out that technically there can be no such thing as a nondual
perspective or theory or experience, only a realisation of oneness or nonduality. One
cannot accurately claim to experience nonduality, because the concept of experience
depends on the subject/object distinction, which is a duality. The subject experiences an
object, which is something separate from the subject. This is incompatible with a truly
nondual realisation. Thus, technically, there cannot truly be an accurate verbal account of
this union, only words that insufficiently point to the realisation.
Ken Wilber comments4 that nondual traditions:
“…are more interested in pointing out the Nondual state of Suchness, which
is not a discreet state of awareness but the ground or empty condition of
all states… [They] have an enormous number of these ‘pointing out
instructions’ where they simply point out what is already happening in our
awareness anyway. Every experience we have is already nondual,
whether we realise it or not. So it is not necessary for us to change our
state of consciousness in order to discover this nonduality. Any state of
consciousness we have will do just fine, because nonduality is fully present
in each state… recognition is the point. Recognition of what always
already is the case. Change of state is useless, a distraction… Subject and
object are actually one and we simply need to recognize this… we already
have everything in consciousness that is required. We are looking right at
the answer…but we don’t recognize [it]. Someone comes along and
points [it] out, and we slap our heads and say, Yes, I was looking right at
it…”
Nisargadatta Maharaj, when asked how to tell when someone is approaching this state of
(enlightened) understanding, commented5
“Even then it is a concept again. But I give you a criterion by which one
can sort of judge something. When a stage is reached that one feels
deeply that whatever is being done is happening and one has not got
anything to do with it, then it becomes such a deep conviction that
whatever is happening is not happening really. And that whatever seems
to be happening is also an illusion. That may be final. In other words,
totally apart from whatever seems to be happening, when one stops
thinking that one is living, one gets the feeling that one is being lived, that
4
5
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whatever one is doing one is not doing but one is made to do, then that is a
sort of criterion.”
Further comprehensive definitions of the nondual world-view are given in the articles on
Ramesh Balsekar and Nisargadatta Maharaj.
Nondual Religious & Spiritual Traditions: Advaita – Advaita (Sanskrit a, not; dvaita,
dual) is a nondual tradition from India, with Advaita Vedanta, a branch of Hinduism, as
its philosophical arm. The theory was first consolidated by Sri Adi Shankaracharya in the
8th century AD. Most smarthas are adherents to this theory of the nature of the soul
(Brahman).
According to Ramana Maharshi, the jnani (one who has realised the Self – through Jnana
Yoga) sees no individual ego, and does not regard himself (or anyone else) as a doer of
actions. The state of recognition is called jnana which means knowledge or wisdom,
referring to the idea that in this state of being, one is constantly aware of the Self. Bob
Adamson (Melbourne, Australia), once a student of Nisargadatta Maharaj, who belonged
to the Navanath Sampradaya lineage, says that a Jnani is the knowing presence which
abides with all of us, yet this knowing is seemingly covered over by identification with
the minds content. Ramesh Balsekar comments that it is in order for phenomenae to
occur, that the illusion of personal existence and doer-ship (ego) is present:
“ Consciousness at rest is not aware of Itself. It becomes aware of Itself
only when this sudden feeling, I-am, arises, the impersonal sense of being
aware. And that is when consciousness-at-rest becomes consciousness-inmovement. Potential energy becomes actual energy. They are not two.
Nothing separate comes out of potential energy… That moment that
scientists call the Big Bang, the mystic calls the sudden arising of
awareness...”
However, teachers like Adamson point to the fact that the content of the mind is known,
recognized by a presence or awareness that is independent of the mind’s content.
Adamson teaches that we form an identity based on the content of the mind (feelings,
sensations, hopes, dreams, thoughts), however, our true identity or nature is that which
observes all these things – the seer, the witness, or the Self.
Buddhism: All schools of Buddhism teach No-Self (Pali anatta, Sanskrit anatman). NoSelf in Buddhism is the nonduality of subject and object, which is very explicitly stated by
the Buddha in verses such as:
“In seeing, there is just seeing – no seer and nothing seen. In hearing, there is just hearing
– no hearer and nothing heard.” Nonduality in Buddhism does not constitute merging
with a supreme Brahman, but realising that the duality of a self / subject / agent / watcher
/ doer in relation to the object/world is an illusion.
In the Mahayana Buddhist canon, the diamond sutra provides an accessible nondual view
of ‘self’ and ‘beings’, while the heart sutra asserts Shunyata – the ‘emptiness’ of all
‘things’ and simultaneously the ‘thingness’ of all ‘emptiness’. The Lotus Sutra’s parable
of the Burning House implies that all talk of duality or nonduality by Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas is merely skillful means (Sanskrit, upaya kausala) meant to lead the deluded
to a much higher truth. The fullest philosophical exposition is the Madhyamaka; by
contrast many laconic pronouncements are delivered as koans. Advanced views and
practices are found in the Mahamudra and Maha Ati, which emphasise the vividness and
spaciousness of nondual awareness.
Mahayana Buddhism, in particular, tempers the view of nonduality (wisdom) with respect
for the experience of duality (compassion) – ordinary dualistic experience, populated with
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selves and others (sentient beings), is tendered with care, always “now”. This approach is
itself regarded as a means to disperse the confusions of duality (i.e. as a path). In
Theravada, that respect is expressed cautiously as non-harming, while in the Vajrayana, it
is expressed boldly as enjoyment (especially in tantra).
Dzogchen is a relatively esoteric (to date) tradition concerned with the “natural state”, and
emphasising direct experience. This tradition is found in the Nyingma tradition of
Tibetan Buddhism, where it is classified as the highest of this lineage’s nine yanas, or
vehicles of practice. Similar teachings are found also in the non-Buddhist Bön tradition.
In Dzogchen, the primordial state, the state of nondual awareness, is called rigpa.
The Dzogchen practitioner realises that appearance and emptiness are inseparable. One
must transcend dualistic thoughts to perceive the true nature of one’s pure mind. This
primordial nature is clear light, unproduced and unchanging, free from all defilements.
One’s ordinary mind is caught up in dualistic conceptions, but the pure mind is unaffected
by delusions. Through meditation, the Dzogchen practitioner experiences that thought
have no substance. Mental phenomena arise and fall in the mind, but fundamentally they
are empty. The practitioner then considers where the mind itself resides. The mind
cannot exist in the ever-changing external phenomena, and through careful examination
one realises that the mind is emptiness. All dualistic conceptions disappear with this
understanding.6
Zen is a nondual tradition. It can be considered a religion, a philosophy, or simply a
practice – depending on one’s perspective. It has also been described as a way of life,
work, and an art form. Zen practitioners deny the usefulness of such labels, calling them,
the finger pointing at the moon. Tozan, one of the founders of Soto Zen in China, had a
teaching known as the Five Ranks of the Real and the Ideal, which points out the
necessity of not getting caught in a dualism between duality and nonduality, and describes
the stages of further transcendence. Many in the Zen schools became bogged down in this
text, so that later masters, notable Dogen Zenji7, were quite scathing about such ‘errors’.
Christianity: The God of traditional Christianity is absolute and infinite. The devil or
adversary is an opposing character, but is subordinate to God. The Christian faith does
not consider the duality of good and evil to be two equal and opposing forces. Mystical
Christianity can be entirely nondual, as in the teachings of Meister Eckhart or St. John of
the Cross, among others.
A Course in Miracles (ACIM) is a modern day Christian non-dualistic teaching. This
tradition states:
Nothing real can be threatened. Nothing unreal exists. Herein lies the peace of God8
Christian Science might also qualify as nondualistic. In a glossary of terms written by the
founder, Mary Baker Eddy, matter is defined as illusion, and when defining individual
identity she writes: There is but one I, or Us, but one divine Principle, or Mind,
governing all existence”9
Gnosticism Since its beginning, Gnosticism has been characterized by many dualisms
and dualities, including the doctrine of a separate God and Manichaean (good/evil)
dualism. The discovery in 1945 of the Gospel of Thomas, however, has led some scholars

6

John Powers (1995), Introduction to Tibetan Buddhism, Snow Lion Publications, 334-342
Dogen’s Kana Shobogenzo Koan Collection, retrieved on 2007.0.06
8
Schucman (1992)
9
Mary Baker Eddy, Science and Health, with Key to the Scriptures ISBN 0-87952-259-3
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to believe that Jesus’ original teaching may have been one accurately characterized as
nondualism.10
The Gospel of Philip, another of the Apocryphal Books, also conveys nondualism:
“Light and darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one
another. They are inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good,
nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor death death. For this reason each one will
dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who are exalted above the world
are indissoluble, eternal.”11
Although some may claim Gnosticism to be a dualistic world-view, it ultimately is not
because of its firm belief in one true ineffable God.
Sufism Sufism (Arabic tasawwuf, meaning mysticism) is a mystical tradition of Islam.
There are a number of different Sufi orders that follow the teachings of particular spiritual
masters, but the bond that unites all Sufis is the concept of ego annihilation (removal of
the subject/object dichotomy between humankind and the divine) through various spiritual
exercises and a persistent, ever-increasing longing for union with the divine. “The goal,”
as Reza Aslan writes, “is to create an inseparable union between the individual and the
Divine.”
The central doctrine of Sufism, sometimes called Wahdat-ul-Wujood or Wahdat al Wujud
or Unity of Being, is the Sufi understanding of Tawhid (the oneness of God; absolute
monotheism). Put very simply, for Sufis, Tawhid implies that all phenomena are
manifestations of a single reality, or wujud (being), which is indeed al-Haq (Truth, God).
The essence of Being/Truth/God is devoid of every form and quality, and hence
unmanifest, yet it is inseparable from every form and phenomenon, whether material or
spiritual. It is often understood to imply that every phenomenon is an aspect of truth and
at the same time attribution of existence to it is false. The chief aim of all Sufis then is to
let go of all notions of duality (and therefore of the individual self also), and realise the
divine unity which is considered to be the truth.
Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi (1207-1273), one of the most famous Sufi masters and
poets, has written that what humans perceive as duality is in fact a veil, masking the
reality of the Oneness of existence. … continue…
Wikipedia, 2008.02.20 - 26

Email to Karon : 2007.01.06
1. As touched on in our Xmas conversation, genetic inheritance can be viewed
conventionally or unconventionally. Of course conventional is today’s average, and
tomorrow’s conventional may be today’s unconventional. Woe and strength to
those who move ahead of the lemmings. Copernicus, van Gogh, Jesus, and the
myriad others who saw ahead of their times, and who were misunderstood, ignored,
vilified, for their presumption… then honoured in their memories.
2. Genetic inheritance in present convention is like religion in present convention. It is
academic, non-transcendent, and entrapped in dualism. Religion anchored down by
its words, to which it is tied; unfree to soar in spirit to a dimensionless dimension,
transcendent – the sourceless source and endless end of religion. The signposts to
destiny, not destination, at which signposts the lemmings stop, bend their knees and
pray. The conventional average intuits an essence of truth in the signpost, and the
essence seems sufficient for them, and they direct their prayers to it, and lose sight
10
11

Miller, Ronald, The Gospel of Thomas: A Guidebook for Spiritual Practice
The Gospel of Philip, retrieved on 2007.09.06
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of their destiny and stop their journey. And one sees the spectacle of one’s peers
praying to the signposts and ignoring the destiny to which the signposts point… And
one wants no part of that conventional religiosity. But rejecting that superficiality
does not mean rejection of the deeper truth, indeed it means the opposite. It does
not mean that one is not religious, it means the opposite. But it is a lonelier
religion. One sees a word, one sees a tree. The word has a meaning, the tree has
beauty… but can one see God in both? Can we see the finite; understand it, without
losing sight of its inherent infinity? Can we see both simultaneously? In their
different ways…? No finite thing… word, number, concept, anything, can exist
outside of infinity, for that would create a boundary to infinity outside of which such
finite thing exists, and purported creation of a notional boundary to infinity destroys
boundless infinity… which cannot be done. So by pure logic (not esoteric
mysticism) it seems obvious that everything finite remains infinite at the same time.
It seems not possible but it is; as possible as the Sun which does not rise and set
(notwithstanding all our senses telling us that it does); notwithstanding all our senses
telling us that the world is flat.
Fortunately, we no longer get crucified for realising this… and our quantum
physicists, operating outside religion, are also safe as they peer into the shattered
atom and witness the particles dissolving into waves, energy, a relative
strangeness… which they label quantum… the same word as the Ancient maya…
namely measurement, amount, and relativity… namely the duality with its diversity
of things and the relationship or relativity of these things to each other, and on the
other hand, the absolute.
There is equal reality in both – duality and non-duality, finity and infinity. The
challenge is to understand both, and reconcile the opposites. The challenge is great,
but the rewards are greater.
3. So, as the geneticists, peer into their microscopes, they may see their DNA models.
But their DNA models are comprised of atoms. And the geneticists’ brothers, the
quantum physicists, and the theoretical mathematicians, have discovered that those
atoms are comprised of empty space… of void. And the answers, ironically, do not
lie in the atoms, or things, but in the empty space, the infinite void, and what seems
to be its inherent infinite consciousness. So the fundamental building blocks of our
reality are not comprised of any material substance whatever; and if the basic bricks
are empty space, what comprises the house constructed of such bricks? Our
fundamental sense of self disappears into the nothingness comprising the bricks. If,
then we do not surrender into that truth but insist on remaining attached to or
grasping our previous ignorant notion of fundamental reality, there is insecurity,
fear, pain… and the slippery slope to a concept of hell, which doesn’t exist. If we
do surrender into that truth, we realise an ultimate paradox: The nothingness is
pregnant with everything, infinitely so; we lose nothing, we gain everything. But it
is not a gain for there is no loss. In infinity there are no attributes of gain and loss –
there are no winners and losers. We do not really gain the wisdom, we had it all the
time; we do not gain the enlightened, we were enlightened all the time; we do not
become divine, we were divine all the time – in the very midst of our self inflicted
ignorance. We remove the eclipse and let the light shine through… We seem to
lose our egos (our subject of the subject/object dichotomy), but it is only a seeming
loss (like the seemingly rising Sun). Living in the Relative domain it seems so; but
we know that the Sun does not rise, nor does it set – the Earth rotates. We continue
to enjoy the rising and setting Sun, their indescribable beauty, but we are not
eclipsed by ignorance regarding its cause… and eventually our rising knowledge –
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like the rising Sun – enlightens us to a deeper knowledge, to a wisdom, that we (who
are comprised of infinite nothingness) are also the rising Sun (which is comprised of
infinite nothingness), and the infinite nothingness common to and comprising both
(as also the knowledge and wisdom) is the common denominator and fundamental
of all. The sense of self that we thought we had lost by releasing the subject-self in
the ego, immediately is free to expand to a Subject-Self that is Infinite, that includes
the object of the subject, and the relationship (the relativity) between the two. We
are Infinite Divinity knowing Infinite Divinity… infinitely…
4. It is all very well to reduce the matter of our bodies down to our DNA molecules
and scrutinize and analyse from there, and talk sagely about genetic inheritance. But
if what I’ve tried to explain is correct, it is superficiality and ignorance. We have to
peer beyond the DNA and the atoms, and the sub-atomic particles (which aren’t
particles), beyond the strings and superstrings, beyond even the quantum of
matterless energy until we realise (the measurement of such quantum – the maya)
are all but notions (Sanskrit vasana) in the Infinite Consciousness… and we glimpse
Nirvana (Sanskrit no-vasana) heaven. No subject, no object, no attribute, infinity…
a peace which passeth understanding.
5. If we are blessed to achieve this – in meditation turning the subject/ego to peer at the
subject/ego as object, so the subject and its object are realised as one – not in this
intellectuality but in personal realisation – and if we are blessed to bring such
realisation through to our daily life in relativity – living as relative beings but
knowing better, then we realise that all sorrow is karma induced; and all karma can
be purified, until we cleanse our psyches and allow our inherent infinite Divinity to
shine through untrammeled by karmic uncleanness.
6. There is no genetic inheritance, other than karmic ignorance waiting to be opened to
the light, and so healed holistically
7. I cannot continue save on the premise of infinity. Which is the premise of a oneness
without a second. Monism. Pure Non-Dualism. Not genetics (or any other
concept) as on object of which we are the seperate subject. For genetics as an object
of our focus (as subjects) we must go to university and study conventionally, and I
presume too much. I can proceed only as does the Kabbalist and Sufi and Christian
Mystic and of course the Vedist and Buddhist; and as now does the Theoretical
Mathematician, who know there is no end to the number line – either no largest
number nor smallest fraction, both ends of which disappear into infinity. And as
does now the Quantum Physicist, who knows now that there is no end to size – also
in either direction, both ends of which disappear into infinity. Infinity which lies at
the pre-existence of matter, of energy, of time and space, of birth; and at the postexistence of every ‘thing’ - death. Infinity, which can only mean that all perception
is awareness, that all matter is immaterial energy, that the immaterial energy and the
perception, indeed every’thing’ is pure infinite consciousness. That the infinity into
which every’thing’ disappears when placed under observation is conscious, hence
the consciousness, the perception itself. That every’thing’ in the final analysis is
infinite consciousness experiencing its infinite self in a notion of infinite subject and
infinite object, infinitely, and as such casting a notion of separate diversity of
infinite proportions… omnipotently and omnisciently. Omniscience notionalising
ignorance in order to experience itself in a seeming duality. The Modern Physicist
who knows that Consciousness is now the final frontier…, his own consciousness,
everyone’s consciousness, the common indivisible infinite consciousness…
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If we don’t accept this premise, even if only for the purpose of discussion, then we
must depart for conventional academia and I must cease my presumption. Not only
me, also Christ, Krishna, Abraham, Moses, Buddha, Mohammed, Einstein, et
alios….
8. So we do not limit ourselves to the DNA, or to any molecule comprising it, or to any
atom comprising its molecules. Nor do we peer into the atoms (comprising the
DNA – or anything else); we look to the nth degree, to the ultimate, to the locus (the
placeless place) where particles disappear into infinite void, and where dimensions
disappear and so too separateness, diversity; where everything is a connected
oneness (without a second). There, all meaning, purpose, understanding, wisdom,
omniscience, reside… but not in subject/object duality, rather in indescribable
intuition - the peace that passeth understanding.
9. To peer at DNA’s is like peering at something that doesn’t exist save in our minds,
and we too, the ‘peerers’ don’t exist. It is like living a dream, and in the dream we
(existing only in the dream) peer at a DNA (existing only in the dream), and the
experience is pure dream. Later we wake, and who was the dreamer? Who or what
the dream object? And what was the dream experience? And what was the message
and purpose of the dream? It was all a dream, and our waking state is God’s dream.
If during our dream we could know we are dreaming…? We can do this in God’s
dream… And if we do, then our attitudes change – diametrically; we learn –
intuitively (there is no more intellect without intuition) that our ego’s (subjects in the
subject/object experience) are mere agents for Infinity’s self-knowledge, our eyes
become (what they’ve always been) mere lenses for Infinity’s sight; our ego’s ‘lose’
their smallness of character and assume the infinite vastness of the Infinite Ego; so
vast that we realise that the object of our experience is also Infinite (as is the subject
Experiencer); and that the seeming separation and the seeming division is but a
seeming. And for what purpose? So that the Infinite can know itself (all of itself) in
the only one way of knowing – as a seeming dualistic subject/object experience…
for which it must seem to set aside its Infinity for a moment. Infinity is omnipotent
and can do anything; and it is omniscient and infallible.
10. In seemingly setting aside its infinity, it takes on the mantle of finity, which includes
fallibility, error. Omnipotence can do that, can do anything. But so long as it
remembers its inherent infinity, the fallibility is only seemingly. If the Infinity
forgets its inherent infinity it becomes fallible. A kind of perfect fallibility. But
perfect only so long as omnipotence wants it so; if (or perhaps when) the infinity
remembers its omnipotence, it also remembers that it never lost its infinity and
omnipotence, it merely thought it had. And because it thought it had, it did, for the
period of its thinking so. And when it thought so, it acted so; and when it
remembered its omnipotence (and infinity and vice versa), it acted omnipotently and
omnisciently again. Anyway, action (karma in Sanskrit) can be of two kinds:
correct and incorrect. If action is motivated by infinite omniscience, it can only be
correct – dharmic (in accordance with destiny). If action is motivated by the
seemingly separate divided mind/ego, the finite fallible one, then it can be
erroneous, sinful, not in accordance with dharma. Dharmic action (yagya in
Sanskrit) is like the navigational work that keeps a jetliner on track; jetliners (to use
one metaphor) are continually going off-track and have to be corrected (almost
immediately) navigationally back on track – the journey is one continuous long
series corrections. Karma, in a different nuance of the word, is the phenomenon of
incorrect action in life by an incarnated soul or jiva, wrongly motivated by an ego
(subject in the subject/object duality) small an having forgotten its inherent infinite
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omnipotence and omniscience, disharmonious with dharma, which puts the soul offtrack dharmically, and which has to be corrected as soon as possible by the larger
infinite ego (infallible and omniscient and omnipotent) – hidden, eclipsed, but still
there unconscious, always there. The inclusive concept of wrong action by the
smaller fallible eclipsing ego followed by correction by the cosmic eclipsed ego is
known as karma. And constitutes the fate of cause and effect, which itself is
constantly under direction of our free will. Life is the journey of destiny, dharma,
and is one continuous long series of corrections, karma. But we are indivisibly,
inseparably. one with infinite divinity - perfection[i] and when we remember our
inherent perfection, there are no more errors and no more need for corrections.
11. That karmic fate is the navigation mechanics of cosmic destiny, but always under
the direction of our divine free will. To declare that a trait or characteristic, a
handicap or a gift, is the result of genetic inheritance is like using Newtonian or
Classical Physics when Modern Quantum Physics is available for deeper answer,
understanding and wisdom.
12. What is the genetic inheritance of you, of Preston and of me? Of our respective
children, as further contributed by our spouses’ genetic influences? The answer may
not lie in conventional academics, but rather in intuitive contemplation. They both
require intellect, but the former is the intellect of duality (subject looking at an
object in order to understand the object – usually by analytical reduction); and the
latter is the intellect which withdraws into its infinite omniscience for answer and
then emerges with an intuitive respect. We know a little of the history of our
paternal and maternal families, and then of our father and our mother. We know our
own respective histories, our own characteristics, our strengths and weaknesses, our
fallibilities. What is the coincidence of Preston having gone insolvent some 10
years before I did, and then having recovered? Of Preston having become divorced
from Leah some 10 years before Cynthia and I did the same, and then having
recovered? Superficially they are the same, yet the deeper differences are immense;
the attitudinal differences are immense; how does one compare essential scripture,
biblical exegesis, comparative religion, meditation and spiritual astrology with
Scientology? From my viewpoint Preston recovered financially from his insolvency
but seems to have learnt therefrom to protect and save his wealth. I too have
recovered (although not as well as Preston) and I am left with a residual suspicion of
material wealth – I seem to sense that whenever I have pursued material wealth I
have failed, and whenever I have pursued spiritual immaterial wealth I have
succeeded. What is the difference between the marriages of Preston and Leah on the
one hand, and Cynthia and me on the other? I add one comment here: I am
intrigued by my understanding sensed from spiritual astrology that (very briefly) the
energy of spouse resides in the Seventh House of World. The Seventh House of
World is the House opposite the First House of Self/Ego. The First House
represents the Ego/Subject and the Seventh House represents the World being the
Object of our Subject/Ego’s. We create our worlds. What we seek is what we find.
The Seventh House is also the House of Desire – what we want is what we get. We
seek only that which we want. The House of Desire, The House of Spouse, The
House of our Worlds generally. Our respective spouses make up a large part of our
respective worlds. And is also our karmic destiny as shaped by our previous and
present actions in free will. Understood as such… spouses are immediately
available for spiritual exercise… If, instead of being irritated by our spouses, we
can see past the duality and realise we chose that particular spouse; and I’m not
talking childish romantics but karmic and dharmic subconsciousness. We knew
subconsciously that we needed that particular irritation to help us overcome our
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ego’s, to overcome our duality of ego/self and objective/world. A perfect spouse
dreamt of in relativity, is not only unattainable but spiritually fallow; we need an
imperfect spouse, like we need a gym machine, to provide exercise for our spiritual
work in our evolution to enlightenment. So, in the reconciliation of opposites,
reconciliation of duality, imperfection becomes – with wisdom enlightened free will
– perfection. One sees the perfection underlying the seeming imperfection. One
sees the purpose of the imperfection, which confers on the imperfection, perfection.
In order to judge and pronounce ‘perfection” and “imperfection” the (hypocritical)
subject has to judge. And in order to judge the ‘judge’ has to see a duality – perfect
and imperfect; and once a subject judges an object as “imperfect”, what does the
judging subject do? Is he to condemn the judged “imperfection” or forgive it? This
brings us to the heart of the scriptural wisdom concerning judgment and
forgiveness. The scriptures enjoin us not to judge lest we be judged; and of course
to forgive – to turn the other cheek. At the duality level one reads the words
fundamentally, and they do have a superficial value. However, if one is blessed to
intuit, then realise the deeper non-dualistic meaning it is not the words per se that
have meaning but the Truth to which they point – if one intuits the non-dualistic
core and inherent source of all diversity, then there is no duality for judgement (the
tree of knowledge of good and evil), but if one is still unenlightened and has judged,
then the forgiveness is not a pardon to a transgressor, it is rather an exercise in
awakening enlightenment that one’s judgement was based on ignorance of the
absence of duality, and therefor flawed, and for that reason has to be forgiven. Our
spouses offer immediate primary opportunities, on an ongoing basis, for us to see
the infinite shared indivisible divinity in another incarnate soul, therefore the
ignorance of judging what cannot be other than illusion, the resultant eschewing of
judgement and the understanding of forgiveneness in that sense. If one hasn’t
judged, or if there is nothing to judge, then there is nothing to forgive…
13. If we can go behind the mind (which creates the duality – Saturn in Spiritual
Astrology) beyond the duality into the infinity, and realise that there is our centre of
gravity (so to speak), our essential inherent core and source in Oneness (without a
second), it follows in our realisation that duality is but a notion, an illusion which
merely enables that infinite core to experience itself, then one begins to understand
the seeming separation, the seeming duality, and to understand the meaning behind
that ‘seemingness’. Once that realisation dawns, its light dispels the ignorance of
the illusion of duality, and we cease seeking understanding in scrutinizing ‘objects’
– genetic chromosomes, atoms, subatomic ‘particles’, etc, all diversity of which
dissipates before our eyes as we realise their holistic oneness with our scrutinizing
selves. God is not an object to be studied…
End of email to Karon

Oneness There is only one ego that appears as many (in what the Hindus call the world
of multiplicity or diversity, and the Buddhists call impermanence). So there’s only one of
us that thinks that it is here, and I’m it. There isn’t really anybody else. There’s nobody
out there. It only looks that way. It’s a trick. The conscious part of the mind looks out
and sees all kinds of separation, different bodies and forms, but that’s an illusion. And the
unconscious part of the mind, almost all of which is hidden, just the way most of an
iceberg is hidden, knows that there’s really only one of us.
Time and space and differences turn out to be all untrue, despite appearances. The reason
everything is connected is because there is only one illusion, just like there’s only one
God. But God has nothing to do with the illusion.
Your Immortal Reality, Gary R Renard, p15
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Judgment & Duality If there’s only one of us here, and if the unconscious part of the
mind knows that, then what are we doing when we go around judging and condemning
other people? All we’re really doing is sending a message directly into our own
unconscious mind that we are worthy of being judged and condemned. Whatever we
think about others is really like sending a message about ourselves to our self. So Jesus
decided that if there is really only one of us who thinks it’s here, and if the unconscious
mind knows that, then he was going to go through life seeing everyone as being what they
truly are, which is perfect spirit, instead of seeing them as bodies, which is really just a
false idea of separation. He would see everyone as being Christ, pure and innocent. He
would think of them as being what they truly are: immortal and invulnerable, and
something that cannot be touched by this world.
Thus the key to enlightenment lies in the fact that the way we experience and feel about
ourselves is not determined by how other people look at and think about us. The way we
experience and feel about ourselves is actually determined by how we look at and think
about them. Ultimately this determines our identity – we identify ourselves either as a
body or as perfect spirit. We identify ourselves either as divided or as whole. This
depends on how we see others. And once we understand that, we would want to be
careful how we think about other people.
And we cannot have it both ways, we cannot compromise – we can’t be just a little bit
whole. Our allegiance must be wholly undivided, or else we are divided. No matter how
complicated things seem to get, there are really just two choices: One is for wholeness or
holiness, which is one and perfect. The other is for anything that isn’t perfect Oneness,
which is division. There is no getting away from that.
So Jesus completely forgave the world. His love and forgiveness was total and allencompassing. He knew that if we partially forgive the world, then we will also only be
partially forgiven – which is to remain divided. But if we completely forgive the world,
then we’ll be completely forgiven.
Your Immortal Reality, Gary R Renard, p17

Duality: Reason v Madness
Reason cannot see sin but can see errors, and leads to their correction. It does not value
them, but their correction. Reason will also tell you that when you think you sin, you call
for help. Yet if you will not accept the help you call for, you will not believe that it is
yours to give. And so you will not give it; thus maintaining the belief. For uncorrected
error of any kind deceives you about the power that is in you to make corrections. If it
can correct, and you allow it not to do so, you deny it to yourself and to your brother.
And if he shares this same belief, you both will think that you are damned. This you
could spare him and yourself. For reason would not make way for correction in you
alone.
Correction cannot be accepted or refused by you without your brother. Sin would
maintain it can. Yet reason tells you that you cannot see your brother or yourself as sinful
and still perceive the other innocent. Who looks upon himself as guilty and sees a sinful
world? And who can see a sinful world and look upon himself apart from it? Sin would
maintain you must be separate. But reason tells you that this must be wrong. If you are
joined, then how can it be that you have private thoughts? And how could thoughts that
enter into what but seems like yours alone have no effect at all on what is yours? If minds
are joined, this is impossible.
No one can think but for himself, as God thinks not without His Son. Only were both in
bodies could this be. Nor could one mind think only for itself unless the body were the
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mind. For only bodies can be separate, and therefore unreal. The home of madness
cannot be the home of reason. Yet it is easy to leave the home of madness if you see
reason. You do not leave insanity by going somewhere else; you leave it simply by
accepting reason where madness was. Madness and reason see the same things, but it is
certain that they look upon them differently.
Madness is an attack on reason that drives it out of mind, and takes its place. Reason does
not attack, but takes the place of madness quietly, replacing madness if it be the choice of
the insane to listen to it. But the insane know not their will; for they believe they see the
body, and let their madness tell them it is real. Reason would be incapable of this. And if
you would defend the body against your reason, you will not understand the body or
yourself.
The body does not separate you from your brother, and if you think it does you are insane.
But madness has a purpose, and believes it also has the means to make its purpose real.
To see the body as a barrier between what reason tells you must be joined must be insane.
Nor could you see it if you heard the voice of reason. What can there be that stands
between what is continuous? And if there is nothing in between, how can what enters part
be kept away from the other parts? Reason would tell you this. But think what you must
recognize, if it be so.
If you choose sin instead of healing, you would condemn the Son of God to what can
never be corrected. You tell him, by your choice, that he is damned; separate from you
and from his Father forever, without a hope of safe return. You teach him this, and you
will learn of him exactly what you taught. For you can teach him only that he is as you
would have him; and what you choose he be is but your choice for you. Yet think not this
is fearful. That you are joined to him is but a fact, not an interpretation. How can a fact
be fearful unless it disagrees with what you hold more dear than truth? Reason will tell
you that this fact is your release.
Neither your brother nor you can be attacked alone. But neither can accept a miracle
instead without the other being blessed by it, and healed of pain. Reason, like love, would
reassure you and seeks not to frighten you. The power to heal the Son of God is given
you because he must be one with you. You are responsible for how he sees himself. And
reason tells you it is given you to change his whole mind, which is one with you, in just
an instant. And any instant serves to bring complete correction of his errors and make
him whole. The instant that you choose to let yourself be healed, in that same instant is
his whole salvation seen as complete with yours. Reason is given you to understand that
this is so. For reason, kind as is the purpose for which it is the means, leads steadily away
from madness towards the goal of truth. And here you will lay down the burden of
denying truth. This is the burden that is terrible, and not the truth.
That you are joined is your salvation; the gift of Heaven, not the gift of fear. Does
Heaven seem to be a burden to you? In madness, yes. And yet what madness sees must
be dispelled by reason. Reason assures you Heaven is what you want, and all you want.
Listen to Him Who speaks with reason, and brings your reason into line with His. Be
willing to let reason be the means by which He would direct you how to leave insanity
behind. Hide not behind insanity in order to escape from reason. What madness would
conceal the Holy Spirit still holds out, for everyone to look upon with gladness.
You are your brother’s saviour. He is yours. Reason speaks happily indeed of this. This
gracious plan was given love by Love. And what Love plans is like itself in this: Being
united, it would have you learn what you must be. And being one with It, it must be given
you to give what It has given you…and gives still. Spend but an instant in the glad
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acceptance of what is given you to give your brother, and learn with him what has been
given both of you. To give is no more blessed than to receive; but neither is it less.
The Son of God is always blessed as one. And as his gratitude goes out to you who
blessed him, reason will tell you that it cannot be that you stand apart from blessing. The
gratitude he offers you reminds you of the thanks your Father gives you for completing
Him. And here alone does reason tell you that you can understand what you must be.
Your Father is as close to you as is your brother. Yet what is there that could be nearer
you than is your Self?
The power you have over the Son of God is not a threat to his reality. It but attests to it.
Where could his freedom lie but in himself, if he be free already? And who could bind
him but himself, if he deny his freedom? God is not mocked; no more His Son can be
imprisoned save by his own desire. And it is by his own desire that he is freed. Such is
his strength. And not his weakness. He is at his own mercy. And where he chooses to be
merciful, there he is free. But where he chooses to condemn instead, there is he held a
prisoner, waiting in chains his pardon on himself to set himself free.
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 21 Reason & Perception, Reason v Madness, pp428-430

Duality: Good v Bad – see Solzhenitzen
60 Eckhart Tolle
You were free of time for a moment. You moved into the Now and therefore perceived
the tree without the screen of mind. The awareness of Being became part of your
perception. With the timeless dimension comes a different kind of knowing, one that does
not “kill” the spirit that lives within every creature and every thing. A knowing that does
not destroy the sacredness and mystery of life but contains a deep love and reverence for
all that is. A knowing of which the mind knows nothing.
The mind cannot know the tree. It can only know facts or information about the tree. My
mind cannot know you, only labels, judgments, facts and opinions about you. Being
alone knows directly.
There is a place for mind and mind-knowledge. It is in the practical realm of day to day
living. However, when mind takes over all aspects of your life, including your
relationships with other human beings and with nature, it becomes a monstrous parasite
that, unchecked, may well end up killing all life on the planet and finally itself by killing
its host.
You have had a glimpse of how the timeless can transform you’re your perceptions. But
an experience is not enough, no matter how beautiful or profound. What is needed and
what we are concerned with is a permanent shift in consciousness. So break the old
pattern of present-moment denial and present-moment resistance. Make it your
practice to withdraw attention from past and future whenever they are not needed.
Step out of the time dimension as much as possible in everyday life. If you find it
hard to enter the Now directly, start by observing the habitual tendency of your
mind to want to escape from the Now. You will observe that the future is usually
imagined as either better or worse than the present. If the imagined future is better,
it gives you hope or pleasurable anticipation. If it is worse, it causes anxiety. Both
are illusory. Through self-observation more presence comes into your life
automatically. The moment you realise you are not present, your are present.
Whenever you are able to observe your mind, you are no longer trapped in it.
Another factor has come in, something that is not of the mind, the witnessing
presence.
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The process of entering the ‘miraculous’ state of presence that is always available to
us. We are lost in the maze of our own compulsive thoughts. Only by ceasing this
mental noise can we dissolve our egos and enable the flowering of new consciousness
to proceed. This transformation cannot be understood with the mind.
Be present as the watcher of the mind – of your thoughts and emotions as well as
your reactions in various situations. Be at least as interested in your reactions as in
the situation or person that causes you to react. Notice also how often your attention
is in the past or future. Don’t judge or analyse what you observe. Watch the thought,
feel the emotion, observe the reaction. Don’t make a personal problem out of them.
You will then feel something more powerful than any of those things that you
observe – the still, observing presence itself behind the content of your mind, the
silent watcher.
Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now, pp54. 55

1.
2.
3.

Be present as the Watcher of your Mind
Watch your thoughts & emotions as well as your reactions to various situations
Be at least as interested in your reactions as in the situation or person that causes
you to react
4. Notice also how your attention is in the past or future (or elsewhere)
5. Don’t judge or analyse what you observe
6. Watch the thought, feel the emotion, observe the reaction – don’t make a personal
problem out of them
7. You will then feel something more powerful than any of those things that you
observe: The still, watching Presence itself behind the content of your mind; the
Silent Witness, the Watcher…
8. As a sutra (but only as a sutra; i.e. a thought that still knows the infinite innocent
consciousness) witness, innocently without judging, how the ego creates the
thought, emotions and reactions, and how by withdrawing from the relative ego into
the absolute Self the quality of the thought, emotion and reaction is transcended to
quiet perfection
9. The ego does not disappear (it is needed for relative awareness/consciousness) but it
is relegated to its true status as servant to the Absolute; no longer ruler
10. We no longer live in the mind, we live in the Sattwa
11. Living in the Sattwa, we realise as a sutra that the Sattwa manifests, experiences and
expresses itself through each of us uniquely, and if we can purify our respective
karmas, we clear the lense for such perfection in our unique janma kundalis, and as a
sutra we rest in that experienceless experience
61 Effortlessness
Vigilance for God only and for His Kingdom is a statement of what you want to believe,
and entails a willingness (a desire) to relinquish everything else. The Holy Spirit will
enable you to take this step, if you follow (the Holy Spirit). Your vigilance is the sign that
you want (the Holy Spirit) to guide you. Vigilance does require effort, but only until
you learn that effort is unnecessary. You have to exert great effort to preserve what
you made because it was not true. Therefore, you must now turn your effort against it.
Only this can cancel out the need for effort, and call upon the Being which you both have
and are. This recognition is wholly without effort since it is already true and needs no
protection. It is in the perfect safety of God. Therefore, inclusion is total and creation is
without limit. (Editor’s Note, ‘without limit’ = Infinity)
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, The Lessons of the Holy Spirit, Be Vigilant Only for God & The holy Spirit, pg 103
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“You still have too much faith in the body as a source of strength.” Our conventional
non-transcendent interpretation of the body as an end (to be protected and its desires
fulfilled) renders the body an idol. The body is not an end (or an idol), it is the means to
an end; it is the means for Infinity to experience Itself.
The body as a finite end does not exist – as does not any apparently finite ‘thing’. All
apparently finite ‘things’ are notions of the Infinite within Infinity, and they remain
within Infinity, transforming to finite ‘things’ only as notions within Infinity. The
apparently finite body does not exist as such, it merely seems so in order to be a means for
the Infinite to experience Itself.
Enlightenment is that realization… and realization of that realization. Intellectual and
intuitive and in deed. Meditation is a technique to that end. No more. In order to achieve
that realization, we must realize that we don’t achieve it. We don’t gain it. We
surrender the ego (the embodiment) in order to realize what already exists …and what
was blinded by the ego (the embodiment)… the ignorant perception of the body as an end
rather than a (the) means.
Meditation would seem to be the best technique for allowing such surrender and
realization of deepest/highest reality. In order to allow such surrender and realization of
that deepest/highest reality, one has to ‘forget’ the body, ‘go beyond’ the body. Not
escape the body as in escape from a prison or cage… because the prison or cage does not
exist. Also not struggle against or fight the body for the same reason… because the
body (the embodiment) does not exist. The realization is the simple effortless realization
that the body (the embodiment) does not really exist, the cage or prison does not really
exist. We merely thought it existed. We merely perceived it to exist. And the
realization of our error is effortless. We just effortlessly realize the cage or prison is not
there! It was a figment of our imagination! We let it go effortlessly and we effortlessly
surrender to reality.
But the meditation must not be within the context that we are working to achieve
enlightenment in the future. The meditation must be within the context that the Truth
and its Realisation are here and now. And the transcendence to that realization of Truth
is transcendence of time and place. Of finity, of dimension, of time & space.
Transcendence into Infinite presupposes Infinity; presupposes the absence of time and
space; presupposes the absence of dimensions, which is the reality of Infinity.
And the essential condition for that is effortlessness; which is also the test for the
‘achievement’. The transcendent reality could not have been achieved unless it was
effortless. Because the ‘achievement’ could not have been achieved by our bodies
(embodiment), it could only be achieved by the Infinite. By the Infinite Power, the
Infinite Consciousness, The Mind of God, and the Heart of God – the Holy Spirit, the
Ruach Hakodesh. It is effortless because it is the Will of God. Omnipotent and
Omniscient.
Enlightenment is that we need do nothing12. Indeed, we must do nothing.

62 Ego or Ego-Sense
That which is after all the senses have ceased to function and all notions of pleasure and
pain have vanished is the Self or Siva, which is also indicated by expressions such as
‘that,’ ‘truth,’ ‘reality.’ However, that which is when all these cease to be exists even
when all these are present, like the limitless space. Out of their compassion for the
12

A Course in Miracles : A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 18 The Passing of the Dream, I Need Do

Nothing, pg 362
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ignorant deluded ones, in an effort to awaken them spiritually and to awaken in them a
thirst (desire – Venus/Sukra) for liberation, the redeemers of the universe (Brahma, Indra,
Rudra, and others) have composed scriptures like the Vedas and the Puranas (legends). In
these scriptures they have used words like ‘consciousness,’ ‘Brahman,’ ‘Siva,’ ‘Self,’
‘Lord,’ ‘Supreme Self,’ etc. These words may imply diversity, but in truth there is no
diversity.
The truth indicated by these words is indeed pure consciousness. In relation to it even the
limitless space is as gross and substantial as a great mountain. That pure consciousness
appears to be the knowable object and gives rise to the concept of intelligence or
consciousness, though being the innermost self it is not an object of knowledge. On
account of momentary conceptualization this pure consciousness gives rise to the egosense “I know”. (I know what? I – the subject or ego-sense – know the object. While
subject and object are a oneness, and the phenomenon of division into separate separate
subject and object is but a notion.)
This ego-sense then gives rise to the notions of time and space (the dimensions).
Endowed with the energy of the vital air, it then becomes jiva or the individual. The
individual or jiva thenceforward follows the dictates of the notions… and slips into dense
ignorance. Thus is the mind born in conjuction with the ego-sense (mind = subject/object
division, separation, polarity of awareness or consciousness) and the different forms of
psychological energy. All these together are known as the ativahika body – the subtle
body which moves from one plane to another.
After this, the substances (constituting the notional objects of the world) corresponding to
the subtle energies of the ativahika body are conceived of. And thus are the various
senses (hearing, sight, touch, taste, and smell) brought into being with their corresponding
object and connecting experiences. These together are known as the puryastaka, and in
their subtle state they are also known as the ativahika body.
Thus are all these substances created… but nothing is created in fact. All these are but
apparent modifications in the one infinite consciousness. Even as dream object are within
oneself, all these are non-different from the infinite consciousness. Even as when one
dreams these objects, they seem to become the objects of one’s perception, so too all these
appear to be objective realities.
When the truth concerning them is realized, all these shine as the Lord. However, even
that is untrue, for all these have never become material substances or objects. Only on
account of one’s notions of their being substances which one experiences, they appear to
have a substantiality. Thus, conjuring up a substantiality, the consciousness ‘sees’ the
‘substantiality.’
Conditioned by such notions, it seems to suffer. Conditioning is sorrow. But
conditioning is based on thoughts and notions – or sensual and psychological experiences.
The truth, however, is beyond such experience and the world is an appearance like a
mirage.
In that case, what is psychological conditioning? Who conditions what? And who is
conditioned by such conditioning? Who drinks the water of the mirage? Thus, when all
these are rejected, the reality alone remains, in which there is no conditioning – naught
conditioned. It may be styled the being or the non-being, but it alone is. Mental
conditioning is illusory non-being – like a ghost. When the ghost is laid, the illusion of
creation also vanishes. He who takes this ego-sense and this mirage known as creation to
be real, he is unfit to be instructed. Preceptors instruct only a man who is endowed with
wisdom – not foolish men. The latter pin their faith and hope on the world-appearance –
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like the ignorant man who bestows his daughter in marriage to the man seen only in his
dreams.
Vasistha 397

The door lies in all of us, within each of us, and it opens onto another level of awareness.
At this level…ignorance…disappears because the ego is reduced to its simplest form. It
no longer needs to inflate itself with its importance because the Self is growing. The Self
never needs to show off, for it It really is the essence of life and of what we are. The Self
(or, if we prefer, the Divine in us) is the element of light that can resolve all problems and
we can trust it whatever our difficulties are. But for the self truly to grow, the basic
essential is to get to know the workings of our ego. This needs total sincerity and the
absence of all judgment. It is an exercise for each instant that can fill a whole life.
Marianne du Bois, God’s Laughter, p 35

The workings of the ego. The lost ego, knowing at the deepest subconscious or subliminal
level that it doesn’t exist, in the ignorant sense that it thinks it does while it thinks it is
separated from the Self. This obviously leads to insecurity and fear. Then to attachment
and grasping to all the illusory phenomena of maya, which creates the psychological
malaises that have to be remedied. (e.g. The Inward Revolution, Bernstein & Bumstead)
The process of entering the miraculous state of presence that is always available to us.
We are lost in the maze of our own compulsive thoughts. Only by ceasing this mental
noise can we dissolve our egos and enable the flowering of new consciousness to proceed.
This transformation cannot be understood with the mind.
________________________

The egosense arises when its existence is conceived. When that concept is rejected, the
egosense ceases to be.
This is known as dhyana (meditation) and Samadhi
(superconscious state).
The conception is a conditioning of mind. It is mind, the conditioning of infinite
consciousness is mind. The conditioning of consciousness into the concept of an
experiencer (Rishi) and his experience (chandas) as separate (necessarily so for the
essential human experience) is ego in order to create the self to experience the
experience, think the thought, etc. But examination, enquiry, vicara, proves to us that the
ego is infinite consciousness, the object of experience is infinite consciousness, and the
predicate of the experience is infinite consciousness – all of which are infinite and
inseparable, and the concept is a mere function of infinite consciousness in order to
create the experience for itself. And for itself the experience becomes a reality. Infinity
creates its own reality. Creation is the Infinite Consciousness creating of its infinite self
the concept of the duality and separation of ego (rishi) and object of the ego (chandas)
creating therefrom the predicate of the experience of the object. But it is samhita (without
a gap), it is a notion of separation, a notion of duality, a notion of maya (measurement) of
quantum (measured amount).
One cannot exist as man without the concept, the concept is man. The conditioning that
creates the notion is man. And it is natural to get lost in the notion. However, it is
essential to master knowledge and realisation of the truth. One cannot, of course, live as
man without the conditioning, but enlightenment is the realisation of the truth underlying
the experience of life.
The consciousness that abandons conditioning realises its unconditioned nature. That is
liberation. If you realise that the ‘I’ does not exist, then your understanding is firm and
unshakeable. The ‘world’ and the ‘I’ exist only as notions – not as fact nor as reality.
They cease to be when one enquires “who am I?” and “How has this world arisen?” The
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realisation of the non-existence of the “I” is nirvana or liberation. The light of this
realisation dispels the darkness of ignorance. Therefore one should enquire till the end of
one’s life: “Who am I?”, “How did this world arise?”, “What is jiva or the individual
personality?” and “What is life?” as instructed by the knowers of truth.
Vasistha 530

You cannot perpetuate an illusion about another without perpetuating it about yourself
(There is no separation in the reality of Infinity). There is no way out of this, because it is impossible
to fragment the mind. To fragment is to break into pieces, and mind cannot attack or be
attacked. The belief that it can – an error the ego always makes – underlies its whole use
of projection. It does not understand what mind is, and therefore does not understand
what you are. Yet its existence is dependent on your mind, because the ego is your belief.
The ego is a confusion in identification. Never having had a consistent model, it never
developed consistently. It is the product of the misapplication of the laws of God by
distorted minds that are misusing their power.
Do not be afraid of the ego. It depends on your mind, and as you made it by believing in
it, so you can dispel it by withdrawing belief from it. Do not project the responsibility of
your belief in it on to anyone else, or you will preserve the belief. When you are willing
to accept sole responsibility for the ego’s existence you will have laid aside all anger and
all attack, because they come from an attempt to project responsibility for your own
errors. But having accepted the errors as yours, do not keep them. Give them over
quickly to the Holy Spirit to be undone completely, so that all their effects will vanish
from your mind and from the Sonship as a whole.
The Holy Spirit will teach you to perceive beyond your belief, because truth is beyond
belief and His perception is true. The ego can be completely forgotten at any time,
because it is a totally incredible belief, and no one can keep a belief he has judged to be
unbelievable. The more you learn about the ego, the more you realize that it cannot be
believed. The incredible cannot be understood because it is unbelievable. The
meaninglessness of perception based on the unbelievable is apparent, but it may not be
recognized as being beyond belief, because it is made by belief.
The whole purpose of this course is to teach you that the ego is unbelievable, and will
forever be unbelievable. You who made the ego by believing the unbelievable cannot
make this judgment alone. By accepting the Atonement for yourself, you are deciding
against the belief that you can be alone, thus dispelling the idea of separation and
affirming your true identification with the whole Kingdom as literally part of you. This
identification is as beyond doubt as it is beyond belief. Your wholeness has no limits
because being is infinity.
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom : The Unbelievable Belief, pg 121-122

63 Eliot (T S Eliot)
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
See also Transcendent Poetry below

64 End & Means : The Consistency of / Reconciling the Opposites
See Means & End
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65 Energy, Kinesis, Vibration, Waves, Sound, Yagya
Yagya Explained by John Hagelin
“According to the most recent discoveries of modern physics, the whole universe is
nothing but vibration – a symphony of sounds. Every system in the universe – the
elementary particles, the galaxies, and every human physiology – is really just composed
of sound, a state of vibration of the Unified Field – the fundamental unity at the basis of
the vast diversity of the Cosmos.
The particles of nature, of which we are composed, are the vibrational modes – or ‘energy
eigenstates’ – of the Unified Field. The human physiology is therefore just a web of
sound that is evolving, unfolding and growing, until the ultimate wholeness – the fully
blossomed cosmic potential of individual consciousness, mind and nervous system – is
fully expressed. As human beings, we are an evolving, complex package of vibration.
This is scientific fact.
If we want to enhance our current vibrational state and accelerate the pace of our
evolution – that is, if we want to facilitate our transformation from one state into the next
– then we must add to our present state those necessary frequencies, those catalysts of
sound, that transform one state of vibration into the next. Through this process we can
also prevent any rising imbalances within our present evolutionary state.
We could look at an example from physics to show how the mechanics of evolution is
really just the mechanics of the transformation of sound. In a Feynman Diagram (for the
Mechanics of Transformation) we see how, in the simplest possible example of the
mechanics of transformation in nature: We start with an electron – being itself a state of
vibration or sound. We want to transform that electron into some desirable outgoing state
– in this case an up-quark – which we can see emerging on the right.
Electron →
Electron →

Feynman Diagram
Interaction Region
[Positron vibrational frequency]

→Up-quark
→Up-quark

In order to transform the electron, which represents one state of vibration of the Unified
Field, into a pair of up-quarks, we add the desired ingredient in the form of sound – in this
case, the specific vibrational frequency known as a positron. The positron is exactly the
sound or frequency needed to transform the incoming state into the desired outgoing state.
So the whole process of transformation and evolution in nature is really the mechanics of
the transformation of sound. We call it the chemistry of sound… The Science of Vedic
Engineering (The Maharishi Yagya Programme).
Dr John Hagelin (6th June 2003
Maharishi Yagya Program News Letter

66 Enlightenment : A First Experience
Cosmic consciousness arrived, softly and unexpectedly, as I exited the Dome one morning
in November 2008. I was 64 years old. I had been doing Transcendental Meditation since
1973 and the TM-Sidhi Program since 1978.
How did I know cosmic consciousness had come? All I can say is it was clear that pure
consciousness (pure "being") was with me as I exited the Dome. It was clear that soft
transcendence, that feeling of unboundedness I had become accustomed to in meditation
all those years ... was now with me in activity. Everything was different yet the same.
This new element was with me as if dogging my footsteps--this new soft sweetness, this
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new purity, this new feeling of lightness, this new utter clarity.
As with most of us, I had a career to manage during all those years, and a family, with
children, to support. But I made time for my program twice a day no matter what, even if
it meant, as it often did, meditating in a bus, an airplane, a library or even more unlikely
locations.
It never occurred to me to stop meditating, or even miss a meditation. I knew before my
intro lecture was half over, that I would do this TM thing, and would never stop.
Over the years, I waited expectantly and patiently for "cosmic consciousness" to arrive.
Always feeling it must be just around the corner.
As decades of practice elapsed and I grew older, I began to abandon any notion that I
would reach cosmic consciousness in this life. I never stopped believing it was a reality,
nor that Maharishi's TM and TM-Sidhi program could lead one there. I just stopped
believing that it was going to happen to me.
While I usually enjoyed my programs, there was never anything "flashy" going on. As
years passed, it even seemed that the multitude of changes I had noticed in myself when I
first began meditating ... had dwindled significantly or even disappeared. I felt like I was
on a plateau. Like I was walking in place.
My general attitude was, "OK, it's not going to happen in this life. But I know TM is a
good thing. I've always known that, from my very first meditation. So, I'll just keep doing
it because I should go as far as I can in this life. Who knows maybe next time around ..."
So, when cosmic consciousness tiptoed up to me that November day, just after I turned
64, I was absolutely astounded and delighted. It seemed so delicate, fragile, almost shy. I
did not expect it to last. As days and weeks went by, the experience not only endured but
grew in strength. I finally came to accept without any doubt -- it was here to stay. With
that, I began to relax into it and just let it be what it was...without any expectations or
preconceived notions.
I was as surprised as anyone that such a thing could happen to me. As far as I or anyone
could tell from my life, I was as unlikely and undeserving a candidate for this as anyone I
could think of. Even after years of meditating I still had flaws you could drive a truck
through. I was nowhere near as well studied in the Vedic literature as so many around me.
One might call my daily routine marginally ayurvedic, I suppose. But even that would be
a stretch. Given all my responsibilities, I figured I was doing the best I could.
Yet here IT was and IT was undeniable. I thought perhaps it was one of those 1% chances
of a cosmic mistake I heard Maharishi talk about once. And for quite a while was sure that
as soon as the mistake was discovered by the Cosmic computer, it would be rectified.
Two and half years later, to my increasing delight, the experience of cosmic
consciousness has matured into something even grander. Being shines at me from all
things and all people. My own Self is everywhere, in everything and everyone. The
burdens, troubles and vicissitudes of life seem all but gone or, at least, drastically
mitigated. In their place, is a lightness, delight, sweetness and ease ... that is absolutely
indescribable.
Believe me, I know this is no accomplishment of mine. Any kudos for this are due to
Maharishi and Guru Dev alone. This is not false modesty. This is the truth.
The only thing I ever did was to follow the simple (thank goodness) instructions
Maharishi gave for the practice of the TM and TM-Sidhi program. Really, that's all I ever
did. That it resulted in this experience for me ... is as miraculous as anything I can think
of. Yet it's utterly real, utterly simple, and utterly available to all. That I know for certain.
If my life serves no other purpose, it is to demonstrate that, if this can happen to someone
like me, it can happen to anyone. It can happen to everyone. That it did happen to me ...
reveals the immensity of Maharishi's knowledge and remarkable power of his techniques-and of course the unfathomable silence, bliss, and sanctity of our beloved Guru Dev.
Jai Guru Dev
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67 Enlightenment : Reach for It
“To get a human body is a rare thing – make full use of it. There are four million kinds
of lives which a soul can gather. After that, one gets a chance to be human, to get a
human body. Therefore, one should not waste this chance. Every second in human life
is very valuable. If you don’t value this, then you will have nothing in hand and you will
weep in the end.
Because you are human, God has given you power to think and decide what is good and
bad. Therefore, you can do the best possible kind of action.
You should never consider yourself weak or a fallen creature. Whatever may have
happened up to now may be because you didn’t know, but now be careful ………
After getting human body, if you don’t reach God, then you have sold a diamond at the
price of spinach.”
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

"Rare it is in the universe to be born into a human lifetime; rarer still is it to hear of the
dharma; rarer still is it to accept the teachings; rarer still is it to act on the teachings; and
even rarer still is it to realize the truth of the teachings." "To even hear of enlightenment is
already the rarest of gifts. Anyone who has ever heard of enlightenment will never be
satisfied with anything else."
Buddha, David Hawkins M.D., Ph.D. in 'The Eye of the I'

68

Ephraim &Menashe

See Joseph’s Son’s (above)
69 Essence
O Rama, the infinite consciousness becomes aware of the pungency of the chilli; and this
gives rise to the ego-sense. And the dimensions of time and space. And the diverse
differentiations thereof and therein. …The infinite consciousness, being the indwelling
omnipresence, becomes aware…and thus self-consciousness, individuality, ego-sense,
arises.
The natural combination of atomic particles and molecules – which are themselves totally
indwelt or immanent by consciousness – apparently acts as a dividing wall, thus giving
rise to the divisions and separations of ‘I’ and ‘you’ etc. and these then appear to be
outside of the perceiving consciousness as the separate object of such consciousness as
subject.
In fact, of course, these separate objects are but reflections within the consciousness
which, becoming aware of them within itself bestows upon them their apparent separate
individuality. Consciousness tastes itself, the awareness being non-different from
consciousness. And that gives rise to the ego-sense.
In reality, because the inner awareness in all these combinations is non-different from the
infinite consciousness, there is no subject/object relationship between them. Hence one
does not experience the other, gain the other, or change or modify the other.
O Rama, all that I have said is but a play of words to help your comprehension. There is
no such thing as ‘I’ or ‘the world’ or the combination of particles, etc. There is neither
mind nor an object of knowledge, nor the world illusion. Just as water acquires the
appearance of a whirlpool with a personality of its own, consciousness seems to give
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within itself the appearance of ‘I’ etc, within itself. But consciousness is consciousness
only, whether one thinks of itself as lord Siva or as a little jiva.
All of this diversity and of the material substances arises for the satisfaction of the
ignorant. Whatever the ignorant imagines in the infinite consciousness, that alone he sees.
In the light of awareness life is seen as consciousness. When it is regarded as life, life
appears to be no more than life. There is in reality no essential distinction between life
and consciousness. In the same way, there is in reality no essential distinction between
the individual jiva and the cosmic being, Siva. Know all this to be undivided and
indivisible infinite consciousness.
Vasistha 294

The existence of the body does not diminish the omnipresence of the self any more than
the waves diminish the fullness of the ocean. …The reflection of an object in the mirror
can be said to be neither real nor unreal, it is indescribable. Even so, the body which is
reflected in the self is neither real nor unreal. The ignorant person accepts as real
whatever he sees in the world; not so the wise one. …The body and the self have no real
relationship. There is in fact no duality wherefrom such relationship could exist. One
infinite consciousness exists without subject/object division. In this infinite
consciousness diversity is imagined. And that which is untouched by sorrow believes
itself to be miserable, even as one who thinks he sees a ghost sees a ghost. On account of
the power of thought this imaginary relationship assumes the force of reality. The self is
ever untouched by pain and pleasure, but thinking itself to be the body it undergoes the
experiences of the body. The abandonment of this ignorant belief is liberation.
They who are not thus overcome by false identification or attachment are freed at once
from sorrow. It is this conditioning that is the seed of old age, death and delusion. When
it ceases one goes beyond the ocean of delusion. The conditioned mind creates bondage
even in ascetics, while the unconditioned mind is pure even in a householder. The mind
that is thus conditioned is bondage. Liberation is freedom from conditioning (inner
contact, attachment or identification). This inner contact, which presupposes fictitious
division, alone is the cause for bondage and liberation. Actions performed by the
unconditioned are non-action. On the other hand the conditioned mind acts even while
outwardly refraining from it. Action or non-action is in the mind. The body does
nothing. Hence, one should resolutely abandon this false inner division.
Vasistha 301

One of the most important things is not to make the universe of time and space real.
You’re innocent because it’s not real. Don’t spiritualise the universe. Don’t spiritualise
matter or energy. Energy looks like matter to you sometimes only because of the way you
perceive it and perceive yourself. You perceive yourself as being in a body, and then the
body tells you what to feel. But you should be the one who tells the body what to feel.
You are not in the body; the body is in your mind. When you put the mind in its proper
perspective, then you’re taking charge of the cause instead of being at the mercy of the
effect. Then you can choose the Holy Spirit and His answer instead of the ego’s
questions. Thus will you be returned to wholeness. Because of that, how you will
experience things will change on this level, and the Holy Spirit will take care of the job on
the larger metaphysical scale.
Make no mistake: There’s a difference in levels between this and other teachings. The
rest of them are moving things around in a universe that isn’t really there. That’s like
moving furniture around in a burning house. Yes, it might look nicer for a while, but it’s
denying the real problem. A Course in Miracles, on the other hand, is the undoing of it
all, and return to the only thing that is real.
Gary R Renard, Your Immortal Reality 54 & 55
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70 Extension v Projection
The difference between the ego’s projection and the Holy Spirit’s extension is very
simple. The ego projects to exclude, and therefor to deceive. The Holy Spirit extends by
recognizing Himself in every mind, and thus perceives them as one. Nothing conflicts in
this perception, because what the Holy Spirit perceives is all the same. Wherever He
looks He sees Himself, and because He is united he offers the whole Kingdom always.
This is the one message God gave to Him and for which He must speak, because that is
what He is. The peace of God lies in that message, and so the peace of God lies in you.
The great peace of the Kingdom shines in your mind forever, but it must shine outwards
to make you aware of it.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I, Text, Chapter 6 Lessons of Love : The Alternative to Projection, Pg 91 (soft cover)

We have said that without projection there can be no anger, but it is also true that without
extension there can be no love. These reflect a fundamental law of the mind, and
therefore one that always operates. It is the law by which you were created and by which
you create. It is the law that unifies the Kingdom, and keeps it in the Mind of God. To
the ego the law is perceived as a means of getting rid of something it does not want. To
the Holy Spirit it is the fundamental law of sharing, to give what you value in order to
keep it in your mind. To the Holy Spirit it is the law of extension. To the ego it is the law
of deprivation. It therefore produces abundance or scarcity, depending on how you
choose to apply it. This choice is up to you, but it is not up to you to decide whether or
not you will utilise the law. Every mind must project or extend, because that is how it
lives, and every mind is life.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7The Gifts of the Kingdom : The Unbelievable Belief , pg. 120

71 Faith: Healing & Success
Faith makes the power of belief, and where it is invested determines its reward. For faith
is always given what is treasured, and what is treasured is returned to you.
Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, p 223 (ex The Course in Miracles, T261)

Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust and worm consume
and where thieves break in and steal; but lay up for yourselves treasures in Heaven,
where none consume or steal. For where your treasure is, so too will be your heart.
Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, p 222 (ex The Sermon on the Mount)

72 Fate (Divine Will) v Karma (Free Will)
Rama said: I wish to hear from you once again the truth concerning karma or what is
known as the divine will (fate).
Vasistha replied: Divine will (or fate – daivam) and karma are but concepts (vasana).
The truth is that they are movements in consciousness. When there is such movement, the
world-appearance arises. When such movement ceases, the world-appearance also
ceases. There is not the least distinction between the movement and consciousness.
There is not the least distinction between a person and his actions (his karma). A creature
is known by its characteristic action, and such action reveals the character of the creature.
They are inseparable.
Hence, the words or concepts (vasana), ‘divine’/daiva,
‘action’/karma, and ‘person’/nara, are but expressions which denote movement in
consciousness.
This movement in consciousness, along with the self-limitation in consciousness, serves
as the seed for everything – but there is no seed or cause for the movement in
consciousness. There is no distinction between the seed and its sprout. Therefore all this
(body, etc) is but movement in consciousness. This movement is obviously omnipotent
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and hence is able to manifest the gods, and the demons, and other creatures – mobile and
immobile, sentient and insentient. They who assert that a person and his actions (karma)
are different and distinct are ignorant… like animals in human semblance.
The seed which sprouts as the world is the self-limitation or conditioning in
consciousness. Burn that seed by non-attachment or freedom. Non-volitional action
(non-action in action) is known as non-attachment or freedom. Or, the uprooting of
conditioning (vasana) is known as non-attachment or freedom. Attain this freedom by
any means. That means by which you are able to destroy the seed of vasana is the best.
In this nothing but self-effort is of any avail. Continued… see ‘Ineffability’
Vasistha 524

The only reflected intelligence of transcendental God, the Father in vibratory creation, the
Son or Christ Intelligence, has control over all matter. God “hath given all things into his
hand.” Christ Consciousness is God’s Divine Love (“the Father loveth the Son”) reflected
in creation and in liberated saints in all its purity – coaxing created beings with its
magnetic attraction back to blissful unity in Spirit. Any devotee who believes in, and
gradually becomes one with, this immutable Immanent Intelligence (by merging with the
Cosmic sound of Aum heard in meditation) shall receive the everlasting life of Christ.
The only way to Cosmic Consciousness consists in penetrating through the encrusting
shell of material vibrations to the living essence of Immanent Christ Intelligence…
continue…
The Second Coming of Christ, Paramahansa Yogananda, pp 291, 292

“For the Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgement unto the Son: That all
men should honour the Son, even as they honour the Father. He that honoureth not the
Son honoureth not the Father which has sent him.”
John 5:22-23

The Infinite Father, the Transcendent God, beyond all creation, judges no man – judges
nothing. Infinity is absolute; there is no attribute or phenomenon in Infinity; there is no
separation, no division, no subject nor concomitant object. Nothing to judge in Infinity;
no judgement in Infinity.
(Concordance Author)

When the Infinite knew Itself, It created or manifested the seeming division and
separation; seeming relativity, seeming dimensions (akasha) – time & space. And Infinity
created/manifested the seeming subject therein to ‘see’ the seeming ‘object'. That is God
entered It’s seeming physical/material creation/manifestation in order to walk in it and
amongst it. And experience it; sense it – with hearing, sight, touch and feel, taste and
smell. God entered God’s dream, God’s Garden of Eden as man – Son of God – to do
that. So Infinite God, which is infinite/absolute, manifested as man to walk among His
seeming physical creation and experience the physical creation in all its desirable beauty
and joy. Seeming physical man as subject in order to experience the seeming Garden of
Eden as object. Seeming man’s subjectivity as such is ego – the ‘I’ that hears, sees,
touches & feels, tastes, and smells the seeming objects of creation; the Garden of Eden as
seemingly separate attributes and phenomena in the phenomenon of seemingly physical
manifestation.
It is that ego (that seeming physical subject) which as such can judge. “For the Father
judgeth no man, but has committed all judgements unto the Son.” But seeming man, if he
fails to access his Father’s Infinite omniscience, omnipotence, omnipresence, and
perpetuity (which is the almost universal, inevitable case until he does so, until
enlightenment) sees and comprehends only portions of his physical eye-sight and limited
consciousness, and therefor has not the omniscience (etc) of the Infinite to judge. And
consequently judges wrongly. A Judge motivated by his limited desires, limited
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perceptions, and limited consciousness – giving his judgment limited and vulnerable as
such.
(Concordance Author)

Therefore, seemingly physical man should leave judgements to God. If the physical man
is blessed to be enlightened and can access God’s Cosmic Consciousness, the physical
man then manifests that omniscient Judgment as amanuensis for God. It is God’s
Judgment that is being manifested by man as God’s agent; it is not the judgment of the
seeming physical man. And the Judgment is accordingly Infinite and perfect. In that
sense and only in that sense has the Father “committed all judgement unto the Son”.
When the Infinite Father wills into seeming existence (dreams) the Son of God. Such Son
of God remains the will/dream of the Infinite Father. The Son of God cannot/does not
come into existence as a finite discrete phenomenon separate from the Infinite Father.
Infinity, having no boundary, that cannot occur. So the Son of God remains within
Infinity as a Oneness with Infinite God. In other words Infinite God Himself deems His
Infinite Self to be a seemingly separate individual; but He isn’t; He just seems so. So
Infinite God hides His Infinity, His Omniscience, Omnipotence, and Perpetuity in order to
seem to have a body; to seem to have an ego, to seem to be a finite subject, in order to
hear, see, touch, feel, taste and smell the diverse seemingly separate objects of God’s
Garden of Eden, as one of the seemingly finite phenomena thereof. As such the Son of
God, as man, forgets (but does not lose) his Infinity (with its omniscience, etc) and gets
lost in the seemingly finite world. That is the Fall of Man; from which man has to recover
by evolution to enlightenment. By remembering that he is Infinite God – no less; and has
all the Infinite attributes and Infinite strengths of Infinite God.
Also, when the Infinite God wills/dreams the finite Garden of Eden, of necessity, the
Infinite God wills/dreams the binary divisions and separations of opposites, and the
relative realm of intercourse between the opposites…or the reconciliation of the
opposites. Thus Satan the illusory adversary seemingly comes conceptually or seemingly
into being concomitantly when the seeming dimensions come into seeming being –
subject v object, good v evil, etc. The transcendent Infinite God has no satan or evil
adversary; no happiness v unhappiness; no health v illness, etc. It is only man (the son of
man) who, in his subject/object relative seeming existence, is subject to the play of such
seeming opposites. Man, who has the infinite Will of God and Omnipotence,
Omniscience of Infinite God but has forgotten It, is subject to choosing satan instead of
God, illness instead of health, unhappiness instead of happiness. Only by transcending
the realm of relative opposites and rising to man’s Infinite Divine Source does man return
home to Infinite God and Infinite Perfection.
(Concordance Author)

The Unwanted Guest
Rumi*
This being human is a guesthouse
Every morning a new arrival A joy,
a depression, a meanness
Some momentary awareness
Comes as an unexpected visitor
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they're a crowd of sorrows
Who violently sweep your house
Empty of its furniture
Still treat each guest honourably
He may be cleaning you out
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For some new delight!
The dark thought, the shame,
the malice
Meet them at the door laughing
And invite them in
Be grateful for whoever comes
Because each has been sent
As a guide from the beyond.
*Rumi – Sufi Poet
73 Follow Up
Gregg Braden
74 Forgiveness
The Little Soul and the Sun
by Neale Donald Walsch
Once upon no time there was a Little Soul who said to God, "I know who I am!"
And God said, "That's wonderful! Who are you?"
And the Little Soul shouted, "I'm the Light!"
God smiled a big smile, "That's right!" God exclaimed. "You are the Light."
The Little Soul was so happy, for it had figured out what all the souls in the Kingdom
were there to figure out. "Wow," said the Little Soul, "this is really cool!"
But soon, knowing who it was was not enough. The Little Soul felt stirrings inside, and
now wanted to be who it was. And so the Little Soul went back to God (which is not a bad
idea for all souls who want to be Who They Really Are) and said, "Hi, God! Now that I
know Who I Am, is it okay for me to be it?"
And God said, "You mean you want to be Who You Already Are?
"Well," replied the Little Soul, "it's one thing to know Who I Am, and another thing
altogether to actually be it. I want to feel what it's like to be the Light!"
"But you already are the Light," God repeated, smiling again.
"Yes, but I want to see what that feels like!" cried the Little Soul.
"Well," said God with a chuckle, "I suppose I should have known. You always were the
adventuresome one." Then God's expression changed. "There's only one thing..."
"What?" asked the Little Soul.
"Well, there is nothing else but the Light. You see, I created nothing but what you are;
and so, there is no easy way for you to experience yourself as Who You Are, since there is
nothing that you are not."
"Huh?" said the Little Soul, who was not a little confused.
"Think of it this way," said God. "You are like a candle in the Sun. Oh, you're there all
right. Along with a million, ka-gillion other candles who make up the Sun. And the sun
would not be the Sun without you. Nay, it would be a sun without one of its candles...and
that would not be the Sun at all; for it would not shine as brightly. Yet, how to know
yourself as the Light when you are amidst the Light--that is the question."
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"Well," the Little Soul perked up, "you're God. Think of something!"
Once more God smiled. "I already have," God said. "Since you cannot see yourself as the
Light when you are in the Light, we'll surround you with darkness."
"What's darkness?" the Little Soul asked.
God replied, "It is that which you are not."
"Will I be afraid of the dark?" cried the Little Soul.
"Only if you choose to be," God answered. "There is nothing, really, to be afraid of,
unless you decide that there is. You see, we are making it all up. We are pretending."
"Oh," said the Little Soul, and felt better already.
Then God explained that, in order to experience anything at all, the exact opposite of it
will appear.
"It is a great gift," God said, "because without it, you could not know what anything is
like. You could not know Warm without Cold, Up without Down, Fast without Slow. You
could not know Left without Right, Here without There, Now without Then."
"And so," God concluded, "when you are surrounded with darkness, do not shake your
fist and raise your voice and curse the darkness. Rather be a Light unto the darkness, and
don't be mad about it. Then you will know Who You Really Are, and all others will know,
too. Let your Light shine so that everyone will know how special you are!"
"You mean it's okay to let others see how special I am?" asked the Little Soul.
"Of course!" God chuckled. "It's very okay! But remember, 'special' does not mean
'better.' Everybody is special, each in their own way! Yet many others have forgotten that.
They will see that it is okay for them to be special only when you see that it is okay for
you to be special."
"Wow," said the Little Soul, dancing and skipping and laughing and jumping with joy. "I
can be as special as I want to be!"
"Yes, and you can start right now," said God, who was dancing and skipping and laughing
right along with the Little Soul.
"What part of special do you want to be?"
"What part of special?" the Little Soul repeated. "I don't understand."
"Well," God explained, "being the Light is being special, and being special has a lot of
parts to it. It is special to be kind. It is special to be gentle. It is special to be creative. It is
special to be patient. Can you think of any other ways it is special to be?"
The Little Soul sat quietly for a moment. "I can think of lots of ways to be special!" the
Little Soul then exclaimed. "It is special to be helpful. It is special to be sharing. It is
special to be friendly. It is special to be considerate of others!"
"Yes!" God agreed, "and you can be all of those things, or any part of special you wish to
be, at any moment. That's what it means to be the Light."
"I know what I want to be, I know what I want to be!" the Little Soul announced with
great excitement. "I want to be the part of special called 'forgiving'. Isn't it special to be
forgiving?"
"Oh, yes," God assured the Little Soul. "That is very special."
"Okay," said the Little Soul. "That's what I want to be. I want to be forgiving. I want to
experience myself as that."
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"Good," said God, "but there's one thing you should know."
The Little Soul was becoming a bit impatient now. It always seemed as though there were
some complication.
"What is it?" the Little Soul sighed.
"There is no one to forgive."
"No one?" The Little Soul could hardly believe what had been said.
"No one!" God repeated. "Everything I have made is perfect. There is not a single soul in
all creation less perfect than you. Look around you."
It was then that the Little Soul realized a large crowd had gathered. Souls had come from
far and wide ~ from all over the Kingdom ~ for the word had gone forth that the Little
Soul was having this extraordinary conversation with God, and everyone wanted to hear
what they were saying. Looking at the countless other souls gathered there, the Little Soul
had to agree. None appeared less wonderful, less magnificent, or less perfect than the
Little Soul itself. Such was the wonder of the souls gathered around, and so bright was
their Light, that the Little Soul could scarcely gaze upon them.
"Who, then, to forgive?" asked God.
"Boy, this is going to be no fun at all!" grumbled the Little Soul. "I wanted to experience
myself as One Who Forgives. I wanted to know what that part of special felt like."
And the Little Soul learned what it must feel like to be sad. But just then a Friendly Soul
stepped forward from the crowd.
"Not to worry, Little Soul," the Friendly Soul said, "I will help you."
"You will?" the Little Soul brightened. "But what can you do?"
"Why, I can give you someone to forgive!"
"You can?"
"Certainly!" chirped the Friendly Soul. "I can come into your next lifetime and do
something for you to forgive."
"But why? Why would you do that?" the Little Soul asked. "You, who are a Being of such
utter perfection! You, who vibrate with such a speed that it creates a Light so bright that I
can hardly gaze upon you! What could cause you to want to slow down your vibration to
such a speed that your bright Light would become dark and dense? What could cause you
~ who are so light that you dance upon the stars and move through the Kingdom with the
speed of your thought--to come into my life and make yourself so heavy that you could do
this bad thing?"
"Simple," the Friendly Soul said. "I would do it because I love you."
The Little Soul seemed surprised at the answer.
"Don't be so amazed," said the Friendly Soul, "you have done the same thing for me.
Don't you remember? Oh, we have danced together, you and I, many times. Through the
eons and across all the ages have we danced. Across all time and in many places have we
played together. You just don't remember."
"We have both been All Of It. We have been the Up and the Down of it, the Left and the
Right of it. We have been the Here and the There of it, the Now and the Then of it. We
have been the male and the female, the good and the bad; we have both been the victim
and the villain of it."
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"Thus have we come together, you and I, many times before; each bringing to the other
the exact and perfect opportunity to Express and to Experience Who We Really Are. And
so," the Friendly Soul explained further, "I will come into your next lifetime and be the
'bad one' this time. I will do something really terrible, and then you can experience
yourself as the One Who Forgives."
"But what will you do?" the Little Soul asked, just a little nervously, "that will be so
terrible?"
"Oh," replied the Friendly Soul with a twinkle, "we'll think of something."
Then the Friendly Soul seemed to turn serious, and said in a quiet voice, "You are right
about one thing, you know."
"What is that?" the Little Soul wanted to know.
"I will have to slow down my vibration and become very heavy to do this not-so-nice
thing. I will have to pretend to be something very unlike myself. And so, I have but one
favor to ask of you in return."
"Oh, anything, anything!" cried the Little Soul, and began to dance and sing, "I get to be
forgiving, I get to be forgiving!"
Then the Little Soul saw that the Friendly Soul was remaining very quiet.
"What is it?" the Little Soul asked. "What can I do for you? You are such an angel to be
willing to do this for me!"
"Of course this Friendly Soul is an angel!" God interrupted. "Everyone is! Always
remember: I have sent you nothing but angels."
And so the Little Soul wanted more than ever to grant the Friendly Soul's request. "What
can I do for you?" the Little Soul asked again.
"In the moment that I strike you and smite you," the Friendly Soul replied, "in the
moment that I do the worst to you that you could possible imagine ~ in that very
moment..."
"Yes?" the Little Soul interrupted, "yes...?"
"Remember Who I Really Am."
"Oh, I will!" cried the Little Soul, "I promise! I will always remember you as I see you
right here, right now!"
"Good," said the Friendly Soul, "because, you see, I will have been pretending so hard, I
will have forgotten myself. And if you do not remember me as I really am, I may not be
able to remember for a very long time. And if I forget Who I Am, you may even forget
Who You Are, and we will both be lost. Then we will need another soul to come along
and remind us both of Who We Are."
"No, we won't!" the Little Soul promised again. "I will remember you! And I will thank
you for bringing me this gift ~ the chance to experience myself as Who I Am."
And so, the agreement was made. And the Little Soul went forth into a new lifetime,
excited to be the Light, which was very special, and excited to be that part of special
called Forgiveness.
And the Little Soul waited anxiously to be able to experience itself as Forgiveness, and to
thank whatever other soul made it possible. And at all the moments in that new lifetime,
whenever a new soul appeared on the scene, whether that new soul brought joy or
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sadness--and especially if it brought sadness--the Little Soul thought of what God had
said.
"Always remember," God had smiled, "I have sent you nothing but angels."
75 Forgiveness : A Course in Miracles
Think you that you can bring truth to fantasy, and learn what truth means from the
perspective of illusions? Truth has no meaning in illusion. The frame of reference for
truth’s meaning must be itself. When you try to bring truth to illusions, you are trying to
make illusions real; and keep them by justifying your belief in them. But to give illusions
to truth is to enable truth to teach them that the illusions are unreal, and thus enable you to
escape from them. Reserve not one idea aside from truth, or you establish orders of
reality that must imprison you. There is no order in reality, because everything there is
true.
Be willing then, to give all you have held outside the truth to Him Who knows the truth,
and in Whom all is brought to truth. Be not concerned with anything except your
willingness to have this be accomplished. He will accomplish it; not you. But forget not
this: When you become disturbed and lose your peace of mind because another is
attempting to solve his problems through fantasy, you are refusing to forgive yourself for
just this same attempt. And you are holding both of you away from truth and from
salvation. As you forgive him, you restore to truth what was denied by both of you. And
you will see forgiveness where you have given it.
A Course in Miracles, Text: Forgiveness & The Holy Relationship – Bringing Fantasy to Truth, p328

Select on brother, symbol of the rest, and ask salvation of him. See him first as clearly as
you can, in that same form to which you are accustomed. See his face, his hands and feet,
his clothing. Watch him smile, and see familiar gestures which he makes so frequently.
Then think of this: What you are seeing now conceals from you the sight of One who can
forgive you all your sins; whose sacred hands can take away the nails which pierce your
own, and lift the crown of thorns which you have placed upon your bleeding head. Ask
this of him, that He may set you free:
Give me your blessing, holy Son of God
I would behold you with the eyes of Christ
And see my perfect sinlessness in You
And He will answer whom you called upon. For He will hear the Voice for God in You,
and answer in your own. Behold him now, whom you have seen as merely flesh and
bone, and recognise that Christ has come to you. Today’s idea is your safe escape from
anger and from fear. Be sure you use it instantly, should you be tempted to attack a
brother and perceive in him the symbol of your fear. And you will see him suddenly
transformed from enemy to saviour; from the devil into Christ.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review IV (161): Give me your blessing, holy Son of God, p297

Forgiveness is the healing of the perception of separation [pg 41]. Correct perception of
your brother is necessary, because minds have chosen to see themselves as separate (My
note: not ‘chosen’, minds are the implements of separation because minds are the
implements of consciousness (=subject and object interaction; subject perceiving object,
and the necessity of separation for such dynamic). Spirit knows God completely. That is
its miraculous power. The fact that each one (of us) has this power completely is a
condition entirely alien to the world’s thinking. The world believes that if anyone has
everything, there is nothing left. But God’s miracles are as total as His Thoughts because
they are His Thoughts.
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…the only meaningful prayer is for forgiveness, because those who have been forgiven
(that is, healed of the perception of separation) have everything. Once forgiveness (that
is, healing from the perception of separation) has been accepted, prayer in the usual sense
becomes utterly meaningless. The prayer for forgiveness is nothing more than a request
that you may be able to recognise what you already have. In (previously) electing
perception instead of knowledge, you placed yourself in a position where you could
resemble your Father only be perceiving miraculously. You have lost the knowledge that
you yourself are a miracle of God. Creation is your Source and your only real function. [pg
40]

Communion, not prayer, is the natural state of those who know. God and His miracles are
inseparable. [pg 41] As long as perception lasts prayer has a place. Since perception rests
on lack (that is, subject lacks the object and vice versa; subject and object as separate
and lacking each other – only in their intercourse do they become one), those who
perceive have not totally accepted the Atonement and have not given themselves over to
Truth. Perception is based on a separated state, so that anyone who perceives at all needs
healing. Communion, not prayer, is the natural state of those who know. God and His
miracles are inseparable. How beautiful indeed are the Thoughts of God who live in His
Light! Your worth is beyond perception because it is beyond doubt. Do not perceive
yourself in different lights. Know yourself in the One Light where the miracle that is you
is perfectly clear. [pg 41]
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 3 The Innocent Perception : Beyond Perception, p39 (soft cover)

The ego, too, has a plan of forgiveness because you are asking for one, though not of the
right teacher. The ego’s plan, of course, makes no sense and will not work. By following
its plan you will merely place yourself in an impossible situation, to which the ego always
leads you. The ego’s plan is to have you see error clearly first, and then overlook it. Yet
how can you overlook what you have made real? By seeing it clearly, you have made it
real and cannot overlook it. This is where the ego is forced to appeal to “mysteries,”
insisting that you must accept the meaningless to save yourself. Many have tried to do
this in my name, forgetting that my words make perfect sense because they come from
God. They are as sensible now as they ever were, because they speak of ideas that are
eternal.
Forgiveness that is learned of me does not use fear to undo fear. Nor does it make real the
unreal and then destroy it. Forgiveness through the Holy Spirit lies simply in looking
beyond error from the beginning, and then keeping it unreal for you. Do not let any belief
in its realness enter your mind, or you will also believe that you must undo what you have
made in order to be forgiven. What has no effect does not exist, and to the Holy Spirit the
effects of error are non-existent. By steadily and consistently cancelling out all its effects,
everywhere and in all respects, He teaches that the ego does not exist and proves it.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 9 The Acceptance of the Atonement : The Holy Spirit’s Plan of Forgiveness, p157

76 Frustration of the Disciple
See Loneliness of the Disciple
77 Fundamentalism
Fundamentalism in the absence of Sufi (similarly Judaism in the absence of Kabbalah or
Christianity in the absence of Mystical Christianity)
“…I would say without fear of error that the most precious legacy that may be ascribed to
Islam consists in the profusion and intensity of its body of spiritual texts. This legacy
owes as much thanks to the ardour and intensity of its poetic and lyrical sayings as to the
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exalted tenor of its speculations. The success of Islam was achieved in the Sufi corpus –
which was denounced by Ibn Taymiyya – whereas the defeat of Islam occurred in the
political sphere, exactly where the theologian had placed the privileged space of his
faith.”
Abdelwahhab Meddeb, Islam & Its Discontents (A Genealogy of Fundamentalism) pg 51

The arrogant must cling to words, afraid to go beyond them to expressions which might
affront their stance. Yet are the humble free to hear the Voice Which tells them what they
are, and what to do.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review V, Salvation of the World Depends on Me, p342 ( Soft Cover)

78 Gain (and Loss)
I am not asked to make a sacrifice
To find the mercy and the peace of God
The end of suffering can not be loss. The gift of everything can be but gain. You only
give. You never take away. And you created me to be like You, so sacrifice becomes
impossible for me as well as You. I, too, must give. And so all things are given unto me
forever and forever. As I was created, so I remain. Your Son can make no sacrifice, for
He must be complete, having the function of completing You. I am complete because I
am Your Son. I cannot lose, for I can only give, and everything is mine eternally.
The mercy and the peace of God are free. Salvation has no cost. It is a gift that must be
freely given and received. And it is this that we would learn today.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Part II, I am not asked to make a sacrifice, p465 ( Soft Cover)

79 Genetics
37.1 As touched on in our Xmas conversation, genetic inheritance can be viewed
conventionally or unconventionally. Of course conventional is today’s average, and
tomorrow’s conventional may be today’s unconventional. Woe and strength to
those who move ahead of the lemmings. Copernicus, van Gogh, Jesus, and the
myriad others who saw ahead of their times, and who were misunderstood, ignored,
vilified, for their presumption… then honoured in their memories.
37.2 Genetic inheritance in present convention is like religion in present convention. It is
academic, non-transcendent, and entrapped in dualism. Religion anchored down by
its words, to which it is tied; unfree to soar in spirit to a dimensionless dimension,
transcendent – the sourceless source and endless end of religion. The signposts to
destiny, not destination, at which signposts the lemmings stop, bend their knees and
pray. The conventional average intuits an essence of truth in the signpost, and the
essence seems sufficient for them, and they direct their prayers to it, and lose sight
of their destiny and stop their journey. And one sees the spectacle of one’s peers
praying to the signposts and ignoring the destiny to which the signposts point… And
one wants no part of that conventional religiosity. But rejecting that superficiality
does not mean rejection of the deeper truth, indeed it means the opposite. It does
not mean that one is not religious, it means the opposite. But it is a lonelier
religion. One sees a word, one sees a tree. The word has a meaning, the tree has
beauty… but can one see God in both? Can we see the finite; understand it, without
losing sight of its inherent infinity? Can we see both simultaneously? In their
different ways…? No finite thing… word, number, concept, anything, can exist
outside of infinity, for that would create a boundary to infinity outside of which such
finite thing exists, and purported creation of a notional boundary to infinity destroys
boundless infinity… which cannot be done. So by pure logic (not esoteric
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mysticism) it seems obvious that everything finite remains infinite at the same time.
It seems not possible but it is; as possible as the Sun which does not rise and set
(notwithstanding all our senses telling us that it does); notwithstanding all our senses
telling us that the world is flat.
Fortunately, we no longer get crucified for realising this… and our quantum
physicists, operating outside religion, are also safe as they peer into the shattered
atom and witness the particles dissolving into waves, energy, a relative
strangeness… which they label quantum… the same word as the Ancient maya…
namely measurement, amount, and relativity… namely the duality with its diversity
of things and the relationship or relativity of these things to each other, and on the
other hand, the absolute.
There is equal reality in both – duality and non-duality, finity and infinity. The
challenge is to understand both, and reconcile the opposites. The challenge is great,
but the rewards are greater.
37.3 So, as the geneticists, peer into their microscopes, they may see their DNA models.
But their DNA models are comprised of atoms. And the geneticists’ brothers, the
quantum physicists, and the theoretical mathematicians, have discovered that those
atoms are comprised of empty space… of void. And the answers, ironically, do not
lie in the atoms, or things, but in the empty space, the infinite void, and what seems
to be its inherent infinite consciousness. So the fundamental building blocks of our
reality are not comprised of any material substance whatever; and if the basic bricks
are empty space, what comprises the house constructed of such bricks? Our
fundamental sense of self disappears into the nothingness comprising the bricks. If,
then we do not surrender into that truth but insist on remaining attached to or
grasping our previous ignorant notion of fundamental reality, there is insecurity,
fear, pain… and the slippery slope to a concept of hell, which doesn’t exist. If we
do surrender into that truth, we realise an ultimate paradox: The nothingness is
pregnant with everything, infinitely so; we lose nothing, we gain everything. But it
is not a gain for there is no loss. In infinity there are no attributes of gain and loss –
there are no winners and losers. We do not really gain the wisdom, we had it all the
time; we do not gain the enlightened, we were enlightened all the time; we do not
become divine, we were divine all the time – in the very midst of our self inflicted
ignorance. We remove the eclipse and let the light shine through… We seem to
lose our egos (our subject of the subject/object dichotomy), but it is only a seeming
loss (like the seemingly rising Sun). Living in the Relative domain it seems so; but
we know that the Sun does not rise, nor does it set – the Earth rotates. We continue
to enjoy the rising and setting Sun, their indescribable beauty, but we are not
eclipsed by ignorance regarding its cause… and eventually our rising knowledge –
like the rising Sun – enlightens us to a deeper knowledge, to a wisdom, that we (who
are comprised of infinite nothingness) are also the rising Sun (which is comprised of
infinite nothingness), and the infinite nothingness common to and comprising both
(as also the knowledge and wisdom) is the common denominator and fundamental
of all. The sense of self that we thought we had lost by releasing the subject-self in
the ego, immediately is free to expand to a Subject-Self that is Infinite, that includes
the object of the subject, and the relationship (the relativity) between the two. We
are Infinite Divinity knowing Infinite Divinity… infinitely…
37.4 It is all very well to reduce the matter of our bodies down to our DNA molecules
and scrutinize and analyse from there, and talk sagely about genetic inheritance. But
if what I’ve tried to explain is correct, it is superficiality and ignorance. We have to
peer beyond the DNA and the atoms, and the sub-atomic particles (which aren’t
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particles), beyond the strings and superstrings, beyond even the quantum of
matterless energy until we realise (the measurement of such quantum – the maya)
are all but notions (Sanskrit vasana) in the Infinite Consciousness… and we glimpse
Nirvana (Sanskrit no-vasana) heaven. No subject, no object, no attribute, infinity…
a peace which passeth understanding.
37.5 If we are blessed to achieve this – in meditation turning the subject/ego to peer at the
subject/ego as object, so the subject and its object are realised as one – not in this
intellectuality but in personal realisation – and if we are blessed to bring such
realisation through to our daily life in relativity – living as relative beings but
knowing better, then we realise that all sorrow is karma induced; and all karma can
be purified, until we cleanse our psyches and allow our inherent infinite Divinity to
shine through untrammeled by karmic uncleanness.
37.6 There is no genetic inheritance, other than karmic ignorance waiting to be opened to
the light, and so healed holistically
80 Giving & Receiving – Reconciliation of the Apparent Opposites
Protect all things you value by the act of giving them away, and you are sure you
will never lose them.
No one can give unless he ahs. In fact, giving is proof of having. We have made this
point before. What seems to make it hard to credit is not this. No one can doubt that you
must first possess what you would give. It is the second phase on which the world and
true perception differ. Having had and given, then the world asserts that you have lost
what you possessed. The truth maintains that giving will increase what you possess.
How is this possible? For it is sure that if you give a finite thing away, your body’s eyes
will not perceive it yours. Yet we have learned that things but represent the thoughts that
make them. And you do not lack for proof that when you give ideas away, you strengthen
them in your own mind. Perhaps the form in which the thoughts seem to appear is
changed in giving. Yet it must return to him who gives. Nor can the form it takes be less
acceptable. It must be more.
Ideas must first belong to you before you give them. If you are to save the world, you
first accept salvation for yourself. But you will not believe that this is done until you see
the miracles it brings to everyone you look upon. Herein is the idea of giving clarified
and given meaning. Now you can perceive that by your giving is your store increased.
Protect all things you value by the act of giving them away, and you are sure you will
never lose them. What you thought you did not have is thereby proven yours. Yet value
not its form. For this will change and grow unrecognizable in time, however much you
try to keep it safe. No form endures. It is the thought behind the form of things that lives
unchangeable.
Give gladly. You can only gain thereby. The thought remains, and gains in strength as it
is reinforced by giving. Thoughts extend as they are shared, for they can not be lost.
There is no giver and receiver in the sense the world conceives of them. There is a giver
who retains; another who will give as well. And both must gain in this exchange, for each
will have the thought in form most helpful to him. What he seems to lose is always
something he will value less than what will surely be returned to him.
Never forget you give but to yourself. Who understands what giving means must laugh at
the idea of sacrifice. Nor can he fail to recognize the many forms that sacrifice may take.
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He laughs as well at pain and loss, at sickness and grief, at poverty, starvation, and at
death. He recognizes that sacrifice remains the one idea that stands behind them all – and
in his gentle laughter are they healed.
Illusion recognized must disappear. Accept not suffering and you remove the thought of
suffering. Your blessing lies on everyone who suffers, when you choose to see all
suffering as what it is. The thought of sacrifice gives rise to all the forms that suffering
appears to take. And sacrifice is an idea so mad that sanity dismisses it at once.
Never believe that you can sacrifice. There is no place for sacrifice in what has any value.
If the thought occurs, its very presence proves that error has arisen and correction must be
made. Your blessing will correct it. Given first to you, it now is yours to give as well.
No form of sacrifice and suffering can long endure before the face of one who has
forgiven and has blessed himself.
The lilies that your brother offers you are laid ypon your altar, with the ones you offer him
beside them. Who could fear to look upon such lovely holiness? The great illusion of the
fear of God diminishes to nothingness before the purity you will look on here. Be not
afraid to look. The blessedness you will behold will remove all thought of form, and
leave instead the perfect gift forever there, forever to increase, forever yours, forever
given away.
Now we are one in thought, for fear has gone. And here, before the altar to one God, one
Father, one Creator, and one Thought, we stand together as one Son of God. Not separate
from Him who is our Source; not distant from one brother who is part of our one Self
Whose innocence has joined us all as one, we stand in blessedness and give as we receive.
The Name of God is on our lips. And as we look within, we see the purity of Heaven
shine in our reflection of our Father’s Love.
Now we are blessed, and now we bless the world. What we have looked upon we would
extend, for we would see it everywhere. We would behold it shining with the grace of
God in everyone. We would not have it withheld from anything we look upon. And to
ensure this holy sight is ours, we offer it to everything we see. For where we see it, it will
be returned to us in form of lilies we can lay upon our altar, making it a home for
Innocence Itself, Who dwells in us and offers us His Holiness as ours.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review V, I Bless the World Because I Bless Myself, p 345, 6 (soft cover)

81 Goal
To the ego the goal is death, which is its end. But to the Holy Spirit the goal is life, which
has no end. (see below – Goal & Means)
A Course in Miracles, Text, The Holy Instant, p 280

82 Goal & Means
See Means & End
83 God & Infinity (Singular + plural)
The name most frequently used for the God of Israel in the Bible, Elohim, is an odd
Hebrew word as it ends with the suffix “im” which denotes a masculine plural noun in
Hebrew. This does not imply that the ancient Hebrews worshipped multiple gods. No,
the plural noun, Elohim, is always followed by a verb in the singular. E.g. the opening
verse of the Bible, in Genesis: “In the beginning God created heaven and earth” (Gen 1.1)
In the original Hebrew the text says “Braysheet bara Elohim”(ֹלהיםְּב
ִ ֱאשית בָ ָרא א
ִ )ר. The
subject of this verse, Elohim, seems to be plural based on the word’s ending. Yet it
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agrees with the verb bara, which is singular. This is not a grammatical mistake. It is a
linguistic paradox o f a wondrous expression of the complex majesty of Infinite God. He
is simultaneously singular and manifold. In Christian doctrine the Trinity expresses this
same fusion of divine unity & plurality.
Israel Institute of Biblical Studies

84 Gunas
The world is the play of the gunas – the universal energies of light, motion, and mass.
They take form as the elements and the senses. The purpose of the world is to provide us
with experience and thus to lead us to liberation
Patanjali 2.18

My womb is the Great Prakriti (Mahat Brahma),
into which (in the primal act of division of the divisionless infinite
into the samhita of rishi, devata and chandas)
I deposit the seed of My Intelligence.
This is the cause of the birth of all beings.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 3 - Yogananda translation pg 906 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

O Son of Kunti,
of all forms – produced from whatsoever wombs,
Great Prakriti is their original womb mother,
and I am the seed-imparting father.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 4 - Yogananda translation pg 906

O Mighty-armed,
The gunas inherent in Prakriti,
Sattva, rajas, and tamas,
Arising from the primal samhita of division,
in rishi, devata and chandas,
Imprison in the body the Imperishable Dweller.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 5 - Yogananda translation pg 906 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

O sinless One,
Of these three gunas,
The stainless sattva gives enlightenment and health.
Nevertheless it binds man,
Through attachment to happiness,
And attachment to knowledge.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 6 - Yogananda translation pg 907 (with RRI’s supplementary emphasis)

O son of Kunti,
Understand that the activating Rajas is imbued with passion,
Giving birth to desire and attachment;
It strongly binds the embodied soul by a clinging to works.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 7 - Yogananda translation pg 908 (with RRI’s supplementary emphasis)

O Bharata,
Know that tamas arises from ignorance,
Deluding all embodied beings;
It binds by misconception, idleness and slumber.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 8 - Yogananda translation pg 909 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

Sattva attaches one to happiness,
Rajas to activity,
Tamas, by eclipsing the power of discrimination,
attaches one to misconception and delusion in maya.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 9 - Yogananda translation pg 910 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption and emphasis)
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Sometimes sattva is predominant - enlightening rajas and tamas;
Sometimes rajas prevails – eclipsing sattva and overpowering tamas;
Sometimes tamas prevails – eclipsing sattva and overpowering rajas.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 10 - Yogananda translation pg 911 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

One may know that sattva is present,
When the light of wisdom shines,
through all the sense gates of the body.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 11 - Yogananda translation pg 911 (with RRI’s supplementary emphasis)

Preponderance of rajas causes overpowering desire,
activity, undertaking of works, greed and restlessness.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 12 - Yogananda translation pg 912 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

Tamas as the ruling guna produces the darkness of ignorance,
sloth, neglect of duties and delusion in maya.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 13 - Yogananda translation pg 912 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

A man who dies with sattva qualities predominant,
Rises to the taintless regions,
In which dwell all knowers of the Highest.
A man who dies with rajas prevalent,
Is reborn among those attached to activity.
He who dies permeated with tamas,
Is reborn through the wombs of the deeply deluded.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verses 14 & 15 - Yogananda translation pg 906 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

It is said by the sages that the fruit of actions;
sattvic, is harmony and purity;
rajasic, is pain;
tamasic, is ignorance.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 16 - Yogananda translation pg 915 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

Wisdom arises from sattva,
Greed from rajas;
And heedlessness, ignorance and delusion from tamas.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 17 - Yogananda translation pg 916 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

Those established in sattva go upward;
The Rajasic dwell in the middle;
Those engrossed in tamas descend
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 18 - Yogananda translation pg 917 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

He who perceives in creation no agent save the three gunas,
And sees that which transcends them,
He enters my Being.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 19 - Yogananda translation pg 919 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)

Having transcended the three gunas,
The cause of physical embodiment,
A man is released from the sufferings;
of birth, old age, and death;
He attains immortality.
Bhagavad Gita Chapt 14, Verse 20 - Yogananda translation pg 919 (with RRI’s supplementary presumption)
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The ignorant live in their minds; the enlightened live in sattva [the Heart of God, the Holy Spirit of
God : The Mind of God manifesting & expressing through the Heart of God] See also Gunas
Vasistha 746

85 Guru
Gu means darkness, Ru means Dispel, eliminate. Guru means the one who dispels the
darkness of ignorance. Guru is the spiritual teacher who shows the aspirant the path to
higher knowledge. He brings light to his disciple by showing them the means to find the
eternal light. Spiritual gurus are seen as a link between the individual and the divine and
therefore given great importance in the Vedic philosophy. Gurus open the eyes of the
aspirant to their higher self and show them the divine light where they, the aspirants may
have been struggling in darkness. Gurus are considered the living form of God. Therefore
honoured and respected for centuries more than any other person as only the Guru can
show the aspirant a path back to the divine and bring them from darkness to light.
Komilla Sutton

86 Habituation (and Rehabituation)
Miracles are habits, and should be involuntary. They should not be under conscious
control. Consciously selected miracles can be misguided
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapt 1 The Meaning of Miracles (Principles of Miracles 5) pg 1

87 Hammer
Hammer If the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail.
Abraham Maslow

See also Mazlow, below
88 Happiness
… Being at peace and being who we are, that is, being ourselves, are one. The ego says:
Perhaps at some point in the future I can be at peace – if this, that, or the other happens, or
I obtain this or become that. Or it says: I can never be at peace because of something that
happened in the past. Listen to people’s stories and they could all be entitled “Why I
cannot be at Peace Now.” The ego doesn’t know that our only opportunity for being at
peace is now. Or perhaps it does know and is afraid that we may find this out. Peace,
after all, is the end of the ego.
How to be at peace now? By making peace with the present moment. The present
moment is the field on which the game of life happens. It cannot happen anywhere else.
Once we have made peace with the present moment, see what happens, what we can do or
choose to do, or rather what life does through us. There are three words that convey the
secret of the art of living, the secret of all success and happiness: One With Life. Being
one with life is being one with Now. We then realise that we don’t live our lives, but life
lives us. Life is the dancer, and we are the dance.
The ego loves its resentment of reality. What is reality? Whatever is. Buddha called it
tatata – the suchness of life, which is no more than the suchness of this moment.
Opposition towards that suchness is one of the main features of the ego. It creates the
negativity that the ego thrives on, the unhappiness that it loves. In this way you make
yourself and others suffer, and don’t even know that you are doing it, don’t know that you
are creating hell on earth. To create suffering without recognizing it – this is the essence
of unconscious living; this is being totally in the grip of the ego. The extent of the ego’s
inability to recognize itself and see what it is doing is staggering and unbelievable. It will
do exactly what it condemns others for, and not see it. When it is pointed out, it will use
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angry denial, clever arguments and self-justification to distort the facts. People do it,
corporations do it, governments do it. When all else fails, the ego will resort to shouting
or even to physical violence. Send in the marines. We can now understand the deep
wisdom in Jesus’ words on the cross: “Forgive them for they know not what they do.”
To end the misery that has afflicted the human condition for thousands of years, we have
to start with ourselves and take responsibility for our inner state at any given moment.
That means now. Ask ourselves: “Is there negativity in me at this moment?” Then
become alert, attentive to our thoughts, as well as our emotions. Watch out for the lowlevel unhappiness in whatever form that I mentioned earlier, such as discontent,
nervousness, being ‘fed-up,’ and so on. Watch out for thoughts that appear to justify or
explain this unhappiness but in reality cause it. The moment we become aware of a
negative state within ourselves, it does not mean that we have failed; it means that we
have succeeded. Until that awareness happens, there is identification with inner states,
and such identification is ego. With awareness comes dis-identification from thoughts,
emotions and reactions. This is not to be confused with denial. The thoughts, emotions
or reactions are recognized, and in the moment of recognizing, dis-identification happens
automatically. Our sense of self, of who we are, then undergoes a shift: Before we were
the thoughts, emotions and reactions; now we are the awareness, the conscious Presence
that witnesses those states.
“One day I will be free of the ego.” Who is talking? The ego. To become free of the ego
is not really a big job but a very small one. All we need do is be aware of our thoughts
and emotions – as they happen. This is not really a doing but an alert seeing. In that
sense it is true that there is nothing we can do to become free of the ego. When that shift
happens, which is the shift from thinking to awareness, an intelligence far greater than the
ego’s cleverness begins to operate in our lives. Emotions and even thoughts become
depersonalized through awareness. Their impersonal nature is recognized. There is no
longer a self in them. They are just human emotions, human thoughts. Each of our entire
personal histories, respectively, which is ultimately no more than a story, a bundle of
thoughts and emotions, becomes of secondary importance and no longer occupies the
forefront of our consciousness. It no longer forms the basis for our sense of identity. We
are the light of Presence, the awareness that is prior to and deeper than any thoughts and
emotions.
Eckhart Tolle, A New Earth p114 - 118

HAPPY FOR NO REASON : HAPPINESS AND THE LAW OF ATTRACTION by
Marci Shimoff
(Watch Marci's video at: http://www.marcishimoff.com/thesecret.html)
Imagine your fairy godmother is standing before you, ready to wave her wand and make
your wishes come true. Suddenly, the world appears a different place, full of possibilities
and magic!
Well, it turns out that this imaginary scenario is actually how the process of manifestation
works—and is based, not in magic, but in science.
The film “The Secret” vividly explains this powerful universal principle called the Law
of Attraction, which simply stated is: like attracts like.
Whatever we think, feel and put our energy into, whether positive or negative, we
magnetize to us. The universe, like a good fairy godmother, simply responds.
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Sounds easy enough. So, why don’t we all have everything we want?
The answer lies in my favorite formula for applying the Law of Attraction that was given
to me by my good friend and advisor Bill Levacy. It has three simple, easy-to-remember
steps:
1. INTENTION – Be clear about what you want
2. ATTENTION – Experience the thoughts and feelings of already having what you want,
AND take the action steps to manifest your intention.
3. NO TENSION – Let go. Relax. Shift from being tightly focused on your specific
desired outcome to being wide open to all possibilities. Trust that your highest good will
come to you, and feel the happiness of that.
A lot has been written and spoken about the first two steps. Many of us have mastered
them, but have stopped there. We end up holding on to our desire like a terrier chewing on
a bone. We have to take action towards our goals, but when we push and struggle and
hold on too tight, we get in our own way.
The problem is we haven’t taken the last step. We haven’t let go.
Surrendered. Said, “Okay, this or something better.” The third step, “no tension,” frees
our minds, opens our hearts, and, most importantly, lets us be happy in this moment. If we
skip this step, it’s like having a closed fist; how can we receive anything when our hand
isn’t open? In our “gotta-get” culture, this is the step most people miss or dismiss.
When we let go and trust that all is ultimately working out for the best, we feel happier.
And happiness attracts more happiness.
When I first heard Bill’s formula, I had an “a-ha moment.” I realized that every time I had
succeeded in manifesting my desires, it had happened only after I’d done step #3, let go,
relaxed and felt happy. In fact, one of my greatest successes is a perfect example of this.
In 1994, I had been working for ten years as a corporate trainer and a professional speaker
focusing on self-esteem for women. My career intention was clear (step #1): to inspire
and empower millions of people around the world to live their lives to their highest and
best potential.
My attention was focused on thinking, feeling and visualizing BIG success (step #2). I
was the queen of persistence and had taken all the “right actions” to further my career.
Although I had achieved a good degree of success by then, I knew I wanted to take my
work to a higher level, and it just wasn’t happening. I had done everything I knew to do
and was burned out.
Needing to take a break, I decided to go on a seven-day silent meditation retreat. After a
few days of silence—no easy feat for a Chatty Cathy like me—the most amazing thing
happened. I began to tap into something deeper in myself, and started to feel peaceful,
relaxed and fulfilled. I moved into that state of no tension, where my grip on achieving
my goal melted away, leaving me with a feeling of deep contentment.
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Then, on the fourth day of silence, while I was sitting quietly in meditation, a light bulb
went off in my head, and I clearly saw the words Chicken Soup for the Woman’s Soul in
my mind. This was back in 1994 when only the first Chicken Soup for the Soul book had
been published, so the idea of spin-off books for different niche markets was a
breakthrough. As soon as the idea came, I knew it was a winner. I was so excited that it
was all I could do to sit silently for three more days without shouting the idea to anyone in
earshot!
The minute the retreat ended, I ran to the closest payphone and called Jack Canfield, who
had been my mentor for the past six years and was the co-creator of “Chicken Soup for
the Soul”. I told him my idea and he loved it. Before long I had a book contract to create
what would be one of the first in the now legendary series of over 150 titles. Within a few
years, I had co-authored six New York Times bestsellers in the Chicken Soup series, with
over 13 million books sold. I had finally, and thrillingly, fulfilled my original intention of
touching millions of people’s lives.
I am absolutely certain that it was by using all three steps of this powerful formula—
intention, attention, and no tension—that I was able to realize my dream. Any two of the
steps would not have done it.
So, did I live happily ever after? Not right away. After using this formula for many years
to attract extraordinary situations, people and things that I wanted, I eventually realized,
like many people before me, that having the things and circumstances you want in your
life is wonderful AND it’s not enough. It was then that I discovered another essential
key: there is more. . .
Having things and circumstances – money, success, relationships, health--brings a certain
happiness, what I call being “happy for good reason.” Unfortunately, this temporary
experience of satisfaction or joy soon fades and we have to hurry up and fulfill the next
desire to get a new high. To experience true and lasting happiness, we must be free of the
need for any external reason to be happy. As Deepak Chopra has said, “happiness for a
reason is just another form of misery.”
What we all want most deeply is to be what I have come to call “happy for no reason”—a
lasting neurophysiological state of peace and well-being that is not dependent on
circumstances. I’ve spent the last few years researching the latest findings on happiness
and interviewing truly happy people for my upcoming book, "Happy for No Reason."
The good news is this is an achievable state.
Ironically, we seem to have things backwards. True happiness isn’t a result of getting
what we want; getting what we want is a side effect of happiness. Why? Because, when
we are happy for no reason, we have mastered that tricky step #3, no tension, and then our
desires manifest more quickly and effortlessly than ever.
Perhaps we need to focus a little less on getting what we want to make us happy and a
little more on creating a deep inner state of happiness. When we are happy for no reason,
all else is just icing on the cake.
That is the ultimate secret!
89 Healing
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The Acceptance of sickness as a decision of the mind, for a purpose for which it would
use the body, is the basis of healing. And this is so for healing in all forms.
…Illness is made by our minds at a higher level, and is being acted out here in a
predetermined way. We can get in touch with our power to choose and thus have an
enormous influence on whether or not we feel pain, and sometimes lessen or eliminate our
physical symptoms.
…We have to get in touch with our power to choose from where we presently think we
are. …we never join with bodies (others or our own), and we never ask the Holy Spirit to
heal the body. The body, sick or well, is just a dream. As ACIM teaches us in regard to
all aspects of joining with the dreamer of the dream:
Choose once again what you would have him be, remembering that every choice we
make establishes our own identity as we will see it and believe it is.

The number one rule in spiritual healing
It’s not about the patient

All healing is the result of some kind of forgiveness, and all forgiveness leads to selfhealing
The process that takes place in this relationship is actually one in which the therapist
in his heart tells the patient that all his sins have been forgiven him, along with his
own. What could be the difference between healing and forgiveness?

…Forgiveness is saying that neither you nor the person who appears to be sick really
exists separately from God. Thus we are both free. Indeed, it is the only way for us to be
free. Both healer and patient are guiltless, and the way out to freedom is to see that.
…The mind of the healer is being healed simultaneously with that of the patient because
there is really only one mind. There is no patient, not really. The dream is not being
dreamed by someone else.
Of course there really isn’t any such thing as sin, and Jesus did not pardon sins in order to
make them real. His attitude was that everyone in the dream is equally innocent because
it’s just a dream – forgive them, Lord, for they know not what they do.
Jesus was really saying that there is no such thing as sin because this isn’t real.
However, he had to talk in a way that could at that time be understood. To say “forgive
them, Lord, for they know not what they do” implies all sorts of wrong things (like use of
the word “God” or “Lord” which imply another separate persona or body divided from
that of the person saying or thinking the word. And to forgive in the patent sense used in a
way that implies reality in the sin (that the sin that has to be forgiven is real), is wrong.
But, in the same way that we cannot stand up and pronounce on duality and nonduality to
a mob, or talk about it in dinner party conversation, Jesus couldn’t then, even more so,
talk from the cross (or earlier) to an illiterate mob about these things, he had to come
down to their level. And so, we today must understand at a higher level what he was
actually saying at a lower level, knowing the lower audience to which he was speaking.
…Sooner or later it always comes down to some kind of forgiveness and how willing we
are to do it. How willing we are to accept that it’s just a dream, our dream. (Are we
resentful of the character in our dream who comes to harm us? That would be silly. That
person doesn’t exist, and the incident didn’t happen. The notional person and the
notional event in our dream were both symbolic, and the wisdom is to seek the meaning of
the symbols in our dreams.) How willing are we to release our dream (the waking dream)
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and choose or seek God? ACIM says that we need abundant willingness (a noble and
well placed Sukra/Venus of Desire is helpful)
The second rule of healing is that
Pain is not a physical process, it is a mental process
What is the purpose of the illness? We try to shift the attention from the physical
symptoms to the higher mental understanding of the cause of the effect. The ego made
the body (in the sense of conceptualizing and notionalising it – so powerfully that it
worked and we believe it). The ego ‘made’ the body and ‘uses’ it for the ego’s own
purpose. The sickness or disease is of our own decision, we are not victims. What was
our decision, and why; on the higher level? Healing requires a shift in perception:
What is the single requisite for this shift in perception? It is simply
this; the recognition that sickness is of the mind, and has nothing to do
with the body. What does this recognition ‘cost’? It costs the world
you see, for the world will never again appear to rule the mind.
A completely guiltless (a pure) mind would never suffer pain, although such mind could
choose any number of lessons to teach from such pain. It is possible for people who are
not masters to alleviate their pain and to do countless less remarkable things with their
minds (like siddhis) on the road to becoming masters.
Who is the physician? Only the mind of the patient himself. The
outcome is what he decides that it is. Special agents seem to be
ministering to him, yet they but give form to his own choice. He
chooses them in order to bring tangible form to his own desires.
Once the patient or the healer accepts the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness, then this is his
attitude”
The world does nothing to him. He only thought it did, Nor does he
do anything to the world, because he was mistaken about what it is.
Herein lies the release from guilt and sickness, for they are one..
Within that forgiving shift in perception lies our own freedom, as well as that of our
brothers and sisters:
What we behold as sickness and as pain, as weakness and as suffering
and loss, is but temptation to perceive ourselves as defenseless and in
hell.
There is an immeasurable reward for us if we refuse to buy into these images we see – and
instead choose the Holy Spirit’s forgiveness and healing.
A miracle has come to heal God’s Son, and to close the door upon his
dreams of weakness, opening the way to his salvation and release.
Who is being healed – the patient or the healer? The forgiver or the forgiven? The
answer is both, for they are one. We can get into the habit of always having a forgiving
attitude.
And thus are miracles natural – as natural as fear and agony
appeared to be before the choice for holiness was made. For in that
choice (for the Holy Spirit rather than the illusion) are false
distinctions gone, illusory alternatives laid by, and nothing left to
interfere with the truth.
And relative to the forgiven (or the patient), from his mind in the presence of a rightminded healer or forgiver:
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To them God’s teachers come, to represent another choice that they
had forgotten. The simple presence of a teacher of God is a reminder.
Remember, the words aren’t important, it’s the attitude. When looking at a patient think,
“You are Christ, pure and simple. We are forgiven now.” Or any words to that effect that
feel right for you; you’ll know what feels right for you provided you get in touch with
your inner central coreless core. And remember that any form of sickness is just a dress
rehearsal for death.
Very gently they call on their brothers to turn away from death.
“Behold, you, Son of God, what life can offer you. Would you choose
sickness in place of this?”
One of the aspects of magic (in the larger sense) is how the Holy Spirit uses illusions to
cast our illusions. The body of Christ, for instance, is an illusion, like all bodies. Yet the
epiphany of Christ (like the epiphany of Arten & Pursah) is an illusion, an unreality; yet
that illusion or unreality, is the catalyst at a certain level for healing. It enables people to
accept healing without fear at that level.
That’s true of anything that seems to work, even though anything except salvation only
works temporarily. In most cases it is better to allow the patient and oneself to use a
combination of right-minded healing and some form of magic – whether it’s from the
traditional health industry or from other forms of health care. That way the mind can
handle getting well without the fear that may accompany a sudden and spontaneous
healing. When there’s that kind of healing, the entire unconscious belief system of the
patient can be called into question. Some people can handle that and some people can’t.
Occasionally it can trigger great fear on the part of the ego.
Don’t begrudge people their various healing methods and don’t put anybody down for
using them. In many cases they are still a necessary part of the healing in terms of the
mind being able to cope. Just use right-minded healing at the same time, because practice
makes perfect. While you’re practicing, remember that the world’s magic is not evil –
that would make it real.
When all magic is recognized as merely nothing, the teacher of God
has reached the most advanced state.
Only salvation can be said to cure.
Atonement does not heal the sick, for that is not a cure. It takes away
the guilt that makes the sickness possible – and that is the cure.
Being sane, the mind heals the body because it has been healed. The
sane mind cannot conceive of illness because it cannot conceive of
attacking anything or anyone.
The ego believes that by punishing itself it will mitigate the punishment
of God. Yet even in this it is arrogant. It attributes to God a punishing
intent, and then takes this intent as its own prerogative.
We must remember that we cannot join with a patient’s body because we’re not
one with the body. Instead, we should join with the patient through the Holy
Spirit and be of one mind.
Our minds are not separate, and God has only one channel for healing
because He has but one Son. God’s remaining communication link
with all His children joins them together, and them to Him.
And that one communication link is the Holy Spirit.
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Those are the basics. The truth is the truth, but our healing styles will be our
own. We must never forget that all healing is spiritual, not physical. A Course
in Miracles is always done at the level of the mind, with some form of
forgiveness always being the Holy Spirit’s tool. What we do is think rightminded thoughts with the patient, or even ourselves, if we are the ones who are
hurting – and sometimes the symptoms will disappear. We can get better and
better at making pain disappear. Until
Ultimately, the universe itself is a symptom that will disappear.
(Keep remembering that it is not a struggle about good versus evil. To think
that it is, is to think dualistically and thus to make good and evil real. Also, to
think in terms of the cells of the body and to make them healthy, by positive
visualization or in any other way, is to make the cells real, when in truth the
cells are merely figments of the mind – the One Mind – dream mind, dream
cells, dream atoms. Similarly, we must be careful about the phrase rightmindedness and wrong-mindedness: they should not be understood in dualistic
terms. Right-mindedness is truly understanding mind as a metaphysicality that
notionalises duality within non-duality… And thus come to terms with it
intuitively… Intuition reconciles opposites because it elevates intellect (which
discriminates opposites) to the level at which the opposites become known to be
fictitious notions of the mind. The mind is the opposites, so at that level or
locus where intellect (which discriminates the opposites) dissolves into
intuition, mind disappears leaving intellect without the mind and its opposites,
which in turn reconcile into the Oneness, which is perfect, symptomless,
attributeless, and at which level or locus the symptoms, diseases, etc, simply
disappear into perfection. That Oneness is the infinite, the Infinite Source –
sourceless Source – in which all finite appearances appear and disappear. That
is, the finite appearances are all merely appearances within the attributeless
Infinite, and being appearances, they appear and then they do the opposite, they
disappear. Thus all appearances appear and disappear continuously – and are
the sub-particles which appear and disappear in Quantum Physics, so quickly
and in such small quantums (quanta) that they are almost ineffable. From the
understanding of healing, )
Continue from just below the middle of page 310…
The Disappearance of the Universe, Gary R Renard, pp299 -

90 Hearing : The First Sense (Sound, Harmony)
The deeper aim of the early rishi-musicians was to blend the singer with the Cosmic Song
which can be heard through awakening of man's occult spinal centers. Indian music is a
subjective, spiritual, and individualistic art, aiming not at symphonic brilliance but at
personal harmony with the Oversoul. The Sanskrit word for musician is bhagavathar, "he
who sings the praises of God." The sankirtans or musical gatherings are an effective form
of yoga or spiritual discipline, necessitating deep concentration, intense absorption in the
seed thought and sound. Because man himself is an expression of the Creative Word,
sound has the most potent and immediate effect on him, offering a way to remembrance
of his divine origin.
91 Heaven : The Gates of Heaven
Those who have learned to offer only healing, because of the reflection of holiness in
them, are ready at last for heaven.
A Course in Miracles, Text, The Reflection of Holiness, p 272
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92 Hebrew
Abraham (Abram), the Founder of the People of Israel/The Jews. The first reference to
Abram is “Abraham the Hebrew” (Gen. 14:13). In the original text of the Bible, the word
for Hebrew is ivri, from the root ἉBR’ meaning “to cross over”. At one level, Abraham
“crossed over” the mighty Euphrates River and started his life anew in the Land of Israel.
At a deeper level, he “crossed over” from his idol-worshipping past, to become the
world’s first believer in one God.
93 Helen Keller
See Words
94 Hexagon : Guru Dev’s Hexagon Relative to Duality
It is said that in September 1945, when the Second World War was over, newspaper
reporters wanted to know the reaction of Swami Brahmananda Saraswati,
Shankaracharya of Jyotirmath (Guru Dev), Maharishi's master and the master of TM.
Allegedly he gave them the following statement, parts of which match other published
quotations of Guru Dev...
Real victory is that, after which there can never be a reverse. Nobody can call himself a
victor forever merely by crushing an external foe, because such foes can spring up again.
A real victory is achieved by bringing under control the internal foes. A check over the
internal enemies is therefore the only way of conquering the external enemies forever,
because we should bear in mind that it is our own internal enemies which create the
external enemies.
These inner enemies are ambition, anger, greed, false attachment, vanity and jealousy. It
is this hexagon sitting inside us which makes a cat's paw (duping) of anything in the outer
world in order to create enemies for us. Therefore if anybody wants to enjoy peace and
happiness through victory over all enemies, then he should raid the very source of all
physical enemies - the subtle hexagon living in us. Destruction of enemies by root is not
possible without breaking up this hexagon (ambition, anger, greed, false attachment,
vanity and jealousy) (Ehrgeiz, Wut, Gier, falsche Verhaftung, Eitelkeit und Eifersucht)
This is axiomatic.
It is a fact established by practical experience that anyone who has conquered these subtle
inner enemies, has broken up the central source of all external enemies. Therefore, all
enemies are nipped in the bud. Then he has no enemies left to be defeated. It is only such
a victor who can be called a real victor. Then the gates of true and lasting peace and
happiness are opened for him.
For a nation which desires to be completely free from enemies and to build a world of
peace and happiness, it is necessary to have such men at the helm of its affairs who have
conquered their inner hexagon. Otherwise they would destroy themselves along with
many others. The history of the last several centuries shows that the rulers of powerful
nations have given a bloodbath to the world under the influence of their hexagon. This is
brutish. Those who carry the burden of guiding a nation should particularly act with
insight. It is no greatness or humanism to be carried away by one's hexagon and spread a
wave of suffering over the earth.
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After all, how long can we go on destroying the external enemies? As soon as we get rid
of one, another one is ready to engage us. In this way we not only remain ourselves
perpetually disturbed, but we also keep a cold war going on which threatens the peace and
happiness of the whole of mankind all the time. This is certainly neither a sign of any
victory nor of the suppression of any enemies. Hence it is most essential that people who
rule nations should be those who have conquered their inner hexagon. It is these really
victorious leaders who can successfully guide the societies, the nations and the world on
to the path of lasting peace and happiness.
It is not too difficult to win over the hexagon. But people take it to be impossible without
giving thought. Most of them hold the belief that only a perfect saint who has renounced
all worldly concerns can break up the inner hexagon. This belief is based on complete
ignorance. A renouncer renounces the very cause of the hexagon, so in his case the
question of conquering the hexagon does not arise at all. A victor over the hexagon is one
who maintains his worldly attitudes but does not allow himself to be subordinated by
them. Let the enemy have an occasion to strike, but let him find that he cannot do so
because he finds you too strong for it. Only then can he be treated as defeated. Mere
engagement in bona fide worldly activities is no hindrance in keeping the inner hexagon
in a state of subjugation.
For liquidisation of the subtle cell of inner enemies, it is not necessary to make warlike
preparations over a number of years and then start a slaughter which keeps the world
hanging between life and death. The only thing necessary for this is to become unbiased
and to act with imagination.
To be unbiased is to look correctly. A person who sees things as they are is called an
unbiased person. There is no difference between what a thing is and how he sees it. His
outlook is completely balanced. His appreciation of a thing is correct - in other words, he
never misunderstands. If the world is unreal, he does not give it any reality. If Brahman is
real, he takes it as real. When one is convinced of the unreality of the world and the
perpetuity of the Atman, then he becomes unbiased. Then he sees things in their true
shape.
By saying that the world is unreal, we mean that it can exist as it looks only for the time
being, and that it would look something different hereafter. Everybody is actually seeing
that everything in the world perishes and that we shall have to miss it one day - the
smallest and the biggest - all are destined to change. Everyone sees clearly how many go
on being born and how many go on dying constantly before our eyes. This is what we call
the transitoriness of the world. We see all this going on but we do not think over it.
One who has set in his heart the concept of the transitoriness of the world through a
process of reasoning and deep thought, is the person competent to win over the inner
hexagon. Because, one who is convinced of the transitoriness of the entire world complex
cannot be susceptible to greed or attachment to anything, for he knows that the object of
his greed or attachment today will be something different tomorrow. Conscious of this
disappointment, desires and attachments do not germinate in his mind. Nay, their very
seed is destroyed. Then jealousy also is gone. He is no longer vain about his greatness,
learning or wealth. When greed, attachment, vanity and jealousy disappear, there is no
cause left for anger and anger goes away automatically. His desires recede and turn to
God, with the result that now his worldly actions are dictated by a sense of duty rather
than by passion. His behaviour automatically becomes proper and he lives in the world
without being affected by it, just as a lotus leaf lives in water without getting wet. Such a
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man has no external enemies left, and his sameness rules over the whole Nature. None is
capable of disturbing his kingdom of peace. It is such a person who is "samadarshii"
(impartial, dispassionate) and a great victor, who can carry the world towards the goal of
lasting peace and happiness.
Therefore, a victory over the inner hexagon is the highest form of victory, and it is to
achieving this great victory that man should direct his efforts."
95 Hierarchy of Needs
See Mazlow, below (also Hammer, above and Self-Actualization Psychology)
96 Holistic Healing
Dearest Nix
Mom and I Love You Infinitely. …to state the obvious.
My reply is self-indulgent. It is the best I can do.
Etiology (Aetiology) [Greek: aetia cause]. Etiology (or Aetiology) is to seek the cause. We
know the symptoms, but we don’t know of what they are symptomatic. The symptoms or
effects are patent, the cause is latent. Motivated by the patent effects/symptoms, we go in
search of the latent cause. When we find the cause, it is no longer latent (or
hidden/cryptogenic) – it has become patent. When the (previously latent) cause becomes
patent, it becomes an effect, and itself has a latent cause. The chicken and the egg. The
symptoms we know, the cause we don’t. We will find the cause. When we do, it will
merely beg the question – what is the cause of that symptom. In other words, the cause,
when its latency is unveiled and it becomes patent, it then immediately transforms into an
effect. And we go again in search of the latent cause of that (discovered) patent effect.
When and where does the search end…? Not to mention, why…?
When (and where) one discovers the ultimate cause, one also discovers the why.
Because at that ‘place’ and ‘time’ of discovery, all questions (the infinite number of
questions) are all answered, not merely the one question being asked. At that ‘place’ and
‘time; of discovery, all apparent polarities (opposites) are reconciled. The chicken and the
egg – neither comes first… because there is no time for a first and a second…, etc. And
there is no place for a first here and a second there, …etc. Cause and effect is a
phenomenon within the world of relativity. Cause is relative to effect, and vice versa.
And the search for causes never ceases until one arrives at infinity. Like in the Number
Line (in mathematics) one never arrives at the ultimate number – in either direction
highest in units or lowest in fractions. There is no highest number or smallest fraction.
The search continues infinitely. And the mathematicians can only say “approaching
infinity”, and use that as a notional ‘value’. If the mathematicians use infinity (rather than
a relative notion “approaching infinity”) then the mathematics and its equations, etc
disappears… into infinity. The infinite black whole of space. Similarly of course with
space, there is no end to the journey; there is no end to space, there is no end…period.
Only infinity. Similarly of course with time, there is no beginning to time and no end…
In infinity space and time (the dimensions) become reconciled into the Oneness of infinity
and as such cease to exist. And similarly with physical things, with physics, there is no
smallest particle (there is in fact no atom, and no sub-atomic particles). The search for the
smallest particle (or the largest) ends in “quantum”. Where does quantum end…? In
infinity. (Never mind, for the moment, what is quantum (measurement) and what is being
measured – a quantum of what?) Of energy, pure energy …and what is energy? I’ll tell
you, but not just for the moment, unless you want it.
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This does not mean that we eschew relativity. This does not mean that we eschew the
medicine of relativity – allopathic medicine. We embrace allopathic medicine with
passion and gratitude. But that embrace equally does not eschew holistic medicine.
Holistic Medicine, properly understood, complementarily to Allopathic Medicine,
continues the search for cause beyond what may be physically found as the physical cause
of Lulu’s pathology. “Yes, but why…?” It transcends the physical, through the celestial,
through the metaphysical, seamlessly continuing ultimately into infinity… where the
cause becomes undone, and with it its apparent effect.
Can one say there is no infinity? Can one say that there is no infinite energy
(omnipotence)? Can one say that there is no infinite knowledge (omniscience)? I
suppose I must say what infinite energy is. It is the notional kinetic movement (infinitely)
from the notional primordial infinite subject to the notionally primordial infinite object as
the indivisible infinite seeks (as notional subject) to know itself (as notional object)
without losing its infinity in the process and by the notions. Without losing its infinity, it
sees its infinite self infinitely; it knows its infinite self infinitely.
If there is infinity, then – being boundless – it must imbue and be the inherent ‘central’
heart of everything finite; it must be Source and it must be the cause of causes. And it
must be omniscient and omnipotent, and it must reconcile all apparent polarities within
itself, including, for example, ease and disease, good and bad, perfect and imperfect, etc,
etc… Healing means wholeness, making whole, holistic if one prefers; making whole in
the largest context and perspective means infinity… making infinite. But one doesn’t
“make infinite”, one is infinite and one realizes one’s infinity… and having realized one’s
infinity, the next step is to live the infinity, not the finity; live the whole not the part, the
perfect not the imperfect; the whole (as in health – meaning whole) not the unhealthy
(meaning not whole). At this level, medicine, science, mathematics, merges also with
spirit – the Holy Spirit or Ruach Hakodesh (which is Infinite Energy, Infinite
Omniscience… Infinite period).
At this level of understanding we are one with Lulu. Lulu’s Source is infinity; she hasn’t
emerged from it “into finity”; she hasn’t left infinity (Source) behind and now lives
outside of infinity’s boundaries (infinity has no boundaries outside of which anything can
live, anything can be). You and I are the same. Therefore, if we are so motivated, we join
Lulu in the infinity; we re-habituate ourselves to unveil our infinity; we re-start or resume
living that infinity (with Lulu); and in that infinity (with Lulu) there is no imperfection;
we take Lulu’s hand and we re-emerge with her into the finite relative world being
careful, as we do so, not to again forget our infinity; to remember that we are not
emerging out of infinity, we are rather expressing finity within infinity, expressing infinity
and its perfection as we express finity within infinity.
As we pursue allopathic medicine – passionately and gratefully – we simultaneously Love
Lulu – passionately and with Grace. The Grace that comes from Faith. Not the ‘faith’ of
relativistic platitude or cliché, the faith that comes from mature understanding of the
reality of infinity. Faith in the sense of understanding the boundlessness of infinity, and
therefore infinity’s ever-presence in time and in space, and therefor being Source from
which we never emerge and which imbues us and everything without exception, eternally
and everywhere. Faith in the understanding that within infinity there is no separation of
subject and object, and therefore no conceptualization, no perception (which creates the
illusion of finity). And therefore if we ‘touch’ infinity, if we access infinity, we do not
have a perception or conceptualization of it. But what we do have is that, as we emerge
(so to speak), as we resume our (apparent) finite expressions and manifestations, we have
an intuitive sense of grace. Our understanding becomes more graceful, more rich; our
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thoughts and actions become more graceful and rich; and we radiate that grace and light…
including to Luna.
If I’m right, and if we can do this, then Infinity Itself is no longer cryptogenic. It is no
longer hidden or mysterious. Yet at the same time it is not symptomatic. It is the Source
and the Cause of Causes. And it requires Faith to access.
The Dad, who Infinitely Loves The Nix, The Pix, and the Darling Lulu
Emmarentia, Johannesburg to The Nix, The Pix, and the Darling Lulu in London, 13th May 2011

See Lamp in a Windless Place Poem 64 “Healing”
97 Holographic Model of Being
The plan is not of you, nor need you be concerned with anything except the part that has been
given you to learn. For He Who knows the rest will see to it without your help. But think not
that He does not need your part to help Him with the rest. For in your part lies all of it, without
which there is no part complete, nor is the whole completed without your part. The ark of
peace is not entered two by two, yet the beginning of another world goes with them. Each holy
relationship must enter here, to learn its special function in the Holy Spirit’s plan, now that it
shares His purpose.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, Entering the Ark p403( Soft Cover)

See also Holographic Model of the Universe hereunder
98 Holographic Model of the Universe
The Universe as a Hologram
by Michael Talbot

Does Objective Reality Exist, or is the Universe a Phantasm?
In 1982 a remarkable event took place. At the University of Paris a research team led
by physicist Alain Aspect performed what may turn out to be one of the most important
experiments of the 20th century. You did not hear about it on the evening news. In fact,
unless you are in the habit of reading scientific journals you probably have never even
heard Aspect's name, though there are some who believe his discovery may change the
face of science.
Aspect and his team discovered that under certain circumstances subatomic
particles such as electrons are able to instantaneously communicate with each other
regardless of the distance separating them. It doesn't matter whether they are 10 feet
or 10 billion miles apart. Somehow each particle always seems to know what the other is
doing. The problem with this feat is that it violates Einstein's long-held tenet that no
communication can travel faster than the speed of light. Since traveling faster than the
speed of light is tantamount to breaking the time barrier, this daunting prospect has caused
some physicists to try to come up with elaborate ways to explain away Aspect's findings.
But it has inspired others to offer even more radical explanations.
University of London physicist David Bohm, for example, believes Aspect's findings
imply that objective reality does not exist, that despite its apparent solidity the universe
is at heart a phantasm, a gigantic and splendidly detailed hologram.
To understand why Bohm makes this startling assertion, one must first understand a little
about holograms. A hologram is a three- dimensional photograph made with the aid of a
laser. To make a hologram, the object to be photographed is first bathed in the light of a
laser beam. Then a second laser beam is bounced off the reflected light of the first and the
resulting interference pattern (the area where the two laser beams commingle) is captured
on film. When the film is developed, it looks like a meaningless swirl of light and dark
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lines. But as soon as the developed film is illuminated by another laser beam, a threedimensional image of the original object appears.
The three-dimensionality of such images is not the only remarkable characteristic of
holograms. If a hologram of a rose is cut in half and then illuminated by a laser, each half
will still be found to contain the entire image of the rose. Indeed, even if the halves are
divided again, each snippet of film will always be found to contain a smaller but intact
version of the original image. Unlike normal photographs, every part of a hologram
contains all the information possessed by the whole.
The "whole in every part" nature of a hologram provides us with an entirely new way of
understanding organization and order. For most of its history, Western science has
labored under the bias that the best way to understand a physical phenomenon, whether a
frog or an atom, is to dissect it and study its respective parts. A hologram teaches us that
some things in the universe may not lend themselves to this approach. If we try to take
apart something constructed holographically, we will not get the pieces of which it is
made, we will only get smaller wholes.
This insight suggested to Bohm another way of understanding Aspect's discovery. Bohm
believes the reason subatomic particles are able to remain in contact with one another
regardless of the distance separating them is not because they are sending some sort of
mysterious signal back and forth, but because their separateness is an illusion. He argues
that at some deeper level of reality such particles are not individual entities, but are
actually extensions of the same fundamental something.
To enable people to better visualize what he means, Bohm offers the following
illustration. Imagine an aquarium containing a fish. Imagine also that you are unable to
see the aquarium directly and your knowledge about it and what it contains comes from
two television cameras, one directed at the aquarium's front and the other directed at its
side. As you stare at the two television monitors, you might assume that the fish on each
of the screens are separate entities. After all, because the cameras are set at different
angles, each of the images will be slightly different. But as you continue to watch the two
fish, you will eventually become aware that there is a certain relationship between them.
When one turns, the other also makes a slightly different but corresponding turn; when
one faces the front, the other always faces toward the side. If you remain unaware of the
full scope of the situation, you might even conclude that the fish must be instantaneously
communicating with one another, but this is clearly not the case.
This, says Bohm, is precisely what is going on between the subatomic particles in
Aspect's experiment. According to Bohm, the apparent faster-than-light connection
between subatomic particles is really telling us that there is a deeper level of reality we are
not privy to, a more complex dimension beyond our own that is analogous to the
aquarium. And, he adds, we view objects such as subatomic particles as separate from one
another because we are seeing only a portion of their reality. Such particles are not
separate "parts", but facets of a deeper and more underlying unity that is ultimately as
holographic and indivisible as the previously mentioned rose. And since everything in
physical reality is comprised of these "eidolons", the universe is itself a projection, a
hologram.
In addition to its phantomlike nature, such a universe would possess other rather startling
features. If the apparent separateness of subatomic particles is illusory, it means that at a
deeper level of reality all things in the universe are infinitely interconnected. The
electrons in a carbon atom in the human brain are connected to the subatomic particles
that comprise every salmon that swims, every heart that beats, and every star that
shimmers in the sky. Everything interpenetrates everything, and although human nature
may seek to categorize and pigeonhole and subdivide, the various phenomena of the
universe, all apportionments are of necessity artificial and all of nature is ultimately a
seamless web. In a holographic universe, even time and space could no longer be viewed
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as fundamentals. Because concepts such as location break down in a universe in which
nothing is truly separate from anything else, time and three-dimensional space, like the
images of the fish on the TV monitors, would also have to be viewed as projections of this
deeper order. At its deeper level reality is a sort of super-hologram in which the past,
present, and future all exist simultaneously. This suggests that given the proper tools it
might even be possible to someday reach into the super-holographic level of reality and
pluck out scenes from the long-forgotten past.
What else the super-hologram contains is an open-ended question. Allowing, for the sake
of argument, that the super-hologram is the matrix that has given birth to everything in
our universe, at the very least it contains every subatomic particle that has been or will be
-- every configuration of matter and energy that is possible, from snowflakes to quasars,
from blue whales to gamma rays. It must be seen as a sort of cosmic storehouse of "All
That Is."
Although Bohm concedes that we have no way of knowing what else might lie hidden in
the super-hologram, he does venture to say that we have no reason to assume it does not
contain more. Or as he puts it, perhaps the super-holographic level of reality is a "mere
stage" beyond which lies "an infinity of further development".
Bohm is not the only researcher who has found evidence that the universe is a hologram.
Working independently in the field of brain research, Standford neurophysiologist Karl
Pribram has also become persuaded of the holographic nature of reality. Pribram was
drawn to the holographic model by the puzzle of how and where memories are stored in
the brain. For decades numerous studies have shown that rather than being confined to a
specific location, memories are dispersed throughout the brain. In a series of landmark
experiments in the 1920s, brain scientist Karl Lashley found that no matter what portion
of a rat's brain he removed he was unable to eradicate its memory of how to perform
complex tasks it had learned prior to surgery. The only problem was that no one was able
to come up with a mechanism that might explain this curious "whole in every part" nature
of memory storage. Then in the 1960s Pribram encountered the concept of holography
and realized he had found the explanation brain scientists had been looking for. Pribram
believes memories are encoded not in neurons, or small groupings of neurons, but in
patterns of nerve impulses that crisscross the entire brain in the same way that patterns of
laser light interference crisscross the entire area of a piece of film containing a
holographic image. In other words, Pribram believes the brain is itself a hologram.
Pribram's theory also explains how the human brain can store so many memories in so
little space. It has been estimated that the human brain has the capacity to memorize
something on the order of 10 billion bits of information during the average human lifetime
(or roughly the same amount of information contained in five sets of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica).
Similarly, it has been discovered that in addition to their other capabilities, holograms
possess an astounding capacity for information storage--simply by changing the angle at
which the two lasers strike a piece of photographic film, it is possible to record many
different images on the same surface. It has been demonstrated that one cubic centimeter
of film can hold as many as 10 billion bits of information. Our uncanny ability to quickly
retrieve whatever information we need from the enormous store of our memories becomes
more understandable if the brain functions according to holographic principles. If a
friend asks you to tell him what comes to mind when he says the word "zebra", you do not
have to clumsily sort back through some gigantic and cerebral alphabetic file to arrive at
an answer. Instead, associations like "striped", "horselike", and "animal native to Africa"
all pop into your head instantly. Indeed, one of the most amazing things about the human
thinking process is that every piece of information seems instantly cross- correlated with
every other piece of information--another feature intrinsic to the hologram. Because every
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portion of a hologram is infinitely interconnected with every other portion, it is perhaps
nature's supreme example of a cross-correlated system.
The storage of memory is not the only neurophysiological puzzle that becomes more
tractable in light of Pribram's holographic model of the brain. Another is how the brain is
able to translate the avalanche of frequencies it receives via the senses (light frequencies,
sound frequencies, and so on) into the concrete world of our perceptions. Encoding and
decoding frequencies is precisely what a hologram does best. Just as a hologram functions
as a sort of lens, a translating device able to convert an apparently meaningless blur of
frequencies into a coherent image, Pribram believes the brain also comprises a lens and
uses holographic principles to mathematically convert the frequencies it receives through
the senses into the inner world of our perceptions. An impressive body of evidence
suggests that the brain uses holographic principles to perform its operations. Pribram's
theory, in fact, has gained increasing support among neurophysiologists.
Argentinian-Italian researcher Hugo Zucarelli recently extended the holographic model
into the world of acoustic phenomena. Puzzled by the fact that humans can locate the
source of sounds without moving their heads, even if they only possess hearing in one ear,
Zucarelli discovered that holographic principles can explain this ability. Zucarelli has also
developed the technology of holophonic sound, a recording technique able to reproduce
acoustic situations with an almost uncanny realism.
Pribram's belief that our brains mathematically construct "hard" reality by relying on input
from a frequency domain has also received a good deal of experimental support. It has
been found that each of our senses is sensitive to a much broader range of frequencies
than was previously suspected. Researchers have discovered, for instance, that our visual
systems are sensitive to sound frequencies, that our sense of smell is in part dependent on
what are now called "osmic frequencies", and that even the cells in our bodies are
sensitive to a broad range of frequencies. Such findings suggest that it is only in the
holographic domain of consciousness that such frequencies are sorted out and divided up
into conventional perceptions.
But the most mind-boggling aspect of Pribram's holographic model of the brain is what
happens when it is put together with Bohm's theory. For if the concreteness of the world
is but a secondary reality and what is "there" is actually a holographic blur of
frequencies, and if the brain is also a hologram and only selects some of the frequencies
out of this blur and mathematically transforms them into sensory perceptions, what
becomes of objective reality? Put quite simply, it ceases to exist. As the religions of the
East have long upheld, the material world is Maya, an illusion, and although we may think
we are physical beings moving through a physical world, this too is an illusion.
We are really "receivers" floating through a kaleidoscopic sea of frequency, and what we
extract from this sea and transmogrify into physical reality is but one channel from many
extracted out of the super-hologram.
This striking new picture of reality, the synthesis of Bohm and Pribram's views, has come
to be called the-holographic paradigm, and although many scientists have greeted it with
skepticism, it has galvanized others. A small but growing group of researchers believe it
may be the most accurate model of reality science has arrived at thus far. More than that,
some believe it may solve some mysteries that have never before been explainable by
science and even establish the paranormal as a part of nature. Numerous researchers,
including Bohm and Pribram, have noted that many para-psychological phenomena
become much more understandable in terms of the holographic paradigm.
In a universe in which individual brains are actually indivisible portions of the
greater hologram and everything is infinitely interconnected, telepathy may merely be
the accessing of the holographic level. It is obviously much easier to understand how
information can travel from the mind of individual 'A' to that of individual 'B' at a far
distance point and helps to understand a number of unsolved puzzles in psychology.
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In particular, Stanislav Grof feels the holographic paradigm offers a model for
understanding many of the baffling phenomena experienced by individuals during altered
states of consciousness. In the 1950s, while conducting research into the beliefs of LSD
as a psychotherapeutic tool, Grof had one female patient who suddenly became convinced
she had assumed the identity of a female of a species of prehistoric reptile. During the
course of her hallucination, she not only gave a richly detailed description of what it felt
like to be encapsuled in such a form, but noted that the portion of the male of the species’
anatomy was a patch of colored scales on the side of its head. What was startling to Grof
was that although the woman had no prior knowledge about such things, a conversation
with a zoologist later confirmed that in certain species of reptiles colored areas on the
head do indeed play an important role as triggers of sexual arousal. The woman's
experience was not unique. During the course of his research, Grof encountered examples
of patients regressing and identifying with virtually every species on the evolutionary tree
(research findings which helped influence the man-into-ape scene in the movie Altered
States). Moreover, he found that such experiences frequently contained obscure
zoological details which turned out to be accurate.
Regressions into the animal kingdom were not the only puzzling psychological
phenomena Grof encountered. He also had patients who appeared to tap into some sort of
collective or racial unconscious. Individuals with little or no education suddenly gave
detailed descriptions of Zoroastrian funerary practices and scenes from Hindu mythology.
In other categories of experience, individuals gave persuasive accounts of out-of-body
journeys, of precognitive glimpses of the future, of regressions into apparent past-life
incarnations.
In later research, Grof found the same range of phenomena manifested in therapy sessions
which did not involve the use of drugs. Because the common element in such experiences
appeared to be the transcending of an individual's consciousness beyond the usual
boundaries of ego and/or limitations of space and time, Grof called such manifestations
"transpersonal experiences", and in the late '60s he helped found a branch of psychology
called "transpersonal psychology" devoted entirely to their study. Although Grof's newly
founded Association of Transpersonal Psychology garnered a rapidly growing group of
like-minded professionals and has become a respected branch of psychology, for years
neither Grof nor any of his colleagues were able to offer a mechanism for explaining the
bizarre psychological phenomena they were witnessing. But that has changed with the
advent of the holographic paradigm. As Grof recently noted, if the mind is actually part of
a continuum, a labyrinth that is connected not only to every other mind that exists or has
existed, but to every atom, organism, and region in the vastness of space and time itself,
the fact that it is able to occasionally make forays into the labyrinth and have
transpersonal experiences no longer seems so strange.
The holographic paradigm also has implications for so-called hard sciences like biology.
Keith Floyd, a psychologist at Virginia Intermont College, has pointed out that if the
concreteness of reality is but a holographic illusion, it would no longer be true to say the
brain produces consciousness. Rather, it is consciousness that creates the appearance of
the brain -- as well as the body and everything else around us we interpret as physical.
Such a turnabout in the way we view biological structures has caused researchers to point
out that medicine and our understanding of the healing process could also be transformed
by the holographic paradigm. If the apparent physical structure of the body is but a
holographic projection of consciousness, it becomes clear that each of us is much more
responsible for our health than current medical wisdom allows. What we now view as
miraculous remissions of disease may actually be due to changes in consciousness which
in turn effect changes in the hologram of the body. Similarly, controversial new healing
techniques such as visualization may work so well because, in the holographic domain of
thought, images are ultimately as real as "reality".
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Even visions and experiences involving "non-ordinary" reality become explainable
under the holographic paradigm. In his book "Gifts of Unknown Things," biologist Lyall
Watson describes his encounter with an Indonesian shaman woman who, by performing a
ritual dance, was able to make an entire grove of trees instantly vanish into thin air.
Watson relates that as he and another astonished onlooker continued to watch the
woman, she caused the trees to reappear, then "click" off again and on again several
times in succession.
Although current scientific understanding is incapable of explaining such events,
experiences like this become more tenable if "hard" reality is only a holographic
projection. Perhaps we agree on what is "there" or "not there" because what we call
consensus reality is formulated and ratified at the level of the human unconscious at
which all minds are infinitely interconnected. If this is true, it is the most profound
implication of the holographic paradigm of all, for it means that experiences such as
Watson's are not commonplace only because we have not programmed our minds with the
beliefs that would make them so. In a holographic universe there are no limits to the
extent to which we can alter the fabric of reality.
What we perceive as reality is only a canvas waiting for us to draw upon it any picture we
want. Anything is possible, from bending spoons with the power of the mind to the
phantasmagoric events experienced by Castaneda during his encounters with the Yaqui
brujo don Juan, for magic is our birthright, no more or less miraculous than our ability to
compute the reality we want when we are in our dreams. Indeed, even our most
fundamental notions about reality become suspect, for in a holographic universe, as
Pribram has pointed out, even random events would have to be seen as based on
holographic principles and therefore determined. Synchronicities or meaningful
coincidences suddenly makes sense, and everything in reality would have to be seen as a
metaphor, for even the most haphazard events would express some underlying symmetry.
Whether Bohm and Pribram's holographic paradigm becomes accepted in science or dies
an ignoble death remains to be seen, but it is safe to say that it has already had an
influence on the thinking of many scientists. And even if it is found that the holographic
model does not provide the best explanation for the instantaneous communications that
seem to be passing back and forth between subatomic particles, at the very least, as noted
by Basil Hiley, a physicist at Birbeck College in London, Aspect's findings "indicate
that we must be prepared to consider radically new views of reality".
The Holographic Universe – Crystalinks The Holographic Universe
Michael Talbot

In 1982 a remarkable event took place. At the University of Paris a research team led by
physicist Alain Aspect performed what may turn out to be one of the most important
experiments of the 20th century. You did not hear about it on the evening news. In fact,
unless you are in the habit of reading scientific journals you probably have never even
heard Aspect's name, though there are some who believe his discovery may change the
face of science. Aspect and his team discovered that under certain circumstances
subatomic particles such as electrons are able to instantaneously communicate with each
other regardless of the distance separating them. It doesn't matter whether they are 10 feet
or 10 billion miles apart. Somehow each particle always seems to know what the other is
doing. The problem with this feat is that it violates Einstein's long-held tenet that no
communication can travel faster than the speed of light. Since traveling faster than the
speed of light is tantamount to breaking the time barrier, this daunting prospect has caused
some physicists to try to come up with elaborate ways to explain away Aspect's findings.
But it has inspired others to offer even more radical explanations. University of London
physicist David Bohm, for example, believes Aspect's findings imply that objective reality
does not exist, that despite its apparent solidity the universe is at heart a phantasm, a
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gigantic and splendidly detailed hologram. To understand why Bohm makes this startling
assertion, one must first understand a little about holograms. A hologram is a threedimensional photograph made with the aid of a laser. To make a hologram, the object to
be photographed is first bathed in the light of a laser beam. Then a second laser beam is
bounced off the reflected light of the first and the resulting interference pattern (the area
where the two laser beams commingle) is captured on film. When the film is developed, it
looks like a meaningless swirl of light and dark lines. But as soon as the developed film is
illuminated by another laser beam, a three-dimensional image of the original object
appears.
The three-dimensionality of such images is not the only remarkable characteristic of
holograms. If a hologram of a rose is cut in half and then illuminated by a laser, each half
will still be found to contain the entire image of the rose. Indeed, even if the halves are
divided again, each snippet of film will always be found to contain a smaller but intact
version of the original image. Unlike normal photographs, every part of a hologram
contains all the information possessed by the whole. The "whole in every part" nature of a
hologram provides us with an entirely new way of understanding organization and order.
For most of its history, Western science has laboured under the bias that the best way to
understand a physical phenomenon, whether a frog or an atom, is to dissect it and study its
respective parts.
A hologram teaches us that some things in the universe may not lend themselves to this
approach. If we try to take apart something constructed holographically, we will not get
the pieces of which it is made, we will only get smaller wholes.
This insight suggested to Bohm another way of understanding Aspect's discovery. Bohm
believes the reason subatomic particles are able to remain in contact with one another
regardless of the distance separating them is not because they are sending some sort of
mysterious signal back and forth, but because their separateness is an illusion. He argues
that at some deeper level of reality such particles are not individual entities, but are
actually extensions of the same fundamental something. To enable people to better
visualize what he means, Bohm offers the following illustration.
Imagine an aquarium containing a fish. Imagine also that you are unable to see the
aquarium directly and your knowledge about it and what it contains comes from two
television cameras, one directed at the aquarium's front and the other directed at its side.
As you stare at the two television monitors, you might assume that the fish on each of the
screens are separate entities. After all, because the cameras are set at different angles,
each of the images will be slightly different. But as you continue to watch the two fish,
you will eventually become aware that there is a certain relationship between them. When
one turns, the other also makes a slightly different but corresponding turn; when one faces
the front, the other always faces toward the side. If you remain unaware of the full scope
of the situation, you might even conclude that the fish must be instantaneously
communicating with one another, but this is clearly not the case. This, says Bohm, is
precisely what is going on between the subatomic particles in Aspect's experiment.
According to Bohm, the apparent faster-than-light connection between subatomic
particles is really telling us that there is a deeper level of reality we are not privy to, a
more complex dimension beyond our own that is analogous to the aquarium. And, he
adds, we view objects such as subatomic particles as separate from one another because
we are seeing only a portion of their reality. Such particles are not separate "parts", but
facets of a deeper and more underlying unity that is ultimately as holographic and
indivisible as the previously mentioned rose. And since everything in physical reality is
comprised of these "eidolons", the universe is itself a projection, a hologram.
In addition to its phantomlike nature, such a universe would possess other rather startling
features. If the apparent separateness of subatomic particles is illusory, it means that at a
deeper level of reality all things in the universe are infinitely interconnected.
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The electrons in a carbon atom in the human brain are connected to the subatomic
particles that comprise every salmon that swims, every heart that beats, and every star that
shimmers in the sky.
Everything interpenetrates everything, and although human nature may seek to categorize
and pigeonhole and subdivide, the various phenomena of the universe, all apportionments
are of necessity artificial and all of nature is ultimately a seamless web. In a holographic
universe, even time and space could no longer be viewed as fundamentals. Because
concepts such as location break down in a universe in which nothing is truly separate
from anything else, time and three-dimensional space, like the images of the fish on the
TV monitors, would also have to be viewed as projections of this deeper order.
At its deeper level reality is a sort of super-hologram in which the past, present, and future
all exist simultaneously. This suggests that given the proper tools it might even be
possible to someday reach into the super-holographic level of reality and pluck out scenes
from the long-forgotten past.
What else the super-hologram contains is an open-ended question. Allowing, for the sake
of argument, that the super-hologram is the matrix that has given birth to everything in
our universe, at the very least it contains every subatomic particle that has been or will be
-- every configuration of matter and energy that is possible, from snowflakes to quasars,
from bluü whales to gamma rays. It must be seen as a sort of cosmic storehouse of "All
That Is."
Although Bohm concedes that we have no way of knowing what else might lie hidden in
the super-hologram, he does venture to say that we have no reason to assume it does not
contain more. Or as he puts it, perhaps the super-holographic level of reality is a "mere
stage" beyond which lies "an infinity of further development".
Bohm is not the only researcher who has found evidence that the universe is a hologram.
Working independently in the field of brain research, Standford neurophysiologist Karl
Pribram has also become persuaded of the holographic nature of reality. Pribram was
drawn to the holographic model by the puzzle of how and where memories are stored in
the brain. For decades numerous studies have shown that rather than being confined to a
specific location, memories are dispersed throughout the brain.
In a series of landmark experiments in the 1920s, brain scientist Karl Lashley found that
no matter what portion of a rat's brain he removed he was unable to eradicate its memory
of how to perform complex tasks it had learned prior to surgery. The only problem was
that no one was able to come up with a mechanism that might explain this curious "whole
in every part" nature of memory storage.
Then in the 1960s Pribram encountered the concept of holography and realized he had
found the explanation brain scientists had been looking for. Pribram believes memories
are encoded not in neurons, or small groupings of neurons, but in patterns of nerve
impulses that crisscross the entire brain in the same way that patterns of laser light
interference crisscross the entire area of a piece of film containing a holographic image. In
other words, Pribram believes the brain is itself a hologram.
Pribram's theory also explains how the human brain can store so many memories in so
little space. It has been estimated that the human brain has the capacity to memorize
something on the order of 10 billion bits of information during the average human lifetime
(or roughly the same amount of information contained in five sets of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica).
Similarly, it has been discovered that in addition to their other capabilities, holograms
possess an astounding capacity for information storage--simply by changing the angle at
which the two lasers strike a piece of photographic film, it is possible to record many
different images on the same surface. It has been demonstrated that one cubic centimetre
of film can hold as many as 10 billion bits of information.
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Our uncanny ability to quickly retrieve whatever information we need from the enormous
store of our memories becomes more understandable if the brain functions according to
holographic principles. If a friend asks you to tell him what comes to mind when he says
the word "zebra", you do not have to clumsily sort back through some gigantic and
cerebral alphabetic file to arrive at an answer. Instead, associations like "striped",
"horselike", and "animal native to Africa" all pop into your head instantly.
Indeed, one of the most amazing things about the human thinking process is that every
piece of information seems instantly cross- correlated with every other piece of
information--another feature intrinsic to the hologram. Because every portion of a
hologram is infinitely interconnected with ever other portion, it is perhaps nature's
supreme example of a cross-correlated system.
The storage of memory is not the only neurophysiological puzzle that becomes more
tractable in light of Pribram's holographic model of the brain. Another is how the brain is
able to translate the avalanche of frequencies it receives via the senses (light frequencies,
sound frequencies, and so on) into the concrete world of our perceptions. Encoding and
decoding frequencies is precisely what a hologram does best. Just as a hologram functions
as a sort of lens, a translating device able to convert an apparently meaningless blur of
frequencies into a coherent image, Pribram believes the brain also comprises a lens and
uses holographic principles to mathematically convert the frequencies it receives through
he senses into the inner world of our perceptions. An impressive body of evidence
suggests that the brain uses holographic principles to perform its operations. Pribram's
theory, in fact, has gained increasing support among neurophysiologists.
Argentinian-Italian researcher Hugo Zucarelli recently extended the holographic model
into the world of acoustic phenomena. Puzzled by the fact that humans can locate the
source of sounds without moving their heads, even if they only possess hearing in one ear,
Zucarelli discovered that holographic principles can explain this ability. Zucarelli has also
developed the technology of holophonic sound, a recording technique able to reproduce
acoustic situations with an almost uncanny realism. Pribram's belief that our brains
mathematically construct "hard" reality by relying on input from a frequency domain has
also received a good deal of experimental support.
It has been found that each of our senses is sensitive to a much broader range of
frequencies than was previously suspected. Researchers have discovered, for instance,
that our visual systems are sensitive to sound frequencies, that our sense of smell is in part
dependent on what are now called "osmic frequencies", and that even the cells in our
bodies are sensitive to a broad range of frequencies. Such findings suggest that it is only
in the holographic domain of consciousness that such frequencies are sorted out and
divided up into conventional perceptions.
But the most mind-boggling aspect of Pribram's holographic model of the brain is what
happens when it is put together with Bohm's theory. For if the concreteness of the world is
but a secondary reality and what is "there" is actually a holographic blur of frequencies,
and if the brain is also a hologram and only selects some of the frequencies out of this blur
and mathematically transforms them into sensory perceptions, what becomes of objective
reality? Put quite simply, it ceases to exist. As the religions of the East have long upheld,
the material world is Maya, an illusion, and although we may think we are physical beings
moving through a physical world, this too is an illusion. We are really "receivers" floating
through a kaleidoscopic sea of frequency, and what we extract from this sea and
transmogrify into physical reality is but one channel from many extracted out of the
super-hologram.
This striking new picture of reality, the synthesis of Bohm and Pribram's views, has come
to be called the holographic paradigm, and although many scientists have greeted it with
scepticism, it has galvanized others. A small but growing group of researchers believe it
may be the most accurate model of reality science has arrived at thus far. More than that,
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some believe it may solve some mysteries that have never before been explainable by
science and even establish the paranormal as a part of nature. Numerous researchers,
including Bohm and Pribram, have noted that many para-psychological phenomena
become much more understandable in terms of the holographic paradigm. In a universe in
which individual brains are actually indivisible portions of the greater hologram and
everything is infinitely interconnected, telepathy may merely be the accessing of the
holographic level.
It is obviously much easier to understand how information can travel from the mind of
individual 'A' to that of individual 'B' at a far distance point and helps to understand a
number of unsolved puzzles in psychology. In particular, Grof feels the holographic
paradigm offers a model for understanding many of the baffling phenomena experienced
by individuals during altered states of consciousness.
99 Humility : True Humility v Vain Humility – Reconciling the Opposites
Salvation of the world depends on me. Here is the statement that will one day take all
arrogance away from every mind. Here is the thought of true humility which holds no
function as your own but that which has been given to you. It offers your acceptance of a
part assigned to you, without insisting on another role. It does not judge your proper role.
It but acknowledges the Will of God is done on earth as well as Heaven. It unites all wills
on earth in Heaven’s plan to save the world, restoring it to Heaven’s peace.
Let us not fight our function. We did not establish it. It is not our idea. The means will
be given us by which it will be perfectly accomplished. All that we are asked to do is to
accept our part in genuine humility; and not deny with all-deceiving arrogance that we are
worthy. What is given us to do, we have the strength to do. Our minds are suited
perfectly to take the part assigned to us by One Who knows us well.
Today’s idea may seem quite sobering, until you see its meaning. All it says is that your
Father still remembers you, and offers you the perfect trust He holds in you who are His
Son. It does not ask that you be different in any way than what you are. What could
humility request but this? And what could arrogance deny but this? Today we will not
shrink from our assignment on the specious ground that modesty is outraged. It is pride
that would deny the call for God Himself.
All false humility we lay aside today, that we may listen to God’s voice reveal to us what
He would have us do. We do not doubt our adequacy for the function He will offer us.
We will be certain only that He knows our strengths, our wisdom, and our holiness. And
if he deems us worthy, so we are. It is but arrogance that judges otherwise.
There is one way, and only one, to be released from the imprisonment your plan to prove
the false is true has brought to you. Accept the plan you did not make instead. Judge not
your value to it. If God’s Voice assures you that salvation needs your part, and that the
whole depends on you, be sure that it is so. The arrogant must cling to words, afraid to go
beyond them, to experience which might affront their stance. Yet are the humble free to
hear the Voice Which tells them what they are, and what to do.
Arrogance makes an image of you that is not real. It is this image which quails and
retreats in terror, as the Voice for God assures you that you have the strength, the wisdom,
and the holiness to go beyond all images. You are not weak, as is the image of yourself.
You are not ignorant and helpless. Sin cannot tarnish the truth in you; and misery cannot
come near the holy home of God.
All this the Voice for God relates to you. And as He speaks, the image trembles and seeks
to attack the threat it does not know, sensing its basis crumble. Let it go. Salvation of the
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world depends on you, and not upon this little pile of dust. What can it tell the holy Son
of God? Why need he be concerned with it at all?
And so we find our peace. We will accept the function God has given us, for all illusions
rest upon the weird belief that we can make another for ourselves. Our self-made roles
are shifting, and they seem to change from mourner to ecstatic bliss of love and loving.
We can laugh or weep, and greet the day with welcome or with tears. Our very being
seems to change as we experience a thousand shifts in mood, and our emotions raise us
high indeed, or dash us to the ground in hopelessness.
Is this the Son of God? Could He create such instability and call it Son? He Who is
changeless shares his attributes with His Creation. All the images his Son appears to
make have no effect on what He is. They blow across his mind like wind-swept leaves
that form a patterning an instant, break apart to group again, and scamper off. Or like
mirages seen above a desert, rising from the dust.
These unsubstantial images will go, and leave your mind unclouded and serene, when you
accept the function given you. The images you make give rise to but conflicting goals,
impermanent and vague, uncertain and ambiguous. Who could be constant in his efforts,
or direct his energies and concentrated drive towards goals like these? The functions
which the world esteems are so uncertain that they change ten times an hour at their most
secure. What hope of gain can rest on goals like these?
In lovely contrast, certain as the sun’s return each morning to dispel the night, your truly
given function stands out clear and wholly unambiguous. There is no doubt of its
validity. It comes from One Who knows no error, and His Voice is certain of Its
messages. They will not change, nor be in conflict. All of them point to one goal, and
one you can attain. Your plan may be impossible, but God’s can never fail because He is
its Source.
Do as God’s voice directs. And if it asks a thing of you which seems impossible,
remember Who It is that asks, and who would make denial. Then consider this: which is
more likely to be right? The Voice That speaks for the Creator of all things, Who knows
all things exactly as they are, or a distorted image of yourself, confused, bewildered,
inconsistent and unsure of everything? Let not its voice direct you. Hear instead a certain
Voice, Which tells you of a function given you by your Creator Who remembers you, and
urges that you now remember Him.
His gentle Voice is calling from the known to the unknowing. He would comfort you,
although He knows no sorrow. He would make a restitution, though He is complete; a
gift to you although He knows you have everything already. He has Thoughts which
answer every need His Son perceives, although He sees them not. For Love must give,
and what is given in His Name takes on the form most useful in a world of form.
These are the forms which never can deceive, because they come from Formlessness
Itself. Forgiveness is an earthly form of love, which as it is in Heaven has no form. Yet
what is needed here is given here as it is needed. In this form you can fulfill your function
even here, although what love will mean to you when formlessness has been restored to
you, is greater still. Salvation of the world depends on you who can forgive. Such is your
function here.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review V, Salvation of the World Depends on Me, p342-4( Soft Cover)

100Idols : The Body as an Idol (The Idol)
See Body as an Idol, above
101 Idols : Science as an Idol (The Idol)
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See Science as an Idol, below
102 Image of God : Man in Image of God
Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed: for in the image of God
made He man.
Genesis, 9; 6

103 Ineffability
Continued from ‘Fate & Karma’ …Rama asked: If such be the truth concerning the
egosense, O sage, how do you appear here being called Vasistha? When Rama said this,
Vasistha became totally silent. The members of the assembly were concerned. Seeing
this, Rama asked again: Why are you silent, O sage? There is nothing in the whole world
which a holy sage is unable to answer.
Vasistha replied: I was silent, not because I could not answer but because silence is the
only answer to your question.
There are two types of questioners – the enlightened and the ignorant…. Continue…
Vasistha 525

104 Infinity
A Taste of Infinity – and the Centre of the World (Mathematics & Enlightenment)
105 Infinity & Vedic Wisdom (The Self-Experiencing of the Infinite)
Contemplation of the space or void leads to the attainment of the supreme truth
(Maths & Enlightenment)
Vasistha 311

When (infinite) consciousness objectifies itself and regards itself as its own object of
observation, there is avidya or ignorance. When this subject-object notion is
transcended, all the veils that envelope the reality are removed. The individual is
nothing more than the personalized mind. Individuality ceases when that mind ceases;
it remains so long as the notion of a personality remains. So long as there is a pot,
there is also the notion of a space enclosed within or confined to that pot; when it is
broken, the infinite space alone is, even where the pot space was imagined before.
Vasistha 350

You are that ocean of consciousness in which there appear countless waves and
ripples which are known as universes. You are indeed beyond the states of being and
non-being, both of which are mere concepts of the mind. Rise beyond such
conditioning and therefore beyond all duality. How can tendencies and limitations
exist in you? All such concepts (e.g. this is a ‘latent tendency or limitation’ or ‘this is
a jiva or the living soul’) arise in consciousness. How then, are they different from
consciousness? And if they are not, how can we say that they arise in consciousness?
That which is known as Rama is in truth the magnificent and infinite ocean of
consciousness, in which numerous universes appear and disappear like ripples and
waves. Remain in a state of total equanimity; you are like the infinite space. You are
the Infinite Space. Fire is inseparable from heat, fragrance from the lotus, blackness
from collyrium, whiteness from snow, sweetness from sugar-cane, and light from a
luminary. Even so, experiencing is inseparable from consciousness. Even as waves are
inseparable from the ocean, even the universes are inseparable from consciousness.
Experiencing is non-different from consciousness. The ego-sense is non-different
from experiencing. The jiva is non-different from the ego-sense. And the mind is nondifferent from the jiva – non-different and inseparable. The senses are non-different
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from the mind. The body is non-different from the senses. The world is non-different
from the body… and there is nothing but this world. This catalogue of dependent
categories has existed for a very long time, yet this has neither been set in motion by
anyone nor can we say that it has existed for a very long or very short time. The truth
is, O Rama, all this is naught else but the self-experiencing of the infinite. (See
Gödel hereunder – the self-referential nature of mathematics)
There is emptiness in the empty. Brahman pervades Brahman. The truth shines in the
truth and fullness fills fullness. The wise man, though functioning in this world, does
nothing for he seeks nothing. Even so, O Rama, remain pure at heart like space, but
outwardly engage yourself in appropriate action. In situations which could provoke
exultation or depression remain unaffected by them like a log of wood. He who is
friendly even to one who is about to murder him, is a seer of truth. Adoration of one
who has not thus risen above likes and dislikes (raga and dvesa) is futile effort. Only
he who is free from egoistic or volitional activity and who is utterly non-attached to
anything here is liberated. Even if he should destroy the world, he does nothing.
He in whom all concepts and habitual tendencies have ceased has overcome all mental
conditioning and bondage. He is like a lamp which is not fed with oil.
O Rama, the mind, the intellect, and the ego-sense, as also the senses, are all devoid of
independent intelligence. Where then, do the jiva and all the rest of it reside? Even as
the moon is one and yet may appear to be two or more on account of defective vision
or agitation in the reflecting medium, the self (inner intelligence or consciousness) is
one. It merely appears to be two on account of the agitation caused by the thoughts.
…When wind subsides, the surface of the lake becomes calm once again. When
agitation caused by ignorance ceases, the unsteadiness of the eyes, the infatuation for
wife and other objects of pleasure ceases. Obviously, O Rama, you have reached that
steadiness. You have listened intently to my words and on account of that the veil of
ignorance has been lifted in you.
Rama replied:
Lord, by listening to your words of wisdom, the world which appears to be outside has
lost its substantiality and my mind has ceased. I rest in supreme peace. I perceive the
world as it is: as the infinite consciousness infinitely displayed before me. All my
doubts have been dispelled. I am free from attraction and resistance. I am established
in nature. I am well (svasthah: I rest in the Self) and I am happy. I am Rama, in whom
the words find their refuge. Salutations to me; salutations to you. The mental
conditioning has vanished; the mind has come to an end. I see the self as the all-in-all.
When I think of the past, I smile at the foolish ideas of duality I used to entertain. All
this, thanks to the effect of your nectarine words of spiritual counsel. While still living
in this world I am also in the world of light. Thanks to the rays of light that emanate
from your illumined heart in the form of words of supreme wisdom, I am immersed in
supreme bliss, here and now.
(per RRI: Do this for universes also, and compare the modern physicists’ universe…
Vasistha 340, 341

The senses of the liberated sage are naturally and firmly established in his own heart.
It is the mind (directed by desire of the heart) that paints the picture known as the
three worlds on the canvass of the omnipresent being. The mind creates fragmentation
and division. In that there is no such fragmentation, but the fragmentation that is
observed in this creation is but the mind’s own painting. Space is absolute emptiness.
However, in the mind the world-appearance rises and falls in the twinkling of an eye.
Since the self, on which the world-appearance is painted by the mind, pervades the
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whole of creation, creation appears to be real. But on right enquiry it dissolves in the
self.
‘They’ do not exist, nor do you. Why then do you grieve? In pure space there is no
action or motion, for such action or motion is itself void. Hence, pure space is
untainted by such concepts as time, action, etc. All this is only in the mind whose
idea is spread as these images. The pure space is empty. That space cannot be
divided at any time.
Now that fancied creation has been dissolved, O Arjuna. It came into being by
momentary delusion. It is unreal; yet the mind is capable of creating this phantasy in a
moment. It (the mind) makes a moment appear like an epoch, it makes a little look
like very much; it makes the unreal appear real instantly. Thus has this delusion
arisen. It is that momentary delusion that seems to have remained as the illusion
known as the world, which in the eyes of the ignorant is an undeniable and solid
reality.
However, since this world-appearance is based on the reality of the infinite
consciousness, arguments concerning its real or unreal nature are of no consequence.
It is indeed a great wonder that this world of diversity appears in the indivisible
infinite consciousness. Yet it is no more than the painting of a dancer, with the
phenomena as the different parts and the gods and the demons and the other beings as
her limbs. All these are indeed nothing but their substratum which has never
undergone any change. It is the infinite indivisible consciousness.
Vasistha 415

The Forgotten Infinite: The Forgotten Song: Projection makes perception. The world
you see is what you gave it – nothing more than that. But though it is no more than
that, it is not less. Therefore to you it is important. It is the witness to your state of
mind. The outside picture of an inward condition. As a man thinketh, so does he
perceive. Therefore, seek not to change the world, but choose to change your mind
about the world. Perception is a result, not a cause. And that is why order of
difficulty in miracles is meaningless. Everything looked upon with vision (of Infinity)
is healed and holy. Nothing perceived without it (vision of infinity) means anything.
And where there is no meaning, there is chaos.
Damnation is your judgment on yourself; and this you will project upon the world.
See it as damned, and all you see is what you did to hurt the Son of God. If you
behold disaster and catastrophe, you tried to crucify him. If you see holiness and
hope, you joined the Will of God to set him free. There is no choice that lies between
these two decisions. And you will see the witness to the choice you made, and learn
from this to recognize which one you chose.
Never forget the world the sightless (sightless of Infinity) ‘see’ must be imagined, for
what it really looks like is unknown to them. They must infer what could be seen
from evidence forever indirect; and reconstruct their inferences as they stumble and
fall because of what they did not recognize, or walk unharmed through open doorways
that they thought were closed. And so it is with you. You do not see. Your cues for
inference are wrong, and so you stumble and fall down upon the stones you did not
recognize. And fail to recognise you can go through the doors you thought were
closed, but which stand open before your unseeing eyes, waiting to welcome you.
How foolish is it to attempt to judge what could be seen instead. It is not necessary to
imagine what the world must look like. It must be seen before you recognize it for
what it is. You can be shown which doors are open, and you can see where safety
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lies; and which way leads to darkness, which to light. Judgment will always give you
false directions, but visions shows you where to go. Why should you guess?
There is no need to learn through pain. Gentle lessons are acquired joyously and are
remembered gladly. What gives happiness, we want to learn and not forget. It is not
this we would deny. Our question is whether the means by which this course is
learned will bring to us the joy it promises. If we believe it will, the learning of it will
be no problem. We are not happy learners yet because we still remain uncertain that
vision will give us more than judgment does, and we have learnt that both we cannot
have.
The blind become accustomed to their world by their adjustments to it. They think
they know their way about in it. They learnt it, not through joyous lessons, but
through the stern necessity of limits they believed they could not overcome. And still
believing this, they hold such lessons dear, and cling to them because they cannot see.
They do not understand the lessons keep them blind. This they do not believe. And
so they keep the world they learned to ‘see’ in their imagination, believing that their
choice is that or nothing. They hate the world they learned through pain. And
everything they think is in it serves to remind them they are incomplete and bitterly
deprived.
Thus they define their life where they live, adjusting to it as they think they must,
afraid to lose the little that they have. And so it is with all who see the body as all
they have, and all their brothers have. They try to reach each other, and they fail, and
fail again. And they adjust to loneliness, believing that to keep the body is to save the
little that they have. Listen, and try to think if you remember what we will speak of
now.
Listen… perhaps you catch a hint of an ancient state not quite forgotten. Dim,
perhaps, and yet not altogether unfamiliar, like a song whose name is long forgotten,
and circumstances in which you heard it completely unremembered. Not the whole
song has stayed with you, but just a little wisp of melody, attached not to a person or
place or anything particular. But you remember, from just this little part, how lovely
was the song, how wonderful the setting where you heard it, and how you loved those
who were there and listened with you.
The notes are nothing. Yet you have kept them with you, not for themselves but as a
soft reminder of what would make you weep if you remembered how dear it was to
you. You could remember, yet you are afraid, believing that you would lose the world
you learned since then. And yet you know that nothing in the world you learned is
half so dear as this. Listen, and see if you remember an ancient song you knew so
long ago, and held more dear than any melody you taught yourself to cherish since.
Beyond the body, beyond the sun and stars, past everything you see, and yet somehow
familiar, is an arc of golden light that stretches as you look into a great and shining
circle. And all the circle fills with light before your eyes. The edges of the circle
disappear, and what is in it is no longer contained at all. The light expands and covers
everything, extending to infinity, forever shining and with no break or
limit…seamlessly everywhere. Within it everything is joined in perfect continuity.
Nor is it possible to imagine that anything could be outside, for there is nowhere that
this light is not.
This is the vision of the Son of God, whom you know well. Here is the sight of him
who knows his Father. Here is the memory of what you are. A part of this, with all of
this within, and joined to all as all is joined in you. Accept the vision that can show
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you this, and not the body. You know the ancient song, and know it well. Nothing
will ever be as dear to you as is this ancient hymn the Son of God sings to his Father
still.
And now the blind can see; for that same song they sing in honour of their Father and
Creator gives praise to them as well. The blindness that they made will not withstand
the memory of this song. And they will look upon the vision of the Son of God,
remembering who he is they sing of. What is a miracle but this remembering? And
who is there in whom this memory lies not? The light in one awakens it in all. And
when you see it in your brother, you are remembering for everyone.
The Responsibility for Sight: We have repeated how little is asked of you to learn this
course. It is the same small willingness you need to have your whole relationship
transformed to joy. The little gift you offer to the Holy Spirit for which He gives you
everything. The very little on which salvation rests. The tiny change of mind by
which the crucifixion is changed to resurrection. And being true, it is so simple that it
cannot fail to be completely understood. Rejected yes, but not ambiguous. And if you
choose against it now, it will not be because it is obscure, but rather that this little
costs seemed, in your judgment, to be too much to pay for peace.
This is the only thing you need do for vision, happiness, release from pain, and the
complete escape from sin; all to be given you. Say only this, but mean it with no
reservations, for here the power of salvation lies:
I am responsible for what I see
I choose the feelings I experience
I decide upon the goal I would achieve
And everything that seems to happen to me
I ask for, and receive as I have asked.
Deceive yourself no longer that you are helpless in the face of what is done to you.
Acknowledge but that you have been mistaken, and all effects of your mistakes will
disappear.
It is impossible that the Son of God be merely driven by events outside of him. It is
impossible that happenings that come to him were not of his choice. His power of
decision is the determiner of every situation in which he seems to find himself
seemingly by chance or accident. No accident or chance is possible within the
universe as God created it, outside of which is nothing. Suffer, and you decided sin
was your goal. Be happy, and you gave the power of decision to Him Who must
decide for God for you. This is the little gift you offer to the Holy Spirit, and even
this He gives you to give yourself. For by this gift is given you the power to release
your saviour, that he may give salvation unto you.
Begrudge not then this little offering. Withhold it, and you keep the world as now you
see it. Give it away, and everything you see goes with it. Never was so much given
for so little. In the Holy Instant is this exchange effected and maintained. Here is the
world you do not want brought to the one you do. And here is the world you do want
given you because you want it. Yet for this, the power of your wanting must first be
recognized. You must accept its strength, and not its weakness. You must perceive
that what is strong enough to make a world, can let it go. And can accept correction if
it is willing to see that it was wrong.
The world that you see is but the idle witness that you were right. This witness is
insane. You trained it in its testimony, and as it gave it back to you, you listened and
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convinced yourself that what it saw was true. You did this to yourself. See only this
and you will see how circular the reasoning on which your ‘seeing’ rests. This was
not given you. This was your gift to you and to your brother. Be willing then to have
it taken from him and be replaced with truth. And as you look upon the change in
him, it will be given you to see it in yourself.
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 21 Reason & Perception : The Forgotten song, p 415

106 Infinity & Western Science
(Avoiding infinity, or seeking it as an object relative to the searching subject.
Trying to See Infinity from the Relative Domain)
It was not the Greeks who discovered zero. Zero came from the East, not the West
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea p12

…the Greeks so despised zero that they refused to admit it into their writings, even
though they saw how useful it was. The reason; zero was dangerous.
…zero was inexorably linked with the void – with nothing. There was a primal fear of
void and chaos. There was also a fear of zero.
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea p19

…If you wantonly divide by zero, you can destroy the entire foundation of logic and
mathematics.
Multiplying by zero collapses the number line. But dividing by zero destroys the
entire framework of mathematics. [e.g. 4x4=16 and 16/4=4 (dividing by the multiplier restores the
original number); but 4x0=0 and (4x0)/0=0/0]

There is a lot of power in this simple number (0). It was to become the most important
tool in mathematics. But thanks to the odd mathematical and philosophical properties
of zero, it would clash with the fundamental philosophy of the West.
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 23

Zero clashed with one of the central tenets of Western philosophy, a dictum whose
roots were in the number-philosophy of Pythagoras and whose importance came from
the paradoxes of Zeno. The whole Greek universe rested upon this pillar: there is no
void.
The Greek universe, created by Pythagoras, Aristotle and Ptolemy, survived long after
the collapse of Greek civilization. In that universe there is no such thing as nothing.
There is no zero. Because of this, the West could not accept zero for nearly two
millennia. The consequences were dire, zero’s absence would stunt the growth of
mathematics, stifle innovation in science, and incidentally make a mess of the
calendar. Before they could accept zero, philosophers in the West would have to
destroy their universe.
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 25

At the centre of their philosophy was the most important tenet of the Pythagoreans: all
is number.
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 27

The mystical symbol of the Pythagorean cult was, naturally a number-shape: the
pentagram, a five-pointed star:
• Nestled within the lines of the star is a pentagon, connecting the corners
whereof with lines generates a small upside down pentagram identical to the
mother, etc to infinity – like infinite division
• However, even more important was that hidden within the lines of the
pentagram was the Pythagorean ultimate symbol: the golden ratio, 1.618
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 27 - 33
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Zero had no place within the Pythagorean framework. The equivalence of numbers
and shapes made the ancient Greeks the masters of geometry, yet it had a serious
drawback. It precluded anyone from treating zero as a number. What shape, after all,
could zero be?
…Even if zero were a number in the Greek sense, the act of taking a ratio with zero in
it would seem to defy nature. (Remember the Yorktown) No longer would a
proportion be a relationship between two objects. The ratio of zero to anything – zero
divided by a number – is always is always zero. The other number is completely
consumed by the zero. And the relationship of anything to zero – a number divided by
zero – can destroy logic. Zero would punch a hole in the neat Pythagorean order of the
universe, and for that reason it could not be tolerated.
For the same reason the Pythagoreans had tried to squelch another troublesome
mathematical concept – the irrational (or incommensurable). The diagonal of the
square, or the square root of 2 √2
And the golden ratio is also an irrational number!
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 34 - 37

So it was not ignorance that led the Greeks to reject zero, nor was it the restrictive
Greek number-shape system. It was philosophy. Zero conflicted with the fundamental
philosophical beliefs of the West, for contained within zero are two ideas that were
poisonous to Western doctrine. Indeed, these concepts would eventually destroy
Aristotelian philosophy after its long reign. These dangerous ideas are the void and the
infinite.
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 39

The infinite and the void had powers that frightened the Greeks.
• The infinite threatened to make all motion impossible,
• while the void threatened to smash the nutshell universe into a thousand flinders.
By rejecting zero, the Greek philosophers gave their view of the universe the
durability to survive for two millennia (until the chap who made Georg Cantor mad).
Pythagoras’ doctrine became the centrepiece of Western philosophy: all the
universe was governed by ratios and shapes. (i.e. relativity and form).
Charles Seife, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, p 40

Mathematical Infinity (“Mathematics is the science of the infinite” Hermann Weyl,
God and the Universe, the Open World, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1932 – as
quoted in John D Barrow’s, The Infinite Book, p23) and, one may add, the poetry of
science.
Infinity is surely the strangest idea that humans have ever thought.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, blurb

The potential to create infinities by continually increasing the size of something, or be
diminishing it, was a very ancient intuition.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 26

The Infinite has a potential existence… There will not be an actual infinite (quoting
Aristotle)
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 27

Physicists accelerating quest for a Theory of Everything has been primarily guided by
an attitude towards infinities. Their appearance can be a warning that you have
entered a blind alley on the road to truth. The enthusiasm with which superstring
theories were embraced was a consequence of their ingenious evasion of the problem
of infinities that had plagued all their predecessors.
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Mathematicians have also had to face up to the reality of infinity. The issue was a big
one, one of the biggest that mathematicians have ever faced. Just seventy years ago
(2005:1935) mathematics faced a civil war over the meaning of infinities, leaving
many a casualty and much bitterness. Some wished to outlaw infinities from
mathematics and redefine its boundaries to exclude all treatments of infinities as real
‘things’. Journals were closed down and mathematicians ostracized because of their
attempts to exclude infinities from mathematics.
(My book) seems to have been created out of nothing – a bit like the universe.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, preface

…there are different sorts of infinity… …eventually mathematicians became
accustomed to dealing with infinities as if they were real entities, adding and
subtracting them, cataloguing all the different infinities, determining their sizes, and
finding that some were bigger than others – infinitely bigger.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 3

Pascal’s arguments about the infinity of the natural numbers remain, though. He uses
this undeniable infinity as an argument for the fact that we can know that infinity
exists without knowing its nature. We can contemplate it but not fully conceive of it.
A subtle apologetic is being made here; and argument that we can reliably deduce
things about the existence of an infinite God on the basis of finite experience, just as
we can infer truths about mathematical infinity from numbers that are individually
finite.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 37

No infinity has ever been observed in nature. Nor is infinity tolerated in scientific
theory – except we keep assuming the universe itself is infinite.
…We’re all intrinsically of the same substance. The fabric of the universe is just a
coherent weave from the same threads that make our bodies. How much more absurd
it becomes to believe that the universe, space and time, could possibly be infinite
when all of us are finite.
Janna Levin, How the Universe Got its Spots, p 4

John Barrow’s Objectification of the Unobjectifiable Infinite
“Equally important is our innate sense of the transcendental: that there is something
greater than ourselves – perhaps something greater than everything.” Pp 23/4
Yes, but when we come to realize that transcendental ‘greatness’, that realization
brings about a gnosis or nous – an intuition rather than an intellectual objectivity –
that we, ourselves, are that greatness in the sense that we cannot separate ourselves
from it, we cannot separate ourselves from infinity. Infinity, by definition is allinclusive, including ourselves. We do not lie outside infinity in order to view it as on
object, because then it is no longer infinity. Infinity is a merger, a communion of
subject and object. It cannot be objectified.
“The potential to create infinities by continually increasing the size of something, or
be diminishing it, was a very ancient intuition.” (p26)
Infinities cannot be created. The concept of creating infinities indicates the viewing
of infinite from the relative. That is, trying to conceptualise infinity as an object to be
seen by a subject… which is Creation itself. One cannot create infinity; only infinity
can create.
107 Infinity in Fundamental Mathematics
Infinity = 1/0
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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0 = 1/infinity
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 25

A x Infinity = Infinity (A = Any finite number)
A / Infinity = Infinity
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 33

108 Infinity in Fundamental Mathematics - Logarithms
Logarithm = Logos (knowledge) + Arithmetic (Number Rhythm nuance). Cf.
Numerology; like Astronomy/Astrology.
“Most energy moves through space in a spiral form – a ubiquitous motif in the
macrocosmic and microcosmic architecture of the universe. Beginning with galactic
nebulae – the cosmic birth-cradle of all matter – energy flows in coiled or circular or
vortex-like patterns. The theme is repeated in the orbital dance of electrons around
their atomic nucleus, and (as cited in Hindu scriptures of ancient origin) of planets and
suns and stellar systems spinning through space around a grand centre of the universe.
Many (all) galaxies are spiral-shaped; and countless other phenomena in nature –
plants, animals, winds, storms – similarly evidence the invisible whorls of energy
underlying their shape and structure.
“In 1953 scientists discovered that DNA, the basic molecule of life, is also constructed
in a helical shape. The deep-seeing Italian mathematician, Leonardo Fibonacci (1170
– 1250) perceived that countless patterns in nature conform to a spiral shape,
mathematically expressed as a logarithm deriving from the so-called Fibonacci
numbers (0,1,1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, etc.), where each number is the sum of the
preceding two numbers in the series. This exact spiral appears in such seemingly
disparate manifestations as the pattern of petals in sunflower blossoms and of leaves
in pineapples, artichokes, and many (all) trees; the progressive volume of chambers in
a nautilus seashell; the light-years wide sweep of spiral galaxies.
“Philosophers down the centuries have inferred the intelligence of a Divine Architect
from the fact that the further one progresses in the Fibonacci series, the closer the
terms come to expressing “the golden mean” or “golden ratio” (1:1.618033989) and
its derivative “golden rectangle” and “golden spiral” – a “sacred geometry”
observable throughout nature. In Atomic Vortex Theorem of Energy Motion, quantum
physicist, Derek Bond, discusses the theory that all energy expresses in a vortex
pattern: “This is evidenced to us constantly from the largest of things, such as our
spiral galaxies and the very curve of space-time itself, to the very smallest, as
evidenced by the miniature atomic vortices created by atomic particles. The vertical
flow in particles’ atomic energy vortices, as imaged by the CERN 3.7 metre bubble
chamber, when measured, is in accordance with the ratio of 1:1.618033989. This ratio
is a never-ending decimal and is a perfect pattern for infinite flows in time/space.
This ratio will repeat the same proportion infinitely. Many spiral galaxies’ arms and
these atomic particle paths make a perfect match with the ‘golden ratio’ and prove that
these particles are travelling in infinite flows.”
“The golden ratio is considered to be the basis of harmony and beauty of form in
classical art, architecture, and design – identified as such by inter alios Pythagorus,
Plato, Leonardo da Vinci, and the builders of the great pyramids at Giza.”
Paramahansa Yogananda, The Second Coming of Christ – The Resurrection of the Christ Within us, pg 264

109 Infinity: Parmenides & Zeno
“Some NDEs even support Loye’s proposal that several holographic parallels
universes, or time tracks, exist. On occasion NDEers are shown personal flashforwards and told that the future they have witnessed will come to pass only if they
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continue on their current path. In one unique instance an NDEer was shown a
completely different history of the earth, a history that would have developed if
“certain events” had not taken place at around the time of the Greek philosopher and
mathematician, Pythagoras, three thousand years ago. The vision revealed that if these
events, the precise nature of which the woman does not disclose, had failed to take
place, we would now be living in a world of peace and harmony marked “by the
absence of religious wars and of a Christ figure.”
Kenneth Ring, Heading toward Omega, pp. 217-218, as quoted in Michael Talbot, The Holographic Universe p 254

In general the Greeks had a fear of admitting infinity into their system of mathematics
in the same way that they avoided the introduction of the zero. Zero threatened to
allow ‘nothing’ to be regarded as something and so smuggle a contradiction like a
Trojan horse into their system of logic. Infinity looked rather similar. It could not be
combined with other numbers in the usual way – add one to infinity and it is still
infinity – and its appearance seemed to be disturbingly linked to the concept of
‘nothing’. Divide any number by nothing and the answer is infinity.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 25

Smaller than the Smallest & Larger than the Largest
Anoraniyan: Smaller than the smallest; as opposed to mahatomahiyan, bigger than the
biggest
Compare:
The potential to create infinities by continually increasing the size of something, or by
diminishing it, was a very ancient intuition. Amongst the pre-Socratic philosophers, it
is elegantly stated by Anaxagoras (500-428 BC) who tells us that
There is no smallest among the small and no largest among the
large, but always something still smaller and something still larger
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 26

While there are subtle intimations of the infinite in the things we do and see, there are
also deep paradoxes that lie very close to the surface of things. The most ancient and
the most famous of these are also the most enduring and the most striking. They were
created by the remarkable Zeno of Elea in about 450BC. Zeno was a disciple of a
local philosopher called Parmenides who held that the universe was just one thing
and that it consisted of a single thing. This one thing was timeless and changeless.
This led to the immediate conclusion that nothing really moves because this
would require more than one thing, or state, to exist: one before the movement
occurred and another after it has finished. All the movement we see, claimed
Parmenides, was just an illusion on the surface of things. Deep down, the
universe was a single changeless reality. (See also Charles Sieff pg 45)
At first Parmenides does not seem to have been taken too seriously. This is not a
convincing view to defend in the face of motion here, there, everywhere, seemingly
witnessing to the contrary. Indeed, his views about motion seemed to be just simply
wrong, and rather obviously so.
This is where Zeno came to his teacher’s rescue. Influenced no doubt by what he had
learnt from Parmenides, and appreciating the subtlety of his views, he set out to show
the idea that motion is possible is not quite so obvious after all. He produced four
arguments to show that motion is impossible. These arguments, or Zeno’s
Paradoxes, as they became known, were never refuted in ancient times and continue
to attract serious attention even today. The first two draw on the mystery of the
infinite in order to begin with something so simple that no-one would think it
remotely controversial, and then draw from it a conclusion that no-one would believe.
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Zeno’s First Paradox purports to show that motion is impossible because if you want
to walk from one point to another, you must first cross half the distance, then half the
remaining distance, then half the remainder, and so on. If the two points are one
kilometre apart, you will first reach ½ km from your start, then ¾ km from your start,
then 7/8. After you have taken N steps of the journey you will have gone a distance
equal to 1- ½N kilometres. No matter how big N (the number of divisions of the
journey) becomes, Zeno argues, this distance will always be less than 1, and you will
never arrive at your destination. The same argument applies to any motion over any
distance, however small. You could only arrive if you took an infinite number of
steps. Zeno rejected the infinite and so he rejected motion as well. (RRI Note: No,
Zeno did not reject infinity, he proved it)
Zeno’s Second Paradox creates the scenario of a race between the famous athlete,
Achilles, and a slower rival that legend has turned into a tortoise. Achilles starts at
position 0 while the tortoise, which can only run at half the speed of Achilles, has a
head start and begins at the same time from the one km mark. You might have
thought that, Achilles, running twice as fast as the tortoise, would overtake it at the 2
km mark. However, when Achilles reaches the 1km mark, the tortoise has already
gone 1+ ½ a km; when Achilles reaches the 1½ km mark, the tortoise has reached 1+
½ + ¼ km; and so on. When, after N steps, Achilles reaches a distance 2 – ½ N from
the start, the tortoise is still in the lead because it is at a distance 2 – ½ N+1 from the
start. No matter how big N (the number of divisions of the journey) becomes. Achilles
never overtakes the tortoise.
From these examples it would be easy to think that the infinite means nothing but
paradox, and that a world that is restricted to the finite means life simpler for
everyone. Alas, finiteness has its own paradoxes that did not escape the attention of
the ancients. A universe that is finite appears to need an edge. So what will happen if a
stone is thrown across the boundary of the finite universe? Does it cease to exist as it
passes the border? And what is on the outside? And if time is not infinite, how can it
begin and end? As we shall see, modern cosmology allows us to cure the ills of the
infinite and assuage these paradoxes of the finite as well. (RRI Note: a torus, circle,
handle, etc do not cure the ills of the infinite, nor do they assuage the paradoxes of
the finite. The infinite is absolute and has no ills (or it’s opposite). Until
Parmenides is properly understood as proposing the truth of infinite and the
illusion of duality, the paradoxes remain unsolved. When the oneness of truth is
realized, the illusion of duality is realized and the paradoxes are explained as
Maya.)
Zeno’s Third Paradox: See Parmenides
Zeno’s Fourth Paradox: See Parmenides
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 20, 21, 22

Parmenides and Zeno were members of the Eleatic School of thought whose
underlying philosophy and mindset was cosmic consciousness, and maya, as described
above.
Opposed to them was another school, the Atomists, who believed that the universe is
made up of little particles called atoms, which are indivisible and eternal….
Continue… 2006.03.22 ( and then Aristotle/Ptolemy)
Charles Sieff, Zero, The Biography of a Dangerous Idea, pp 45, 46

110Infinity: Galileo
When Galileo handled the problem of the two concentric wheels, covering the same
path length despite their different circumferences, he moved from a many-sided wheel
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with a finite number of divisible sides, to the circle with its infinite non-divisible
sides. The distinction between the two types of sides, defining indivisibles, from
Galileo’s viewpoint, was the fact that the circles sides were non-measurable. The
many-sided wheel he described as finite lati quanti e divisibile (finite sides,
quantifiable and divisible), while the circular wheel had infiniti lati non quanti e
indivisibili (infinite sides, not quantifiable and indivisible).
These ‘non quanti’ sides were not infinitely small, but immeasurably small. We have
a tendency to use terms loosely. When we say ‘immeasurably small’, we normally just
mean extremely small. To Galileo, though, this was something so small that it is not
capable of being measured, no matter how sophisticated your instruments.
What’s more, Galileo’s indivisibles were not capable of being combined using normal
arithmetic, as arithmetic depends on having some known quantity to deal with – when
you lose the concept of quantity you also lose the mechanics of arithmetic. Galileo’s
description of these indivisibles is quite clear and well thought through. It is entirely
possible, as Knobloch suggests, that a lot of the feeling that exists, that those who
were using indivisibles did not have a clear picture of what they were dealing with,
comes from the fact that the translation of Galileo’s work have struggled with
providing an adequate rendering of his carefully chosen words. For example, these
non-quanti have often been rendered as ‘infinitely small’, which entirely misses the
point.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, pages 98, 99
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

111Infinity: Newton & Leibniz
Pre-Planck Minima or Quanta – Calculus – Indivisible Infinitesimal Quantities
Newton wanted to know what the acceleration was at any particular point in time.
What was that elusive tangent for any point on the curve? To get an answer, Newton
took a quantity that was very like the indivisibles discussed in the previous chapter.
Unlike Galileo’s non-quanta, Newton’s extremely small quantity was capable of
being used in calculation. He called it o – a sort of misshapen 0 (zero) that’s not quite
0 (zero) but just a little bit more…
Now, Newton argued, in such a tiny change the curve (of the graph monitoring the
change) can be considered to be straight (a microscopic tangent in its own right). This
means that we can work out the slope just as we did before by the change in distance
upwards divided by the change in distance forwards…
If we imagine o getting smaller and smaller as it becomes nearly 0, then to all intents
and purposes this becomes 2 x time.
Newton termed his calculus ‘the method of fluxions’, where his ‘fluxion’ was the rate
of change of something (the original value that was changing he called a ‘fluent’)…
Newton was aware that, as his critics would soon vociferously point out, that there
was a real danger with his disappearing 0. Remember that the equation involved
dividing the infinitesimal quantity o by itself . If this ever becomes 0 divided by 0,
the whole thing falls apart.
The business of dividing zero by zero has caused much confusion over the years. Any
number divided by itself comes up with one. Yet zero divided by any other number is
still zero. And divide any normal number by something that is very close to zero and
the result gets closer and closer to infinity. To see the confusion caused by this unholy
ratio, you only have to look at attempts at explaining it by two early Indian
mathematicians. One Brahmagupta, writing in the seventh century, decided that zero
divided by zero was zero, while in the twelfth century, Bhaskara thought that anything
divided by zero, including the result of 0/0, was infinite. In reality, 0/0 is indefinable.
It is anything and nothing. It has no useful value.
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Newton’s escape from the perils of this division was to hide in his terminology.
Instead of thinking in terms of very small (increasingly small) parts, he thought in
terms of motion, of fluidity. Remember how John Wallis had written of his
indefinitely thin rectangles as being dilutable. Nor Newton, his value o was in the
process of being diluted. It wasn’t so much a value as something that was in the
process of flowing away to nothing, like the last drops of water disappearing down a
plughole. When he was looking at a curve, he thought of this as the continuous motion
of a point and so there was no need to worry about the reality of division by zero, even
though the mathematical symbols used seemed to imply it. What was important in
terms of calculus, Newton suggested, was not what was, but how it moved and
changed – not the infinitesimal but the minuscule portion. (It’s entertaining to think
that this is the absolute reverse of the view of Zeno and his colleagues, who
believed moving and changing to be an illusion, and it was only what was that
mattered.)
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, pages 109-111
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

The indivisibles that Leibniz worked with, unlike Galileo’s non quanta, did have a
measurable magnitude. They were infinitely small quantities, but quantities
nonetheless – quantities that were defined by being smaller than any given quantity
you would care to specify. In a sense these quantities were fictional, not having any
true parallel in reality (because they were smaller than any ‘real’ quantity), yet
Leibnez, building on the work of his predecessors, had moved from Galileo’s
incalculable non-quantities to something than could be handled with mathematics, that
could be made part of a calculation. Leibnez would say later, in answer to concerns
about using the infinite, that it was not necessary to deal with the infinite in strict
terms, but it was more in the nature of an analogy, he was dealing with an unreal
quantity to produce a real result.
Even so, the image of indivisibles has largely remained as one of an imprecise,
pragmatic use of a woolly idea that works. Working with infinity would always be a
risky business. Leibniz, pointing out the ease with which the unwary can slip into
absurd results when dealing with infinity says that ‘calculation with the infinite is
slippery.’
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, page 102
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

The infinitesimal rears its head everywhere in calculus. Just as infinity is made virtual
to facilitate practical uses, so is the infinitesimal. Leibniz emphasised that what was
meant by infinitely small quantities was not this in truth, but rather something that was
‘indefinitely small’, which he went on to clarify was ‘as small as you please’… while
still remaining an actual value. The philosopher, Bishop Berkeley, refers to
infinitesimals as ‘ghosts of departed quantities’. At first sight it seems easy enough to
prove that infinitesimals just don’t exist.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, page 209

112Infinity: Bishop Berkeley
Entry of Bishop Berkeley into the Fluxion (at maturity of Newton and Leibnez)
esse est percipi To be is to perceive

(“…a method has been truly found to determine quantities from the velocities of
their generating motions. And such velocities are called fluxions; and the quantities
thereby generated are called flowing quantities. These fluxions are said to be nearly
as the increments of the flowing quantities, generated in the least equal particles of
time; and to be accurately in the first proportion of the nascent, or in the last of the
evanescent increments.” This quote from pp 121. 122)
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Just as was the case with Nicholas de Cusa’s approximation dividing a circle into
orange segments which were then approximated to triangles, there seemed to be a
fudge in calculus. It’s easy to feel uncomfortable about the way this o or dt is used.
After all, to get to our 2 x time + o (or 2t + dt) above we had to divide by o (or dt).
But if you only get the exact result when o becomes 0, you’re dividing by 0 and
all bets are off.
It was this that really worried Bishop Berkeley, the third and final entry in the
fluxion wars. Berkeley was neither a supporter of Newton nor of Leibnez – in fact
he was ferociously opposed to both.
If Bishop Berkeley is remembered for anything other than his opposition to calculus,
it was his dealing with the problem of whether or not matter or an event truly existed
without an observer. His classic example was whether a tree, hidden away in the
middle of a forest that no one could possibly be thinking of really could be said to
exist (at that time). Berkeley believed that the observer was required – though he
then effectively negated the value of the theory by pointing out that there always
was someone present, God, so yes the tree did always exist. Even so, Berkeley was
an insightful philosopher whose objections to the work of Newton and Leibnez
might have originally arisen from religious convictions, but were nonetheless based
on some sensible mathematical reasoning.
… (pg 121) “…a method hath been found to determine quantities from
the velocities of their generating motions. And such velocities are called
fluxions: and the quantities generated are called flowing quantities.
These fluxions are said to be nearly as the increments of the flowing
quantities, generated in the least equal particles of time; and to be
accurately in the first proportion of the nascent, or in the last of the
evanescent increments.”
The Analyst: A Discourse Addressed to an Infidel Mathematician, Bishop
Berkeley (to Edmond Halley)
In other words, these fluxions aren’t really there at all, but are rather the moment of
something coming into existence or ceasing to exist. Berkeley then brings in the
Leibnez version of calculus, just to make sure that Halley doesn’t have an escape
route by changing terminology.
“The foreign mathematicians (Leibnez) are supposed by some, even of
our own, to proceed in a manner less accurate, perhaps, and
geometrically, yet more intelligible. Instead of flowing quantities and
their fluxions, they consider the variable finite quantities as increasing
or diminishing by the continual addition or subduction of infinitely
small quantities. Instead of the velocities wherewith increments are
generated, they consider the increments or decrements themselves,
which they call differences, and which are supposed to be infinitely
small.”
Berkeley’s criticism of calculus by the Infidel Mathematicians:
“Now to conceive a quantity infinitely small, that is, infinitely less than
any sensible or imaginable quantity, or any the least finite magnitude,
is, I confess, above my capacity. But to conceive a part of such
infinitely small quantity that shall be still infinitely less than it, and
consequently though multiplied infinitely shall never equal the minutest
finite quantity, is, I suspect, an infinite difficulty to any man
whatsoever; and will be allowed such by those who candidly say that
they think; provided they really think and reflect, and do not take things
upon trust.”
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“All these points, I say, are supposed and believed by certain
rigorous exactors of evidence in religion, men who pretend to believe
no further than they can see. That men who have been conversant
only about clear points should with difficulty admit obscure ones
might not seem altogether unaccountable… But with what appearance
of reason shall any man presume to say that mysteries may not be
objects of faith, at the same time that he himself admits that such
obscure mysteries to be the object of science?”
Berkeley points out that agnostic or atheist mathematicians who say that they can
only believe in that they can see – and so have difficulty with religion – are being
hypocritical, because they seem quite happy to accept fluxions or differential
calculus, which is fundamentally dependent on a concept which it is beyond human
imagination to clearly envision.
(After working through a range of demonstrations of the inconsistencies and oddities
[paradoxes] that come out of these infinitesimal quantities in some typical workings
of calculus…) In a nutshell, either the sums didn’t work because there was always a
tiny fraction of the fluxion left, or was o was really 0 and the whole thing didn’t
make sense.
“And what are these fluxions? The velocities of evanescent
increments. And what are these same evanescent increments? They
are neither finite quantities nor quantities infinitely small, nor yet
nothing. May we not call them the ghosts of departed quantities?”
Certainly Berkeley had a point, but it wasn’t one that had much impact on the real
world – because calculus did the job. Newton, Leibniz and the following generations
were happy to keep the infinitesimals in the virtual world of potential infinity,
leaving the philosophical ponderings to those who had nothing better to do.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, pages 118 - 124
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

113Infinity: The Imagined Number
…Mathematics is not based on the real world but on a set of carefully constructed
rules. As long as you follow those rules you can work through the mathematics.
…those mathematical constructs can be extremely valuable in dealing with the real
world.
This real value can even be present when the mathematics itself has no real-world
basis. After all, vast tracts of physics and engineering depend on using a special kind
of number called and imaginary number that has no corresponding real-world
concept. Imaginary numbers date back in a crude form to the sixteenth century and
reflect a simple problem that arises from the fact that multiplying two positive
numbers together provides a positive number (for instance 3 x 2 = 6), and
multiplying two negative numbers together also gives a positive result (so -3 x -2 =
6)
That in itself isn’t a problem until you start thinking about square roots. It’s easy
enough to see that √4, the square root of 4, is two (or possibly -2) because 2 x 2 =4
and -2 x -2 = 4. But what is √-4? What number multiplied by itself produces a
negative number? It can’t be a positive number as the result would be positive. And
it can’t be negative as the result would be positive again. If there is such a thing as
the square root of a negative number, it must be something else, something special.
The square root of -1 was given the symbol i, making √-4 become 2i, twice the
square root of -1.
Perhaps en passant it is well to know that a complex number is a combination of an
imaginary number and a real number (p 164)
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Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 161
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

114 Infinity: The Complex Number
A combination of a real and an imaginary number
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 164
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

115 Infinity: The Irrational Number – Georg Cantor
The impossibility of representing certain values like √2 by a fraction. So the value of
√2 can only be said to be more than 1 and less than two. It is a number which if
written out as a decimal fraction just goes on and on forever ‘tending to’ infinity,
immeasurable and never settling into a steady repeating pattern that would mean it
could be turned into a ratio. There is no way to represent them as fractions. They lie
“hidden in a cloud of infinity”. The most famous irrational number is pi π
[3.14159…]
Numbers like pi π [3.14159…] that refuse ever to fall into a pattern, continuing
forever in a way than can be worked out but never predicted, made it impossible to
totally ignore infinity itself, even if Aristotle had decided that it was enough to have
potential infinity. Just as other aspects of mathematics were settling down to a
standard set of symbols, it became necessary to give infinity a convenient symbol 
There are more numbers 0 and 1 than there are integers. More than infinity. The
infinity of the continuum, the range of numbers between 0 and 1, c for short. It
represents the smooth continuous sequence from 0 to 1 with no breaks.
(Cantor) called ‘the continuum hypothesis’ because it deals with the continuum of
numbers between 0 and 1
We can demonstrate the integers with, for example, a basket of fruit, counting out
individual pieces. Similarly, rational numbers that consist of one number divided up
by another can be demonstrated easily with that same fruit basket. If you take an
entity called ‘a dozen apples’ you can exactly demonstrate what half it, or threequarters of it, is, with no approximation. Negative numbers become a little tougher;
I can’t show you ‘-3 oranges’. But it is relatively easy to convey the concept of a
negative number; for example, if I have a row of ten oranges and take three out, the
gap in the row could be considered to be negative oranges. Equally, we can deal
easily with integers and rational numbers on a calculator. However, as soon as we
reach the irrational numbers, there are problems. In the real world we have to resort
to approximations. You might have a π button on a calculator, but it will only ever
produce a few decimal places, then stop. You might measure the ratio of a circle’s
circumference to its diameter, but once again it will produce a crude approximation.
Measuring the diagonal of a 1 metre square will, again, approximate to √2, but you
will never be able to produce that true number in all its glory. As for ideas like √-1
(the imaginary number, i ), even though this concept is very valuable in real world
calculations, there is no physical entity that can be used to directly demonstrate it.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 62 – 70, 178, 179, 184, 185, 192
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

116 Infinity: Transfinite Number – Georg Cantor
‘Various Flavours’ of infinity in numerals (ordinals/cardinals) in Set Theory. “…not
only was there a bigger cardinal infinity than א0, but it could be fitted into the
apparently tiny gap between 0 and 1.”
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 169, 171
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

117Infinity: Set Theory – Georg Cantor
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Cantor devised Set Theory as a fundamental component of mathematics which finally
dragged infinity off its virtual pedestal and into full view. In the process he was to go
mad.
A set is a group of things that have something in common.
The numbers that are familiar to us all and that we use all the time – 3 loaves of bread
in my shopping, 12 months in the year, and so on, have to come from somewhere.
They are so much part of life that it is easy to think of them as real things, like the
loaves I am counting. But in reality, these numbers, the cardinal numbers, are just
symbols we use to represent the cardinality of a set. I can’t hold 15 in my hand, or
paint a picture of 5 – I can paint five objects, I can hold a written symbol for 15, but
the numbers themselves have no physical reality.
It is the starting point of the sequence of sets that is hardest to get your head around.
Set theory relies on there being something called the empty set. A set of
nothingness. A set that defines the absence of anything else. Although it might
seem obvious, we start by defining zero as being this empty set. We can then
produce the rest of the counting numbers by effectively adding a new set for every
number, each enclosing the previous one, like a set of containers.
The cardinal number of a set is the number of sets that it contains.
• The empty set is the starting point but is not a number, it is 0 (or in Set Theory
Ø)
• The number one (1) is the set that contains the empty set, 0 or Ø
• The number two (2) is the set that contains
- the empty set (o or Ø) +
- the set that contains the empty set (1)
• and so on… 3 = { Ø, { Ø}, { Ø, { Ø}}}
Cantor’s Set Theory lies at the heart of mathematics, yet at first not everyone was
happy with it. As sets were further explored, it seemed impossible to use them
without encountering paradoxes. And yet mathematicians had always prided
themselves on having the only truly pure discipline – one that should be inherently
self-consistent and without conflict. In fact it was hard to see, some argued, how
anything that had built-in inconsistencies, as set theory would prove to have, could
be considered mathematics at all.
Cantor’s new mathematics of infinity might have irritated mathematicians at the
time, but as is often the case with a breakthrough that is initially questioned, it was
not long before the once crazy seeming theories had been absorbed into the
mainstream of mathematics. By the mid 1920’s German mathematicians, Hermann
Weyl, was able to call mathematics ‘the science of the infinite’, emphasising the
degree to which set theory with its inevitable contemplation of the infinite was at
the heart of mathematics. These days a university text on set theory doesn’t even
bother to mention that there was ever any doubt about Cantor’s work.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 200

118 Infinity: Bertrand Russell & Alfred North Whitehead’s Principia Mathematica
I interpose here historically this work, the Principia, as, according to Douglas R
Hofstadter, the first strange loop (self-referral loop) ever found was in this work
(1910 to 1913) which ironically was tailor-made to keep loopiness out of
mathematics. The work was sparked primarily by Bertrand Russell’s desperate quest
for a way to circumvent paradoxes of self-reference in mathematics.
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – an Eternal Golden Braid, Prefix xxii
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Bertrand Russell and the sets that are, and those that aren’t, members of themselves,
e.g.:
Sets of everything that not human – the final set containing all those sets becomes a
member of itself. It is a set of everything that’s not human, so it incestuously
becomes a member of itself. So,
• the starting set has nothing in it, empty, null, 0
• building on 0, what can be built? What is the product of O? What can be added
to 0 or multiplied by 0 to make anything at all?
• Yet we do so, 1, 2, etc…
• And then when we come to the last set, again we loop into paradox and the set
contains itself.
• The first and last set loop into each other like a circle in its paradox.
Brian Clegg, Infinity, the Quest to Think the Unthinkable p 155

At the heart of the Principia Mathematica lay Russell’s so-called “theory of types”,
which, much like the roughly contemporaneous Maginot Line, was designed to keep
“the enemy” out in a most staunch and watertight manner. For the French, the
enemy was Germany; for Russell, it was self-reference. Russell believed that for a
mathematical system to be able to talk about itself in any way whatsoever was the
kiss of death, for self-reference would, so he believed, necessarily open the door to
self-contradiction, and thereby send all of mathematics crashing to the ground. In
order to forestall this dire fate, he invented and elaborate (and infinite) hierarchy of
levels, all sealed off from each other in such a manner as to definitively – so he
thought – block out the dreaded virus of self-reference from infecting the fragile
system.
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – an Eternal Golden Braid, Prefix xxii -xxiv

119 Infinity: Incompleteness Theorem – Gödel (Kurt)
For Gödel, it all came into focus in 1930 or so, thanks to a simple but wonderfully
rich discovery that came to be known as “Gödel numbering” – a mapping whereby
the long linear arrangement of strings of symbols in any formal system are mirrored
precisely by mathematical relationships among certain (usually astronomically
large) whole numbers. Using his mapping between elaborate patterns of meaningless
symbols (to use that dubious term once again) and huge numbers, Gödel showed
how a statement about any mathematical formal system (such as the assertion that
Principia Mathematica is contradiction-free) can be translated into a mathematical
statement inside number theory (the study of whole numbers). In other words any
metamathematical statement can be imported into mathematics, and in its new guise
the statement simply asserts (as do all statements of number theory) that certain
whole numbers have certain properties or relationships to each other. But on another
level, it also has a vastly different meaning that, on its surface, seems as far removed
from a statement of number theory as would a sentence in a Dostoevsky novel.
By means of Gödel’s mapping, any formal system designed to spew forth truths
about “mere” numbers would also wind up spewing forth truths – inadvertently but
inexorably – about its own properties, and would thereby become “self-aware”, in a
manner of speaking. And of all the clandestine instances of self-referentiality
plaguing PM and brought to light by Gödel, the most concentrated doses lurked in
those sentences that talked about their own Gödel numbers, and in particular said
some very odd things about themselves, such as “I am not provable inside PM”.
And let me repeat: such twisting-back, such looping-around, such self-enfolding, far
from being an eliminable defect, was an inevitable by-product of the system’s vast
power.
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Not too surprisingly, revolutionary mathematical and philosophical consequences
tumbled out of Gödel’s sudden revelation that self-reference abounded in the bosom
of the bastion so carefully designed by Russell to keep it out at all costs; the most
famous such consequence was the so-called “essential incompleteness” of
formalized mathematics. …it is the meaning of Gödel’s sentence G (the one that
asserts “G is not provable inside Principia Mathematica”) that guarantees that G is
not provable inside PM (which is precisely what G itself claims).
…the only reason sentence G is not provable inside PM is its self-referential
meaning. Indeed, it would seem that G, being a true statement about whole numbers,
ought to be provable, but – thanks to its extra level of meaning as a statement
about itself, asserting its own non-provability – it is not.
When and only when such a loop arises in a brain or in any other substrate, is a
person – a unique new “I” – brought into being. Moreover, the more selfreferentially rich such a loop is, the more conscious is the self to which it gives
rise. …consciousness is not an on/off phenomenon, but admits of degrees, grades,
shades. Or, to put it more bluntly, there are bigger souls and smaller souls. (“Smallsouled men, no matter how agile their fingers, should avoid it.” James Huneker in
his biography of Frédéric Chopin on the subject of Chopin’s etude Op. 25, No. 11 in
A minor).
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – an Eternal Golden Braid, Prefix xxii -xxv

Gödel says that no sufficiently powerful formal system can be perfect, in the sense
of reproducing every single true statement as a theorem. But this fact only seems
like a defect if you have unrealistic expectations of what formal systems should be
able to do. Nevertheless mathematicians began this (20th) century with just such
unrealistic expectations, thinking that axiomatic reasoning was the cure to all ills.
They found out otherwise in 1931. the fact truth transcends theoremhood, in any
given formal system, is called “incompleteness” of that system.
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – an Eternal Golden Braid, 86

Gödel was to come up with one of the most shocking proofs in all of mathematics,
one that would have a direct impact not only on set theory, but on every part of
mathematics. His bewildering masterpiece is called the incompleteness theorem. In
essence it states that in any system of mathematics, above a certain level of
complexity there will be some problems that will be inherently insoluble. (A system
of mathematics is the basic set of rules – the axioms – from which mathematicians
then derive proofs of what is and isn’t true.)
According to Gödel, no matter how much effort is put into some problems, they
can’t be cracked.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 201

GEB (Gödel Escher Bach) was inspired by my long-held conviction that the ‘strange
loop’ (or ‘tangled hierarchy’) notion holds the key to unraveling the mystery that we
conscious beings call “being” or “consciousness”. I was first hit by this idea when
as a teenager I found myself obsessively pondering the quintessential strange loop
that lies at the core of the proof of Kurt Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorem in
mathematical logic – a rather arcane place, one might well think, to stumble across
the secret behind the nature of selves and “I”s, and yet I practically heard it
screaming up at me from the pages… See ‘Strange Loops & Tangled Hierarchies’
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – An Eternal Golden Braid, preface xx
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In the…strange loops by Bach and Escher, there is a conflict between the finite and
the infinite, and hence a strong sense of paradox. Intuition senses that there is
something mathematical involved here. And indeed in our own century a
mathematical counterpart was discovered, with the most enormous repercussions.
And just as the Bach and Escher loops appeal to very simple and ancient intuitions
(a musical scale, a staircase) so this discovery, by Kurt Gödel, of a strange loop in
mathematical systems has its origins in simple and ancient intuitions. In its
absolutely barest form, Gödel’s discovery involves the translation of an ancient
paradox in philosophy into mathematical terms. That paradox is the so-called
Epimenides paradox, or just liar paradox. “I am lying” or “This statement is false”.
These are statements that rudely violate the usually assumed dichotomy of
statements into true and false; because if you tentatively think it is true (true that it is
false, that is), then it immediately backfires on you and makes you think it is false…
But once you’ve decided that it is false, a similar backfiring returns you to the idea
that it must be true.
The Epimenides paradox is a one-step Strange Loop, like Escher’s Print Gallery.
But how does it have to do with mathematics? That is what Gödel discovered. His
idea was to use mathematical reasoning in exploring mathematical reasoning itself.
This notion of making mathematics “introspective” proved to be enormously
powerful, and perhaps its richest implication was the one Gödel found: Gödel’s
Incompleteness Theorem. What the Theorem states and how it is proved are two
different things. …The Theorem can be likened to a pearl, and the method of proof
to an oyster. The pearl is prized for its luster and simplicity; the oyster is a complex
living beast whose innards give rise to this mysteriously simple gem.
Gödel’s Theorem appears as Proposition VI in his 1931 paper “On Formally
Undecidable Propositions in Principia Mathematica and Related Systems 1.” It
states:
To every w-consistent recursive class K of formulae there correspond
recursive class-signs r, such that neither v Gen r nor Neg (v Gen r)
belongs to Flg (K) (where v is the free variable of r)
or, more simply,
All consistent axiomatic formulations of number theory include
undecidable propositions
This is the pearl. In this pearl it is hard to see a Strange Loop. That is because the
Strange Loop is buried in the oyster – the proof. The proof of Gödel’s
Incompleteness Theorem hinges upon the writing of a self-referential mathematical
statement, in the same way as the Epimenides paradox is a self-referential statement
of language. But it is very simple to talk about language in language, it is not at all
easy to see how a statement about numbers can talk about itself. In fact, it took
genius merely to connect the idea of self-referential statements with number theory.
Once Gödel had the intuition that such a statement could be created, he was over the
major hurdle. The actual creation of the statement was the working out of this one
beautiful spark of intuition.
… Gödel had to work out in detail a way of transporting the Epimenides paradox
into a number theoretical formalism. His final transplant of Epimenides did not say,
“This statement of number theory is false”, but rather, “This statement of number
theory does not have any proof (…within a fixed system…i.e. Principia
Mathematica or Related Systems.”
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Incidentally, this Gödel sentence G is not Gödel’s Theorem – no more than the
Epimenides sentence is the observation that “The Epimenides sentence is a
paradox.” We can now state what the effect of discovering G is. Whereas the
Epimenides statement creates a paradox since it is neither true nor false, the Gödel
sentence is unprovable (inside P.M.) but true. The grand conclusion? That the
system of Principia Mathematica is “incomplete” – there are true statements of
number theory which its methods of proof are too weak to demonstrate.
…In short, Gödel showed that provability is a weaker notion than truth, no matter
what axiomatic system is involved (P.M. or any other System).
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – An Eternal Golden Braid, preface pp16 – 19

120 Infinity: The Infinitesimal – Robinsohn 1962
(The 1962 breakthrough) by Robinsohn that was to make infinitesimals an accepted
part of the mathematical toolkit.
In essence, the original idea was recognizing that infinitesimals were outside the
standard number system – that just like imaginary numbers they operated in
something akin to a different dimension. It was no more meaningful to say that an
infinitesimal was between the smallest ‘real’ number and zero than to try to fit the
imaginary i, the square root of -1, somewhere on a number line between -2 and +2.
Infinitesimals could be treated as a new class of numbers, with their own
mathematical operations. And, just like the complex number that has both real and
imaginary components, there could be a complex number with standard (i.e. not
infinitesimal and non-standard components. Newton’s 2x being the standard
component and the ghostly o the non-standard.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 211

121 Infinity: The Aura
For thousands of years infinity had been a convenient notion that was glimpsed from
the corner of the eye. Look at it directly and it disappeared, but keep it marginalized
and it made calculus and all of its dependent mathematics, physics and engineering
possible.
Brian Clegg, Infinity – The Quest to Think the Unthinkable, p 158
(Robinson, London – Constable & Robinson, 3 The Lanchers, 162 Fulham Palace Road) ISBN 1-84119-650-9 )

122 Infinity: The Centre of the Universe
…the feeling of limitless thinking that we possess derives not from this number (the
1027 atoms in the brain) but from the vastness of the numbers of possible
connections that can exist between groups of atoms. This is what we mean by
complexity, and it is the complexity of our minds that gives rise to the feeling that
we are at the centre of unbounded immensities.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 19

123 Infinity: ACIM
We dwell in the mind of God with our brother, for God Himself did not will to be
alone. To be alone is to be separated from infinity, but how can this be if infinity
has no end? No one can be beyond the limitless, because what has no limits must be
everywhere. There are no beginnings and no endings in God, whose universe is
Himself. Can you exclude yourself from the universe, or from God who is the
universe? I am my Father are one with you, for you are part of us. Do you really
believe that part of God can be missing or lost to Him?
A Course in Miracles (ACIM), Volume I Text, The Gifts of Fatherhood, pg 180
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There is no limit to the power [Editor: omnipotence, or knowledge or wisdom, omniscience] of
a Son of God, but he can limit the expression of his power [Editor: omnipotence, or
knowledge or wisdom, omniscience] as much as he chooses. Your mind and mine can
unite in shining your ego away, releasing the strength of God into everything you
think and do. Do not settle for anything less than this, and refuse to accept anything
but this as you goal. Watch your mind carefully for any beliefs that hinder its
accomplishment, and step away from them. Judge how well you have done this by
your own feelings, for this is the one right use of judgment.
A Course in Miracles (ACIM), Volume I Text, The Meaning of Miracles, This Need Not Be, pg 58

124 Infinity: Renormalisation
Quoting St Augustine
Never let us doubt, then, that every number is known to Him
“whose understanding cannot be numbered.” And so, if what
is comprehended in knowledge is bounded within the embrace
of that knowledge, and thus is finite, it must follow that every
infinity is, in way we cannot express, made finite to God,
because it cannot be beyond he embrace of His knowledge.
Augustine’s idea of the humanly infinite appearing finite to the mind of God is an
interesting speculation on his part. In modern mathematics just such a trick is
frequently applied in order to make an infinite region finite and more easily
visualized and representable in a diagram. A mathematical transformation – the
mathematical equivalent of translating English into another language – can be
applied which brings infinity into a finite point [e.g. the transformation that changes the number
x into tanh(x)]. This is not a magic recipe for removing all infinities from consideration
because, by the same token, there are transformations that take the finite points into
infinite ones.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 32

If you are a particle physicist trying to understand the most basic laws of nature and
the smallest entities possessing mass and energy they govern, then you will also
have encountered infinities, lots of them. For nearly fifty years, particle physicists
have been used to the appearance of infinite quantities in the mathematical
calculations of straightforward physical quantities, like the rate of particular
processes in which a particle decays into others. So ubiquitous was this problem that
it became known as the ‘problem of infinities’, and the quest to solve it was a
major enterprise in the research agenda. In many ways the search for its solution
directed the way in which the subject developed and the standards by which its
achievements were judged. Eventually, as a stop-gap, the problem was quenched
rather than solved. A systematic method for splitting the answer obtained in a
calculation into an infinite and a finite part was arrived at. The infinite part was
subtracted, to leave the finite piece that could be compared with what was observed.
This mysterious process, dubbed ‘renormalisation’, produced results of
astonishing accuracy – agreement between theory and observation to 16 places of
decimals, the most accurate prediction in the whole of human experience. It
suggested that these infinities were artifacts of a clumsy way of looking at things.
Since the early 1980’s string theory has shown how these infinites can be avoided
by changing our conception of what the most elementary pieces of the universe are
like. The infinities derived from our picture of the most elementary particles of
matter as ‘points’ of zero size that trace out lines when they are moved in time
through space; string theory proposes that they are in fact little loops of energy that
trace out tubes in space when they move. These loops have a tension, analogous to
an elastic band that decreases as the temperature of the environment rises to very
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high values but increases as it falls to the energies in the universe today. Thus at low
energies the tension makes the loops more and more pointlike – and so the picture of
nature’s elementary particles as points can be an extremely good approximating to
reality, as we have found; but at very high energies it will fail.
J D Barrow, The Infinite Book, p 99

125 Infinity: M C Escher
126 Infinity: Epimenides
127 Infinity: Bach
128 Infinity: The Paradigm Shift
The Paradigm Shift13 is a shift to Infinity, or the inclusion of infinity in the mind-set and
world-view of man; in his philosophy, in his science, in his mathematics, and in his
psyche generally. Infinity already imbues his theology…although it would be more
insightful and correct to say his theosophy, with a striving to escape from theology.
The history of man, the history of science, of mathematics, all seem to reveal an
avoidance of infinity. And so long as infinity is avoided, ignorance prevails. So long as
infinity is avoided, we avoid the fundamental basis of Source. So long as infinity is
avoided, we eclipse reality and can see only limited realities of illusion that are
manifested by the eclipse. So long as we avoid infinity, we cannot see the monism (the
non-duality) and we see only the dual, the polar, the (notionally) separate and
divisible…and to a lesser extent (if we are sensitive and subtle) the intercourse between
the (notionally) separate divisible diversity; that is the relativity of the diverse. So long as
we avoid infinity, we think the relative world of divisible separate “realities” to be the
“real world” and the infinite monism to be ephemeral to the point of unreality. And we,
of necessity, eschew the omnipotence of infinity, the omniscience of infinity, the
omnipresence of infinity, and its eternality, and we see only the limited…while we are the
unlimited… What a sad waste… And while we are the unlimited infinite (the omniscient
and omnipotent), we turn our backs on it and believe we are the opposite! We turn our
backs on the real, and we consider the unreal real.
The major consequence of turning our backs on infinity is that we can thus never know
our Source. Infinity is our Source; that much must be obvious. If we eschew infinity, we
eschew knowledge of our Source. And we cannot really know ourselves.
As I understand the history of mathematics and the history of science, infinity is ignored.
It must be ignored in order to retain the mathematical or scientific enquiry; if infinity is
allowed to be introduced into the enquiry then the essential provability (even intellectual
understanding) of the enquiry ceases to be possible. Indeed the enquiry disappears. If the
mathematician following the number line in either direction (integers or fractions)
introduces infinity, the number line ceases – not only does it cease, it ceases ever to have
existed. Similarly, the physicist, if he introduces infinity into his enquiry or equations, the
physical reality he is observing also ceases to exist. I understand that the mathematician
or scientist therefor must ‘trick’ the infinity in some way to continue the observation.
This, if I recall, has something to do with introducing a mathematical ‘value’
conceptualized as (and called) tending to infinity. For example, the fraction ⅓ expressed
0.33 [recurring] is 0.33tending to infinity, and similarly √2.

13

See e.g. Amit Goswami
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To put this another way, the scientist and the mathematician, are observers of the
phenomenon they are observing. The scientist and the mathematician work within the
relative dimension – i.e. they are the subjects and the objects of their attention are their
objects; and they are operating in the subject/object duality of relativity. And they have to
remain in this relative dimension in order to continue to be scientific and to prove their
observations to other finite beings in the finite ‘real’ world. They are the subjects doing
the study, and the object of their study is the object, in the subject/object paradigm. There
is a separation and division between the subject and its polar object; there is a relativity
between the two certainly, but it is a relativity between two separate phenomena.
The problem with that is that the scientist and the mathematician thus have to remain
finite. Living a subject/object seemingly separate division, means living finitely, living a
limited dimension. But we know that physical phenomena and number integers can never
remain finite. This can, and does, lead to insanity in the infinitely enquiring scientific and
mathematical mind (e.g. Georg Cantor, and others if I remember). The reason for this
insanity is that such a ‘relatively’ enquiring mind, must eventually arrive at the ultimate
relativity, the smallest or largest particle of matter, the largest or smallest concept. But it
never does; it arrives at a realisation that such ultimate particle or concept is unattainable
– it remains just beyond the highest number or lowest fraction, or concept. Indeed it
remains not only just beyond the highest or lowest, but infinitely beyond it. Just beyond
or infinitely beyond, they are equally unattainable, and their unattainability proves
infinity. The enquiring mind therefor must accept infinity and come to terms with it. The
enquiring mind must make the leap from a finite dimension or concept to an infinite
dimension or concept… or more accurately, the enquiring mind must make the leap from
the finite conceptualization to infinity (in which there is no conceptualization or
dimension, or any limitation, boundary or attribute whatever). If the mind refuses to
accept this, then insanity would seem inevitable.
Once the scientific or mathematical (or philosophic) mind accepts this reality – as reality
– it follows that it must accept the absence of finity. He must make a 180° paradigm shift
– from accepting only the finite as real and rejecting the infinite, to accepting the infinite
as real and rejecting the finite. There is no middle ground (subject to what I’ll say in a
moment). To the classical or rather conventional scientist, infinity cannot be proved
(infinity cannot be an object of perception, an object of a subject, cannot be part of an
equation); infinity cannot be an object separate from a gazing subject. Infinity, being
boundless, cannot have a notional boundary which would permit of something separate
from it, divided from it, lying outside of its perceptual or conceptual boundary; infinity is
all encompassing, it must encompass the notional subject (as it must encompass anything
and everything in order to be infinite. So as the finite scientist and mathematician
observes his object of enquiry, he must simultaneously understand and realize that;
1. the object (Chandas) must be (can only be) infinite being within boundless infinity
and
2. identically the subject (he himself - Rishi) must be (can only be) infinite being within
boundless infinity
and
3. the act of observing (Devata) must be (can only be) infinite being within boundless
infinity.
Thus, QED, the object, the subject, and the act of observation, are all three part and parcel
of the oneness of wholeness of indivisible, inseparable infinity. I, the Rishi, am looking at
myself when I observe the perceived Chandas, and identically the experience that arises
from the perceived observation is Devata.
This Author, Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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Following from the immediately preceding, see Talmud hereunder. The mathematicians
eschewed infinity, similarly the scientists, and similarly the theologians (see Talmud
hereunder). And the harm done thereby is inestimable. The harm done is infinite…
This Author, Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn

129 Infinity: Infinite Magnitude v Finite Littleness
Be not content with littleness. But be sure you understand what littleness is, and why you
could never be content with it. Littleness is the offering you give yourself (the ego-self).
You offer this in place of magnitude, and you accept it. Everything in this world is little
because it is a world made out of littleness, in the strange belief that littleness can content
you. When you strive for anything in this world in the belief that it will bring you peace,
you are belittling yourself and blinding yourself to glory. Littleness and glory are the
choices open to your striving and your vigilance. You will always choose one at the
expense of the other.
Yet what you do not realize, each time you choose, is that you choice is your evaluation
of yourself. Choose littleness and you will not have peace, for you will have judged
yourself unworthy of it. And whatever else you offer as a substitute is much too poor a
gift to satisfy you. It is essential that you accept the fact, and accept it gladly, that there is
no form of littleness that can ever content you. You are free to try as many as you wish,
but all you will be doing is to delay your homecoming. For you will be content only in
magnitude, which is your home.
There is a deep responsibility you owe yourself, and one you must learn to remember all
the time. The lesson may seem hard at first, but you will learn to love it when you realize
that it is true and it but a tribute to your power. You who have sought and found
littleness, remember this: Every decision you make stems from what you think you are,
and represents the value that you put upon yourself. Believe the little can content you,
and by limiting yourself you will not be satisfied. For your function is not little, and it is
only by finding your function and fulfilling it that you can escape from littleness.
There is no doubt about what you function is, for the Holy Spirit knows what it is. There
is no doubt about its magnitude, for it reaches you through Him from Magnitude. You do
not have to strive for it, because you have it. All striving must be directed against
littleness, for it requires vigilance to protect your magnitude in this world (of littleness).
To hold your magnitude in perfect awareness in a world of littleness is a task the little
cannot understand. Yet it is asked of you, in tribute to your magnitude, and not your
littleness. Nor is it asked of you alone. The (infinite) power of God will support every
effort you make on behalf of His dear Son. Search for the little, and you deny yourself
His power. God is not willing that His Son be content with less than everything. For He
is not content without His Son, and His Son cannot be content with less than His Father
has given him.
I asked you earlier, “Would you be hostage to the ego or host to God?” Let this question
be asked of you by the Holy Spirit every time you make a decision. For every decision
you make does answer this, and invites sorrow or joy accordingly. When God gave
Himself to you in your creation, he established you as host to Him forever. He has not
left you, and you have not left Him. All your attempts to deny His magnitude, and make
His Son hostage to the ego, cannot make little, whom God has joined with him (in
magnitude). Every decision you make is for heaven or for hell, and brings you the
awareness of what you decided for.
The Holy Spirit can hold your magnitude, clean of all littleness, clearly and in perfect
safety in your mind, untouched by every little gift the world of littleness would offer you.
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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But for this you cannot decide against Him in what He wills for you. Decide for God
through Him. For littleness, and the belief that you could be content with littleness, are
decisions you make about yourself. The power and the glory that lie in you from God are
for all who, like you, perceive themselves as little and believe that littleness can be blown
up into a sense of magnitude that can content them. Neither give littleness nor accept it.
All honour is due the host of God. Your littleness deceives you, but your magnitude is of
Him Who dwells in you, and in Whom you dwell. Touch no one, then, with littleness in
the Name of Christ, eternal Host unto His Father….
…Continue page 286
A Course in Miracles, Text, Littleness v Magnitude, pp285 – 288

130 Infinity: The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
And if the wine you drink, the lip you press
End in the Nothing all Things end in – yes –
Then fancy while Thou art, Thou art but what
Thou shalt be – Nothing – Thou shalt not be less
The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, Quatrain 47

131 Intoxicated Transcendence
What God has poured, with that we are contented
Whether the wine of heaven or wine fermented.
Hafiz : Gaz 26 / English 2

132 Invocation
Infinity
The Infinite and its polarity, Finity
But Finity cannot be Infinity’s polarity
Because Finity cannot exist outside of Infinity
Nothing can exist outside of Infinity
Infinity has no boundaries
Outside of which to exist
So Finity exists within Infinity
And remains Infinite while seeming finite
Infinity is God, God is Infinite
Infinity is God without God’s emotional clothes
Which clothes hide God’s Infinite bodiless body
We are here to seek Justice
Justice, not justice
God’s Justice, not Man’s
Man’s Justice within God’s Justice
To do this, we must seek first God’s Justice
And only then take care that our search for Man’s Justice
Resonates within God’s Justice
As One, perfectly, innocently, eternally
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
20th September 2009
Emmarentia, Johannesburg

133 Intuitive Experience
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Nietzsche, “with the ‘third ear’ we hear the metaphorical language of our intuition. We
dream in metaphor and in our deepest levels we dialogue in metaphor.”
Mystic poet Rumi evokes this third ear when he calls us to “listen with the ear in your
chest.” In such a space we, entranced, are able to catch the reflections, possibilities,
dimensions and inter-connectedness and place ourselves in the endless circles of
belonging where, as Hermes Trismegistus suggests of the Divine, “…the centre …is
everywhere, the circumference nowhere.”
Professor Dorian Haarhoff

134 Inward World
Do not believe that this world is outside of ourselves, for only by recognizing where it is
will we gain control over it. For we do have control over our minds, since the mind is the
mechanism of decision.
If we recognize that all the attack we perceive is in our own minds, and nowhere else, we
will at last have placed its source. And where it begins it must end. And in this same
place lies salvation. The altar of God where Christ abideth is there. We have defiled the
altar but not the world. Yet Christ has placed the Atonement on the altar for us. Bring
our perceptions of the (apparently outside) world to this altar, for it is the altar to truth.
There we will see out vision changed, and there we will learn to see truly. From this
place, where God and His Son dwell in peace and where we are welcome, we will look
out in peace and behold the world truly. For to find the place, we must relinquish our
investment in the world as we project it, allowing the Holy Spirit to extend the real world
to us from the altar of God. (See also, Altar of God)
A Course in Miracles (ACIM), Text, The Investment in Reality, p 207

135 Isaac
TO WHERE DID ISAAC DISAPPEAR AFTER THE SACRIFICE ON MOUNT
MORIAH?

One more mystery is hidden in the story of the sacrifice of Isaac - Aqedat
Yitzhaq. After all that happened on Mount Moriah, after the raised knife was
stopped by a voice from heaven, Abraham returned to his young men, and they
rose and went together to Beersheba.(Genesis 22:19). But where did Isaac
disappear? What happened to him after the Aqedah? Why Isaac is not
mentioned?
To where did Isaac disappear?

This question has triggered numerous discourses and speculations – where
did Isaac go after the sacrifice? The Scriptures inform us only about
Abraham's return. But Isaac vanishes and does not reappear until Genesis
24, right before his meeting with Rebekah
Gen. 24:62 says that Isaac came from the way of Beer Lahai Roi. (And
Gen. 25:11 – “and it came to pass after the death of Abraham, that God
blessed his son, Isaac; and Isaac dwelt by the well Lahai-roi.) If you don’t
know Hebrew, this name means nothing. In Hebrew, however, it has a
profound meaning: The Well of “the One Who Sees Me Lives”! While
Isaac had vanished from the scene, he never vanished from God’s
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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sight. Though his parents could not see him (and were probably worried),
and though he was not visible to us, God still saw him and knew
everything about him – just as He sees you and me: The One Who Sees
Me Lives. Hebrew hides messages that could transform your entire world.
136 Islam
They (the prophets) stood for the puritanical and fundamentalists elements in the religion,
as opposed to the empty ceremonies and endless sacrifices of the priests. But just as the
priests tended to slip into mechanistic religion, so the prophets might drift into
sectarianism. Indeed Samuel, like Samson, belonged to the sect of the Nazarites, wildlooking men with uncut hair and few clothes. These sects might diverge into heresy or
even an entirely new religion. The Nazarites had much in common with the ultra-strict
and ferocious Rechabites who engaged in massacres of backsliders when opportunity
offered. Such sects were the most extreme monotheists and iconoclasts. They tended to
drift into semi-nomad life on the fringe of the desert, a featureless place conducive to
strict monotheism. It was from such a background that the greatest of all Jewish
sectarian heresies was to spring – Islam.156
156

Grant, History of Ancient Israel, 118
A History of the Jews, Paul Johnson, pg 52

137 Islam : Submission
Islam is a verbal noun originating from the triliteral root s-l-m which forms a large class
of words mostly relating to concepts of wholeness, safeness and peace.[20] In a religious
context it means "voluntary submission to God"
Wikipedia, Islam, Etymology

Compare Christianity (and original Judaism) : Do not underestimate the power of the
devotion of God’s Son, nor the power the god he worships has over him. For he places
himself at the altar of his god, whether it be the god he has made or the God Who created
him. That is why his slavery is as complete as his freedom, for he will obey only the god
he accepts. The god of crucifixion demands that he crucify, and his worshippers obey. In
his name they crucify themselves, believing that the power of the Son of God is born of
sacrifice and pain. The God of resurrection demands nothing, for He does not will to take
away. He does not require obedience, for obedience implies submission. He would only
have you learn your will and follow it, not in the spirit of sacrifice and submission, but in
the gladness of freedom.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 11 God or the Ego, Waking to Redemption, pp 193

138 Islam v Sufi
Though wine brings joy and blossoms scent the breeze
Wine is forbidden by the law’s decrees
Conceal your flagon in your tattered weeds
For, like the flask’s red eye, today’s world bleeds
If with a friend you take the bowl in hand
Sip cautiously for treachery is rife
Tears wash the wine-stains from your Sufi garb
For abstinence and humbug rule this life
In this inverted sphere no pleasures are
For dregs pollute the pure head of the jar
The uplifted sky spills not, like Parviz’ blood
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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Itself is Kasra’s head and Parviz’ throne
Your poems, Hafiz, stormed Iraq and Persia
In Tabriz’ time and Baghdad be they known
Hafiz, Ghazal 41 : English 13
Hafez in 30 Languages : Preparation & Arrangement by Mohsen Ramezani
Padideh Publishing, Iran

139 Israel
The word Yisrael is related to the verb Lisrot which in Hebrew means to struggle or to
strive; and arises in the cotext of the story of Jacob and Esau
When Jacob (Ya’akov) in Hebrew was born, he was grasping Esau by the heel, unwilling
to let him go. For this reason the word “to follow” La’akov in Hebrew became forever
conntected to Jacob’s heel-holding of Esau at birth. Jacob’s birth thus defined his life
until his encounter with the angel against whom Jacob strived or struggled all night. God
then blessed Jacob and changed his name to Israel.
140 Jerusalem
Shalim or Shalem was the name of the god of dusk in the Canaanite religion, whose name
is based on the same root S-L-M from which the Hebrew word for "peace" is derived
(Salam or Shalom in modern Arabic and Hebrew). The name thus offered itself to
etymologizations such as "The City of Peace", "Abode of Peace", "dwelling of peace"
("founded in safety"), alternately "Vision of Peace" in some Christian authors. The
ending -ayim indicates the dual, thus leading to the suggestion that the
name Yerushalayim refers to the fact that the city sits on two hills. However, the
pronunciation of the last syllable as –ayim appears to be a late development, which had
not yet appeared at the time of the Septuagint
The name "Jerusalem" is variously etymologized to mean "foundation (Sumerian yeru,
'settlement'/Semitic ‘yry' 'to found, to lay a cornerstone') of the god Shalem", the god
Shalem was thus the original tutelary deity of the Bronze Age city.
The form Yerushalem or Yerushalayim (Jerusalem) first appears in the Bible, in the Book
of Joshua. According to a Midrash, the name is a combination of Yhwh Yir'eh ("God will
see to it", the name given by Abraham to the place where he began to sacrifice his son)
and the town "Shalem"
Wikipedia/Jerusalem/etymology

141 Jesus

In the Gospel of John chapter 9, we read the story of a man who was born blind
and miraculously cured by the Savior. Jesus made some mud and spread it on his
eyes and told him to go to Siloam and wash. Astoundingly, the blind man got his
sight back, “I was blind, but now I see.”
142 Jiva
See ‘Consciousness Categorization’
See ‘Primal Emergence’
“A conditioned & living entity”
Vasistha 685, 54, 55, 56, 122, 129, 190, 204, 231, 306

Jiva & Mind: Mind alone is this universe, mind alone is space. Mind is god. Mind alone
is friend and foe. When the consciousness forgets itself and undergoes modification and
psychological conditioning, it is known as the mind, which gives rise to birth and death.
This is known as the jiva – being that part of the infinite consciousness which has
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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assumed the character of an object of this consciousness… just a little enveloped by the
psychological conditioning. It is this jiva which moves away from the truth of the infinite
consciousness and by sinking deeper and deeper into the conditioning becomes involved
in the world-appearance.
Of course, the self is neither the jiva nor the body nor its components. The self is, like
space, independent of all these.
Vasistha 185

O Rama, the mind itself is the jiva. The mind experiences what it itself has projected out
of itself; and by that it is bound.
It is the state of the mind that determines the nature of the re-incarnation of the jiva.
Vasistha 186

Rama asked: O sage, kindly tell me the form, the nature, the location of the jiva, and its
relationship to the supreme self.
Vasistha replied: O Rama, it is the infinite consciousness that is known as the jiva when it
becomes aware of itself as the object (of itself as subject) on account of the notion it
entertains of itself. It is also known as cit or pure consciousness. This jiva is neither a
sub-atomic particle, nor is it gross and physical, nor void nor anything else. The
omnipresent pure consciousness is known as jiva when it experiences its own being. It is
more minute than an atom and larger than the largest. It is all and it is pure consciousness.
That is known as the jiva by the wise. Whatever object is experienced here is but its own
reflection so experienced by it. Whatever it thinks of, moment to moment, that it
experiences then and there. Such experiencing is the very nature of the jiva, even as
motion is the nature of wind. When such experiencing ceases, the jiva becomes Brahman.
On account of its nature as consciousness, when the jiva entertains the notion of egosense,
it builds time, space, motion, and substance, and functions in and through the body. It then
perceives all these unrealities within itself as if they were real, even as a person dreams of
his own death. Forgetting its own true nature, it then identifies itself with its own false
notions. It assumes an accidental relationship with the five senses and experiences their
function as if they were its own. It shines as the Purusha (indwelling presence) and virat
(cosmic person), endowed with these five faculties. This is still the subtle and mental
being and this is the first emanation from the supreme being.
This person arises of his own accord, grows, decays, expands, and contracts, then ceases
to be. He is of the nature of mind (notion or thought) and being subtle is known as the
Puryastaka (the eightfold city). This subtle being is small and large, manifest and
unmanifest, and pervades everything inside and out. His limbs are eight – the five senses
and mind for the sixth, the egosense and being-cum-non-being. All the Vedas have been
sung by him. By him have the modes or rules of conduct been laid down. All these prevail
even today.
His head is the highest of all, his feet are the netherworld, space is his belly, all the worlds
his sides, water his blood, the mountains and the earth are hid flesh, the rivers are hid
blood vessels, the directions are his arms, the stars are is hairs, the cosmic winds his
prana, his life-spark is the lunar sphere and his mind is the aggregate of all notions. His
self is the supreme self.
From this cosmic person or jiva other jivas arise and are distributed throughout the three
worlds. Brahma, Vishnu, Rudra, and others are its mental creations. The manifestation of
its thought-forms are the gods, the demons and the celestials. The jiva arose from
consciousness and that is its location. Thousands of such virat have arisen and will arise in
the future.
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The cosmic person (virat) is himself of the nature of a notion (concept, thought, etc).
Whatever notion is entertained by him appears to be embodied in the five elements in the
cosmic space… In the jiva is hidden the bliss of the self which it experiences as if
independent of itself. There arises in it its identification with the five elements for no
apparent reason. Yet the jiva continues to be the jiva, not really limited by these elements;
it is inside and outside these elements and their composition known as the body. But
veiled by its identification with the elements it does not see its true nature, even as a man
born blind does not see his way. Emancipation or moksha is the destruction of this
ignorance and the realisation of the independence of the jiva from these elements and the
egosense.
Vasistha 516, 517

143 Joseph’s Sons, Menashe & Ephraim
During Shabbat celebrations on Friday evening, Jewish fathers bless all their children
with the priestly blessing (Num. 6:24-26). The blessing for boys is:
“May God make you like Ephraim & Menashe”
Why are Joseph’s sons, rather than the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob(Israel)?
Two sons were born to Joseph in Egypt:
Menashe = ‘God has made me forget’
(Gen 41.51) The name, Menashe, is derived from the Hebrew root, “to cause to
forget”. Joseph wanted to forget all the suffering and affliction he went
through. That’s why he called his son, Menashe.
Ephraim = ‘God makes fruitful’
(Gen 41.52) The name, Ephraim, is derived from the Hebrew root, “to make
fruitful”. Joseph wanted to forget his suffering and move on – to become
fruitful & productive in the foreign land (of Egypt).
Moreover, Menashe & Ephraim are the first brothers in the Torah whose relationship is
not marked by rivalry and jealousy – a powerful testimony to the peace in Joseph’s heart
and Joseph’s house.
“May God make you like Ephraim & Menashe” Before leaving his body, Jacob chooses
his two grandchildren, Ephraim & Menashe, for the blessing across the ages.
Israel Biblical Studies.com

144 Jyotish : Vedic Astrology
Vedic Astrology is the astrology of India. It is said to have been intuitively perceived
thousands of years ago by the same ancient mystics who developed the various techniques
of meditation and yoga for which India is so well known. It is called "Jyotish", which
means "the light", because it is used to illumine the life, providing both practical and
spiritual insight.
The Veda
The term Vedic comes from the word Veda, which literally means knowledge. True
knowledge is said to be transcendental, and the real experience of "the Veda" can only be
directly perceived by the enlightened mind. Out of compassion for mankind, however,
ancient seers composed four sets of hymns called the Vedas, which are expressions of
various aspects of knowledge such as philosophy, yoga, meditation, healing, and other
sciences. They are designed to help humanity in the quest for happiness, peace and
fulfillment. Jyotish, which technically is a Vedanga or limb of the Vedas, is considered to
be "the eye of the Veda", the science which helps one see the life path. It is the mother of
all other sciences. It includes Astronomy, mathematics, cosmology, omenology, the
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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setting of auspicious times, divination based on questions, and the interpretation of
horoscopes. According to Prashna Marga, a great classic of Vedic Astrology, the proper
study of this science leads one to "the acquisition of wealth, karmic merit, salvation,
respect and fame."
Astronomy and Mythology
The original jyotishis were both expert astronomers and enlightened sages. They made
their calculations directly, by looking up at the heavens. Using stone observatories, sun
dials and various other simple astronomical tools, they mapped the heavens and
accurately plotted the movements of planets. For thousands of years, they watched the
night sky and divided the zodiac into various divisions, including signs (sections of 30
degrees), Nakshatras (13 degrees 20 minutes), Navamshas (3 degrees 20 minutes) and
even Shashtyamshas (tiny sections of 1/2 degree). They went on to describe the forms and
symbols they could see in the heavens and they linked each planet, sign and constellation
with a particular god or goddess. They meditated deeply and began to tell the stories of
these gods based on the symbols they saw in the heavens. These stories were told and
retold down through the ages around campfires, in temples, and finally, some of them
were written down. They are myths and stories full of symbolism, which illumine basic
psychological archetypes. In this way, Jyotish has always had a strong story-telling
foundation. Mastering Jyotish requires more than a mere technical understanding of the
subject. It requires a thorough grounding in vedic philosophy and mythology, an
undertaking that, by itself, could take a lifetime. The artful use of storytelling by the vedic
astrologer will touch the deepest chord within the client, linking him to his own personal
mythology.
The Four Aims of Life
The ancient seers who developed Jyotish possessed deep wisdom, but they were also very
practical. They sought to solve the age-old problem of human suffering by providing tools
such as yoga, meditation, Ayurveda and Vedic Astrology, which assist men and women in
their quests for happiness and fulfillment. Ultimately, all of these tools aim at producing
enlightenment, a state of consciousness characterized by infinite bliss, unbounded
awareness, deep abiding peace and freedom. Yet the ancient seers understood that, for the
average person, the path towards enlightenment need not be one of austerity and
deprivation. They outlined four worthwhile aims of life, dharma (law, duty or purpose)
artha (material wealth) kama (desire, pleasure, affection, emotion) and moksha (liberation
or spiritual freedom). They designed Jyotish as a tool that helps a person achieve all of
these aims so that life, in both spiritual and material aspects, can be a joyous event
culminating in enlightenment.
History of Jyotish
The ancient India that produced the Vedas was located in the northwestern section of
modern India now called the Punjab. While most conventional historians assign the Vedas
to the period between 1500 and 900 BC, modern archeological evidence suggests that
they are much older, and that the Vedic culture may even be more than 8000 years old.
This ancient civilization centered around 7 rivers, the largest of which was called the
Saraswati. This was a fertile agricultural land, where crops thrived and trade flourished.
As villages and cities began to grow, two cities in particular, Harappa and Mohenjodaro
became great centers of civilization. These cities were highly developed, with an
organized political structure. They were laid out in a meticulous geometric pattern. They
had brick houses, some with bathrooms, where the inhabitants bathed using a pitcher of
water that drained out of the house into an intricate drainage system. Only the Roman
drainage systems, more than 2000 years later, compared with those of ancient India. The
inhabitants of these cities were multi-ethnic, and several languages were spoken there.
The people were also skilled in Mathematics. They were farmers, merchants, seafarers,
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priests, artisans, and crafts people of various kinds. In short, the cities of ancient India
were highly developed and sophisticated by ancient standards.
Around 2000 BC, however, due to catastrophic geological changes, the Saraswati River
and its tributaries dried up. This led to a migration to the Ganges River valley, which
became the center of the cultural development that produced Modern India. The Rig
Veda, the most ancient of the 4 Vedic Texts was written well before this cataclysm. Its
text constantly refers to the land of 7 rivers and specifically to the Saraswati.The life of
Krishna and all the events depicted in the great epic, The Mahabharata, also took place in
this region, probably about 3000 BC. The Rig Veda also mentions specific astronomical
configurations which suggest that Vedic culture might even have existed as early as 6000
to 7000 BC.
Although there is no archeological evidence that Vedic texts were in existence at that
time, it is well known that Vedas were originally preserved through an oral tradition. At
first, fathers taught their sons. The secrets of Vedic astrology were memorized and
jealously guarded within families. Later, many astrological works were written down, first
on palm leaves and later in books.
One of the most important ancient astrological works is the Brihat Parashara Hora
Shastra, which is attributed to the great sage, Parashara, who lived at the time of the
Mahabharata war, about 3000 BC. Although Parashara is taken by many astrologers to be
the Father of Vedic astrology, references in the Rig Veda suggest that Jyotish was a
developed science even before Parashara's time.It is also more likely that Parashara's Hora
Shastra was a compilation of the writings of astrologers who belonged to Parashara's
lineage and was actually written down much later, probably evolving into its present form
by couple of thousand years after Parashara's time.
In this way, the ancient science of Jyotish has been passed down through a tradition that
has lasted for more than 10,000 years. It also has the distinction of being practiced in
essentially the same way since ancient times.
James Kelleher James@JamesKelleher.com · 2016.08

145 Journey – The Last Phase
An expansion of explanation (to the extent, if any, helpful) necessarily preparatory to a
proper understanding of:
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From
Vigilance to Peace p114 (Soft Cover)

“Although you can love the Sonship only as one, you can perceive it as fragmented”
1. Infinity is One; a Oneness. Indivisible, inseparable, limitless. But when (pursuant to
a desire [Venus] that arises in its breast) Infinity seeks to know Itself, it of necessity
notionally divides Itself into two: a separate subject to do the knowing and a separate
object be known. (It is essential to remember that this division & separation is
notional, not real. Infinity, being infinite will not be divided. Infinity will not have
boundaries, will not accept boundaries, will not be limited in any way – by boundaries
or otherwise. That being the case, Infinity, which is infinitely powerful – omniscient,
while seemingly dividing Itself into two (subject & object) for the purpose of knowing
Itself, renders all of its Infinite Self as Subject (without limits, including boundaries
for separation and division) while simultaneously [because there is no time in Infinity …nor
space, nor any other attribute] rendering all of its Infinite Self as Object, rendering thus
Infinite Consciousness. A Oneness of Consciousness … a Consciousness of
Omniscience and Omnipotence… as Infinity knows Its Infinite Self Infinitely. The
Oneness remains One although there is a perception of division, of separation, of
relativity (subject relative to object, and one relative to two; and of dimensions [akasha
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the dimension of space [here and there] and of time [the time to travel between the

seemingly separate here and there, between the subject here, and the object there].

And so re-dawns on us the recollection and realisation that the Oneness is never
replaced, with fragmentation or with anything else. Although there may arise a
perception of fragmentation and relativity, it is merely a perception. A perception of
fragmentation within the Oneness; a perception of finity within the Infinity. When we
see the beautiful tree, it is I [seemingly separate subject divided from and relative to the seemingly
separate object divided from and relative to me] seeing the tree. I knowing the tree. Subject and
object. Subject relative to object. I relative to the tree. It is inevitable that as such, as
long as I see the tree and perceive it to be separate from me, I must overlook the
Oneness, the reality of Oneness. The very fact that I perceive the tree means that I
have eclipsed the Oneness (the reality of Oneness) in order to see or perceive the tree.
In order to see the tree, to perceive the tree, I must of necessity believe the tree to
exist. If I don’t believe the tree to exist, it won’t exist. I have total, absolute, faith that
the tree exists… and hence it exists. In order to have such total absolute faith in the
existence of the seemingly separate tree, separate from me, I must of necessity have
total, absolute faith in the ‘non-existence’ of Oneness. If I have total, absolute faith in
the reality of Oneness (Infinity) then the tree cannot really exist, and I cannot render it
into existence by seeing it.
If I accept the reality of infinity, then nothing can exist outside of infinity. There is no
outside (or inside) of infinity. Infinity has no boundary or border outside of which to
exist. Infinity is unlimited… limitless, that is it has no border or boundary to limit it.
There is no border to define an inside or outside. Everything exists inside of infinity;
infinity has no outside of it. Indeed, it doesn’t have an inside (in the sense that implies
there must also be a relative outside). In the same way that the oneness of infinity
doesn’t imply that that there is somewhere a second relative to its oneness. Oneness
cannot be defined in words, because words are relative; words are of the relative
domain. And we must remember that we are trying to articulate in relative words the
absolute domain, and words are quite inadequate for that. The words serve to expand
the mind in a transcendent leap from the relative to the absolute wherein the
understanding lies.
So we understand, then, that everything rests in the Oneness of Infinity, and that
creation does not emerge from Infinity but subsists within (so to speak) Infinity and
remains within the Oneness of Infinity although perceived as separate. And once we
have the perceived duality of subject and object, then follows inevitably the perceived
relativity of an infinity (so to speak) of relativity… one relative not only to two but to
all the relative numbers in the number line (…infinitely so), and to all the relative
paraphernalia of the phenomena of Being in Consciousness. From infinity at the start
(so to speak) of the number line and infinity at the end (so to speak) of the number
line. From infinity at the largest of the dimension of space to infinity at the smallest
dimension of space (larger than the largest and smaller than the smallest) – the
dimension of space starting in infinity and ending in infinity…and never leaving
infinity at any point. Similarly the dimension of time.
And in that consciousness of infinity – the Oneness of Infinite Consciousness
knowing the Infinite Oneness of Itself, the Oneness of the Infinite Consciousness
seems to fragment into a near infinity of fragmentation. A near infinity of separate
objects relative to a near infinity of separate subjects.

“Although you can love the Sonship only as one, you can perceive it as fragmented”
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2. Love is Self-Love, a Love of the Self. There is only Oneness in Infinity, that is the
reality. Fragmentation is a notion, a dream, a mirage, in the Oneness of Infinity.
There being only a Oneness, a Oneness of Infinity, and there arising in the breast of
the Infinite a desire to know Itself, so motivated it knows itself. The desire to know
Itself, and the resultant or concomitant act of knowing of Itself, is the desire [Venus] of
Self-Love and the act [Mars] of Self-Love. This is a joyous experience; this is the
motivation and its pure experience. But there being only a Oneness, the Love is a
Oneness, the motivation is a Oneness, and the act of Self-Love (the knowing of Self)
is a Oneness.
Like the Oneness of the Infinite Consciousness, the Holy Spirit, there is only a
Oneness of Love. And like all seemingly fragmented consciousness is an expression
of the Oneness of Infinite Consciousness (within Itself), so too all seemingly
fragmented love is an expression of the Oneness of Infinite Self-Love. And so, as we
strive to break the (understandable) habit of forgetting the Oneness as we believe (with
total faith) in the reality of the perceived fragmented object, we have to re-learn to
transcend the relative ‘reality’ created by the ego of our subject, so that we no longer
see the object projected from the subject of our ego, but we see the larger picture of
seeing our ego projecting the object and thus seeing it, while we simultaneously
realise the larger reality that
• We (our ego/subject) are an indivisible, inseparable partless-part of the Infinite
Oneness as It (the Infinite Oneness) knows Itself (its Infinite Oneness) Infinitely
• The object we are experiencing is no less an indivisible, inseparable partless-part
of the Infinite Oneness as It (the Infinite Oneness) knows Itself (its Infinite
Oneness) Infinitely
• The consciousness that arises from the intercourse between perceived subject and
perceived object (the experience of consciousness, of awareness) is also no less an
indivisible, inseparable partless-part of the Infinite Oneness as It (the Infinite
Oneness) knows Itself Infinitely
As it is put in Sanskrit The Samhita14 of Rishi15, Devata16, and Chandas17. In the
Vedas the scientific concept of Subject, Object, and Consciousness as the experience
of intercourse between Subject and Object, is always preceded with the word Samhita
in order to emphasise the indivisible, inseparable Oneness of Subject, Object, and the
experience arising from the intercourse of the two. And so, love is the experience of
knowing OneSelf. When we say we love something or someone, we are saying that
we are experiencing Self-Love, i.e. we are experiencing the Self knowing the Self.
And although it may manifest or express in the finite relative domain as loving
something or someone outside of and separate from oneself, there is no separation in
reality, no ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ (etc). There is just a Oneness, and Love is that
Oneness knowing Itself. It may seem to manifest and express as fragmented love, but
that is just the notion within the Oneness. The fragmentation seems to occur within
the Oneness without fragmenting from the Oneness, and the love seems to occur as a
special love of one seemingly fragmented part for another seemingly fragmented part
(with the remainder of the fragmented part unloved). What may be called special love
and which, given the underlying reality of Oneness, doesn’t really exist (like finity or
separation or fragmentation doesn’t really exist) and there is really just a Oneness of
Love… which is Self-Love. As there is just a Oneness of Mind, which is Oneness or
Infinity knowing Itself. The division and separation, and the concomitant dimensions
Samhita – without a gap, i.e. indivisible, inseparable (Sanskrit)
Rishi – Subject (Sanskrit)
16
Devata – Experience of knowing (Sanskrit); an almost transcendental experience
17
Chandas – Object (the Moon); mind, the thing being known (Sanskrit)
14
15
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[akasha] is a perception of division and separation and the concomitant perception of
dimensions [akasha], it is not real. The reality is the underlying Oneness; or to put it

another way, the reality is that the perceived fragmentation is real only as understood
within the reality of fragmentation’s existence within unfragmented Oneness. And
Love is the desire of the Oneness for Itself, for the Oneness, and the experience of the
Oneness knowing Itself, the Oneness.

“Although you can love the Sonship only as one, you can perceive it as fragmented”
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace p114 ( Soft Cover)

3. Sight/Object Focussed v Revelation.

“It is impossible, however, to see something in part of it that you will not attribute to
all of it”
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace p114 ( Soft Cover)

In order to see one thing in the phenomenal relative universe (e.g. the tree) we must
ignore the reality of Oneness (we must eclipse it) and we must replace that reality with
a reality in our minds (which we must do with total faith) that we (as subject/ego) exist
and that the tree (as object/chandas) exists. We must believe the tree exists as a reality
and we must believe that we exist as a separate reality. We must have faith (total faith)
that the tree exists and that we exist. Doing this, our minds – which are omnipotent,
being an indivisible, inseparable part of the Infinite Mind, the Infinite Consciousness –
bring the tree into existence relative to ourselves as subjects seeing the tree as object…
but only relative to ourselves as subjects seeing the tree as object. So long as we (as
subjects/egos) see the tree (as object), we and the tree exist in this phenomenal relative
universe, and doing so (in order to do so) we ignore the reality of Oneness. Oneness,
however, being the underlying reality, whatever we perceive in the tree (or our spouse,
our friend, our enemy, or the world at large) we attribute to the entire Infinite
underlying reality.
Like the holograph, whatever we see in any part of it is attributable to the whole (that
is why it is called a holograph). And we can take any part of the holograph – not
matter how small a part – and that small part contains and will recreate the entire
holograph. The Oneness is Infinite, it is not divisible, separable, no seeming ‘part’ of it
is discrete. Each seeming part of it is the entire Infinite Consciousness seemingly
contained in that small part in order to be a limited object to a limited subject for
perception, but only seemingly so. If we hate the perceived enemy, we hate the entire
Infinite Consciousness (…including ourselves – we hate ourselves); if we attack the
perceived enemy, we attack the entire Infinite Consciousness (…including ourselves –
we attack Ourselves)
4. Self-Perception

“By not seeing you as you are (the ego) can see itself as it wants to be.”
“What you are is not established by your perception, and is not influenced by it at
all”
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace p116 ( Soft Cover)

Always it comes back to seeing the Oneness. Seeing the fragmentation as ‘merely’ the
Infinite Oneness of Infinite Consciousness seeing Itself, knowing Itself. If we don’t
see the Oneness, if we become captured by the objects we desire to see – and therefore
see (i.e. we become prisoners of our ego…who are prisoners of the objects they see).
If we see only the object, then we define ourselves by our perceptions, and we form a
perception of ourselves. But our perceptions are not real. The Reality is the Infinite
Self of which we are at all times and everywhere an indivisible inseparable part serving
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the Infinite Consciousness as an tool or servant or agent or amanuensis of the Infinite
serving the Infinite’s desire to know Itself. Once we know who we are, we realise our
Infinity, our Omnipotence, our Omniscience, our Perfection…and problems dissipate,
naturally and effortlessly. So long as we remain ignorant of our Identity, we are slave
to our little perceptions of ourselves, and fundamentally knowing that our perceptions
are nothing, we fear the vulnerability of our self-perceptions, we fear, we are insecure,
and we open the door to all the goblins and demons which insecurity and fear unleash.
…Rahu.
“What you are is not established by your perception, and is not influenced by it at all.
Perceived problems in identification at any level are not problems of fact. They are
problems of understanding, since their presence implies a belief that what you are is up
to you to decide. The ego believes this totally, being fully committed to it. It is not
true. The ego therefore is totally committed to untruth, perceiving in total
contradiction to the Holy Spirit and to the knowledge of God.”
5. The (Infinite) Power of the Mind

“Your thinking has done this because of its power.” (That is it has created a notion of
reality, which doesn’t really exist; the tree exists only because we believe it exists – we have
total faith that it exists.) “But your thinking can also save you from this because its
power is not of your making. Your ability to direct your thinking as you choose is
part of its power. If you do not believe you can do this you have denied the power of
your thought, and thus rendered it powerless in your belief.”
“The ingeniousness of the ego to preserve itself is enormous, but it stems from the
very power of the mind the ego denies. This means that the ego attacks what is
preserving it, which must result in extreme anxiety. That is why the ego never
recognises what it is doing. It is perfectly logical but clearly insane. The ego draws
upon the one source that is totally inimical to its existence for its existence. Fearful
of perceiving the power of this source, it is forced to depreciate it. This, however,
threatens its own existence, a state which it finds intolerable. Remaining logical but
still insane, the ego resolves this completely insane dilemma in a completely insane
way. It does not perceives its existence threatened if it projects the threat onto you,
and perceiving your being as non-existent. This ensures the ego’s continuance if you
side with it, by guaranteeing that you will not know your own Safety.”
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace p116 ( Soft Cover)

The source of ego is Infinity, the Source of All. And as we have demonstrated, nothing
exists outside of infinity, which has no boundaries outside of which to exist. Thus, when
we say source that does not mean that the phenomenon of which we speak leaves the
source and then exists outside of it – divided and separate from the source. The source
being infinite the phenomenon created in the source continues to exist as a creation within
the source, indivisible and inseparable from it. There is indeed no outside of it. That is
the logic of infinity, that is the reality once one is blessed to rise to understand infinity.
However, given that reality it would mean that there could be no consciousness other than
Infinite Consciousness because there could be no subject separate from object in order to
give rise to the dynamic of consciousness (of awareness, of devata) arising from the
intercourse of subject and object. So the Infinity, the Infinite Consciousness of Infinity,
lends (so to speak) – invests, if you prefer – a notion of separateness (Saturn)… and voila
consciousness/awareness is created… or seems to be created. And the seemingly separate
subject can see the seemingly separate object and be aware of it, conscious of it. And that
seeming subject is called the ego.
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But this gives the ego a fundamental problem. The Source of the ego is in the Infinite.
The Infinite is its Creator. The ego’s very existence and all of its power comes from the
Infinite. Paradoxically, however, in order to exist and the very mechanics of the ego’s
existence is in denying Infinity, or at lease eclipsing Infinity out. This is the fundamental
conflict of Life. The fundamental paradox. That which is the very source of
consciousness, of awareness, of life, must, in order to give consciousness, awareness, life
itself, be denied or at least eclipsed.
This fundamental conflict, this fundamental paradox, is the source and cause of all
insecurity, all fear, all ignorance, and all the terrible consequences of such ignorance,
including mental illness and physical illness, and attack on all forms of life who seem to
challenge our ego’s existence. But the resolution of the fundamental conflict is the
panacea that heals all illness because it heals all ignorance. If ignorance is healed totally,
and totally means without limits…infinitely, then the erstwhile ignorant acquire
knowledge, and the knowledge is not merely relative knowledge, it is total knowledge, it
is infinite knowledge, …it is revelation. And revelation is wisdom, and enlightenment.
Easier said than done, but we stretch to break the habit – entrenched from innumerable
incarnations of ignorance in relativity, until we are blessed to incarnate into a lifetime that
considers the simple reality of infinity, from which we remember the reality of Infinity
and its Oneness …and an exalted and well-placed desire (Venus) to re-learn the reality of
reconciliation of the finite relative with the Infinite Absolute. To relearn and realise the
Infinite Consciousness in all seemingly finite consciousness. To relearn and realise the
Holy Spirit in all relativity. To see everything in the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit in
everything.
“He who sees Me in everything
And everything in Me
I am not lost to him
And he is not lost to Me”
And
"The ignorant live in their minds
The enlightened live in Sat18”
The Bhagavad Ghita

We stretch to relearn and realize that we don’t live from the relative ego (subject/body),
and project out to the relative objects (the objective world). We live in the Holy Spirit
(the Ruach Hakodesh), in the Mind of God, and we expand out from there in an eternal
Act of Self-Knowledge of the Infinite Consciousness. And our finite consciousness of
ego and object is servant or amanuensis to the Infinite Consciousness. In practice, instead
of seeing the tree, we see ourselves seeing the tree. From this experience we can
understand the sense (to use that word loosely or paradoxically) that there we are
something outside of our bodies from where we can view our bodies with eyeless eyes.
From that sense we understand that we are the Infinite Consciousness, the Holy Spirit
which imbues our bodies indeed is our bodies (or better still, our minds). And from there
we understand that that same Oneness of Infinite Consciousness, Holy Spirit, is also the
intelligence which imbues (which is) the objects experienced by our bodies. It is us and it
is the tree which we see. And it is the experience which is the product of the intercourse
between us (as subjects) and the tree as object.
6. Infinity, The Ultimate Power & Paradox

18

Sat – The Holy Spirit
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“Your thinking has done this because of its power. But your thinking can also save
you from this because its power is not of your making. Your ability to direct your
thinking as you choose is part of its power. If you do not believe you can do this you
have denied the power of your thought, and thus rendered it powerless in your
belief.”
“The ingeniousness of the ego to preserve itself is enormous, but it stems from the
very power of the mind the ego denies.”
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace p116 ( Soft Cover)

The Infinite has infinite power (and everything else infinitely). It is omnipotent.
Exercising that very omnipotence, it can consider itself limited, weak, finite, …anything.
Having so considered itself, it becomes that, by dint of its very omnipotence. Then arises
the question: Is the omnipotent now weak (etc) forever, or does it retain its supremacy (in
the background so to speak) and thus at any time can revert (so to speak) to its
omnipotence. To put it better, it doesn’t revert to its omnipotence, it retained its
omnipotence at all times, it merely eclipsed its continuing omnipotence in order to
experience weakness, limitedness, finiteness. However, in order to eclipse its
omnipotence, the omnipotent infinite had to totally believe that it was limited, finite, and
weak. It had to have total faith in such limitedness, finiteness, and weakness in order to
create it…in the sense of making it seem to exist.
If (which seems to be that case) the Infinite omnipotence (and omniscience, etc) never
relinquishes its supremacy but merely eclipses it in order to experience finite relativity
through finite relative consciousness and awareness, then the Infinite can at any time
transcend the perceived or notional eclipse and permit its Infinite Supremacy to radiate
through from Infinite Consciousness to finite relative consciousness (which anyway is
totally sourced in and informed by Infinite Consciousness) unblocked or untrammeled in
any way. However, in order to transcend the eclipse, the Infinite has to transcend its own
infinite power (its omniscience) which created the eclipse. The Infinite does not do this in
Itself – which never left Itself (so to speak) – it does so in its relative agent which walks in
Its Self-Knowledge Exercise in order to experience the Self-Knowledge as a relative
experience of Self-awareness and Self-consciousness. This is both a simple effortless
exercise because the Infinite remains Infinite, and it is a complex and difficult exercise
because the Infinite must overcome its own infinite omnipotence which it put in place in
the creation by bringing the full weight of its omnipotence to bear in the exercise of
totally believing in the eclipse and having total faith in the notional reality of relativity.
That is why one talks of transcendence, which reconciles the perceived or notional
relativity. And this is why the exercise of meditation is essential.
7. Relative Knowledge & Revelation

“The ego cannot afford to know anything. Knowledge is total, and the ego does
not believe in totality. This unbelief is its origin… Love is your power, which the
ego must deny, (including) everything this power gives you because it gives you
everything. No one who has everything wants the ego. Its own maker, then, does
not want it. Rejection is therefore the only decision the ego could possibly
encounter, if the mind that made it knew itself. And if it recognised any part of
the Sonship, it would know itself.”
The ego therefore opposes all appreciation, all recognition, all sane perception,
and all knowledge. It perceives their threat as total, because it senses that all
commitments the mind makes are total . Forced, therefore, to detach itself from
you, it is willing to attach itself to anything else. But there is nothing else. The
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mind can, however, make up illusions, and if it does so it will believe in them,
because that is how it made them.”
All relative knowledge is belief in illusions. Belief in the ego (as subject) seeing its object
forgetting that both subject and object are manifestations and expressions (illusions if you
prefer) of the Infinite which is its Creator and which it never leaves, remaining timelessly
eternally in it and an inseparable part of it. True knowledge is Revelation – the Infinite
infinitely knowing Its infinite Self. Infinite Self-Knowledge, Infinite Consciousness, the
Mind of God expressing through the Holy Spirit.
146 Judah
The worldwide community of Bible followers – Jews and Christians alike – see
themselves as descended from the sons of Jacob, the twelve tribes of Israel. Among these
twelve sons, the most significant is certainly the fourth in line: Judah. He was not the
oldest of the sons, but he was the most influential. His descendants founded the capital of
their Kingdom of Judah in a small hilltop city called Jerusalem.
Following the destruction of the Temple, the entire nation acquired the name of the
“Judeans.” What does "Judean" mean? In Genesis, the matriarch Leah “conceived again
and bore a son, and said, "This time I will praise the Lord, therefore she named him
Judah” (Gen 29:35). In English this name is just a collection of arbitrary sounds. But in
fact, the word for praising or thanking someone in Hebrew is "hodaya". Leah says “I will
praise” – odeh – and names Judah – Yehuda.
eTeacherBiblical, Israel

147 Kali Yuga
When the knowledge of yoga is lost or distorted, the sap (of sat) withdraws and the
branches become brittle, whither and eventually die. These are times of spiritual drought,
the dark nights of the soul when humanity is cut off from itself and the Divine. The
Puranas, India’s oldest sources of mythological lore, call them kali yuga, the times of
blackness, when (tamas) and the goddess of destruction stalks the land and ignorance and
suffering prevail.
This is how the Vishnu Purana describes these times of spiritual aridity:
“Society reaches a stage where property confers rank, wealth becomes the only source of
virtue, passion the sole bond of union between husband and wife, falsehood the source of
success in life, sex the only means of enjoyment and outer trappings are mistaken for
inner religion.”
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p18

148Karma & Reincarnation
…When that great experience, when that absolute bliss, becomes the sustained experience
of life, desires have no chance to spring up, desires of the relative order.
And it is the desires of the relative order that fascinate the man for this and this. And as
long as this fascination to achieve this and to achieve this will continue, so long will
continue the cycle of birth and death (samsara). Because, if all the desires are not
satisfied and this machinery (this body) fails to function, that means we have some
unfulfilled desires there in the mind. Those unfulfilled desires cannot be fulfilled now
through this body because this body is now failing. It doesn’t matter if this house is
falling down; we continue to live in the mind which erects another house.
So if there are desires and the body is not able to satisfy them because the body is dying
and ceasing to function, we create a new body just as we build a new house.
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So we build a house – the purpose is to fulfill all desires. We build the house, from the
childhood we build the house and then go on; gradually experiencing all those unfulfilled
desires of the past life for which we took this body.
This is the theory of Karma: we did some action, and those actions created an impression
of their value in the mind. And they are impressions. Some time when we have seen this
flower and we found that it is beautiful – to the eye aesthetically and to the nose
fragrantly, and perhaps to the touch tactilely – and when we see the flower now again, the
desire to experience the flower through the senses arises, and we move to repeat the
remembered experiences through all the relevant senses: we look at the flower, we reach
to touch it, we stretch to smell its aroma. And again the impression of the flower goes
into the mind; again some flower appeals and again and again the action is done.
So the action and its experience leave an impression in the mind, and that mind comes up
and rises up a desire to do the action and experience its values again. That action is again
done. That experience leaves an impression again. Again the desire comes up …and we
have the revolving cycle of samsara.
As long as the action will leave the impression of the value in the mind, so long will
continue the chain of action and impression and desire. As long as the action and
impression and desire continue, so long will continue the cycle of birth and death, because
at the time of death the desire will come up, and that desire will lead us to take birth
again, get a fresh framework, get a fresh body. Through that new fresh body we (our
minds) seek to fulfill the unfulfilled desire. And the cycle runs seamlessly on: the new
desire and its action reaching for fulfillment and its impression again leaves an
impression, and at the time of death again that impression comes up as an unfulfilled
desire… and so it goes on indefinitely, the cycle of impression, action, desire – samsara,
the cycle of birth and death.
When eventually, we are blessed to come to meditation and through meditation we
experience the bliss of the Self, the mind becomes contented with the whole of the infinite
Self – holistically. The mind becomes contented because it has then, through meditation,
experienced the whole infinite experience, the desire is fulfilled. When the mind is
contented through the experience of infinite bliss for all desires holistically, all desires
(relative desires) are satisfied. There is no chance for any (relative) desire to rise up,
because the sweet taste of a sweet meal which is of a lower degree (relative) cannot wipe
out the infinite holistic impression and make its little impression.
So all that which we begin to experience in the relative world is just like that experience
where we pass through market and see thousands of things in the market (in the relative
world), we experience the thousands of things, everything we see is experienced, but
nothing is desired and they are forgotten because we have experienced the holistic infinite
greatness of the transcendent which cannot be surpassed…cannot be equated or
compared. And that becomes the status of the meditating mind experiencing the
(ineffable) transcendent – when there is bliss all the time, everything is experienced in the
outside relative dualistic world but nothing is carried home. Gone to market, everything
seen, nothing brought home.
This is the condition when that great experience of the bliss comes to be lived
continuously, for all times, day and night, through the wakeful state and dreaming state.
All stages of life when it becomes pervaded, then the man is said to rise to cosmic
consciousness.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, 1959
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So long as the soul of man is encased in one, two, or three body-containers, sealed tightly
with the corks of ignorance and desires, he cannot merge with the sea of Spirit. When the
gross physical receptacle is destroyed by the hammer of death, the other two coverings astral and causal - still remain to prevent the soul from consciously joining the
Omnipresent Life. When desirelessness (nirvikalpa and nirvikalpa Samadhi) is attained
through wisdom, its power disintegrates the two remaining vessels. The tiny human soul
emerges, free at last; it is one with the Measureless Amplitude.
The Autobiography of a Yogi, Yogananda

149 King of Swords : Tarot
The King of Swords signifies the epitome of intellectual power, and represents judgement,
command and rulership. His character indicates the stern leadership of a judge, lawyer or
military commander, whose emotions must be kept in check during the pressure of battle.
The King of Swords is a combination of the positive air energy of the Swords suit and the
regal and authoritative person of the king.
The King of Swords, the epitome of intellectual authority, or authoritative intellect. He
can absorb and work with information of all kinds. He is master of reason and logic, and
analyses any problem with ease. He works out solutions and explains them lucidly to
others. He cuts through the confusion and creates the clarity needed, and he speaks with
eloquence and insight. He is always truthful and can be relied on to handle any situation
fairly and honourably. In judgment, he renders and impartial and just decision. He is
incorruptible and lives by the highest ethical standards. He encourages those around him
to do the same, and they often live up to his expectations.
150 King of Wands : Tarot
The King of Wands signifies a dynamic, ‘fiery’, creative, strong person. A born leader and a
wise, caring and good role model. He never goes with the flow, but always embarks on a
unique, direct, and strong course of action.
He is the chief masculine spirit of the Fire Dimension or Kingdom, and is linked with the
astrological fire signs, Aries, Leo and Sagittarius. Typically, he is vital, freedom loving,
ambitious and humorous. His companion, the Dragon, symbolizes his power and connects him
with the Celtic mythological Pendragon, a name associated with the legendary King Arthur,
meaning Chief.
151 Kees, Letters to Kees
Relative to Kriya Yoga. While I respect it as an excellent technique of meditation, it is
one of many. There are other techniques of equally excellent credentials; none of them
claims monopoly. I was introduced to Kriya, although unofficially some 16 odd years
ago, at the same time that I was introduced to Sattipattana and Vipissana; since then I
have studied almost every technique, and tried a number. My experience in the
comparison was the same as my experience in the comparison of the various organized
and named religions. They all seek the same thing; only the pursuit is different (slightly).
Indeed, the pursuit may not even be different. Is the musician’s art different to that of the
painter, sculptor, poet, dancer? They all seek and express beauty and harmony but each
finds his unique calling through his unique resonance. The sculptor cannot suggest to the
musician that the latter would be better served by pursuing sculpting… and the dancer
must needs dance.
Yoga is Oneness: Oneness without a Second – Infinity; and the technique of yoga is to
achieve communion with our Oneness, our Infinity that is our essential immanence and
transcendence at the same time. And there are various techniques of yoga: Bhakti Yoga –
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the yoga of devotion, in which the disciple and practitioner seeks communion with
infinity (with the Divine, he would prefer to say) through a sense of devotion. Karma
Yoga – the yoga of action, communion through good actions (in Kabbalah/Judaism it is
called Mitzvot, following the laws). Jnana Yoga – the yoga of the intellect, the yoga of
knowledge, the yoga hopefully of wisdom. The last, Jnana, is the most difficult, and it is
my resonance.
Some yogas (perhaps most) use sound in some or other form – as a mantra or a gong or
similar on which to concentrate in order to still the mind. Some yogas use sight in some or
other form – as a mandala (a pattern or a candle flame, etc) on which to concentrate in
order to still the mind. The famous Whirling Dervishes of the Sufi’s use a form of dance,
as do inter alios the American Indians. Each uses a technique to achieve the same object;
and the choice of technique depends on the personality of the person and the culture in
which he resonates. The technique of Jnana is to understand, and to use that
understanding as a foundation, a conduit, and a means to reach something which is
beyond understanding. It is a paradox; but then so are the other techniques – they all use a
splinter to remove a splinter: devotion to get even beyond devotion, action to get beyond
action, etc.
The techniques of yoga are designed to still the mind; to gently guide the mind from its
undisciplined hopping from one thought to another, like a monkey from branch to branch.
Mind is the division between thinker/subject and thought/object. There cannot be a
thought (object) without a thinker (subject) and vice versa. Subject/thinker and his
thought/object are in bondage to each other. They are totally reliant and dependent on
each other. Remove the one and the other disappears. Mind belongs to the World of
Relativity (subject relative to object), not to the absolute, infinite domain of ineffability.
The object of the exercise is to touch the infinite reality that is as much of our reality as
the relative reality. This paradox is grace. And if we are blessed to achieve it, we touch
grace and we hopefully imbue our relative lives with it. We become graceful…
Jnana teaches that the subject/thinker and object/thought are not separate and divided; at a
certain level the separation and division which is essential for thought (and for
consciousness, awareness, intellect, itself) dissipates and merges into the infinite from
which it (seemingly) emerged. Self-reference is the hallmark of yoga, of meditation. The
subject is the object and vice versa, thinker/thought… “I think therefor I am” “Manas”
Sanskrit for ‘mind’ for ‘man.’ When the mind is stilled down to one thought (obviously
this cannot be done while the mind is superficially hopping from thought to thought like a
monkey from branch to branch or like a cork on an ocean), that one thought can be taken
to the boundary of the finite relative where it is realised as being a self-reference between
the apparent dichotomy. This realisation is no longer intellectual, it is mystical; or
perhaps it may be better to say that the thinker, thinking at the boundary between
relativity and absolute/infinite, senses, as he crosses over the boundary backwards and
forwards, the fact that both the thinker/subject and the thought/object actually retain their
infinity: That the infinity is actually not lost in the relative, that it imbues the relative, it is
immanent in the relative, it informs the relative; and if this is realised, then the relative is
informed with all the omniscience of the infinite, all the omnipotence of the infinite. If the
infinite/absolute is not lost when in the relative, then that relative is touched with grace. It
is blessed with grace…
You talk of Kriya Yoga. Let me talk of Sattipattana and Vipissana. The former is the
Buddhist (and identical) equivalent of the Vedic latter. Both are lesser intellectual
practices of Jnana Yoga. Jnana Yoga (the intellectual understanding, the Sankhya
philosophy, that I have tried to quickly and concisely articulate above), actually brings
one to the intellectual realisation of what the practices of Sattipattana and Vipissana
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actually are. Both meditation practices guide the practitioner to become aware of and to
focus on his bodily sensations (particularly but not exclusively breathing) and to still the
mind by such one-pointed focus eventually. Such awareness and focus becomes over
time more subtle, and the practitioner can become aware – self referentially – of his
emotional sensations, and of his thoughts… he becomes a witness to them… the
realisation dawns after a silent while that the body is not a concrete substance, it is merely
a location (a locus, a fulcrum, a locus of embodiment) within the infinite at which locus
awareness/consciousness (infinite awareness/infinite consciousness) becomes aware or
conscious of itself… and knows itself. The distinction between ego and cosmic
consciousness… Ego: I think and therefor I am. Cosmic consciousness: The Infinite
thinks, and notionalises me as the necessarily relative tool for such purpose of thinking…
I am merely witness for the cosmic consciousness…
And then, let me mention a less happy perception. It is my perception, rightly or wrongly,
that the majority of meditators leave their meditations on their meditation cushions. It is
my perception, rightly or wrongly, that when I observe them in their lives between
meditations, they are not graceful. They do not appear to have been touched by grace. I
am unimpressed. I sometimes speculate that perhaps they are not achieving
transcendence in their meditations; but then I have seen some of them achieve the
beginnings of levitation in their meditations. So I speculate that perhaps they just leave
their meditation experience behind when they leave the meditation room. On the other
hand, I have witnessed people who “don’t meditate” and yet whose actions in their
everyday ongoing lives are spontaneously graceful – are touched with grace. This
perception and its significance in Jnana Yoga (the Yoga of Understanding and Wisdom) is
perhaps the most important lesson of all…
Writing this was a meditation in Jnana Yoga.
Jnana is not without love. Jnana is wisdom which enables and empowers knowledge –
gnostic knowledge – that permits the effortless wisdom of distinction that Love is SelfLove. The subtle distinction is in the nature of it. How would you distinguish, Kees,
between devotional love and self-love? …And one is careful not to confuse mood-making
for truth.
Love is a phenomenon in the relative: It requires lover, the act of loving, and the beloved
– that is it requires the subject/object duality/polarity and relativity between
subject/object. The subject exists only because of the object and vice versa; remove the
subject and the object ceases to exist, as also the action between subject and object. And
vice versa. Worship at the conventional level and devotion at the mystical level both use
words that predicate the subject object relativity. ‘God’ is a case in point. All poetic
writing (mine included) use the word ‘God.’ But even poetically the reader has to
consciously realise that the author is using a relative word to evoke an absolute.
Yogananda’s poetry is a case in point: when he describes in his poetry his experiences of
the transcendent infinite (which is indescribable) he says things using words (of course).
Words are limited to the relative and cannot describe the infinite; but if the relative words
are used in such a way that they evoke a glimpse of transcendent infinity (‘God’ if you
like), that is he intention of the author – Yogananda. When Yogananda describes his
experiences of transcendence, he is not actually hearing the music, seeing the colours and
beauty, tasting, smelling and feeling with his physical senses – there is ‘only’ silent peace,
equanimity and contentment. Yogananda doesn’t write his poetry describing his
transcendent experiences while in transcendence. He writes after emerging therefrom and
while he is in the relative; and uses the tools of relativity: words. He thus, describes his
‘experience’ in the transcendent (which was totally free of experience – silent, etc) with
all the joy of the memory of the silence (etc). But then, we look at the readers of
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Yogananda’s poetry. A reader who knows that Yogananda is using relative words to
describe the indescribable, that Yogananda is using relative words only to evoke the
readers own sense of transcendence, that reader feels the full magnitude of Yogananda’s
bliss in description. Another reader, however, who is ignorant of transcendence and who
is thus a fundamentalist, understands Yogananda’s words only in the fundamental
semantics of the relative grammar – his vehicle of intellect runs along the runway but
never lifts off into effortless ineffable intuition. If there is any seeming lift-off it is moodmaking, not transcendence. This is the curse of fundamentalism. One sees this most
graphically in Islam: At the level of the mystical Sufi (Sufi = mystical Islam) we find the
sublime poetry of (e.g.) The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam (The Wine of the Mystic); at the
level, however, of the non-transcendent ignoramus we find the poetry cursed and banned,
and the poet vilified as a drunk. It has been the reality of eternity that the words of
transcendent enlightened saints and sages have been understood at the highest, and then
misunderstood increasingly by lesser and lesser individuals… down to those who kill and
torture in the name of ‘God.’ The teaching of the saints and sages is understood at the
level of the hearer.
Self-love, however, is a self-referral loop. Subject loves subject. There is no object and
there is no relativity. Subject is not relative to subject; it is and remains subject. In order
for subject to love subject it must know itself. This is the purpose and value of meditation.
‘God’ is infinite, infinite is ‘God,’ infinite is absolute. There are no attributes in the
infinite absolute – no subject/object dichotomy and no cause and effect. …And, Kees, no
‘love.’ In the infinite absolute there is no awareness because there is no subject/object
separation and division and intercourse. Consciousness, awareness, arises as the infinite
absolute looks (so to speak) at itself… and all finite creation bursts and blossoms forth…
but all finite creation bursting and blossoming forth as infinite knows itself (is conscious
of itself) does not lose any of the infinity which is its essence. Like the wave you mention,
Kees, while it is temporarily a wave it remains at all times essential ocean. And as we
look at the wave we are careful to continue to see the ocean in it; we are careful to realise
that the wave is but an expression of ocean. So when we see everything and anything in
relative creation, we are careful to remember that we are actually seeing infinity
expressing itself as something finite. And infinity does not lose its infinity when it
expresses itself as something finite. How could it?
When we see the finite ‘thing’ or ‘object’ we see it with our physical eye – in the relative;
but our realisation that infinity is totally immanent therein is ‘seen’ differently…
He who sees Me in everything
And everything in Me
I am not lost to him
And he is not lost to Me
Bhagavad-Gita

Even that beautiful and powerful verse from the Gita uses words (which are the tools of
the relative: “And God said…”) and the reader must use his own intellect and intuition to
go beyond the relative words to evoke the infinite absolute. To remain with the words is
fundamentalism; to use the words to go beyond the words, to evoke in our intuition to
transcendence beyond the words is spiritual maturity.
Experience devotional love; experience self-love; sense the difference, intuit the
difference. Because the latter is quieter doesn’t mean it is less. Indeed, it is more. Indeed,
it is only in the silence that we ‘hear’ eternity. How we, each of us, describe that silence
(equanimity and peace, etc) in the relative is unique to each of us. The quieter is not less,
silence is in the depth. It is well to sing and dance, but it is also well to witness in silence.
Just by looking at out at the wet garden – the colours, forms, trees, sky, clouds, birds and
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seeing, hearing, smelling the beauty in innocence in the moment – is to see the face of
God. We all experience differently and we all express uniquely.
152 Knowing Truth · Knowing the Mind & Will of God
Gnosis n

Knowledge of spiritual mysteries (f. Gk gnosis knowledge)
Concise Oxford Dictionary & Roget’s Thesaurus

It is surely clear that we can both accept into our minds what is not there, and deny what
is. Yet the function God Himself gave our minds through His, we may deny – but we
cannot prevent. It is the logical outcome of what we are. Our ability to see a logical
outcome depends on our willingness to see it; but its truth has nothing to do with our
willingness. Truth is God’s Will. Share His Will and we share what He knows.
Deny His Will as ours, and we deny His Kingdom and ours.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, The Extension of the Kingdom p124 (Soft Cover)

153 Law
(Wisdom and its salvation)…is the re-awakening of the Laws of God in minds that have
established other laws, and given them power to enforce what God created not.
(God) has given and received all that is true. The untrue He has neither received nor
given. …Ask not the sparrow how the eagle soars, for those with little wings have not
accepted for themselves the power to share with you.
Sin (unlawfulness) has no place in Heaven, where its results are alien and can no more
enter than can their source. And therein lies your need to see your brother sinless. In him
is Heaven. See sin in him instead, and Heaven is lost to you. But see him as he is, and
what is yours shines from him to you. Your saviour gives you only Love, but what you
would receive of him is up to you. It lies in him to overlook all your mistakes, and therein
lies his own salvation. And so it is with yours. It is the re-awakening of the Laws of God
in minds that have established other laws and given them power to enforce what God
created not.
Your insane laws were made to guarantee that you would make mistakes, and give them
power over you by accepting their results as your just due. What could this be but
madness? And is it this that you would see within your saviour from insanity? He is as
free from this as you are, and in the freedom that you see in him you see your own. For
this you share. What God has given follows His Laws, and His alone. Nor is it possible
for those who follow Them to suffer the results of any other source.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, Entering the Ark p403( Soft Cover)

Man’s Law v God’s Law
“How small, of all that human hearts endure, that part which laws or kings can cause or
cure."
Samuel Johnson

Let me not bind Your Son with laws I made. Your Son is free, my Father. Let me not
imagine I have bound him with the laws I made to rule the body. He is not subject to any
laws I made by which I try to make the body more secure. He is not changed by what is
changeable. He is not slave to any laws of time. He is as You created him, because he
knows no law except the law of love.
Let us not worship idols, nor believe in any law idolatry would make to hide the freedom
of the Son of God. He is not bound except by his beliefs. Yet what he is, is far beyond
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his faith in slavery or freedom. He is free because he is his Father’s Son. And he cannot
be bound unless God’s truth can lie, and God can will that He deceive Himself.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Part II Introduction, Lesson 277, Let me not bind your Son with laws I made
p425( Soft Cover)

154 Lessons : God’s Lessons : Karmic / Dharmic Lessons
All things are lessons God would have me learn
I am not a body, I am free
For I am still as God created me
A lesson is a miracle which God
Offers to me, in place of thoughts I made
That hurt me. What I learn of Him becomes
The way I am set free. And so I choose
To learn His lessons and forget my own.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Part I, Review VI, lesson 213 (193) p384 (Soft Cover)

155 Life & Death
•

Genesis 2:8 – Now the Lord God has planted a garden in the east, in Eden; and
there he put the man he had formed
2:9 – The Lord God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ground – trees that
were pleasing to the eye and good for food. In the middle of the garden were the
tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil
2:15 – The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it
and take care of it
2:16 – And the Lord God commanded the man, ‘You are free to eat from any tree
in the garden; but you must not eat from the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
for when you eat from it you will surely die”

•

Genesis 24:62 – no mention is made of Isaac after the parable of his near sacrifice,
until when Isaac came from the well of Beer Lahai Roi (the well of the one who
sees me lives).

•

Deuteronomy 30:19: As the Children of Israel wait to cross into the Promised
Land, Moses leaves them with the simple instruction, “…Now choose life, so that
you and your children may live.”

•

Luke 9:59-62: And he said unto another, Follow me.
But he said, Lord, suffer me first to go and bury my father.
Jesus said unto him, Let the dead bury their dead: but go thou and preach the
kingdom of God.

156 Light
See Mysterious Light (Peter Russel)
157 Limerick
There was a young man who said "God
Must find it exceedingly odd
To think that this tree
Should continue to be
When there's no one about in the quad."
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Reply – following day on the tree in the quad:
Dear Sir: Your astonishment's odd;
I am always about in the quad.
And that's why this tree
Will continue to be
Since observed by, Yours faithfully, God.
158 Logarithm - See Infinity in Fundamental Mathematics · Logarithms
159 Loneliness of the Disciple
My body’s dust conceals the soul’s array
How sweet would be to tear that veil away
How wander through the spirit’s wide domain
While trapped in flesh’s caravanserai?
Not for a singer such as I, this cage
More suited to heaven’s flowerbeds my song
I, who find solace where the houri19 dwells
Why was I born to live where drunkards throng?
Why came I? Whence came I? is not revealed
And sadly I neglect my own affairs
If my heart’s blood exudes the scent of musk
That handicap, with me, the musk deer shares
My gold-encrusted shirt no candle is
For underneath, an unseen ardour burns
Come, take away the veil from Hafiz’ life
For while I live, my clamour none discerns
Hafiz, gazhal 342 (English 15) Hafez in 30 languages, preparation & arrangement by Mohsen Ramezani, Padideh Publishing, Iran

160 Loss
Loss is not loss when properly perceived. Pain is impossible. There is no grief with any
cause at all. And suffering of any kind is nothing but a dream. This is the truth; at first to
be said, and then repeated many times; and next to be accepted as but partly true with
many reservations. Then to be considered seriously more and more …and finally to be
accepted as the truth.
I can elect to change all thoughts that hurt. And I would go beyond these words today,
and past all reservations, and arrive at full acceptance of the truth in them.
A Course in Miracles, volume II, Workbook for Students, Part II, Lesson 284, I can Elect to Change All Thoughts that Hurt, p429 (Soft Cover)

161 Love (Hate)
The commandment to love other people is given in the Torah, which states, "Love your
neighbor like yourself" (Leviticus 19:18). The Torah's commandment to love God "with
Also spelled huri, Arabic Hawra’, plural Hur in Islam, a beautiful maiden who awaits the devout Muslim
in paradise. The Arabic word hawra' signifies the contrast of the clear white of the eye to the blackness of
the iris. There are numerous references to the houri in the Qur'an describing them as “purified wives” and
“spotless virgins.” Encyclopaedia Britannica
Not to imply fundamental ignorance, but paradoxically transcendent beauty: Heaven, where the utmost
pleasures of life will be found in in transcendent, non-dualistic form. Similar to the reference in Sufi Varsi
poetry to the intoxication of red wine, when seeking to describe the intoxication of realisation of
Transcendent Being. Second para Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn’s intercession
19
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all your heart, with all your soul and with all your might" (Deuteronomy 6:5) is taken by
the Mishnah (a central text of the Jewish oral law) to refer to good deeds, willingness to
sacrifice one's life rather than commit certain serious transgressions, willingness to
sacrifice all of one's possessions, and being grateful to the Lord despite adversity (tractate
Berachoth 9:5).
The Cost of Discipleship
“Now great crowds accompanied him, and he turned and said to them, “If anyone comes
to me and does not hate his own father, and mother, and wife, and children and brothers
and sisters yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my disciple. For which of you,
desiring to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost, whether he has
enough to complete it. Otherwise, when he has laid a foundation and is not able to finish,
all who see it begin to mock him, saying, ‘This man began to build and was not able to
finish’. Or, what king, going out to encounter another king in war, will not sit down first
and deliberate whether he is able with 10 000 to meet him who comes against him with
20 000? And if not, while the other is yet a great way off, he sends a delegation and asks
for terms of peace. So, therefore, any one of you who does not renounce all that he has,
cannot be my disciple.
Luke 14:25-33

Editor: Bring in here Abram’s attempted sacrifice of Isaac…
162 Magnetic Interchange between People
•

In any magnetic interchange, what you give out to others will affect what you
receive from them. To ensure the greatest protection from all harmful influences, try
to act as a channel of divine blessings to all.

•

A principle of magnetic interchange between people is that the stronger magnet
always influences the weaker, never the reverse. Unless your inner strength is great,
never think yourself capable of uplifting others merely by the exercise of good will.

•

Keep a spiritual bodyguard, especially when circumstances require you to mix with
uncongenial people. The magnetism of two is stronger than that of one. When
moving in a crowd, try never to go alone; always have a few friends around you. If
you must be in crowds, imagine yourself haloed by an aura of light. Consciously
emanate vibrations of love and joy all around you. One evening, years ago, I was
obliged to enter the nightclub district of San Francisco. As I went, I silently chanted,
"Sri Ram, jai Ram, jai jai Ram." I was aware of tentacles of negativity reaching out to
grab me, but they slipped by without even touching me.
Yogananda : Swami Kryananda, Livng Wisely, Living Well – Timeless Wisdom to Enrich Every Day (Crystal Clarity Publishers)

163 Marianne Dubois
Marianne DUBOIS welcomes you
I find myself in that indefinable space which is
movement from the known to the unknown; it is a
nomad’s-land, a nowhere.
I teach nothing. There are no special references,
nothing to retain, nothing to possess. If there is
anything to transmit, it is just that. This means I
witness only to the present moment: I live the
experience of NOW whether with a person, an
audience or with a blank page.
Sometimes words spring to mind, but they aren’t of
great importance, especially in meetings and meditations. If people rely on them, they will
discover nothing new. These words will merely merge with wisdom experienced through
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thousands of years, even if the words themselves and the way they are expressed relate to a
particular era.
In the books underlying poetry sometimes transforms the immediate text and connects with a
less familiar fragrance.
My only inner impulsion is to "LIVE" these words in the instant that they appear. When they
are fully lived, they transmit something more than their surface meaning. They come from a
different intensity, from a special context, from a collective aspiration carrying one closer to
oneself or else to other horizons.
So sometimes it is silence or what lies beyond a word that may be important as it gives space
for a new breath or for an unforeseen opening.
Whenever people come who expect to be taught something, they will be disappointed. I am
neither a master nor a teacher. I am "nobody" when I live the experience of the moment in front
of an audience or a blank page. I live it with greater or less power in that it is movement
towards other consciousnesses, other ways of existing. My personality disappears to make way
for that "current of transforming intensity" whose strength some people feel.
Those whose need is for a superior intellect, for a framework or some definite form
underpinned by knowledge, are conditioned by their expectation. They cannot open themselves
to what actually happens, to the feeling of the cells of their bodies, to the lived aspiration of
their "being". So it is better for them to receive instruction and satisfy their expectations by
going elsewhere.
The events, the demands and the judgments of those who come to see me have made for
increased intransigence. My truth of the moment, vertical and absolute, cannot be shaken, even
if this in some way represents the essence of change.
What matters is to be true, come hell or high water. No desire to please must cloud the crystal
clarity of the divine impetus (Unity) when it urges through and absorbs the ego.
My truth is the only gift I have for those who read my writings or meet me. If I deviate from it,
a wider public might be attracted, but the experience would be polluted by pretense and
superficiality.
The outpouring of the Source cannot shut itself up in a construct of the mind.
In front of an audience, my truth of the moment is to let go of everything that could be a
support, to accept that there might be nothing to grasp We can then breathe together, and
transform ourselves into a potentiality that is creative and constantly renewed.
Marianne Dubois’ Website

164 Matthew 16:25
24. Then Jesus said to His disciples, “If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny
himself, and take up his cross and follow Me.
25. For whoever wishes to save his life, will lose it; but whoever loses his life for My
sake, will find it.
26. For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? Or
what will a man give in exchange for his soul?...
New Testament

165 Matthew 10:39
Whoever finds their life will lose it, and whoever loses their life for My sake will find it.
New Testament

166 Mazlow, Abraham
Being Yourself: To the degree that I care about what you think of me, I will alter my
behaviour to please you. The highest quality that a human being can reach is to be
independent of the opinions of others.
Self Actualization Psychology, by Abraham Mazlow
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Many people alter their behaviour with the only reason being to please another person.
They do this with the hope that this other person will like them. This action of altering
one's behavior so you might please someone other than you so this other person will like
you is self-defeating. When you alter your behavior to please someone other than
yourself, then you are not being true yourself, you are being an actor or actress. The other
person you are trying to please might like the actor or actress, whichever the case may be.
They undoubtedly do not get to know the real you, so they still do not like the real you;
they like the actor or actress. For a person to like the real you, you must not pretend to be
something you are not. Another consideration regarding pretending, is that the person
who would like the real you never gets to see the real you. In that case you may have lost
the possibility of having a real friend that likes the real you. A suggestion to consider is
behave like the real you until you decide you need to make a change. Furthermore, never
make changes for the only reason of pleasing another person. You might listen to their
suggestions and then contemplate and decide if acting on their recommendation will make
a better person according to your opinion of what a better person is. Beware of the trap
that this other person may want you to be like them so they can validate their own self.
Could that mean that they do not like who they are? Maybe they are thinking if more
people behaved as I do my behavior would be acceptable. Is this the kind of person who
you think is important to like you?
From Shakespeare: "To thine own self be true. And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou can not then be false to any man.”
See also Hammer, above
“If you plan on being anything less than you are capable of being, you will probably by
unhappy all the days of your life.”
167 Meaning : And Awareness Thereof
See also Purpose, below
The meaning of the Son of God lies solely in his relationship with his Creator.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, p406

For you have asked that nothing stand between the holiness of your relationship and your
awareness of its holiness.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 21 Reason & Perception, The Inner Shift, p434

The Holy Spirit’s temple is not a body but a relationship
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, p407

The Holy Spirit’s purpose lies safe in your relationship, and not your body. You have
escaped the body. Where you are the body cannot enter, for the Holy Spirit has set His
temple there.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, p408

Your purpose is to see the world through your own holiness. Thus are you and the world
blessed together. No one loses; nothing is taken away from anyone; everyone gains
through your holy vision. It signifies the end of sacrifice because it offers everyone his
full due.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Lesson 37 My Holiness Blesses the World p56 (Soft Cover)

168 Means & End : The Consistency of / Reconciling the Opposites
(Note, this is not Meaning, for which see Meaning above and Purpose below)

We have said much about discrepancies of means and end, and how these must be brought
in line before your holy relationship can bring you only joy. But we have also said the
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means to meet the Holy Spirit’s goal will come from the same source as does his purpose.
Being so simple and direct, this course has nothing in it that is not consistent. The
seeming inconsistencies, or parts you find more difficult than others, are merely
indications of areas where means and end are still discrepant. And this produces great
discomfort. This need not be. This course requires almost nothing of you. It is
impossible to imagine one that asks so little, or could offer more.
The period of discomfort that follows the sudden change in a relationship from sin to
holiness may now be almost over. To the extent you still experience it, you are refusing
to leave the means to Him Who changed the purpose. You recognize you want the goal;
are you not also willing to accept the means? If you are not, let us admit that you are
inconsistent. A purpose is attained by means: If you want a purpose, you must be willing
to want the means as well. How can one be sincere and say, “I want this above all else,
and yet I do not want to learn the means to get it?”
To obtain the goal, the Holy Spirit asks indeed little. He asks no more to give the means
as well. The means are second to the goal. And when you hesitate, it’s because the
purpose frightens you, not the means. Remember this, for otherwise you will make the
error of believing the means are difficult. Yet how can they be difficult if they are merely
given you? They guarantee the goal, and they are perfectly in line with it. Before we
look at them a little closer, remember that if you think they are impossible, your wanting
of the purpose has been shaken. For if a goal is possible to reach, the means to do so must
be possible as well.
It is impossible to see your brother as sinless and yet to look upon him as a body. Is this
not perfectly consistent with the goal of holiness? For holiness is merely the result of
letting the effects of sin be lifted so what was always true is recognized. To see a sinless
body is impossible, for holiness is positive and the body is merely neutral. It is not sinful,
but neither is it sinless. As nothing, which it is, the body cannot meaningfully be invested
with attributes of Christ or of the ego. Either must be an error, for both would place the
attributes where they cannot be, and both must be undone for purposes of truth.
The body is the means by which the ego tries to make the unholy relationship seem real.
The unholy instant is the time of bodies. But the purpose here is sin. It cannot be attained
but in illusion, and so the illusion of a brother as a body is quite in keeping with the
purpose of unholiness. Because of this consistency, the means remain unquestioned while
the end is cherished. Seeing adapts to wish, for sight is always secondary to desire. And
if you see the body, you have chosen judgement and not vision. For vision, like
relationships, has no order. You either see, or you don’t see.
Who sees a brother’s body has laid judgment on him, and sees him not. He does not
really see him as sinful; he does not see him at all. In the darkness of sin he is
invisible. He can but be imagined in the darkness, and it is here that the illusions
you hold about him are not held up to his reality. Here are illusions and reality kept
separate. Here are illusions never brought to truth, and always hidden from truth.
And here, in darkness, is your brother’s reality imagined as a body; in unholy
relationships with other bodies, serving the cause of sin, an instant before he dies.
There is indeed a difference between this vain imagining and vision. The difference lies
not in them, but in their purpose. Both are but means, each one appropriate to the end for
which it is employed. Neither can serve the purpose of the other, for each one is a choice
of purpose, employed on its behalf. Either is meaningless without the end for which it
was intended; nor is it valued as a separate thing apart from the intention. The means
seem real because the goal is valued. And judgment has no value unless the goal is sin.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Consistency of Means & End, p409
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169 Meditation
Come to the holy instant1 and be healed, for nothing that is there received is left behind on
your returning to the world. And being blessed you will bring blessing. Life is given you
to give the dying world. And suffering eyes no longer will accuse, but shine in thanks to
you who blessing gave. The holy instant’s radiance will light your eyes, and give them
sight to see beyond all suffering and see Christ’s face instead. Healing replaces suffering.
Who looks on one cannot perceive the other, for they cannot both be there. And what you
see the world will witness, and will witness to.
1
The transcendent in meditation; infinity; where there is no time, only the forever
moment (nor space, nor any dimension or attribute whatever)
Thus is your healing everything the world requires, that it may be healed. It needs one
lesson that has perfectly been learned. And then, when you forget it, will the world
remind you gently of what you have taught. No reinforcement will its thanks withhold
from you who let yourself be healed that it may love. It will call forth its witnesses to
show the face of Christ to you who brought the sight to them, by which they witnessed it.
The world of accusation is replaced by one in which all eyes look lovingly upon the
Friend who brought them their release. And happily your brother will perceive the many
friends he thought were enemies.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 27 The Healing of the Dream, The Healing Example, p536

Sit quietly and close your eyes. The light within you is sufficient. It alone has the power
to give the gift of sight to you. Exclude the outer world, and let your thoughts fly to the
peace within. They know the way. For innocent thoughts, untainted by the dream of
worldly things outside yourself, become the holy messengers of God Himself.
These thoughts you think with Him. They recognize their Home. And they point surely
to their Source, where God the Father and the Son are one. God’s peace is shining on
them, but they must remain with you as well, for they were born within your mind, as
yours was born in God’s. They lead you back to peace, from where they came but to
remind you how you must return.
We practise coming nearer to the light in us today. We take our wandering thoughts, and
gently bring them back to where they fall in line with all the thoughts we share with God.
We will not let them stray. We let the light within our minds direct them to come home.
We have betrayed them, ordering that they depart from us. But now we call them back,
and wash them clean of strange desires and disordered wishes. We restore to them the
holiness of their inheritance.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review V The Peace of God is Shining in Me Now, p347

Simply do this: Be still, and lay aside all thoughts of what you are and what God is; all
concepts you have learnt about the world; all images you hold about yourself. Empty
your head of everything it thinks is either true or false, or good or bad, of every thought it
judges worthy, and all the ideas of which it is ashamed. Hold onto nothing. Do not bring
with you one thought the past has taught, nor one belief you ever learnt before from
anything. Forget this world, forget this course, and come with wholly empty hands unto
your God.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review V I Feel the Love of God Within Me Now, p350

James Kelleher
With all the negative news bombarding us through the media, it is sometimes difficult to
maintain a positive outlook. Some people prefer not to notice. They feel that if they don't
look at it, it might go away. Or maybe they feel that if they give their attention to it, it
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might get worse. In either case, it is easy to develop an aversion to seeing the negatives
in life, whether it is the global condition or simple the negatives in your own life.
But life is both negative and positive. If you don't allow yourself to accept the negative
aspect of life, then negativity will always haunt you. There will always be a part of you
that is hoping that some day, it will all work out, all your problems will go away, and you
will never experience any discomfort. Conversely, there will always be a part of you that
will cringe at the thought of something negative happening to you.
It is actually quite common that people ask me to not tell them the negative things in their
chart. They don't want to know about them, and I am okay with that, so if they ask me to
do that, I just tell them about the good stuff.
But that isn't really what astrology was designed to do. And it isn't really even meant to
help you avoid the negative experiences, even though it can be used quite effectively to
do that also. In fact, Vedic astrology is actually designed to get you to accept it all,
positive and negative. One look at the planetary period sequence will tell you that life
goes up and down and up and down, constantly. This happens for everyone, and it never
stops. Life is a mess, and eventually it is going to crash and burn. How's that for a
negative thought?
The solution to the whole thing is not to avoid it, but to realize it and accept it. I don't
mean that you should understand it intellectually, but rather that you really totally get it.
And until you do, you will always be chasing a good time and avoiding a bad one.
The way to be okay with the mess and the constant ups and downs is not only to think
about it and reflect on it, but also to cultivate your inner awareness so that you can accept
it, so that you can also feel a sense of inner peace, and even joy, when negative things
happen. And the way to do that is to meditate.
Paradoxically, Meditation not only cultivates a deeper sense of equanimity, but it also
improves the quality of your life in hundreds of ways. In other words, it actually enhances
the positive experiences.
In the late sixties and the early seventies, meditation was studied at both Harvard and
Stanford Universities. They found that meditation not only produces a profound level of
rest, much deeper than sleep, but it also produces a whole host of beneficial results in a
person's life. It improves health, reduces stress, increases job performance, improves
memory, produces more energy, increases IQ scores, improves concentration, and
gives a person a greater sense of well being. That sense of well being becomes the basis
of enjoying each day more fully. Meditation is just amazing! Really! In fact, if I could
point to one thing that I have done in my entire life that has been the most important and
beneficial thing, it was learning to meditate.
And yet, with all of the positive effects that it produces in life, the most important is the
increased sense of equanimity. Regular meditation, mixed with a little self inquiry, can
produce a clear realization that it's all okay. The whole mess is just fine. There is
nothing to fix and nothing to avoid. That's the real benefit of meditating, and that's the
real message of astrology.
So if you haven't ever tried meditation, you should. As they say in the TV commercial,
"Try it, you'll like it!" It's the cure for what ails you.
James Kelleher

Meditation: Mind over Matter – [practising Mindfulness can Help Ease Stress
By Harvard Health Letters : 2015.07.06
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Traffic jams. Job woes. Visits from the in-laws. Life is full of stress, and more often than
not, people feel it physically as well as mentally.
Although the stress response begins in the brain, it's a full-body phenomenon. When
someone encounters a threat -- real or imagined -- the brain triggers a cascade of stress
hormones. The heart pounds, muscles tense, and breathing quickens.
One of the best ways to counter stress is to pay attention to what's going on. That may
sound counterintuitive, but paying attention is the first step toward cultivating
mindfulness -- a therapeutic technique for a range of mental health problems (and
physical ones).
THE OPPOSITE OF MULTITASKING
Multitasking has become a way of life. People talk on a cell phone while commuting to
work, or scan the news while returning e-mails. But in the rush to accomplish necessary
tasks, people often lose connection with the present moment. They stop being truly
attentive to what they're doing or feeling.
Mindfulness is the opposite of multitasking. The practice of mindfulness, which has its
roots in Buddhism, teaches people to live each moment as it unfolds. The idea is to focus
attention on what is happening in the present and accept it without judgment.
Dr. Jon Kabat-Zinn, professor of medicine emeritus at the University of Massachusetts
Medical School, developed a mindfulness-based stress reduction program for people with
major depression (since adapted for other disorders). Another adaptation of mindfulness
to clinical practice is mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, which combines mindfulness
techniques with cognitive behavioral therapy.
However it is practiced, mindfulness is a powerful therapeutic tool. Studies have found,
for example, that mindfulness techniques can help prevent relapse in people who have had
several past episodes of major depression. Other research suggests that mindfulness
techniques can help alleviate anxiety and reduce physical symptoms such as pain or hot
flashes.
For more information about the health dangers of stress -- and how mindfulness can help
people relax -- watch a video of a talk by Dr. Michael C. Miller, editor in chief of the
Harvard Mental Health Letter: www.health.harvard.edu/MillerStress.
DO-IT-YOURSELF METHODS
One of the best things about mindfulness is that it's something people can try on their
own. Here's how to get started:
Center down. Sit on a straight-backed chair or cross-legged on the floor. Focus on an
aspect of your breathing, such as the sensations of air flowing into your nostrils and out of
your mouth, or your belly rising and falling as you inhale and exhale.
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Open up. Once you've narrowed your concentration, begin to widen your focus. Become
aware of sounds, sensations, and ideas. Embrace and consider each without judgment. If
your mind starts to race, return your focus to your breathing.
Observe. You may notice external sensations such as sounds and sights that make up your
moment-to-moment experience. The challenge is not to latch onto a particular idea,
emotion, or sensation, or to get caught up in thinking about the past or the future. Instead
you watch what comes and goes in your mind, and discover which mental habits produce
a feeling of suffering or well-being.
Stay with it. At times, this process may not seem relaxing at all, but over time it provides
a key to greater happiness and self-awareness as you become comfortable with a wider
and wider range of your experiences.
You can also try less formal approaches to mindfulness by trying to become more aware
while you are doing activities that you enjoy. Playing the piano, juggling, walking -- all
can become part of your mindfulness practice as long as you pay attention to what is
happening in the moment. Listen to the sounds of the music, feel the weight of the balls as
they fall into your hand, or really look at what you are walking past.
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
Mindfulness is something to cultivate and practice on a regular basis.
Make a commitment. Aim for doing 20 to 45 minutes of mindfulness practice, most days
of the week. (If that sounds like a lot, remember that a key part of mindfulness means
letting go of expectations. Just commit to trying to become more mindful, and do the best
you can.)
Make small changes. It's hard to make big changes. It's better to start slow and build
gradually. The famous Alcoholics Anonymous motto is "one day at a time." Mindfulness
involves taking it less than one day at a time -- aim for one moment at a time.
Mindfulness really does not have to be more complicated than learning to pay attention to
what is going on around you. But this "simple" advice is often hard to sustain in a busy
world. Try making the effort to become more mindful -- and you may find the results
make it worth it. -- Harvard Mental Health Letter
Read more at http://www.jewishworldreview.com/0715/stress_harvard.php3#WWRi7GI0AyTgS2Ru.99

Problems resolved in meditation – see Problems Resolved in Meditation
170 Meditative Contemplation
1
2.
3.
4.

Mantra
The Ignorant live in their minds, the enlightened live in Sat (the Holy Spirit)
Minds: Ego (subject) experiencing World (object)
Sat: Holy Spirit, The Mind of God; One Infinity experiencing One
Infinity…infinitely…
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Timeless Infinity – The Power of Now (and Here)
Mind: Time past & Future, not Now (and not Here)
Be aware only of the here and now
When aware that mind has moved to past or future or somewhere else, return the
mind (gently and lovingly) to the here and now
9. In other words be the “Watcher of the Mind” (Eckhart Tolle)
10. And the Watcher of the entire Body Experience, which is the product of the mind
– vipissana, satipatana
11. The Infinite imbuing all, including the self and the self’s body
12. Realise the self’s body as designed only to see the mind’s illusory dream – the
eyes that can see only illusion, the brain that can experience only illusion…
13. The meaning of the Son of God lies solely in his relationship with his Creator
14. For you have asked that nothing stand between the holiness of your relationship
(with your Creator) and your awareness of its holiness
15. The Holy Spirit’s temple is not a body but a relationship
16. The Holy Spirit’s purpose lies safe in your relationship, and not your body. You
have escaped the body. Where you are the body cannot enter, for the Holy Spirit
has set His temple there. (13 to 16: A Course in Miracles, see Meaning above)
17. Rest in the Infinite
18. Move the Self, in a paradigm shift, to the Infinite
19. To rest permanently there
20. And to permanently experience the finite relative from there
21. And to permanently know that it is doing so
22. And to permanently know that it is experiencing Itself
23. And to permanently know that the Self is experiencing the Self…
24. Infinitely, Eternally, Everywhere…
25. The Forever Moment, The Holy Spirit…
26. The Enlightened live in Sat, and not in the mind
27. Move (out of the mind) permanently to live in Sat, including when not
meditating…
5.
6.
7.
8.

171 Menashe & Ephraim
See Joseph’s Son’s (above)
172 Mind of God
See Knowing the Truth (above)
173 Mind over Matter
The Watcher of the Mind (Witnessing) – See Eckhart Tolle
Though mass consciousness is currently imbued with the notion that genes control the
character of our lives, the results of the Human Genome Project completely undermine the
long held concept of genetic determinism. Once thought to be in the domain of the genes,
the control of health and behavior are now dynamically linked to the environment, and
more importantly, our perception of the environment. Though mass consciousness is
currently imbued with the notion that genes control the character of our lives, the results
of the Human Genome Project completely undermine the long held concept of genetic
determinism.
Dr. Bruce Lipton, noted lecturer and cell biologist, will present exciting new information
at the conference on the molecular mechanisms by which animals, from single cells to
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humans, transduce environmental stimuli into physiological and behavioral responses.
The newly identified cellular mechanisms include master switches through which our
thoughts, attitudes and beliefs create the conditions of our body and of our place in the
world. These amazing advances provide a scientific foundation for the necessity of
merging allopathic, complementary and spiritual healing modalities. Evolution of this
molecular mechanism provides for human consciousness and contributes to our spiritual
nature.
BRUCE H. LIPTON, PH.D., is author of the best-selling "The Biology of
Belief: Unleashing the Power of Consciousness, Matter and Miracles." As a scientist and
lecturer, Bruce formerly served as an Associate Professor of Anatomy in the School of
Medicine at the University of Wisconsin, where he participated in the medical curriculum
as a lecturer in Cell Biology, Histology and Embryology. His laboratory research on
muscular dystrophy focused on the biochemistry of cloned human stem cells.
Subsequently, as a Fellow in Pathology at Stanford University's School of Medicine, his
published research on cloned human cells revealed how perception controls behavior and
gene activity. Bruce has taken his award-winning medical school lectures to the public
and is currently a popular keynote speaker and workshop presenter on topics of conscious
parenting and the science of complementary medicine. To learn more of Dr. Lipton, visit:
www.brucelipton.com.
Mind Over Genes: The New Biology (excerpt) © 2005 Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D.
Earlier in my career as a research scientist and medical school professor, I actively
supported the perspective that the human body was a "biochemical machine
‘programmed’ by its genes. We scientists believed that our strengths, such as artistic or
intellectual abilities, and our weaknesses, such as cardiovascular disease, cancer or
depression, represented traits that were preprogrammed into our genes. Hence I perceived
life’s attributes and deficits, as well as our health and our frailties as merely a reflection of
our heredity expression.
Until recently, it was thought that genes were self-actualizing…that genes could ‘turn
themselves on and off.’ Such behavior is required in order for genes to control biology.
Though the power of genes is still emphasized in current biology courses and textbooks, a
radically new understanding has emerged at the leading edge of cell science. It is now
recognized that the environment, and more specifically, our perception (interpretation) of
the environment, directly controls the activity of our genes. Environment controls gene
activity through a process known as epigenetic control.
This new perspective of human biology does not view the body as just a mechanical
device, but rather incorporates the role of a mind and spirit.
This breakthrough in biology is fundamental in all healing for it recognizes that when we
change our perception or beliefs we send totally different messages to our cells and
reprogram their expression. The new-biology reveals why people can have spontaneous
remissions or recover from injuries deemed to be permanent disabilities.
(To enjoy the entire article, go to http://www.brucelipton.com/mindovergenes.php)
174 Miracles in Physicality
See Siddhis
The motion picture art can portray any miracle. From the impressive visual standpoint, no
marvel is barred to trick photography. A man's transparent astral body can be seen rising
from his gross physical form, he can walk on the water, resurrect the dead, reverse the
natural sequence of developments, and play havoc with time and space. Assembling the
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light images as he pleases, the photographer achieves optical wonders which a true master
produces with actual light rays.
Paramahansa Yogananda, Autobiography of a Yogi

175 Miracles (A Course in Miracles)
The miracle is the act of a Son of God who has laid aside all false gods, and calls on his
brothers to do likewise. It is an act of faith, because it is the recognition that his brother
can do it. It is a call to the Holy Spirit in his mind, a call that is strengthened by joining.
Because the miracle worker has heard God’s Voice, he strengthens it in a sick brother by
weakening his belief in sickness, which he does not share. The power of one mind can
shine into another, because all the lamps of God were lit by the same spark. It is
everywhere and it is eternal.
ACIM, Text, The end of Sickness, pg 175

What is a miracle?
A miracle is a correction. It does not create, nor really change at all. It merely looks on
devastation and reminds the mind that what it sees is false. It undoes error, but does not
attempt to go beyond perception, nor exceed the function of forgiveness. Thus it stays
within time’s limits. Yet it paves the way for the return of timelessness and Love’s
awakening, for fear must slip away under the gentle remedy it brings.
A miracle contains the gift of grace, for it is given and received as one. And thus it
illustrates the law of truth the world does not obey, because it fails entirely to understand
its ways. A miracle inverts perception which was upside down before, and thus it ends
the strange distortions that were manifest. Now is the perception open to the truth. Now
is forgiven seen as justified.
Forgiveness is the home of miracles. The eyes of Christ deliver them to all they look
upon in mercy and in love. Perception stands corrected in His sight, and what was meant
to curse has come to bless. Each lily of forgiveness offers all the world the silent miracle
of love. And each is laid before the Word of God, upon the universal altar to Creator and
creation in the light of perfect purity and endless joy.
The miracle is taken first on faith, because to ask for it implies the mind has been made
ready to conceive of what it cannot see and does not understand. Yet faith will bring its
witnesses to show that what it rested on is really there. And thus the miracle will justify
your faith in it, and show it rested on a world more real than what you saw before; a world
redeemed from what you thought was there.
Miracles drop like drops of healing rain from Heaven on a dry and dusty world, where
starved and thirsty creatures come to die. Now they have water. Now the world is green.
And everywhere the signs of life spring up, to show that what is born can never die, for
what has life has immortality.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Part II, What is a Miracle? p463 ( Soft Cover)

176 Mistakes
Those who are certain of the outcome can afford to wait, and wait without anxiety.
Patience is natural to the teacher of God. All he sees is certain outcome, at a time perhaps
unknown to him as yet, but not in doubt. The time will be as right as is the answer. And
this is true for everything that happens now or in the future. The past as well held no
mistakes; nothing that did not serve to benefit the world, as well as him to whom it
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seemed to happen. Perhaps it was not understood at the time. Even so, the teacher of
God is willing to reconsider all his past decisions, if they are causing pain to anyone.
Patience is natural to those who trust. Sure of the ultimate interpretation of all things in
time, no outcome already seen or yet to come can cause them fear.
A Course in Miracles, Volume III Manual for Teachers, Patience p13 (Soft Cover)

177 Money
“What’s money? A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at night,
and in between he does what he wants to.”
Bob Dylan

178 Mysterious Light
From Noetic Sciences Review #50, pp. 8-13, 44-47

Mysterious Light: A Scientist's Odyssey [Abridged]
Peter Russell

Never did I imagine that spirituality would be so important in my life. Throughout
my childhood and student years I always thought I would end up as a scientist. I loved
science. I loved discovering how the world works...
The more I discovered, the more fascinated I became. At sixteen I was devouring Einstein
and marveling at the paradoxical world of quantum physics. I delved into different
theories of how the universe began, and pondered the mysteries of space and time. I had a
passion for knowing, an insatiable curiosity about the laws and principles that governed
the world.
I-was not, however, a materialist, believing that everything could be explained by the
physical sciences. By my mid-teens I had developed an interest in the untapped potentials
of the human mind. Stories of yogis being buried alive for days, or lying on beds of nails,
intrigued me. I dabbled in so-called out-of-body experiences and experimented with the
altered states of consciousness produced by hyperventilating or entraining the brain's
alpha rhythms with pulsating lights. I developed my own techniques of meditation,
though I did not recognize them as such at the time.
Nevertheless, my overriding interest was still in the physical sciences, and, above all,
mathematics. Thus, when it came to choosing which subject I was to study at university,
the choice was obvious. And when it came to deciding which university I should apply to,
the choice was again clear: Cambridge. It was, and probably remains, the best British
university for studying mathematics.
The Turning Point
In my third year, I was exactly where I thought I would want to be. Stephen Hawking was
my supervisor. Although he had fallen prey to the motor-neuron disorder known as Lou
Gehrig's disease several years earlier, the illness had not yet taken its full toll. He could
walk with the aid of a cane and speak well enough to be understood.
Sitting with him in his study, I found half my attention would be on whatever he was
explaining to me (such as the solution of a particularly difficult set of differential
equations), while my eye would be caught by the hundreds of sheets of paper strewn
across his desk, on which were scrawled, in very large handwriting, equations that I could
hardly begin to fathom. Only later did I realize these papers were probably part of his
seminal work on black holes...
So there I was, studying with the best of minds in the best of universities, yet something
else was stirring deep inside me.
My studies in mathematics and quantum physics explained how the entire material
universe could have evolved from the simplest of the elements-hydrogen. Yet the most
fascinating question for me had now become: How had hydrogen-a single electron
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orbiting a single proton-evolved into a system that could be aware of itself? How had the
universe become conscious? It was becoming clear that however hard I studied the
physical sciences, they were never going to answer this deeper, more fundamental,
question.
I felt a growing sense of frustration, manifesting at times as depression. I found myself
reading more about mind and consciousness, and less able to focus on my mathematical
assignments.
The Best of Both Worlds
My tutor must have sensed I was not at ease in myself and approached me one day to ask
how I was doing. I shared with him as best I could my confusion and misgivings about
my chosen path. His response surprised me: "Either complete your degree in mathematics
[I was in my final year] or take the rest of the year off and use it to decide what you really
want to study." Then, knowing how hard it would be for me to make such a choice
without a deadline, he added, "I want your decision by noon on Saturday."
Saturday, five minutes before noon, I was still torn between my two options, struggling
with feelings of failure, and a sense of wasted time. In the end, I surrendered to an inner
knowing that I would not be fulfilled continuing with mathematics, and that I really
wanted to take the rest of the year off. By late afternoon I had packed, said a temporary
farewell to my friends, and was on my way, with only uncertainty ahead.
During the next six months I produced light shows, worked in a jam factory at night, and
from time to time pondered my future career.
After exploring various options I returned to Cambridge to study experimental
psychology; it seemed the closest academic approach to understanding consciousness.
Whereas clinical psychology involves treating those who are mentally ill at ease,
experimental psychology is concerned with the functioning of the normal human brain. It
includes the study of the physiological process of perception and how the brain builds up
a picture of the world. It encompasses learning and memory, the brain's control of the
body, and the biochemistry of neuronal interactions. Understanding the brain seemed a
start in the right direction.
So I found myself able to continue pursuing my interests in mathematics and physics,
while at the same time embarking on my exploration of the inner world of consciousness.
Today, after thirty years of investigation into the nature of consciousness, I have come to
appreciate just how big a problem the subject is for contemporary science. We all know,
beyond any doubt, that we are conscious beings. It is the most intimate and obvious fact
of our existence. Indeed, all we ever directly know are the thoughts, images, and feelings
arising in consciousness. Yet as far as Western science is concerned, there is nothing more
difficult to explain.
The 'Hard Problem' of Consciousness
The really hard problem-as David Chalmers, professor of philosophy at the University of
Arizona, has said-is consciousness itself. Why should the complex processing of
information in the brain lead to an inner experience? Why doesn't it all go on in the dark,
without any subjective aspect? Why do we have any inner life at all?
This paradox-namely, the absolutely undeniable existence of human consciousness set
against the complete absence of any satisfactory scientific account for it-suggests to me
that something is seriously amiss with the contemporary scientific worldview. For a long
time I could not put my finger on exactly what it was. Then suddenly, about four years
ago on a flight back to San Francisco, I saw where the error lay.
If consciousness is not some emergent property of life, as Western science supposes, but
is instead a primary quality of the cosmos-as fundamental as space, time, and matter,
perhaps even more fundamental-then we arrive at a very different picture of reality. As far
as our understanding of the material world goes, nothing much changes; but when it
comes to our understanding of mind, we are led to a very different worldview indeed. I
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realized that the hard problem of consciousness was not a problem to be solved so much
as the trigger that would, in time, push Western science into what the American
philosopher Thomas Kuhn called a "paradigm shift."
The continued failure of science to make any appreciable headway into this fundamental
problem suggests that, to date, all approaches may be on the wrong track. They are all
based on the assumption that consciousness emerges from, or is dependent upon, the
physical world of space, time, and matter. In one way or another they are trying to
accommodate the anomaly of consciousness within a worldview that is intrinsically
materialist. As happened with the medieval astronomers, who kept adding more and more
epicycles to explain the anomalous motions of the planets, the underlying assumptions are
seldom, if ever, questioned.
I now believe that rather than trying to explain consciousness in terms of the material
world, we should be developing a new worldview in which consciousness is a
fundamental component of reality. The key ingredients for this new paradigm-a
"superparadigm"-are already in place. We need not wait for any new discoveries. All we
need do is put various pieces of our existing knowledge together, and consider the new
picture of reality that emerges.
Consciousness and Reality
Because the word "consciousness" can be used in so many different ways, confusion often
arises around statements about its nature. The way I use the word is not in reference to a
particular state of consciousness, or particular way of thinking, but to the faculty of
consciousness itself-the capacity for inner experience, whatever the nature or degree of
the experience.
A useful analogy is the image from a video projector. The projector shines light onto a
screen, modifying the light so as to produce any one of an infinity of images. These
images are like the perceptions, sensations, dreams, memories, thoughts, and feelings that
we experience-what I call the "contents of consciousness." The light itself, without which
no images would be possible, corresponds to the faculty of consciousness.
We know all the images on the screen are composed of this light, but we are not usually
aware of the light itself; our attention is caught up in the images that appear and the
stories they tell. In much the same way, we know we are conscious, but we are usually
aware only of the many different experiences, thoughts, and feelings that appear in the
mind. We are seldom aware of consciousness itself. Yet without this faculty there would
be no experience of any kind.
The faculty of consciousness is one thing we all share, but what goes on in our
consciousness, the content of our consciousness, varies widely. This is our personal
reality, the reality we each know and experience. Most of the time, however, we forget
that this is just our personal reality and think we are experiencing physical reality directly.
We see the ground beneath our feet; we can pick up a rock, and throw it through the air;
we feel the heat from a fire, and smell its burning wood. It feels as if we are in direct
contact with the world "out there." But this is not so. The colors, textures, smells, and
sounds we experience are not really "out there"; they are all images of reality constructed
in the mind.
It was this aspect of perception that most caught my attention during my studies of
experimental psychology (and amplified by my readings of the philosophy of Immanuel
Kant). At that time, scientists were beginning to discover the ways in which the brain
pieces together its perception of the world, and I was fascinated by the implications of
these discoveries for the way we construct our picture of reality. It was clear that what we
perceive and what is actually out there are two different things.
This, I know, runs counter to common sense. Right now you are aware of the pages in
front of you, various objects around you, sensations in your own body, and sounds in the
air. Even though you may understand that all of this is just your reconstruction of reality,
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it still seems as if you are having a direct perception of the physical world. And I am not
suggesting you should try to see it otherwise. What is important for now is the
understanding that all our experience is an image of reality constructed in the mind.
Unknowable Reality
Because our perception of the world is so different from the actual physical reality, some
people have claimed that our experience is an illusion. But that is misleading. It may all
be a creation of my own mind, but it is very, very real-the only reality we ever know.
The illusion comes when we confuse our experience of the world with the physical
reality, the thing-in-itself. The Vedantic philosophers of ancient India spoke of this as
"maya." Often translated as illusion (a false perception of the world), the word is more
accurately translated as delusion (a false belief about the world). I suffer a delusion when
I believe that the manifestations in my mind are the external world. I deceive myself when
I think that the tree I see is the tree itself.
If all that we ever know are the images that appear in our minds, how can we be sure there
is a physical reality behind our perceptions? Is it not just an assumption? My answer to
that is: Yes, it is an assumption; nevertheless, it seems a most plausible assumption.
For a start, there are definite constraints on my experience. I cannot, for example, walk
through walls. If I try to, there are predictable consequences. Nor can I, when awake, float
through the air, or walk upon water. Second, my experience generally follows welldefined laws and principles. Balls thrown through the air follow |precisely defined paths.
Cups of coffee cool at similar rates. The sun rises on time. Furthermore, this predictability
is not peculiar to my personal reality. You, whom I assume to exist, report similar patterns
in your own experience. The simplest way, by far, of accounting for these constraints and
for their consistency is to assume that there is indeed a physical reality. We may not know
it directly, and its nature may be nothing like our experience of it, but it is there.
To reveal the nature of this underlying reality has been the goal of the physical sciences,
and over the years they have elucidated many of the laws and principles that govern its
behavior. Yet curiously the more deeply they have delved into its true nature, the more it
appears that physical reality is nothing like we imagined it to be. Actually, this should not
be too surprising. All we can imagine are the forms and qualities that appear in
consciousness. These are unlikely to be very appropriate models for describing the
underlying physical reality, which is of a very different nature.
Take, for example, our ideas as to the nature of matter. For two thousand years it was
believed that atoms were tiny balls of solid matter-a model clearly drawn from everyday
experience. Then, as physicists discovered that atoms were composed of more elementary,
subatomic, |particles (electrons, protons, neutrons, and suchlike), the model shifted to one
of a central nucleus surrounded by orbiting electrons-again a model based on experience.
An atom may be small, a mere billionth of an inch across, but these subatomic particles
are a hundred-thousand times smaller still. Imagine the nucleus of an atom magnified to
the size of a grain of rice. The whole atom would then be the size of a football stadium,
and the electrons would be other grains of rice flying round the stands. As the early
twentieth-century British physicist Sir Arthur Eddington put it, "matter is mostly ghostly
empty space"-99.9999999 percent empty space, to be a little more precise.
With the advent of quantum theory, it was found that even these minute subatomic
particles were themselves far from solid. In fact, they are not much like matter at all-at
least nothing like matter as we know it. They can't be pinned down and measured
precisely. They are more like fuzzy clouds of potential existence, with no definite
location. Much of the time they seem more like waves than particles. Whatever matter is,
it has little, if any, substance to it.
Somewhat ironically, science, having set out to know the ultimate nature of reality, is
discovering that not only is this world beyond any direct experience, it may also be
inherently unknowable.
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The Paradox of Light
With hindsight, my decision to study theoretical physics along with experimental
psychology was definitely the right one. They provided two complementary directions to
my personal search for truth. Theoretical physics was taking me closer toward the
ultimate truths of the physical world, while my pursuit of experimental psychology was a
first step toward truth in the inner world of consciousness. Moreover, the deeper I went in
these two directions, the closer the truths of the inner and outer worlds became. And the
bridge between them was light.
Both relativity and quantum physics, the two great paradigm shifts of modern physics,
started from anomalies in the behavior of light, and both led to radical new
understandings of the nature of light. For example, in relativity theory, at the speed of
light time comes to a stop-in effect, that means for light there is no time whatsoever.
Furthermore, a photon can traverse the entire universe without using up any energy-in
effect, that means for light there is no space. In quantum theory, we find that light has
zero mass and charge, which in effect means that it is immaterial. Light, therefore, seems
to occupy a very special place in the cosmic scheme; it is in some ways more fundamental
than time, space, or matter. The same, I later discovered, was true of the inner light of
consciousness.
Although all we ever see is light, paradoxically, we never know light directly. The light
that strikes the eye is known only through the energy it releases. This energy is translated
into a visual image in the mind, and that image seems to be composed of light-but that
light is a quality of mind. We never know the light itself.
Physics, like Genesis, suggests that in the beginning there was light, or, rather, in the
beginning there is light, for light underlies every process in the present moment. Any
exchange of energy between any two atoms in the universe involves the exchange of
photons. Every interaction in the material world is mediated by light. In this way, light
penetrates and interconnects the entire cosmos.
An oft-quoted phrase comes to mind: God is Light. God is said to be absolute-and in
physics, so is light. God lies beyond the manifest world of matter, shape, and form,
beyond both space and time-so does light. God cannot be known directly-nor can light.
The Light of Consciousness
My studies in experimental psychology taught me much about the basic functioning of the
human brain. Yet, despite all I was learning about neurophysiology, biochemistry,
memory, behavior, and perception, I found myself no closer to understanding the nature
of consciousness itself. The East, however, seemed to have a lot to say about
consciousness, and so had many mystics, from around the world. For thousands of years
they had focused on the realm of the mind, exploring its subtleties through direct personal
experience. I realized that such approaches might offer insights unavailable to the
objective approach of Western science, and began delving into ancient texts such as the
Upanishads, The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation, The Cloud of Unknowing, and
works of contemporary writers such as Alan Watts, Aldous Huxley, Carl Jung, and
Christopher Isherwood.
I was fascinated to find that here, as in modern physics, light is a recurring theme.
Consciousness is often spoken of as the inner light. St John refers to "the true light, which
lighteth every man that cometh into the world." The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation
speaks of "the self-originated Clear Light, eternally unborn . . . shining forth within one's
own mind."
Those who have awakened to the truth about reality-whom we often call illumined, or
enlightened-frequently describe their experiences in terms of light. The Sufi Abu'l-Hosian
al-Nuri experienced a light "gleaming in the Unseen. . . . I gazed at it continually, until the
time came when I had wholly become that light."
The more I read about this inner light, the more I saw close parallels with the light of
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physics. Physical light has no mass, and is not part of the material world; the same is
true of consciousness. Light seems in some way fundamental to the universe, its
values are absolute, universal constants. The light of consciousness is likewise
fundamental; without it there would be no experience.
This led me to wonder whether there was some deeper significance to these similarities.
Were they pointing to a more fundamental connection between the light of the physical
world and the light of consciousness? Do physical reality and the reality of the mind share
the same common ground-a ground whose essence is light?
Meditation
Hunting through my local library one day, I happened upon a book titled The Science of
Being and Art of Living by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. This was the Indian teacher who had
recently made the headlines when The Beatles renounced their use of drugs in favor of his
technique of Transcendental Meditation, or TM for short... Maharishi was saying the
exact opposite of just about everything I'd heard or read on meditation; yet it made sense.
To give just one example, most of the books I had read on meditation talked about how
much concentration and effort it took to still the restless mind and discover the deep peace
and fulfillment that lies within. Maharishi looked at the whole matter in a different way.
Any concentration, the least bit of trying, even a wanting the mind to settle down, would,
he observed, be counterproductive. It would be promoting mental activity rather than
lessening it. He suggested that the reason the mind was restless was because it was
looking for something-namely, greater satisfaction and fulfillment. But it was looking for
it in the wrong direction, in the world of thinking and sensory experience...
Maharishi's ideas appealed to my scientific mind. They were simple and elegant-almost
like a mathematical derivation. But the skeptic in me was not going to take anything on
faith. Just because something is written in a book, or because some famous person says it,
or because many others believe it, does not mean it is true. The only way to know how
well his technique worked was to try it.
Journey to India
As soon as I completed my undergraduate degree, I earned some money driving a truck,
then set off in an old VW van for India (it was the sixties, after all). My destination was
Rishikesh, an Indian holy town, about 150 miles north of Delhi, at the foot of the
Himalayas... Rishikesh nestles right where plain turns into mountain, and at the very
point where the Ganges comes tumbling out of its deep Himalayan gorge...
About two miles downriver from the bridge was Maharishi's ashram, the last habitation
before the winding track disappeared into the jungle. Here, perched on a cliff top, a
hundred feet above the swirling Ganges, were half-a-dozen bungalows, a meeting hall,
dining room, showers, and other facilities providing some basic Western comforts.
Here, just over a hundred of us, of all ages, from many countries, had gathered for a
teacher training course. Many were like myself, recent graduates and looking for
intellectual understanding of Maharishi's teachings as much as experience of deep
meditation. There were PhDs in philosophy, medical doctors, and long-term students of
theology.
Over the coming weeks we listened to Maharishi talk at length, and asked question after
question, virtually interrogating him at times. We teased out everything, from the finer
distinctions of higher states of consciousness and subtle influences of meditation to the
exact meaning of various esoteric concepts.
Pure Consciousness
Even more important than our growing understanding of meditation was the opportunity
to deepen our experience. Initially we meditated for three or four hours a day. As the
course progressed, Maharishi gradually increased our practice times until we were
spending most of the day in meditation-and much of the night as well. He wanted us to
have clear experiences of the states of consciousness he was describing.
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During these long meditations, the habitual chatter of my mind began to fade away...
What thoughts there were became fainter and fainter, until finally my thinking mind fell
completely silent. In Maharishi's terminology I had transcended (literally gone beyond)
thinking-hence the name "Transcendental Meditation."
Indian teachings call this state samadhi, literally "still mind." They identify it as a
fundamentally different state of consciousness from the three major states we normally
experience-waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. In waking consciousness we are aware and
experience the world perceived by the senses. In dreaming we are aware and experience
worlds conjured by the imagination. In deep sleep there is no awareness, either of outer
world or inner world. Samadhi they define as a fourth major state. There is awareness, one
is wide awake, but there is no object of the awareness. It is pure consciousness-pure in the
sense of being unmodified by thoughts and images - consciousness without content.
In terms of the video projector analogy, this fourth state of consciousness corresponds to
the projector being on, but without any data being fed to it; only white light falls on the
screen. Likewise, in samadhi you know consciousness itself, in its unmanifest state,
before it takes on the many forms and qualities of thinking, feeling, and sensory
experience.
One further quality of this state of consciousness marks it out from all our normal states.
When you are in this state you discover a sense of self that is more real and more
fundamental than any you have known before. You are no longer an individual person,
with individual characteristics. Here, in the complete absence of all normal experience,
you find your true identity, an identity with the essence of all beings and all creation.
Looking for the self is rather like being in a room at night with only a flashlight, looking
for the source of the light. All you would find would be the various objects in the room
that the light fell upon. It is the same when we try to look for the self which is the subject
of all experience. All we find are the various ideas, images, and feelings that the attention
falls upon. But these are all objects of experience; they cannot therefore be the subject of
the experience. For this reason, the self cannot be known in the way that anything else is
known.
Universal Light
We can now begin to see just how close are the parallels between the light of physics and
the light of consciousness. Both are beyond the material world. And both seem to lie
beyond space and time. Both seem intrinsically unknowable-at least in the way that
everything else is known. And both are absolutes. Every photon of light is an identical
quantum of action, and the foundation of every interaction in the universe. The light of
consciousness is likewise absolute and invariant. It is the source of every quality that we
ever experience. And its essential nature is the same for everyone. Since it is beyond all
attributes and identifying characteristics, there is no way to distinguish the light of
consciousness in me from the light that shines in you. In other words, how it feels to me
to be conscious-that sense of being we label "I"-is the same as how it feels to you. In this
sense we are one. We all know the same inner self.
I am the light. And so are you. And so is every sentient being in the universe.
Mystics have spoken of this inner light as the Divine Light, the Cosmic Light, the Light of
Light, the Eternal Light that shines in every heart, the Uncreated Light from which all
creation takes form.
Once again the phrase "God is Light" comes to mind. But now God begins to take on a
much richer and more personal meaning. If God is the name we give to the light of
consciousness shining at the core of every sentient being, and if that pure
consciousness is the very essence of self, then it is only a short step to the assertion that
"I am God."
Consciousness and God
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To many, the statement "I am God" sounds ridiculous. God is not a human being, but the
supreme deity, the almighty, eternal creator. How can any lowly human being claim that
he or she is God? To those of a more religious disposition, the statement may sound
heretical, if not blasphemous. When the fourteenth-century Christian priest and mystic
Meister Eckhart preached that "God and I are One," he was brought before Pope John
XXII and forced to "recant everything that he had falsely taught." Not all were so lucky.
The tenth-century Islamic mystic al-Hallãj was crucified for using language that claimed
an identity with God.
To those who do not believe in God at all, such statements are meaningless, the symptoms
of some delusion or pathology. They might have been tolerable a couple of hundred years
ago, but not in the modern scientific era, where God seems a totally unnecessary concept.
Science has looked out into deep space, across the breadth of creation to the edges of the
universe. It has looked back in "deep time" to the beginning of creation. And it has looked
down into the "deep structure" of the cosmos, to the fundamental constituents of matter.
In each case science finds no evidence for God; nor any need for God - the Universe
seems to work perfectly well without any divine assistance. Thus anyone talking of a
personal identity with God is clearly talking nonsense.
That is where I stood thirty years ago. Now I recognize that I was rejecting a rather naïve
and old-fashioned interpretation of God. When we look to mystical writings, we do not
find many claims for God being in the realm of space, time, and matter. When mystics
refer to God, they are, more often than not, pointing toward the realm of personal
experience, not something in the physical realm. If we want to find God, we have to
look within, into the realm of deep mind-a realm that science has yet to explore.
Abridged version of Peter Russell's new book 'From Science to God'
179 Nature Support
The miracle compares what you have made with creation, accepting what is in accord
with it as true, and rejecting what is out of accord as false
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapt 1 The Meaning of Miracles (Principles of Miracles 50) pg 4

180 Navamsha
The Ninth Division : The Fruits of the Janma Kundali (of the Astrological Birth Chart).
See Rudraksha below.
181 Near Death Experience : The Road to Death
In 1982 I died from terminal cancer. My condition was non-operable. I chose not to have
chemotherapy. I was given six to eight months to live. Before this time, I had become
increasingly despondent over the nuclear crisis, the ecology crisis, and so forth. I came to
believe that nature had made a mistake - that we were probably a cancerous organism on
the planet. And that is what eventually killed me. Before my death, I tried all sorts of
alternative healing methods. None helped.
So I determined that this was between me and God. I had never really considered God.
Neither was I into any kind of spirituality, but my approaching death sent me on a quest
for more information about spirituality and alternative healing. I read various religions
and philosophies. They gave hope that there was something on the other side.
I had no medical insurance, so my life savings went overnight on tests. Unwilling to drag
my family into this, I determined to handle this myself. I ended up in hospice care and
was blessed with an angel for my hospice caretaker, whom I will call "Anne." She stayed
with me through all that was to follow. It lasted about eighteen months.
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THE LIGHT OF GOD
I woke up about 4:30 am and I knew that this was it. I was going to die. I called a few
friends and said good-bye. I woke up Anne and made her promise that my dead body
would remain undisturbed for six hours, since I had read that all kinds of interesting
things happen when you die. I went back to sleep.
The next thing I remember, I was fully aware and standing up. Yet my body was lying in
the bed. I seemed to be surrounded by darkness, yet I could see every room in the house,
and the roof, and even under the house.
A Light shone; I turned toward it, and was aware of its similarity to what others have
described in near-death experiences. It was magnificent and tangible, alluring. I wanted
to go towards that Light like I might want to go into my ideal mother's or father's arms.
As I moved towards the Light, I knew that if I went into the Light, I would be dead. So I
said/felt, "Please wait. I would like to talk to you before I go."
The entire experience halted. I discovered that I was in control of the entire experience.
My request was honored. I had conversations with the Light. That's the best way I can
describe it. The Light changed into different figures, like Jesus, Buddha, Krishna,
mandalas, archetypal images and signs. I asked in a kind of telepathy, "What is going on
here?"
The information transmitted was that our beliefs shape the kind of feedback we receive: If
you are a Buddhist or Catholic or Fundamentalist, you get a feedback loop of your own
images. I became aware of a Higher Self matrix, a conduit to the Source. We all have a
Higher Self, or an oversoul part of our being, a conduit. All Higher Selves are connected
as one being, all humans are connected as one being. We are literally the same being. It
was the most beautiful thing I have ever seen. It was like all the love you've ever wanted,
and it was the kind of love that cures, heals, regenerates.
I was ready to go at that time. I said "I am ready, take me." Then the Light turned into the
most beautiful thing that I have ever seen: a mandala of human souls on this planet. I saw
that we are the most beautiful creations - elegant, exotic . . .everything. I just cannot say
enough about how it changed my opinion of human beings in an instant.
I said/thought/felt, "Oh, God, I didn't realize." I was astonished to find that there was no
evil in any soul. People may do terrible things out of ignorance and lack, but no soul is
evil. What all people seek, what sustains them, is love, the Light told me. What distorts
people is a lack of love.
The revelations went on and on. I asked, "Does this mean that humankind will be saved?"
Like a trumpet blast with a shower of spiraling lights, the Light "spoke," saying, "You
save, redeem and heal yourself. You always have and always will. You were created
with the power to do so from before the beginning of the world."
In that instant I realized that WE HAVE ALREADY BEEN SAVED; this is what the
"Second Coming" is about. I thanked the Light of God with all my heart. The best thing I
could come up with was: "Oh dear God, dear Universe, dear Great Self, I love my Life."
The Light seemed to breathe me in even more deeply, absorbing me. I entered into
another realm more profound than the last, and was aware of an enormous stream of
Light, vast and full, deep. I asked what it was. The Light answered, "This is the RIVER
OF LIFE. Drink of this manna water to your heart's content." I drank deeply, in ecstasy.
THE VOID OF NOTHINGNESS
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Suddenly I seemed to be rocketing away from the planet on this stream of Life. I saw the
earth fly away. The solar system, whizzed by and disappeared. I flew through the center
of the galaxy, absorbing more knowledge as I went. I learned that this galaxy, and all of
the Universe, is bursting with many different varieties of life. I saw many worlds. We are
not alone in this Universe.
It seemed as if all the creations in the Universe soared past me and vanished in a speck of
Light. Almost immediately, a second Light appeared. As I passed into the second Light, I
could perceive forever, beyond Infinity. I was in the Void, pre-Creation, the beginning of
time, the first Word or vibration. I rested in the Eye of Creation and it seemed that I
touched the Face of God. It was not a religious feeling. I was simply at One with
Absolute Life and Consciousness.
It would take me years to assimilate the Void experience. It was less than nothing yet
greater than anything. Creation is God exploring God's Self through every way
imaginable. Through every piece of hair in your head, through every leaf on every tree,
through every atom, God is exploring God's Self. I saw everything as the Self of all. God
is here. That's what it is all about.
Everything is made of light; everything is alive.
THE LIGHT OF LOVE
I rode the stream directly into the center of the Light. I felt embraced by the Light as it
took me in with its breath again. And the truth was obvious that there is no death; that
nothing is born and nothing dies; that we are immortal beings, part of a natural living
system that recycles itself endlessly. I was never told that I had to come back. I just knew
that I would. It was only natural, from what I had seen.
As I began my return to the life cycle, it never crossed my mind, nor was I told, that I
would return to the same body. It did not matter. I had complete trust in the Light and the
Life process. As the stream merged with the great Light, I asked never to forget the
revelations and the feelings of what I had learned on the other side.
I thought of myself as a human again and I was happy to be that. From what I have seen,
I would be happy to be an atom in this universe. An atom. So to be the human part of
God ... this is the most fantastic blessing. It is a blessing beyond our wildest estimation
of what blessing can be. For each and every one of us to be the human part of this
experience is awesome, and magnificent. Each and every one of us, no matter where we
are, screwed up or not, is a blessing to the planet, right where we are.
So I went through the reincarnation process expecting to be a baby somewhere. But I
reincarnated back into this body. I was so surprised when I opened my eyes, to be back in
this body, back in my room with someone looking over me, crying her eyes out. It was
"Anne," my hospice caretaker. She had found me dead thirty minutes before.
We do not know how long I was dead, only that she found me thirty minutes before. She
had honored my wish to have my newly-dead body left alone. She can verify that I really
was dead. It was not a near-death experience. I believe I probably experienced death
itself for at least an hour and a half. When I awakened and saw the light outside.
Confused, I tried to get up to go to it, but I fell out of the bed. She heard a loud "clunk",
ran in and found me on the floor.
When I recovered, I was surprised and awed about what had happened, I had no memory
at first of the experience. I kept slipping out of this world and kept asking, "Am I alive?"
This world seemed more like a dream than that one. Within three days, I was feeling
normal again, clearer, yet different than ever before. My memories of the journey came
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back later. But from my return I could find nothing wrong with any human being I had
ever seen.
Previous to my death I was judgmental, believing that people were really screwed up.
Everyone but me.
About three months later a friend said I should get tested for the cancer, so I got the scans
and so forth. I felt healthy. I still remember the doctor at the clinic looking at the
"before" and "after" scans. He said, "I can find no sign of cancer now."
"A miracle?" I asked.
"No," he answered. These things happen . . . spontaneous remission." He seemed
unimpressed. But I was impressed, and knew it was a miracle.
LESSONS LEARNED
The Great Mystery of life has little to do with intelligence. The universe is not an
intellectual process. The intellect is helpful; but our hearts are the wiser part of ourselves.
Since my return I have experienced the Light spontaneously, and I have learned how to
get to that space almost any time in my meditation. You can also do this. You do not
have to die first. You are wired for it already.
The body is the most magnificent Light being there is. The body is a universe of
incredible Light. Spirit is not pushing us to dissolve this body. We don't need to
commune with God; God is communing with us in every moment.
I asked God: "What is the best religion on the planet? Which one is right?" God said with
great love: "I don't care." What an incredible grace. It does not matter what religion we
are. Religions come and they go, they change. Buddhism has not been here forever,
Catholicism has not been here forever, and they are all about to become more enlightened.
More light is coming into all systems now.
Many will resist and fight about it, one religion against the next, believing that only they
are right. When Godhead said, "I don't care," I understood that it is for us to care about,
because we are the caring beings. The Source does not care if you are Protestant,
Buddhist, or Jew. Each is a reflection, a facet of the whole. I wish that all religions
would realize it and let each other be. It is not the end of separate religions, but live and
let live. Each has a different view. And it all adds up to the big picture.
I went over to the other side with a lot of fears about toxic waste, nuclear missiles, the
population explosion, the rain forest. I came back loving every single problem. I love
nuclear waste. I love the mushroom cloud; this is the holiest mandala that we have
manifested to date, as an archetype. More than any religion or philosophy on earth, that
terrible, wonderful cloud brought us together all of a sudden, to a new level of
consciousness.
Knowing that maybe we can blow up the planet fifty times, or 500 times, we finally
realize that maybe we are all here together now. For a period they had to keep setting off
more bombs to get it in to us. Then we started saying, "we do not need this anymore."
Now we are actually in a safer world than we have ever been in, and it is going to get
safer. So I came back loving toxic waste, because it brought us together. These things are
so big.
Clearing of the rain forest will slow down, and in fifty years there will be more trees on
the planet than in a long time. If you are into ecology, go for it; you are that part of the
system that is becoming aware. Go for it with all your might, but do not be depressed or
disheartened. Earth is in the process of domesticating itself and we are cells on that Body.
Population increase is getting very close to the optimal range of energy to cause a shift in
consciousness. That shift in consciousness will change politics, money, energy.
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What happens when we dream? We are multi-dimensional beings. We can access that
through lucid dreaming. In fact, this universe is God's dream. One of the things that I
saw is that we humans are a speck on a planet that is a speck in a galaxy that is a speck.
Those are giant systems out there, and we are in sort of an average system. But human
beings are already legendary throughout the cosmos of consciousness.
The little bitty human being of Earth/Gaia is legendary. One of the things that we are
legendary for is dreaming. We are legendary dreamers. In fact, the whole cosmos has
been looking for the meaning of life, the meaning of it all. And it was the little dreamer
who came up with the best answer ever. We dreamed it up. So dreams are important.
After dying and coming back, I really respect life and death. In our DNA experiments we
may have opened the door to a great secret. Soon we will be able to live as long as we
want to live in this body. After living 150 years or so, there will be an intuitive soul sense
that you will want to change channels. Living forever in one body is not as creative as
reincarnation, as transferring energy in this fantastic vortex of energy that we are in. We
are actually going to see the wisdom of life and death, and enjoy it. As it is now, we have
already been alive forever. Here's to life! Here's to death! Here's to it all!
Thomas Benedict Mellen is an artist who survived a near-death experience in 1982

182 Nirvikalpa (as opposed to Sankalpa)
Following from Space (the Space Atom) & Deluded Man: Capturing space in the house
(body) and mourning the loss of space when the house crumbles…)
From the supreme Brahman, the mind first arose with its faculty of thinking and
imagination. And this mind remains as such in that Brahman, even as fragrance in a
flower, as waves in the ocean, and as rays of light in the sun. Brahman, which is
extremely subtle and invisible, was forgotten, as it were, and thus arose the wrong notion
of the real existence of the world-appearance.
If one thinks that light rays are different and distinct from the sun, to him light rays have a
distinct reality. If one thinks that a bracelet made of gold is a bracelet, to him it is indeed a
bracelet and not gold. (RRI: If one thinks that a wave on the ocean is different and
distinct from the ocean, or that the fragrance is distinct and different from the flower…
“to see the world in a grain of sand” (William Blake) : Einstein contemplating the ray of
light did so as distinct from the sun… particles as distinct from waves… waves as distinct
from energy (and as mere analogies of energy)… energy as distinct from mind – kinetic
energy: movement… of what? Where?... From where?... To where?... Spatial dimension;
time… Relativity… Subject and object; infinity and finity. Mind – the conceptualisation
(vasana) of subject object duality… Higher mind – such conceptualisation (vasana) while
remaining ‘aware’ (so to speak) of infinity/absolute while conceptualising; continuing to
see infinity in the finite, not forgetting infinity while conceptualising (vasana) the relative
object within the subject/object duality; forgetting that the subject is infinite and so is the
object… and so is the conceptualising itself. It is all taking place within infinity, and
infinity is not changing one jot into object or subject or awareness of object by subject…
or anything. The bracelet is made of gold, the wave of the ocean, the ray of the sun, the
fragrance of the flower… and the bracelet is made of…? Space / dimension /
conceptualisation within infinity. If we follow every object (and its necessarily
concomitant subject) back to its source, we find infinity… they all merge into infinity, into
oneness (without a second). Whatever we look at, we must know it for what it is. A grain
of sand (to see the world in a grain of sand and hold the universe in the palm of our
hand). Embodied, we must see the grain of sand, yes; but at the same time we mustn’t
blind ourselves to what that objective conceptualisation is eclipsing for us to see it. “He
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who sees Me in everything, And everything in Me, I am not lost to him, and he is not lost
to Me”
But if one realises that the light rays are non-different from the sun, his understanding is
said to be unmodified (nirvikalpa). If one realises that the waves are non-different from
the ocean, his understanding is said to be unmodified (nirvikalpa). If one realises that the
bracelet is non-different from gold, his understanding is said to be unmodified
(nirvikalpa).
He who sees the display of sparks does not realise that it is but fire. His mind experiences
joy and sorrow as these sparks fly up and scatter on the ground. If he sees that the sparks
are but fire and non-different from it, he sees only fire and his understanding is said to be
unmodified (nirvikalpa).
He who is established in the nirvikalpa is indeed a great one. His understanding does not
diminish. He has attained whatever is worth attaining. His heart does not get enmeshed in
the objects. Hence, O Rama, abandon this perception of diversity or objectification and
remain established in consciousness.
Whatever the self contemplates is materialised on account of the inherent power in the
consciousness. That materialises thought then shines as if independent. Thus, whatever
the mind (which is endowed with the faculty of thought) contemplates materialises
instantly. This is the origin of diversity. Hence, this world-appearance is neither real nor
unreal. Even as sentient beings create and experience diverse objects in their own daydreams, this world-appearance is the day-dream of Brahman. When it is realised as
Brahman, then the world-appearance is dissolved; for from the absolute point of view this
world is non-existent. Brahman remains as Brahman and it does not create something
which was not already in existence.
O Rama, whatever you do, know that it is nothing but pure consciousness. Brahman alone
is manifest here as all this; for naught else exists. There is no scope for ‘this’ and the
‘other’. Therefore, abandon even the concepts of liberation and bondage. Remain in the
pure, egoless state engaging yourself is natural activity.
Vasistha 483

"As prophets are sent on earth to help men work out their physical karma, so I have been
directed by God to serve on an astral planet as a saviour," Sri Yukteswar explained. "It is
called Hiranyaloka or 'Illumined Astral Planet.' There I am aiding advanced beings to rid
themselves of astral karma and thus attain liberation from astral rebirths. The dwellers on
Hiranyaloka are highly developed spiritually; all of them had acquired, in their last earthincarnation, the meditation-given power of consciously leaving their physical bodies at
death. No one can enter Hiranyaloka unless he has passed on earth beyond the state of
sabikalpa samadhi into the higher state of nirbikalpa samadhi."
Autobiography of a Yogi, Yogananda

183 Non Transcendent Intellectualism - Orthodoxy
See Conservative Orthodoxy + below
Myself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor and saint, and heard great argument
About it and about; but evermore
Came out by the same Door as in I went
The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, Quatrain 27

184 Orthodoxy Stagnating to Fundamentalism Through Certitude without Reform
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See Conservative Orthodoxy
185 Panacea (Not Placebo)
Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and His righteousness; and all these things shall be
added unto you
Matthew 6:33

To the extent of the teacher of God’s faithfulness is the measure of his advancement in the
curriculum. Does he still select some aspects of his life to bring to his learning, while
keeping others apart? If so, his advancement is limited, and his trust not yet firmly
established. Faithfulness is the teacher of God’s trust in the Word of God to set all things
right – not some, but all. Generally, his faithfulness begins by resting on just some
problems, remaining carefully limited for a time. To give up all problems to one Answer
is to reverse the thinking of the world entirely. And that alone is faithfulness. Nothing
but that really deserves the name. Yet each degree, however small, is worth achieving.
Readiness, as the Text notes, is not mastery.
A Course in Miracles, Volume III Manual for Teachers, Faithfulness p 14 (Soft Cover)

There can be no order of difficulty in healing merely because all sickness is illusion. Is it
harder to dispel the belief of the insane in a larger hallucination as opposed to a smaller
one? Will he agree more quickly to the unreality of a louder voice he hears than that of a
softer one? Will he dismiss more easily a whispered demand to kill than a shout? And do
the number of pitchforks the devils he sees carrying affect their credibility in his
perception? His mind has categorized them all as real, and so they are all real to him.
When he realizes that they are all illusions, they will disappear. And so it is with healing.
The properties of illusions which seem to make them different, are really irrelevant, for
their properties are as illusory as they are.
The body’s eyes will continue to see differences. But the mind that has let itself be healed
will no longer acknowledge them. There will be those who seem to be “sicker” than
others, and the body’s eyes will report their changed appearances as before, but the healed
mind will put them all in one category – they are unreal. This is the gift of its Teacher;
the understanding that only two categories are meaningful in sorting out the messages the
mind receives from what appears to be the outside world. And of these two, but one is
real. Just as reality is wholly real, apart from size and shape and time and place – for
differences cannot exist within it – so too are illusions without distinctions. The one
answer to sickness of any kind is healing. The one answer to all illusions is truth.
A Course in Miracles, Volume III Manual for Teachers, How Can Perception of Order of Difficulties be Avoided? p 24 (Soft Cover)

Not once do the advanced teachers of God consider the forms of sickness in which their
brother believes. To do this is to forget that all of them have the same purpose, and
therefore are not really different. They seek for God’s Voice in this brother who would so
deceive himself as to believe that God’s Son can suffer. And they remind him that he did
not make himself, and must remain as God created him. They recognize that illusions can
have no effect. The truth in their minds reaches out to the truth in the minds of their
brothers, so that illusions are not reinforced. They are thus brought to truth; truth is not
brought to them. So are they dispelled, not by the will of another, but by the One Will
with Itself. And this is the function of God’s teachers; to see no will as separate from
their own, nor theirs as separate from God’s.
A Course in Miracles, Volume III Manual for Teachers, The Function of the Teacher of God p 18 (Soft Cover)

186 Parables
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See Readiness to Evolve below
187 Paradox [The Ultimate Paradox: Infinity]
The mind that accepts attack cannot love. That is because it believes it can destroy love,
and therefor does not understand what love is. If it does not understand what love is, it
cannot perceive itself as loving. This loses the awareness of being, induces feelings of
unreality, and results in utter confusion. Your thinking has done this because of its power,
but your thinking can also save you from this because its power is not of your making.
Your ability to direct your thinking as you choose is part of its power. If you do not
believe you can do this you have denied the power of your thought, and thus rendered it
powerless in your belief.
The ingeniousness of the ego to preserve itself is enormous, but it stems from the very
power of the mind which power the ego denies. This means that the ego attacks the very
thing that is preserving it …which must result in extreme anxiety. That is why the ego
never recognizes what it is doing. It is perfectly logical but clearly insane. The ego
draws for its very existence from the one source that is totally inimical to its
existence. Fearful of perceiving the power of this source, it is forced to depreciate it.
This threatens its own existence …a state which it finds intolerable. Remaining logical
but still insane, the ego resolves this completely insane dilemma in a completely insane
way: It does not perceive its existence as threatened, but rather projects the threat onto
you, and perceiving your being as non-existent. This ensures its continuance if you side
with it, by guaranteeing that you will not know your own Safety.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace p 114 to 115 (Soft Cover)

188 Patanjali
The third century before Christ.
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p19

189 Perception of Self
By not seeing you as you are, (the ego) can see itself as it wants to be. (By the ego seeing
you as a body, i.e. as a finite subject relative to finite objects) your mind is dividing its
allegiance between two kingdoms, and you are totally committed to neither. Your
identification with the Kingdom (i.e. Infinity, the Oneness without a second) is totally
beyond question except by you when you are thinking insanely. What you are is not
established by your perception, and is not influenced by it at all. Perceived problems
of identification at any level are not problems of fact. They are problems of
understanding, since their presence implies a belief that what you are is up to you to
decide. The ego believes this totally, being fully committed to it. It is not true. The
ego therefore is totally committed to untruth, perceiving in total contradiction to the
Holy Spirit and to the knowledge of God.
You can be perceived with meaning only by the Holy Spirit because your being is the
knowledge of God (i.e. Infinite Knowledge, Infinite Consciousness). Any belief you
accept apart from this will obscure God’s Voice (Infinity) in you, and will therefore
obscure God (Infinity) in you. Unless you perceive His creation truly you cannot know
the Creator, since God (Infinity) and His creation are not separate. The Oneness of the
Creator and His creation is your wholeness, your sanity and your limitless power.
This limitless power is God’s gift to you, because it is what you are. If you dissociate
your mind from it, you are perceiving the most powerful force in the universe (Infinity) as
if it were weak, because you do not believe you are part of it.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom, From Vigilance to Peace pp 116, 117 ( Soft Cover)
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Rid yourself of all self-definitions. They block your awareness of yourself as the everperfect soul. You, as a manifestation of God, are unique. The Lord never makes even two
snowflakes exactly alike. Self-definitions are like heavy luggage: difficult to carry about
and obstructive to free movement. The more completely you renounce your selfconstructs, the easier you will find it, by your openness to soul-guidance, to advance
toward freedom. Remember always, you are not this little ego: You are infinite.
Yogananda

190 Perfection
O Rama, the mind is the hub around which this vicious cycle revolves, creating delusion
in the mind of the deluded. It is by firmly restraining that hub through intense self-effort
and keen intelligence that the whole wheel is brought to a standstill. When the hub’s
motion is stopped, then the wheel does not revolve. When the mind is stilled, illusion
ceases. One who does not know this trick and does not practise it undergoes endless
sorrow; the moment the truth is seen, behold, the sorrow comes to an end.
The disease of the perception of this world-illusion is not cured except through the
mastery of the mind which is its only remedy. Hence, O Rama, abandon all other
activities, like pilgrimage, gifts and austerities, and bring the mind under your control for
your ultimate good. This world-appearance abides in the mind, even as there is space
within the pot; if the pot is broken, the illusory division of space vanishes; and if the mind
ceases to be, the concept of a world within the mind also ceases to be. Even as an insect
trapped within the pot attains freedom of movement when the pot is broken, you will also
enjoy freedom when the mind ceases to be, along with this world-illusion contained
within it.
Live in the present with your consciousness externalized momentarily but without any
effort; when the mind stops linking itself to the past and to the future, it becomes no-mind.
If, from moment to moment your mind dwells on what is and drops it effortlessly at once,
the mind becomes no-mind, full of purity. It is only so long as the mind continues to be
agitated that it experiences the diversity of its own projection or expansion, even as rain
falls only so long as there are clouds. And, it is only as long as the infinite consciousness
limits itself into the finite mind, that such agitation and expansion takes place. If
consciousness ceases to be the finite mind, then know that the very roots of cyclic worldillusion (of birth and death) are burnt and there is perfection.
Vasistha 279

A man attains perfection by worshiping,
with his natural gifts,
Him from whom all beings are evolved,
and by whom all this world is permeated.
Bhagavad Gita 18;46 Yogananda’s translation

And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, the Lord appeared to Abram, and
said unto him, I am the Almighty God; walk before Me and be thou perfect
Genesis 17;1

Be perfect, for your heavenly Father is perfect
Matthew 5:48

Be Holy, for I, the Lord your God, am Holy
Lev 19:2 (Torah portion ‘Kedoshim’)

Love your neighbour as yourself
Mark 12:31 – Matthew 22:39 – Lev 19:9-18

Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect”
Matthew 5:48
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The ego can accept the idea that return (of our minds to their Source – Infinity, God,
Perfection) is necessary because it can so easily make the idea seem difficult. Yet the
Holy Spirit tells us that even return is unnecessary, because what never happened cannot
be difficult. However, we can make the idea of return both necessary and difficult. Yet it
is surely clear that the perfect need nothing, and we cannot experience perfection as a
difficult accomplishment, because that is what we are. This is the way in which we must
perceive God’s creations, bringing all of our perceptions into the one line the Holy Spirit
sees. This line is the direct line of communication with God, and lets our minds converge
with His. There is no conflict anywhere in this perception because it means that all
perception is guided by the Holy Spirit, Whose Mind if fixed on God. Only the Holy
Spirit can resolve conflict because only the Holy Spirit is conflict-free. The Holy Spirit
perceives only what is true in our minds, and extends outwards only to what is true in
other minds.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 6 The Lessons of Love : The Alternative to Projection , pg 90. 91

You cannot know your own perfection until you have honoured all those who were
created like you.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 7 The Gifts of the Kingdom : The Totality of the Kingdom:, pg 119

We share one life because we have one Source, a Source from Which perfection comes to
us, remaining always in the holy minds which He created perfect. As we were, so are we
now and will forever be. A sleeping mind must waken, as it sees its own perfection
mirroring the Lord of Life so perfectly it fades into what is reflected there. And now it is
no more a mere reflection. It becomes the thing reflected, and the light which makes
reflection possible. No vision now is needed, for the wakened mind is one that knows its
Source, its Self, its Holiness.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Review IV, Lesson 167,
There is One Life, and that I Share with God, pg 311

Except for God’s teachers there would be little hope of salvation, for the world of sin
would seem forever real. The self-deceiving must deceive, for they must teach deception.
And what else is hell? This is a manual for the Teachers of God. They are not perfect, or
they would not be here; and so they teach perfection over and over, in many ways, until
they have learnt it. And then they are seen no more, although their thoughts remain a
source of strength and truth forever. Who are they? How are they chosen? What do they
do? How can they work out their own salvation and the salvation of the world? This
manual attempts to answer these questions.
A Course in Miracles, Volume III Manual for Teachers, Introduction, pg 2

The Bible enjoins you to be perfect, to heal all errors, to take no thought of the body as
separate, and to accomplish all things in my name. This is not my name alone, for ours is
a shared identification. The name of God’s Son is one, and you are enjoined to do the
works of love because we share this oneness. Our minds are whole because they are one.
If you are sick, you are withdrawing from me. Yet you cannot withdraw from me alone.
You can only withdraw from yourself and me.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 8, The Journey Back, Healing as Corrected Perception, pg 147

If God created His Son perfect, that is how you must learn to see him to learn of his
reality. And as part of the Sonship, that is how you must see yourself to learn of yours.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 10, The Idols of Sickness, The Denial of God, pg 178

There is no fear in perfect love. We will but be making perfect to you what is already
perfect in you. You do not fear the known, but the unknown. You will not fail in your
mission because I did not fail in mine. Give Me but a little trust in the name of the
complete trust I have in you, and we will easily accomplish the goal of perfection
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together. For perfection is, and cannot be denied. To deny the denial of perfection is not
so difficult as to deny truth, and what we can accomplish together will be believed when
you see it as accomplished.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 12 The Holy Spirit’s Curriculum, The investment in Reality, p 204

Give (God) your thoughts, and He will give them back as miracles which joyously
proclaim the wholeness and happiness God wills His Son, as proof of His eternal Love.
And as each thought is thus transformed, it takes on healing power from the Mind which
saw the Truth in it, and failed to be deceived by what was falsely added. All threads of
fantasy are gone. And what remains is unified into a perfect Thought that offers its
perfection everywhere.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Lesson 151 All Things are Echoes of the Voice for God, p 273

191 Photography
He who binds to himself a joy
Does the winged life destroy
But he who kisses a moment as it flies
Lives in eternity’s sunrise
William Blake

192 The Picture & Its Frame
Take not the form for content, for the form is but a means for content. And the frame is
but a means to hold the picture up, so that it can be seen. A frame that hides the picture
has no purpose. It cannot be a frame if it is what you see. Without the picture is the
frame without its meaning. Its purpose is to set the picture off, and not itself.
Who hangs an empty frame upon a wall and stands before it, deep in reverence, as if a
masterpiece were there to see? Yet if you see your brother as a body, it is but this you do.
The masterpiece that God has set within this frame is all there is to see. The body holds it
for a while, without obscuring it in any way. Yet what God has created needs no frame,
for what He has created He supports and frames within Himself. His masterpiece He
offers you to see. And would you rather see the frame instead of this? And see the
picture not at all?
The Holy Spirit is the frame God set around the part of Him that you would see as
separate. Yet its frame is joined to its Creator, one with Him and with His masterpiece.
This is its purpose, and you do not make the frame into the picture when you choose to
see it in its place. The frame that God has given it but serves His purpose, not yours apart
from His. It is your separate purpose that obscures the picture, and cherishes the frame
instead of it. Yet God has set His masterpiece within a frame that will endure forever,
when yours has crumbled into dust. But think you not the picture is destroyed in any way.
What God created is safe from all corruption, unchanged and perfect in eternity.
Accept God’s frame instead of yours, and you will see the masterpiece. Look at its
loveliness, and understand the Mind that thought it, not in flesh and bones but in a frame
as lovely as Itself. Its holiness lights up the Sinlessness the frame of darkness hides, and
casts a veil of lights across the picture’s face which but reflects the light that shines from
it to its Creator. Think not this face was ever darkened because you saw it in a frame of
death. God kept it safe that you might look on it and see the holiness that He has given it.
Within the darkness see the saviour from the dark, and understand your brother as his
Father’s Mind shows him to you. He will step forth from darkness as you look on him,
and you will see the dark no more. The darkness touched him not, nor you who brought
him forth for you to look upon. His sinlessness but pictures yours. His gentleness
becomes your strength, and both will gladly look within and see the holiness that must be
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there because of what you looked upon in him. He is the frame in which your holiness is
set, and what God gave him must be given you. However, much he overlooks the
masterpiece in him and sees only a frame of darkness, it is still your only function to
behold in him what he sees not. And in this seeing is the vision shared that looks on
Christ instead of seeing death.
How could the Lord of Heaven not be glad if you appreciate His masterpiece? What
could He do but offer thanks to you who love His Son as He does? What would He not
make known to you His Love if you but share His praise of what He loves? God
cherishes creation as the perfect Father that He is. And so his joy is made complete when
any part of Him joins in His praise, to share His joy. This brother is His perfect Son for
being what he is. And all His thanks and gladness shines on you who would complete His
joy, along with Him. And thus is yours completed. Not one ray of darkness can be seen
by those who will make their Father’s happiness complete, and theirs along with His. The
gratitude of God Himself is freely offered to everyone who shares His purpose. It is not
His Will to be alone; and neither is it yours.
Forgive your brother and you cannot separate yourself from him, nor from his Father.
You need no forgiveness for the holy pure have never sinned. Give, then, what He has
given you, that you may see His Son as one, and thank his Father as He thanks you. Nor
believe that all His praise is given not to you. For what you give is His, and giving it you
learn to understand His gift to you. And give the Holy Spirit what He offers unto the
Father and the Son alike. Nothing has power over you except His Will and yours, which
but extends His Will. It was for this that you were created, and your brother with you and
at one with you.
You are the same as God Himself is One, and not divided in His Will. And you must
have one purpose, since He gave the same to both of you. His Will is brought together as
you join in will, that you may be made complete by offering completion unto your
brother. See not in him the sinfulness he sees, but give him honour that you may esteem
yourself and him. To each of you is given the power of salvation, that escape from
darkness unto light be yours to share; that you may see as one what never has been
separate, nor apart from all God’s Love as given equally.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter The Justice of God, The Saviour from the Dark p485-7(Soft Cover)

193 Polarity
The state of sinlessness is merely this: The whole desire to attack is gone, and so there is
no reason to perceive the Son of God as other than he is. The need for guilt is gone
because it has no purpose, and is meaningless without the goal of sin. Attack and guilt are
bound as one illusion, each the cause and aim and justifier of the other. Each is
meaningless alone, but seems to draw a meaning from the other. Each depends upon the
other for whatever sense it seems to have. And no one could believe in one unless the
other were the truth, for each attests the other must be true.
Attack makes Christ your enemy, and God along with Him. Must you not be afraid with
“enemies” like these? And must you not be fearful of yourself? For you have hurt
yourself, and made your Self your “enemy”. And now you must believe you are not you,
but something alien to yourself and “something else,” a “something” to be feared instead
of loved. Who would attack whatever he perceives as wholly innocent? And who,
because he wishes to attack, can fail to think he must be guilty to maintain the wish, while
wanting innocence? For who could see the Son of God as innocent and wish him dead?
Christ stands before you both, each time you look upon your brother. He is not gone
because your eyes are closed. But what is there to see by searching for your Saviour,
seeing Him through sightless eyes?
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It is not Christ you see by looking thus. It is the “enemy” confused with Christ, that you
look upon. And hate because there is no sin in him for you to see. Nor do you hear his
plaintive call, unchanged in content in whatever form the call is made, that you unite with
him, and join with him in innocence and peace. And yet, beneath the ego’s senseless
shrieks, such is the call that God has given him, that you may hear in him His Call to you,
and answer by returning unto God what is His Own.
The Son of God asks only this of you…continue…
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter The Justice of God, The State of Sinlessness p490 (Soft Cover)

194 Prayer
See Forgiveness. Communion instead of prayer
195 Precession, Precessional Cycle
Earth behaves like a spinning top, its north pole completing a full cycle (Platonic Year) in
25, 920 years. (25 920 yrs ÷ 12 = 2 160 yrs per Sun Sign and each constellation moves 1°
every 72 years; the same constellation returning to its ‘original’ position every 25 920
years – a ‘Great Platonic Year’):
Taurus: c.4420 – 2260BC
Aries:
c.2260 – 100BC
Pisces:
BC100 – 2060
Aquarius : 2060 –
196 Pre-Meditative Preparation – Intellectual Resonance
See Death above
197 Premise in Spirituality
Premise n (Logic) previous statement from which another is inferred, esp. MAJOR and MINOR premises
in syllogism [variation of PREMISE: aforesaid or foregoing matters [praemissa (propositio
proposition) set in front – PRAE (mittere miss – send) a priori principle

Premise v.t. say or write (thing, that) by way of introduction
Concise Oxford Dictionary & Roget’s Thesaurus

The Kingdom is the result of premises, just as this world is. You may have carried the
ego’s reasoning to its logical conclusion, which is total confusion about everything (e.g.
Chaos Theory – Author). If you really saw this result you could not want it. The only
reason you could possibly want any part of it is because you do not see the whole of it.
You are willing to look at the ego’s premises, but not at their logical outcome. Is it not
possible that you have done the same thing with the premises of God? Your creations are
the logical outcome of His premises. His thinking has established them for you. They are
exactly where they belong. They belong in your mind as part of your identification with
His, but your state of mind and your recognition of what is in it depend upon what you
believe about your mind. Whatever these beliefs may be, they are the premises, they are
the premises that will determine what you accept into your mind.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter The Gifts of the Kingdom, The Extension of the Kingdom p124 (Soft Cover)

198 Problems Resolved in Meditation (Holistic Healing, rather than Diverse, Casuistic Problem-Analysis)
Problems are not specific but they take specific forms, and these specific shapes make up
the world. And no one understands the nature of his problem. If he did, it would be there
no more for him to see. Its very nature is that it is not. And thus, while he perceives it he
cannot perceive it as it is. But healing is apparent in specific instances, and generalizes to
include them all. This is because they really are the same, despite their different forms.
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All learning aims at transfer, which becomes complete within two situations that are seen
as one, for only common elements are there. Yet this can only be attained by One Who
does not see the differences you see. The total transfer of your learning is not made by
you. But that it has been made in spite of all the differences you see, convinces you that
they could not be real.
Your healing will extend (as opposed to be projected – Concordance Author), and will be
brought to problems that you thought were not your own. And it will also be apparent
that your many different problems will be solved as any one of them has been escaped. It
cannot be their differences which made this possible, for learning does not jump from
situations to their opposites and bring the same results. All healing must proceed in
lawful manner, in accordance with laws that have been properly perceived but never
violated. Fear you not the way that you perceive them. You are wrong, but there is One
within you Who is right.
Leave, then, the transfer of your learning to the One Who really understands its laws, and
who will guarantee that they remain unviolated and unlimited. Your part is merely to
apply what He has taught you to yourself, and He will do the rest. And it is thus the
power of your learning will be proved to you by all the many different witnesses it finds.
Your brother first among them will be seen, but thousands stand behind him, and beyond
each one of them there are a thousand more. Each one may seem to have a problem that
is different from the rest. Yet they are all solved together. And their common answer
shows that the questions could not have been separate.
Peace be to you to whom is healing offered. And you will learn that peace is given you
when you accept the healing for yourself. Its total value need not be appraised by you to
let you understand that you have benefitted from it. What occurred within the instant that
Love entered in without attack will stay forever. Your healing will be one of its effects.
Yet all the witnesses that you behold will be far less than all there really are. Infinity
cannot be understood by merely counting up its separate parts. God thanks you for your
healing, for He knows it is a gift of love unto His Son, and therefore is it given unto Him.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 27 The Healing of the Dream, The Healing Example p536, 7 (Soft Cover)

199 Projection, Perception, and Extension
Projection makes perception
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 21 Reason & Perception, p415 (Soft Cover)

The difference between the ego’s projection and the Holy Spirit’s extension is very
simple. The ego projects to exclude, and therefor to deceive. The Holy Spirit extends by
recognizing Himself in every mind, and thus perceives them as one. Nothing conflicts in
this perception, because what the Holy Spirit perceives is all the same. Wherever He
looks He sees Himself, and because He is united he offers the whole Kingdom always.
This is the one message God gave to Him and for which He must speak, because that is
what He is. The peace of God lies in that message, and so the peace of God lies in you.
The great peace of the Kingdom shines in your mind forever, but it must shine outwards
to make you aware of it.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I, Text, Chapter 6 Lessons of Love : The Alternative to Projection, Pg 91 (soft cover)

Behold the great projection, but look on it with the decision that it must be healed, and
not with fear. Nothing you made has any power over you unless you still would be apart
from your Creator, and with a will opposed to His. For only if you would believe His Son
could be His enemy does it seem possible that what you made is yours. You would
condemn His joy to misery, and make Him different. And all the misery you made has
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been your own. Are you not glad to learn it is not true? Is it not welcome news to hear
not one of the illusions that you made replaced the truth?
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 22 Salvation & the Holy Relationship, Your Brother’s Sinlessness p 440 (Soft Cover)

200 Protons
See Quarks below
201 Purpose & Means
See also Meaning & Awareness Thereof, above; and Means & End, above
Your purpose is to see the world through your own holiness. Thus are you and the world
blessed together. No one loses; nothing is taken away from anyone; everyone gains
through your holy vision. It signifies the end of sacrifice because it offers everyone his
full due.
A Course in Miracles, Volume II Workbook for Students, Lesson 37 My Holiness Blesses the World p56 (Soft Cover)

The meaning of the Son of God lies solely in his relationship with his Creator.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, p406

For you have asked that nothing stand between the holiness of your relationship and your
awareness of its holiness.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 21 Reason & Perception, The Inner Shift, p434

The Holy Spirit’s temple is not a body but a relationship
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, p407

The Holy Spirit’s purpose lies safe in your relationship, and not your body. You have
escaped the body. Where you are the body cannot enter, for the Holy Spirit has set His
temple there.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit, p408

202 Purusha
Indwelling presence
Vasistha 516

Necklace of 108 gems. 108 representing 12 Rashis (&Bhavas) x 9 being the 9th Division
(Navamsha)
Rudra = Siva = Silence
Aksha = Silence
203 Quantum
Simply, the quantising (the conceptual limitation) of unconceptual unlimited infinity.
Viewed ‘upwards’ from the relative, it seems amazing, incredible, metaphysical,
complicated, arcane, etc.
Viewed ‘downward’ from the infinite, it is simple conceptualizing.
Note, Brian Greene’s oven (pg 89 →): The infinity reading of the energy in the oven is
correct, viewed from the absolute or infinite realm or reality. In every atom is infinity.
Is this the High Frequency Wave Catastrophe, the ‘tricking’ of the maths to get out of the
infinity bind (John Gribbon)?
“Nobody understands Quantum Theory” Richard Feynman
(See e.g. John Gribbon, Schrödinger’s Kittens, Preface)

“… (Physicists) have made some of the mysteries (of Quantum Physics) look even more
mysterious and have uncovered new aspects of the strangeness of the quantum world.
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They have developed explanations of the quantum mysteries that seem to an outside
observer to be increasingly bizarre counsels of despair.”
(John Gribbon, Schrödinger’s Kittens, Preface)

Enlightenment - The behaviour of light within the framework of Albert Einstein’s
Theory of Relativity. Light, the phenomenon that is a key ingredient of both quantum
theory and relativity theory.
Paradoxical phenomena such as:
• Photons of light that can be in two places at the same time.
• Atoms that can go two ways at once.
• How time stands still for a particle moving at the speed of light
• If quantum entities are once part of a single system, they remain linked,
somehow aware of each other, even when they are far apart (at the
furthest ends of the universe) John Bell’s theorem
Relative to this, focus on the qualification, “if…” Gribbon uses the
qualification because he starts from the bottom of the ladder, like a
conventional rabbi. He insists on having to see the particle in relativity.
If, instead, he started at the top of the ladder by transcendence, he would
know why the particles are aware of each other (because they are each
other) and not because they “once were part of a single system”. They
are indeed part of a single system – the noumenon.
• Schrödinger’s cat, alive and dead at the same time.
• The electron that goes both ways through two holes at the same time (the
two-slit experiment).
• The electron that ‘knows’ the structure of the entire experiment at one
moment in time.
(John Gribbon, Schrödinger’s Kittens, Preface)

See, Parmenides by Plato
204 Quarks
Strongly interaction subatomic particles are composed of six types of spin-½ particles
called quarks. They are the up (u), down (d), charm (c), strange (s), top (t), and bottom
(b), quarks. The lightest quark is the up-quark. Together with its partner, the downquark, it makes up the protons and neutrons inside atomic nuclei. A proton consists of
two positively charged up-quarks and a negatively charged down-quark, and a neutron
consists of one up-quark and two down-quarks. (Note: hypothetical still smaller
constituent indivisible particles – ‘prequarks’ or ‘preons’ or ‘subquarks’ : purely
hypothetical entities)
Evidence of a Yogic Siddhi, Anima – Remote Viewing of SubAtomic Particles, Stephen M Phillips, p14

205 Radiance
In this world you can become a spotless mirror, in which the holiness of your Creator
shines forth from you to all around you. You can reflect heaven here. Yet no reflections
of the images of other gods must dim the mirror that would hold God’s reflection in it.
Earth can reflect heaven or hell – God or the ego. You need but leave the mirror clean
and clear of all the images of hidden darkness you have drawn upon it. God will shine
upon it of Himself. Only the clear reflection of Himself can be perceived upon it.
Reflections are seen in light. In darkness they are obscure, and their meaning seems to lie
only in shifting interpretations rather than in themselves. The reflection of God needs no
interpretation. It is clear. Clean but the mirror, and the message that shines forth from
what the mirror holds out for everyone to see, no one can fail to understand. It is the
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message that the Holy Spirit is holding to the mirror that is in him. He recognizes because
he has been taught his need for it, but he knows not where to look to find it. Let him,
then, see it in you, and share it with you.
Could you but realize for a single instant the power of healing that the reflection of God,
shining in you, can bring to all the world, you could not wait to make the mirror of your
mind clean to receive the image of the holiness that heals the world. The image of
holiness that shines in your mind is not obscure, and will not change. Its meaning to those
who look upon it is not obscure, for everyone perceives it as the same. All bring their
different problems to its healing light, and all their problems find but healing there.
The response of holiness to any form of error is always the same. There is no
contradiction in what holiness calls forth. Its one response is healing, without regard to
what is brought to it. Those who have learned to offer only healing, because of the
reflection of holiness in them, are ready at last for heaven. There, holiness is not a
reflection, but rather the actual condition of what was but reflected to them here. God is
no image, and His creations, as part of Him, hold Him in them in truth. They do not
merely reflect truth, for they are truth.
A Course in Miracles, Text, The Reflection of Holiness, p 271, 272

206 Rahu (Attachment and Its Breaking)
To achieve inner freedom, make a mental bonfire every night, before you go to sleep, of
To achieve inner freedom, make a mental bonfire every night, before you go to sleep, of
all your attachments, self-definitions, desires, and aversions. Nothing that can be
measured, weighed, timed, or hoarded can ever truly belong to you. Toss into the flames,
piece by piece, every obstacle to your inner peace. Feel your joy soaring skyward, as your
limitations, one by one, go up in smoke.
Attachments are self-limiting-like prison bars. Ah, but see! Between the bars there is
space. If you concentrate on that space, the bars will disappear: they consist only of your
own "iron" stubbornness, its atoms being your repeated affirmation of a false reality.
Yogananda : Swami Kryananda, Livng Wisely, Living Well – Timeless Wisdom to Enrich Every Day (Crystal Clarity Publishers)

207 Readiness to evolve
“And great multitudes were gathered together unto him…and he spake many things unto
them in parables… And the disciples came, and said unto him, ‘Why speakest thou unto
them in parables?’ He answered and said unto them, ‘Because it is given unto you to
know the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to them it is not given.’”
Matthew 13:2-3, 10-11

208 Reality
The only reality of anything is the service it renders God on behalf of the function God
gives it.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 8 The Journey Back, The Body as a Means of Communication, p 140

The only reality of anything (finite) is the service it renders (infinite) God on behalf of the
function (infinite) God gives it.
Italics on INFINITY inserted by Concordance Assembler & Conductor

The reality of everything is totally harmless, because total harmlessness is the condition of
its reality. It is also the condition of your awareness of its reality. You don’t have to seek
reality. It will seek you and find you when you meet its conditions. Its conditions are part
of what it is. And this part only is up to you. The rest is of itself. You need do so little
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because your little part is so powerful that it will bring the whole to you. Accept, then,
your little part, and let the whole be yours.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 8 The Journey Back, Healing as Corrected Perception, p 146

209 Reincarnation
See Karma & Reincarnation
210 Release
To achieve inner freedom, make a mental bonfire every night, before you go to sleep, of
all your attachments, self-definitions, desires, and aversions. Nothing that can be
measured, weighed, timed, or hoarded can ever truly belong to you. Toss into the flames,
piece by piece, every obstacle to your inner peace. Feel your joy soaring skyward, as your
limitations, one by one, go up in smoke.
Attachments are self-limiting-like prison bars. Ah, but see! Between the bars there is
space. If you concentrate on that space, the bars will disappear: they consist only of your
own "iron" stubbornness, its atoms being your repeated affirmation of a false reality.
Yogananda : Swami Kryananda, Livng Wisely, Living Well – Timeless Wisdom to Enrich Every Day (Crystal Clarity Publishers)

211 Religion
Life should be such that the religion is naturally lived with its purpose accomplished. It
should not be a struggle to live or to fulfill. Life should be lived in fulfillment for all its
values. The man on earth, a man of a real, lively, and integrated religion on earth, should
be a moving God, the speaking divine -- not a struggling man with faith in God yet still
searching for the meaning of the divine. The substance of God, the status of God, the
existence of God, the experience of God consciousness, the life in divine consciousness -all these should be the natural life of man.
Here is the fulfillment of every religion in the simple practice of Transcendental
Meditation. This belongs to the spirit of every religion; it has existed in the early stages of
every faith, it is something which has been lost. It has been lost in practice. Certainly no
one can be held responsible for that. The responsibility for the loss of the spirit of
religions lies with the eternity of time. But now is the time for revival.
Fortunately this technique has come to light in the present generation. Let it be adopted by
the peoples of all religions and let them enjoy it while being proud of their faiths. Let the
intelligent minds of every religion and the custodians of the various faiths delve into the
deeper essence of their scriptures, find Transcendental Meditation in the textbooks of their
own faith, learn the practice and adopt it in the light of the teachings of their own
religions."
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, The Science of Being & The Art of Living, pp 254,5

All bona fide revealed religions of the world are based on intuitive knowledge. Each has
an exoteric or outer particularity, and an esoteric or inner core. The exoteric aspect is the
public image, and includes moral precepts and a body of doctrines, dogmas, dissertations,
rules and customs to guide the general populace of its followers. The esoteric aspect
includes methods that focus on actual communion of the soul with God. The exoteric
aspect is for the many; the esoteric aspect is for the ardent few. It is the esoteric aspect of
religion that leads to intuition, the first-hand knowledge of Reality.
Paramahansa Yogananda, The Second Coming of Christ – The Resurrection of the Christ Within Us , pg 240

212 Revelation
Revelation induces complete but temporary suspension of doubt and fear. it reflects the
original form of communication between God and His creations, involving the extremely
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personal sense of creation sometimes sought in physical relationships. Physical closeness
cannot achieve it. Miracles, however, are genuinely interpersonal, and result in true
closeness to others. Revelation unites you directly with God. Miracles unite you directly
with your brother. Neither emanates from consciousness, but both are experiences there.
Consciousness is the state that induces action, though it does not inspire it. You are free
to believe what you choose, and what you do attests to what you believe.
Revelation is intensely personal and cannot be meaningfully translated. That is why any
attempt to describe it in words is impossible. Revelation induces only experience.
Miracles, on the other hand, induce action. They are more useful now because of their
interpersonal nature. In this phase of learning, working miracles is important because
freedom from fear cannot be thrust upon you. Revelation is literally unspeakable because
it is an experience of unspeakable love.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, The Meaning of Miracles, Revelation, p 4, 5

213 Rudraksha
Necklace of 108 gems. 108 representing 12 Rashis (also, 12 Bhavas) x 9 being the 9th
Division (Navamsha). 12 Rashis (signs) x 9 Graha Karakas (planetary characteristics),
also 12 Bhavas (Houses) x 9 Graha karakas (planetary characteristics)
Consider also, Kabbalistic Chai (18) : Gammatria (Numerology) :
Planetary Influences 9
Planetary Influences 9
18

x
x
=

12 Houses
12 Signs
Chai

Rudra = Siva = Silence
Aksha = Silence
214 Samhita
Without a gap (seamless oneness)
Maharishi Mahesh Yoga,

215 Samadhi
Unification of the individual mind with the universal consciousness, the cosmic mind.
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p16

216 Samsara
Cycle of birth, death and rebirth
217 Samyoga
Union or communion
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p16

218 Sankalpa
Kalpana: Notion or mental activity
Vasistha 501

Imagination of the mind, creation, thought, dream, fantasy (something almost
impossible to attain)
Sankalpa: Notion, thought, idea, concept; seed of ideation, desire in imagination
(Maharishi: desire; or seed of desire)
Vasistha 203, 488, 515, 698

Nirvikalpa: Without the modifications of the mind. See also above – Nirvikalpa
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Satsankalpa: True resolve, pure desire, perfect will
219 Sanskrit
The word Sanskrit means ‘the perfected’
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p20

220 Sanyama
Coherence
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p16

221 Sat Consciousness & Resultant Faith
"Swamiji, I am puzzled. Following your instruction, suppose I never asked for food, and
nobody gives me any. I should starve to death."
"Die then!" This alarming counsel split the air. "Die if you must Mukunda! Never admit
that you live by the power of food and not by the power of God! He who has created
every form of nourishment, He who has bestowed appetite, will certainly see that His
devotee is sustained! Do not imagine that rice maintains you, or that money or men
support you! Could they aid if the Lord withdraws your life-breath? They are His indirect
instruments merely. Is it by any skill of yours that food digests in your stomach? Use the
sword of your discrimination, Mukunda! Cut through the chains of agency and perceive
the Single Cause!"
Yogananda

The ignorant live in their minds; the enlightened live in sattva [the heart, the Holy Spirit, the Mind
of God manifesting & expressing through the Heart of God] See also Gunas
Vasistha 746

222 Science as Idolatry
From science, then, if it must be so, let man learn the philosophic truth that there is no
material universe; its warp and woof is maya, illusion. Its mirages of reality all break
down under analysis. As one by one the reassuring props of a physical cosmos crash
beneath him, man dimly perceives his idolatrous reliance, his past transgression of the
divine command: "Thou shalt have no other gods before Me."
Yogananda

223 Self-Actualisation Psychology
See Mazlow and Hierarchy of Needs
224 Self-Concept versus Self
The learning of the world is built upon a concept of the self adjusted to the world’s reality.
It fits well. For this an image is that suits a world of shadows and illusions. Here it walks
at home, where what it sees is one with it. The building of a concept of the self is what
the learning of the world is for. This is its purpose; that you come without a self, and
make one as you go along. And by the time you reach “maturity” you have perfected it,
to meet the world on equal terms, at one with its demands.
A concept of the self is made by you. It bears no likeness to yourself at all. It is an idol
made to take the place of your reality as Son of God. The concept of the self the world
would teach is not the thing that it appears to be. For it is made to serve two purposes, but
one of which the mind can recognise.
The first presents the face of innocence, the aspect acted upon. It is this face that smiles
and charms and even seems to love. It searches for companions and it looks, at times with
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pity, on the suffering, and sometimes offers solace. It believes that it is good within an
evil world. This aspect can grow angry, for the world is wicked and unable to provide the
love and shelter innocence deserves. And so this face is often wet with tears at the
injustices the world accords to those who would be generous and good. This aspect never
makes the first attack. But every day a hundred little things make small assaults upon its
innocence, provoking it to irritation, and at last to open insult and abuse.
The face of innocence the concept of the self so proudly wears can tolerate attack in selfdefense, for is it not a well-known fact the world deals harshly with defenseless
innocence? No one who makes a picture of himself omits this face, for he has need of it.
The other side he does not want to see. Yet it is here the learning of the world has set its
sights, for it is here the world’s “reality” is set, to see to it the idol lasts.
(The second is beneath the face of innocence – Added by Concordance Author for clearer analysis)
Beneath the face of innocence there is a lesson the concept of the self was made to teach.
It is a lesson in a terrible displacement, and a fear so devastating that the face that smiles
above it must forever look away, lest it perceive the treachery it hides. The lesson teaches
this:
I am the thing you made of me, and as you look on me, you stand condemned
because of what I am
On this conception of the self the world smiles with approval, for it guarantees the
pathways of the world are safely kept, and those who walk on them will not escape.
Here is the central lesson that ensures your brother is condemned eternally. For what you
are has now become his sin. For this is no forgiveness possible. No longer does it matter
what he does, for your accusing finger points to him, unwavering and deadly in its aim. It
points to you as well, but this is kept still deeper in the mists below the face of innocence.
And in these shrouded vaults are all his sins and yours preserved and kept in darkness,
where they cannot be perceived as errors which the light would surely show. You can be
neither blamed for what you are, nor can you change the things it makes you do. And you
are each the symbol of your sins to one another; silently, and yet with ceaseless urgency,
condemning still your brother for the hated thing you see.
Concepts are learned, they are not natural. Apart from learning they do not exist. They
are not given, so they must be made. Not one of them is true, and many come from
feverish imaginations, hot with hatred and distortions born of fear. What is a concept but
a thought to which its maker gives a meaning of his own? Concepts maintain the world.
But they cannot be used to demonstrate the world is real. For all of them are made within
the world, born in its shadow, growing in its ways, and finally “maturing” in its thought.
They are ideas of idols, painted with the brushes of the world, which cannot make a single
picture representing truth.
A concept of the self is meaningless, for no one here can see what it is for, and therefore
cannot picture what it is. Yet is all learning that the world directs begun and ended with
the single aim of teaching you this concept of yourself, that you will choose to follow this
world’s laws, and never seek to go beyond its roads nor realize the way you see yourself.
Now must the Holy Spirit find a way to help you see this concept of the self must be
undone, if any peace of mind is to be given you. Nor can it be unlearned except by
lessons aimed to teach that you are something else. For otherwise you would be asked to
make exchange of what you now believe for total loss of self, and great terror would arise
in you.
Thus are the Holy Spirit’s lesson plans arranged in easy steps, that though there be some
lack of ease at times and some distress, there is no shattering of what was learned, but just
a re-translation of what seems to be the evidence on its behalf. Let us consider, then, what
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proof there is that you are what your brother made of you. For even though you do not
yet perceive that this is what you think, you surely learn by now that you behave as if it
were. Does he react for you? And does he know exactly what would happen? Can he see
your future, and ordain, before it comes, what you should do in every circumstance? He
must have made the world as well as you to have such prescience in the things to come.
That you are what your brother made of you seems most unlikely. Even if he did, who
gave the face of innocence to you? Is this your contribution? Who is, then, the “you”
who made it? And who is deceived by all your goodness, and attacks it so? Let us forget
the concept’s foolishness, and merely think of this; there are two parts to what you think
yourself to be. If one were generated by your brother, who was there to make the other?
And from whom must something be kept hidden? If the world be evil, there is still no
need to hide what you are made of. Who is there to see? And what but is attacked can
need defense?
Perhaps the reason why this concept must be kept in darkness is that, in the light, the one
who would not think it true is you. And what would happen to the world you see if all its
underpinnings were removed? Your concept of the world depends upon this concept of
the self. And both would go, if either one were ever raised to doubt. The Holy Spirit does
not seek to throw you into panic. So He merely asks if just a little question might be
raised.
There is an alternate about the thing that you must be. You, might, for instance, be the
thing that you chose to have your brother be. This shifts the concept of the self from what
is wholly passive, and at least makes way for active choice, and some acknowledgement
that interaction must have entered in. There is some understanding that you chose for
both of you, and what he represents has meaning that was given it by you. It also shows
some glimmering of sight into perception’s law that what you see reflects the state of the
perceiver’s mind. Yet who was it that did the choosing first? If you are what you chose
your brother be, alternatives were there to choose among, and someone must have first
decided on the one to choose, and let the other go.
Although this step has gains, it does not yet approach a basis question. Something must
have gone before these concepts of the self. And something must have done the learning
which gave rise to them. Nor can this be explained by either view. The main advantage
of the shifting to the second from the first is that you somehow entered in the choice by
your decision. But this gain is paid in almost equal loss, for now you stand accused of
guilt for what your brother is. And you must share his guilt, because you chose it for him
in the image of your own. While only he was treacherous before, now must you be
condemned along with him.
(2010.02.25 – to be continued…
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 31 The Final Vision, Self Concept v Self, pp 610-614

225 Self-Reference
Seek not outside yourself. For it will fail and you will weep each time an idol falls.
Heaven cannot be found where it is not, and there can be no peace excepting there. Each
idol that you worship when God calls will never answer in His place. There is no other
answer you can substitute, and find the happiness His answer brings. Seek not outside
yourself. For all your pain comes simply from a futile search for what you want, insisting
where it must be found. What if it is not there? Do you prefer that you be right or happy?
Be you glad that you are told where happiness abides, and seek no longer elsewhere. You
will fail. But it is given you to know the truth, and not to seek for it outside yourself.
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No one who comes here but must still have hope, some lingering illusion, or some dream
that there is something outside of himself that will bring happiness and peace to him. If
everything is in him, this cannot be so. And therefore by his coming, he denies the truth
about himself, and seeks for something more than everything, as if part of it were
separated off and found where all the rest of it is not. This is the purpose he bestows upon
the body; that it seek for what he lacks, and give him what would make him complete.
And thus he wanders aimlessly about, in search of something that he cannot find,
believing that he is what he is not.
The lingering illusion will impel him to seek out a thousand idols, and to seek beyond
them for a thousand more. And each will fail him, all excepting one; for he will die, and
does not understand the idol that he seeks is but his death. Its form appears to be outside
himself. Yet does he seek to kill God’s Son within, and prove that he is victor over Him.
This is the purpose every idol has, for this the role that is assigned to it, and this the role
that cannot be fulfilled.
Whenever you attempt to reach a goal in which the body’s betterment is cast as major
beneficiary, you try to bring about your death. For you believe that you can suffer lack,
and lack is death. To sacrifice is to give up, and thus to be without and to have suffered
loss. And by this giving up is life renounced. Seek not outside yourself. The search
implies that you are not whole within and fear to look upon your devastation, but prefer to
look outside yourself for what you are.
Idols must fall because they have no life, and what is lifeless is a sign of death. You came
to die, and what would you expect but to perceive the signs of death you seek? No
sadness and no suffering proclaim a message other than an idol found that represents a
parody of life which in its lifelessness is really death, conceived as real and given living
form. Yet each must fail and crumble and decay because a form of death cannot be life,
and what is sacrificed cannot be whole.
All idols of this world were made to keep the truth within from being known to you, and
to maintain allegiance to the dream that you must find what is outside yourself to be
complete and happy. It is vain to worship idols in the hope of peace. God dwells within,
and your completion lies in Him. No idol takes His place. Look not to idols. Do not seek
outside yourself.
Let us forget the purpose of the world the past has given it. For otherwise the future will
be like the past, and but a series of depressing dreams, in which all idols will fail you, one
by one, and you see death and disappointment everywhere.
To change all this, and open up a road of hope and of release in what appeared to be an
endless circle of despair, you need but to decide you do not know the purpose of the
world. You give it goals it does not have, and thus do you decide what it is for. You try
to see in it a place of idols found outside yourself, with power to make complete what is
within by splitting what you are between the two. You choose your dreams, for they are
what you wish, perceived as if it had been given to you. Your idols do what you would
have them do, and have the power you ascribe to them. And you pursue them vainly in
the dream, because you want their power as your own.
Yet where are dreams but in a mind asleep? And can a dream succeed in making real the
picture it projects outside itself? Save time, my brother, learn what time is for. And
speed the end of idols in a world made sad and sick by seeing idols there. Your holy mind
is altar unto God, and where He is no idols can abide. The fear of God is but the fear of
loss of idols. It is not the fear of loss of your reality. But you have made of your reality
an idol, which you must protect against the light of truth. And all the world becomes the
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means by which this idol can be saved. Salvation thus appears to threaten life and offer
death.
It is not so. Salvation seeks to prove there is no death, and only life exists. The sacrifice
of death is nothing lost. An idol cannot take the place of God. Let Him remind you of
His love for you, and do not seek to drown His Voice in chants of deep despair to idols of
yourself. Seek not outside your Father for your hope. For hope of happiness is not
despair.
A Course in Miracles, Chapter 29 The Awakening, Seek Not Outside Yourself, pp 573-5

226 Seminal
Experience, thinking (entertaining notions, etc), mental conditioning and imagination
(subject / object division: Author) are meaningless and are productive only of
psychological distress. All the sorrows and misfortunes of life are rooted in, and rest in,
sense-experience and thinking. This path of life, or samsara, is twisted and tortuous to the
one who is ruled by psychological conditioning or latent tendencies. In the case of the
awakened one, however, this samsara ceases along with the cessation of his mental
conditioning.
There is nothing other than pure consciousness, even as there is nothing but pure void in
space. That there is something known as experiencer other than this pure consciousness
is ignorance, whose expansion is this samsara (world-appearance). That which arises in
the absence of observation disappears when the light of observation is directed towards it.
Even so, this fictitious experiencing-self, which is but a reflection of the true self,
vanishes when its true nature is examined.
The division created by objective consciousness ceases when the knowledge of the
indivisibility of consciousness arises. Pots do not exist independently of clay for pots are
but modifications of clay. Objects are of consciousness; they are not different from
consciousness as ‘objects of consciousness’. That which is known through knowledge is
non-different from that knowledge. The unknown is not known. Consciousness is the
common factor in the subject, the predicate (knowing), and the object. Hence, there is
nothing other than knowing or consciousness. If it were otherwise there would be no
comprehension (i.e. of two totally different substances). Hence, even wood and stone are
of the essential nature of consciousness, otherwise they could not be apprehended.
Whatever there is in this world is pure consciousness. Though the objects (like wood and
wax) may appear to be different, they are non-different from the observer’s viewpoint
since it is the same observer that observes both of them, and the observer is
consciousness.
The egosense that perceives the diversity is the creator of the division. The egosense is
bondage, and its cessation is liberation. It is so simple. Where is the difficulty? The
‘division’ ‘has arisen’ just as the vision of two moons arise in diplopia. In that case, how
can it be said to ‘have arisen’? It is false. Consciousness and inertness cannot be related
to each other. Consciousness cannot become unconsciousness. It is consciousness alone
that somehow thinks it is inert, and then the limitation bounces down into the conception
of materiality, like a rock from a hill top.
Vasishta, 552

227 Separation, the Empty Field of Illness
Saturn = Separation : Shani = Best
What waits in perfect certainty beyond salvation is not our concern. For you have barely
started to allow your first, uncertain steps to be directed up the ladder separation led you
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down. The miracle alone is your concern at present. Here is where we must begin. And
having started, will the way be made serene and simple in the rising up to waking and the
ending of the dream. When you accept a miracle, you do not add your dream of fear to
one that is already being dreamed. Without support, the dream will fade away without
effects. For it is your support that strengthens it.
No mind is sick until another mind agrees that they are separate. And thus it is their joint
decision to be sick. If you withhold agreement and accept the part you play in making
sickness real, the other mind cannot project its guilt without your aid in letting it perceive
itself as separate and apart from you. Thus is the body not perceived as sick by both your
minds from separate points of view. Uniting with a brother’s mind prevents the cause of
sickness and perceived effects. Healing is the effect of minds that join, as sickness comes
from minds that separate.
The miracle does nothing just because the minds are joined, and cannot separate. Yet in
the dreaming has this been reversed, and separate minds are seen as bodies, which are
separated and which cannot join. Do not allow your brother to be sick, for if he is, have
you abandoned him to his own dream by sharing it with him. He has not seen the cause of
sickness where it is, and you have overlooked the gap between you, where the sickness
has been bred. Thus are you joined in sickness, to preserve the little gap unhealed, where
sickness is kept carefully protected, cherished, and upheld by firm belief, lest God should
come to bridge the little gap that leads to Him. Fight not His coming with illusions, for it
is His coming that you want above all things that seem to glisten in the dream.
The end of dreaming is the end of fear, and love was never in the world of dreams. The
gap is little. Yet it holds the seeds of pestilence and every form of ill, because it is a wish
to keep apart and not to join. And thus it seems to give a cause to sickness which is not its
cause. The purpose of the gap is all the cause that sickness has. For it was made to keep
you separated, in a body which you see as if it were the cause of pain.
The cause of pain is separation, not the body, which is only its effect. Yet separation is
but empty space, enclosing nothing, doing nothing, and as unsubstantial as the empty
place between the ripples that a ship has made in passing by. And covered just as fast, as
water rushes in to close the gap, and as the waves in joining cover it. Where is the gap
between the waves when they have joined, and covered up the space that seemed to keep
them separate for a little while? Where are the grounds for sickness when the minds have
joined to close the little gap between them, where the seeds of sickness seemed to grow?
God builds the bridge, but only in the space left clean and vacant by the miracle. The
seeds of sickness and the shame of guilt He cannot bridge, for He can not destroy the alien
will that He created not. [I would put that rather differently: God is omnipotent – infinitely and
supremely so – and there is nothing He cannot do. But a supreme infinite omnipotent power, being able to
do anything, can also deem itself finite, limited, and ‘unable’ …not to mention separate and ill. Having
done so, having declared (in creation) Itself so, can It undo It’s declaration, or is It now infinitely finite,
limited, etc? The very fact that we use the word ‘infinitely’ in this sentence, gives the answer… the infinite
does not disappear but remains – infinitely so – during the declared or deemed period. Like the NonExistence of space and time remain non-existent during the illusory period of its illusion. The Infinite
remains omnipotent during It’s illusory period of impotence (or limited potence), and can resume its
omnipotence (which It never relinquished) and simply waken itself from Its dream of limitation.
Concordance Author] Let its effects be gone and clutch them not with eager hands, to keep

them for yourself. The miracle will brush them all aside, and thus make room for Him
Who wills to come and bridge His Son’s returning to Himself.
Count, then, the silver miracles and golden dreams of happiness as all the treasures you
would keep within the storehouse of the world. The door is open, not to thieves, but to
your starving brothers, who mistook for gold the shining of a pebble, and who stored a
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heap of snow that shone like silver. They have nothing left behind the open door. What
is the world except a little gap perceived to tear eternity apart, and break it into days and
months and years? And what are you who live within the world except a picture of the
Son of God in broken pieces, each concealed within a separate and uncertain bit of clay.
Be not afraid, but let your world be lit by miracles. And where the gap was seen to stand
between you, join your brother there. And sickness will be seen without a cause. The
dream of healing in forgiveness lies, and gently shows you that you never sinned. The
miracle would leave no proof of guilt to bring you witness to what never was. And in
your storehouse it will make a place of welcome for your Father and your Self. The door
is open that all those may come who would no longer starve, and would enjoy the feast of
plenty set before them there. And they will meet with your invited Guests the miracle has
asked to come to you.
This is a feast unlike indeed to those the dreaming of the world has shown. For here, the
more that anyone receives, the more is left for all the rest to share. The guests have
brought unlimited supply with Them. And no one is deprived or can deprive. Here is a
feast the Father lays before His Son, and shares it equally with him. And in Their sharing
there can be no gap in which abundance falters and grows thin. Here can the lean years
enter not, for time waits not upon this feast, which has no end. For Love has set its table
in the space that seemed to keep your Guests apart from you.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 28 The Undoing of Fear, The Agreement to Join, pp 553-5

Let us look closer at the whole illusion that what you made has power to enslave its
maker. This is the same belief that caused the separation. It is the meaningless idea that
thoughts can leave the thinker’s mind, be different from it and in opposition to it. If this
were true, thoughts would not be the mind’s extensions, but its enemies. And here we see
again another form of the same fundamental illusion we have seen many times before.
Only if it were possible the Son of God could leave his Father’s Mind, make himself
different and oppose His Will, would it be possible that the self he made, and all it made,
should be his master.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 22 Salvation & the Holy Relationship, Your Brother’s Sinlessness, pp 440

228 Shani
Shani = Best
229 Shift in Consciousness
See Happiness (Eckhart Tolle)
230 Sickness (and Healing)
In the real world there is no sickness, for there is no separation and no division. Only
loving thoughts are recognised, and because no one is without your help, the help of God
goes with you always and everywhere. As you becoming willing to accept this help by
asking for It, you will give It because you want It. Nothing will be beyond your healing
power, because nothing will be denied your simple request. What problems will not
disappear in the presence of God’s Answer? Ask, then to learn of the reality of your
brother, because this is what you’ll perceive in him, and you will see your beauty
reflected in his.
Do not accept your brother’s variable perception of himself for his split mind is yours, and
you will not accept your healing without his. For you share the real world as you share
heaven, and his healing is yours. To love yourself is to heal yourself, and you cannot
perceive part of you as sick and achieve your goal. Brother, we heal together as we live
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together, and love together. Be not deceived in God’s Son, for he is one with himself and
one with his Father. Love him who is beloved of his Father, and you will learn the
Father’s love for you.
A Course in Miracles, Text ‘The Problem & the Answer’ p 198

231 Siddhis
If the mind is so powerful, then why not perform miracles on the level of the physical?
…physical miracles are possible, because the mind makes everything. All psychic
phenomena are possible, because “minds are joined.”
But why waste all that time and energy working on the illusory effects when you can go
right to the cause and just take care of the mind? It’s a question of how fast you want to
get where you are going. Why delay yourself? It’s like people who waste their lives
fighting the battle of “good versus evil,” when what they’re really seeing out there in the
world is merely symbolic of the conflict between right-mindedness or good, and wrongmindedness or evil, that is occurring in their own split minds. Save your airfare and
forgive. You’ll get to heaven a thousand times faster in the process. After you forgive, if
you feel guided by the Holy Spirit to have a job aiding people in the world, go right
ahead. While you’re doing it, you can continue to practice forgiveness at the same time.
The Disappearance of the Universe, Gary R Renard, p 262

Siddha: (Sanskrit) Perfected Being, progresses to jivanmukta (freed while living), to
paramukta (supremely free …full power over death). Paramukta has escaped completely
from the mayic thraldom and its reincarnational round. The Paramukta therefore seldom
returns to a physical body; if he does, he is an avatar, a divinely appointed medium of
supernal blessings on the world.
"Just learn how to think in silence. Just learn how to think in silence. And that thought
creates whatever you want. ...
“Think and achieve -- not work and achieve."
MAHARISHI. Guru Purnima Celebration -- July 2006

A Course in Miracles – Siddhi’s according to ACIM
Nothing I see (in this room, place, etc) means anything – (1)
I have given everything I see (in this room, place, etc) all the meaning it has for me – (2)
I do not understand anything I see (in this room, place, etc) – (3)
Thoughts do not mean anything. They are like the things I see (in this room, place, etc) –
(4)
I am never upset for the reason I think – (5)
I am upset because I see something that is not there – (6)
I see only the past – (7)
My mind is preoccupied with past thoughts – (8)
I see nothing as it is now – (9)
My thoughts do not mean anything – (10)
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My meaningless thoughts are showing me a meaningless world – (11)
I am upset because I see a meaningless world – (12)
A meaningless world engenders fear – (13)
God did not create a meaningless world – (14)
My thoughts are images that I have made – (15)
I have no neutral thoughts – (16)
I see no neutral things – (17)
I am not alone in experiencing the effects of my seeing – (18)
I am not alone in experiencing the effects of my thoughts – (19)
I am determined to see – (20)
20.1
20.2
20.3
20.4
20.5
20.6
20.7
20.8

The crucial importance of the reversal of my thinking
The salvation of the world depends on it
My decision to see is all that vision requires
Can the world be saved if I am not?
In my determination to see is vision give me
I remind myself throughout the day that I want to see
I am determined to change my present state of seeing for a better one, and one I really want
What I desire I will see – such is the real law of cause and effect as it operates in the world

I am determined to see things differently – (21)
What I see is a form of vengeance – (22)
I can escape from the world I see by giving up attack thoughts – (23)
I do not perceive my own best interests – (24)
I do not know what anything is for – (25)
My attack thoughts are attacking my invulnerability – (26)
Above all else I want to see – (27)
Above all else I want to see things differently – (28)
God is in everything I see – (29)
God is in everything I see because God is in my mind – (30)
I am not the victim of the world I see – (31)
I have invented the world I see – (32)
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There is another way of looking at the world – (33)
I could see peace instead of this – (34)
My mind is part of God’s. I am very holy – (35)
My holiness envelopes everything I see – (36)
My holiness blesses the world – (37)
There is nothing my holiness cannot do – (38)
My holiness is my salvation – (39)
I am blessed as a son of God – (40)
God goes with me wherever I go – (41)
God is my strength. Vision is His gift – (42)
God is my Source. I cannot see apart from Him – (43)
God is the Light in which I see – (44)
God is the Mind with which I think – (45)
God is the Love in which I forgive – (46)
God is the Strength in which I trust – (47)
There is nothing to fear – (48)
God’s Voice speaks to me throughout the day – (49)
A Course in Miracles, Volume II, Workbook for Students, Pp 1 to

232 Silence
Silence vibrating is Creation. Silence flowing is Love. Silence shared is Friendship.
Silence seen is Infinity. Silence heard is Adoration. Silence expressed is Beauty. Silence
maintained is Strength. Silence omitted is Suffering. Silence allowed is Rest. Silence
recorded is Scripture. Silence preserved is Our Tradition. Silence given is Initiating.
Silence received is Joy. Silence perceived is Knowledge. Silence stabilized is Fulfillment.
Silence alone is.
Maharishi, MVI

233 Societal Health (Evolution to Christ & the Perfect Society)
Far into the night my dear friend—the first Kriya Yogi in America—discussed with me
the need for world colonies founded on a spiritual basis. The pathologies attributed to an
anthropomorphic abstraction called "society" may be laid more realistically at the door of
Everyman. Utopia must spring in the private bosom before it can flower in civic virtue.
Man is a soul, not an institution; his inner reforms alone can lend permanence to outer
ones. By stress on spiritual values, self-realization, a colony exemplifying world
brotherhood is empowered to send inspiring vibrations far beyond its locale.
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Yogananda (per Ananda Assisi)

234

Solzhenitsyn

"It gradually became clear to me that the line between good and evil lies not between
states, not between classes and not between parties, but rather cuts across every human
heart."
These deeply profound words are quite possibly the most widely quoted words of the late
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918-2008).
235

Space (The Space Atom) & Deluded Man

There is a man who was fashioned by the machinery of delusion. He was born in a desert
and grew up in a desert. There arose a deluded notion in him: “I am born of space, I am
space, the space is mine. I should therefore protect that space.” Having thus decided, he
built a house to protect space. Seeing space safely enclosed in the house he was happy.
But in course of time the house crumbled. He wept aloud: “O my space! Where have you
gone? Alas it is lost!
Then he dug a well and felt that the space within it was protected too. It too was lost in
time. One after another, he built a pot, a pit, etc. Each of them perished after a time,
leaving the deluded man unhappy.
Listen to the meaning of this story, O Rama. The man fashioned by delusion is the
egosense. It arises as motion arises in the wind. Its reality is Brahman. Not knowing this,
the egosense looks at space around it as itself and its possession. Thus, it identifies itself
with the body etc, which it desires to protect. The body, etc, exist and perish after some
time. On account of this delusion the egosense grieves repeatedly, thinking that the self is
dead and lost. When the pot, etc, are lost, the space remains unaffected. The self is pure
consciousness, subtler even than space. O Rama, it is never destroyed. It is never born. It
never perishes. It is the infinite Brahman alone that shines as this world-appearance.
Knowing this, be happy for ever.
Vasistha 482

236

Specialness

How bitterly does everyone tied to this world defend the specialness he wants to be the
truth. His wish is law to him; and he obeys. Nothing his specialness demands does he
withhold. Nothing it needs does he deny to what he loves. And while it calls to him he
needs no other voice. No effort is too great and no cost too much, no price to dear to save
his specialness from the least slight, the tiniest attack, the whispered doubt, the hint of
threat, or anything but deepest reverence. This is your son, beloved of you as you are to
your Father. Yet it stands in place of your creations, who are son to you that you might
share the Fatherhood of God, not to snatch it from Him. What is this son that you have
made to be your strength? What is this child of earth on whom such love is lavished?
What is this parody of God’s creation that takes the place of yours? And where are they,
now that the host of God has found another son whom he prefers to them?
The memory of God shines not alone. What is within your brother still contains all of
creation, everything created and creating, born and unborn as yet, still in the future or
apparently gone by. What is in him is changeless, and your changelessness is recognized
in its acknowledgement. The holiness in you belongs to him. And by your seeing it in
him, returns to you. All of the tribute you have given specialness belongs to him, and thus
returns to you. All of the love and care, the strong protection, the thought by day and
night, the deep concern, the powerful conviction this is you, belong to him. Nothing you
gave to specialness but is his due. And nothing due to him is not due to you.
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How can you know your worth while specialness claims you instead? How can you fail
to know it in his holiness? Seek not to make your specialness the truth, for if it were you,
you would be lost indeed. Be thankful, rather, it is given you to see his holiness because
it is the truth. And what is true in him must be as true in you.
Ask yourself this: Can you protect the mind? The body, yes, a little; not from time but
temporarily. And much you think you save, you hurt. What would you save it for? For
in that choice lie both its health and harm. Save it for show, as bait to catch another fish,
to house your specialness in better style, or to weave a frame of loveliness around your
hate, and you condemn it to decay and death. And if you see this purpose in your
brother’s, such is your condemnation of your own. Weave then rather a frame of holiness
around him, that the truth may shine on him, and give him safety from decay.
The Father keeps what He created safe. You cannot touch it with the false ideas you
made, because it was created not by you. Let not your foolish fancies frighten you. What
is immortal cannot be attacked; what is but temporal has no effect. Only the purpose you
see in it has meaning. And if that is true, its safety rests secure. If not, it has no purpose,
and is means for nothing. Whatever is perceived as means for truth shares in its holiness,
and rests in light as safely as itself. Nor will that light go out when it is gone. Its holy
purpose gave it immortality, setting another light in Heaven, where your creations
recognize a gift from you, a sign that you have not forgotten them.
The test of everything on earth is simply this: “What is it for?” The answer makes it what
it is for you. It has no meaning of itself, yet you can give reality to it, according to the
purpose that you serve. Here you are but means along with it. God is a Means as well as
End. In Heaven, means and end are one, and one with Him. This is the state of true
creation, found not within time but in eternity. To no-one here is this describable. Nor is
there any way to learn what this condition means. Not till you go past learning to the
Given; not till you make again a holy home for your creations is it understood.
A co-creator with the Father must have a Son. Yet must this Son have been created like
Himself. A perfect being, all-encompassing and all-encompassed, nothing to add and
nothing taken from; not born of size, or place, or time, nor held to limits or uncertainties
of any kind. Here do the means and end unite as one; and this one does not have any end
at all. All this is true, and yet it has no meaning to anyone who still retains one unlearned
lesson in his memory, one thought with purpose still uncertain, or one wish with a divided
aim.
This course makes no attempt to teach what cannot easily be learned. Its scope does not
exceed your own, except to say that what is yours will come to you when you are ready.
Here are the means and the purpose separate because they were so made and so perceived.
And therefore do we deal with them as if they were. It is essential that it be kept in mind
that all perception still is upside down until its purpose has been understood. Perception
does not seem to be a means. And it is this that makes it hard to grasp the whole extent to
which it must depend on what you see it for. Perception seems to teach you what you see.
Yet it but witnesses to what you taught. It is the outward picture of a wish; and image that
you wanted to be true.
Look at yourself and you will see a body. Look at this body in a different light and it
looks different. And without a light it seems that it is gone. Yet you are reassured that it
is there because you can feel it with your hands and hear it move. Here is an image that
you want to be yourself. It is the means to make your wish come true. It gives the eyes
with which you look on it, the hands that feel it, and the ears with which you listen to the
sounds it makes. It proves its own reality to you.
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Thus is the body made a theory of yourself, with no provision made for evidence beyond
itself, and no escape within its sight. Its course is sure when seen through its own eyes. It
grows and withers, flourishes and dies. And you cannot conceive of you apart from it.
You brand it sinful and you hate its acts, judging it evil. Yet your specialness whispers;
“Here is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased.” Thus does the “son” become the
means to serve his “father’s” purpose. Not identical, not even like, but still a means to
offer to the “father” what he wants. Such is the travesty on God’s creation. For as His
Son’s creation gave Him joy and witness to His Love and shared His Purpose, so does the
body testify to the idea that made it, and speak for its reality and truth.
And thus are two sons made, and both appear to walk this earth without a meeting place
and no encounter. One do you perceive outside yourself, your own beloved son. The
other rests within, his Father’s Son – within your brother as he is in you. Their difference
does not lie in how they look, or where they go, or even what they do. They have a
different purpose. It is this that joins them to their like, and separates each from all
aspects with a different purpose. The Son of God retains His Father’s Will. The son of
man perceives an alien will and wishes it were so. And thus does his perception serve his
wish by giving it appearances of truth. Yet can perception serve another goal. It is not
bound to specialness but by your choice. And it is given you to make a different choice,
and use perception for a different purpose. And what you see will serve that purpose well,
and prove its own reality to you.
A Course in Miracles, Text, Chapter 24 The Goal of Specialness, The Meeting Place, pp 478-481

The devotee is finally freed from all instinctive compulsions. He transforms his need for
human affection into aspiration for God alone, a love solitary because omnipresent.
Yogananda

237

Spirit v Flesh

1. We see the flesh or recognise the spirit
There is no compromise. Choice of one denies the other. And the choice is determined by Desire. The
same Oneness of Desire that motivated God to create the Universe.

2. Salvation is undoing
If we choose to see the body, we behold a world of separation, unrelated things, and happenings that
make no sense at all. Who is worthy if he be but dust?
Salvation is undoing of all this. For constancy arises in the sight of those who eyes salvation has
released from looking at the cost of keeping guilt, because they chose to let it go instead.

3. But salvation does not ask that you behold the Spirit and perceive the body not.
It merely asks that this should be your choice. Propelled by Desire.
The veil of ignorance is drawn across the evil and the good; and the veil must be passed that both may
disappear; must be passed so that perception finds no hiding place.
How is this done? It is not done at all. What could there be within the universe that God created that
must still be done?

4. Neither understanding nor action is possible for us …unless we surrender to the
Infinite Mind and Holy Spirit (the Mind and Heart of God)
Only in arrogance could we conceive that we must make the way to Heaven plain. Who is worthy if he
be but dust? Faith – His Will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven. Our Will be done… when we
recognise that His Will is Our Will. For God Himself has said, “Your will be done.” And it is done to
us accordingly.
5.

We must see the Son of God as He is in Truth, not as we would have Him be. We
must see ourselves as we are in Truth, not as we would conceptualise ourselves in a
subject/object dichotomy, but in a Oneness of At-One-Ment. Beyond the mind of
concepts. And if we see ourselves as we are in Truth, we see also all others with the
same ‘eyes’ …and vice versa. We can’t change the Truth, but we can change our
concepts of ourselves to match the Truth. And when we (eventually) do…
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A Course in Miracles, Volume I Text, Chapter 31 The Final Vision, Recognising the Spirit, p 614

238

Spiritual Siddhi in Meditation

Close your eyes. Feel that you are Spirit watching your finite body. Feel that the room is
filled with joy; it surrounds and permeates you – within and without. Affirm: “Joy and I
are one in divine ecstasy. O Infinite Spirit, surcharge my body, my mind, and my soul
with Thy heavenly bliss. Give me realisation, that I may consciously know Thy presence
within me. Aum, Peace, Amen.
Repent of your indifference to God. Those who are indifferent to Him suffer. Give unto
Him your love. He is your Father; you are His child. It is your duty and privilege to love
Him. Offer Him your heart right now. One moment of sincere call will arouse God, and
His response will sure come if you will continue to call to Him. Friends, name, fame,
money – all mortal possessions are ephemeral and will vanish. But with God all joys are
real and everlasting. With your heart’s sincerity give Him a soul call – a magnet call, a
heart-rending call of deepest longing – and you shall receive His mercy.
I shall talk to you tonight as my inspiration comes, on a few points about meditation. If it
were possible for me to remind you every day, every minute, about the importance of
meditation, I would do so.
Meditation, complete absorption of the attention in God, is the only way to the Infinite. It
is so difficult for most people to find God because they don’t meditate. They would find
Him very easily if only they would learn to meditate in the right way.
Various teachers and paths have different definitions of meditation. There is a difference
between concentration and meditation. Concentration is a necessary preliminary to and
component of meditation. It means to withdraw your attention from all objects of
distraction and focus it on one thing at a time. Untrained people do not think deeply;
when they are trying to focus on something, their minds run away in a hundred directions.
When you are able to absorb the attention completely in one subject at a time, to be lost in
one concept of thought, that is called concentration.
The practice of concentration varies according to the object and purpose of concentration.
Your mind is usually busy all the time, constantly jumping from one thought to another.
It is therefore easier in the beginning to concentrate on one subject with a variety of
related thoughts than to concentrate on just one thought pertinent to that subject. So the
first exercise in practicing concentration should be to absorb the attention in all the
thoughts you can about one subject, to the exclusion of unrelated mental wanderings.
After you have thoroughly mastered this, then your disciplined mind is prepared to
concentrate on one thought alone. Take a single thought from a subject, such as: “I am
peaceful” or “I am love eternal” or “I am happiness eternal,” and think only that thought
without any other relative ideas. If you are able to awaken that thought – to feel it within
your heart and mind, so that your whole system realises the intrinsic truth expressed in
that concept, and the attention does not wander – then you have achieved true
concentration upon that thought.
Now what is the use in such practice? The idea is that concentration is power.
Everything in the universe required concentrated thought to come into being. When you
look at a flower, do you wonder what made it? The thought of God. Everything you see
is the product of concentration – either God’s or man’s. How thoughtless we are. When
we admire the wonderful inventions and works of art created by man, we acknowledge
the marvelous powers of concentration that were necessary to produce them. But we take
for granted the miraculous creation of trees, flowers, human beings – as if they were
simply dropped from heaven. But they are the result of God’s creative concentration.
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When ordinary persons try to put their minds on creating or accomplishing something,
they find distractions and give up. But great souls are those who exercise the divine
power of concentration that is hidden within them. Concentration is not given to some
people and denied to others through heredity; it is an inherent quality of the soul. The
power of concentration comes from God and is a native gift in each of us as His children
but persons who live in a state of restless distraction and never exercise their powers of
concentration never seem to achieve anything at all.
Concentration is more than mere visualization. They are two different things. Employing
only the mind’s faculty of imaging, produces hallucinations. Concentration brings in the
will-force of the soul. Focused or guided visualization is one of the parts of
concentration, but concentration is the whole. Concentration and will-force go together.
Will gathers the power of attention; and as it does so, the will-force becomes stronger and
stronger until it becomes one with Divine Will. This Divine Will Force controls all
cosmic energy; it lets loose forces in the ether that change one’s environment so that the
environment becomes compatible with the strong vibrations of one’s wish.
Persons who concentrate a little bit and them give up do not know the power of
concentration. They wish to accomplish something before they have sufficiently
developed the power, so when obstacles loom they are apt to become discouraged; “Well,
I concentrate and still nothing happens.” Their attention is distracted by impatient
thoughts of the desired result, rather than concentrating on the steps necessary to achieve
that result. To concentrate on having a house without making an effort to get that house
will not do.
Mind has great power. And concentrated mind is the supreme, all-accomplishing power.
I have seen the most marvelous demonstrations of this power of concentration. This
power is everything, provided you do not give up.
No achievement happens of itself. If some persons have “smooth sailing” it is because
they had worked hard before and thereby attracted that seemingly effortless success. But
even if you are not one of them, that doesn’t mean that you cannot succeed now.
First, you need to understand the forces you have to contend with. Every action you
perform – physically or mentally – leaves a trace in your mind. Yoga calls them
samskaras – the habit tendencies or predisposed moods created by the things you have
already done, whether in this life or in a previous incarnation. Whenever you try to break
out of the mold and accomplish something constructive or new, immediately your past
wrong actions try to nullify your present good efforts. But if you keep on trying, and
concentrating, that power of concentrated thought will obvert your past actions that are
trying to keep you down.
Another thing: company is vitally important – it is stronger than will power. If you mix
with saintly people, you think their life is the way to live. And if you mix with evil or
worldly people, you think theirs is the only way. Mind is influenced by environment. Do
not be a victim of your environment; choose good company that inspires your continuous
self-improvement.
Thought is fire: use its concentrated power to consume all obstacles to achievement.
Most people are mentally lazy. …continue…
Paramahansa Yogananda, How to Succeed in Finding God
Application of Concentration & Will Power for Meditation in Removal of Karmic Impediments
Self Realisation Fellowship/Yogoda Satsanga Society of India
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Split Mind
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If it is only the loving thoughts of God’s Son that is the world’s reality, then the real
world must be in his mind. His insane thoughts too must be in his mind; but an internal
conflict of this magnitude he cannot tolerate. A split mind is endangered, and the
recognition that it encompasses completely opposed thoughts within itself is intolerable.
Therefore the mind projects the split, not the reality. Everything we perceive as the
outside world is merely our attempt to maintain our ego identification, for everyone
believes that identification is salvation. Yet, consider what has happened, for thoughts do
have consequences to the thinker. We have become at odds with the world as we perceive
it, because we think it is antagonistic to us. This is a necessary consequence of what we
have done. We have projected outward what is antagonistic to what is inward, and
therefore we would have to perceive it this way. That is why we must realize that our
hatred is in our mind and not outside it before we can get rid of it; and why we must get
rid of it before we can perceive the world as it really is.
A Course in Miracles (ACIM), Text: The Investment in Reality, p 206

240

Strange Loops & Tangled Hierarchies

In a word, GEB is a very personal attempt to say how it is that animate beings can come
out of inanimate matter. What is a self, and how can a self come out of stuff that is as
selfless as a stone or a puddle? What is an “I”, and why are such things found (at least so
far) only in association with, as poet Russell Edson once wonderfully phrased it,
“teetering bulbs of dread and dream.” That is, only in association with certain kinds of
gooey lumps encased in hard protective shells mounted atop mobile pedestals that roam
the world on pairs of slightly fuzzy, jointed stilts?
GEB approaches these questions by slowly building up an analogy that likens inanimate
molecules to meaningless symbols, and further likens selves (or “I”s or “souls”, if you
prefer – whatever it is that distinguishes animate from inanimate matter) to certain special
swirly, twisty, vortex-like, and meaningful patterns that arise only in particular types of
systems of meaningless symbols. It is these strange, twisty patterns that the book spends
so much time on, because they are little known, little appreciated, counter-intuitive, and
quite filled with mystery. And for reasons that should not be too difficult to fathom, I call
such strange loopy patterns “strange loops” throughout the book, although in later
chapters, I also use the phrase “tangled hierarchies” to describe basically the same idea.
This is in many ways why M C Escher – or more precisely his art – is prominent in the
“golden braid”, because Escher, in his own special way, was just as fascinates as I am by
strange loops, and in fact he drew them in a variety of contexts, all wonderfully
disorienting and fascinating… paradoxical pictures. …time and again, while writing
about my notion of strange loops, I could catch fleeting glimpses of this or that Escher
print flashing almost subliminally before my mind’s eye, and finally one day I realised
that these images were so connected in my own mind with the ideas that I was writing
about that for me to deprive my readers of the connection that I myself felt so strongly
would be nothing less than perverse.
GEB was inspired by my long-held conviction that the “strange loop” notion holds the key
to unraveling the mystery that we conscious beings call “being” or “consciousness”. I
was first hit by this idea when, as a teen-ager I found myself obsessively pondering the
quintessential strange loop that lies at the core of the proof of Kurt Gödel’s famous
incompleteness theorem in mathematical logic. A rather arcane place, one might well
think, to stumble across the secret behind the nature of selves and “I”s, and yet I
practically heard it screaming up at me from the pages of Nagel and Newman that this
was what it was all about.
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…the Gödelian strangle loop that arises in formal systems in mathematics (i.e. collections
of rules for churning out an endless series of mathematical truths solely by mechanical
symbol-shunting without any regard to meanings or ideas hidden in the shapes being
manipulated) is a loop that allows such a system to “perceive itself”, to talk about itself, to
become “self-aware”, and in a sense it would not be going too far to say that by virtue of
having such a loop, a formal system acquires a self.
Douglas R Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach – An Eternal Golden Braid, preface xx

241 Subject-Object Relativity
See also, Limerick
There was a young man who said "God
Must find it exceedingly odd
To think that this tree
Should continue to be
When there's no one about in the quad."
Reply:
Dear Sir: Your astonishment's odd;
I am always about in the quad.
And that's why this tree
Will continue to be
Since observed by, Yours faithfully, God.
The first verse of this limerick was said to have been pinned up on a tree in a quad at Balliol or Trinity
College, Oxford by Ronald Knox20. The reply was allegedly found the next day written anonymously
below the first verse. Ronald Knox was first an Anglican and then a Catholic theologian, BBC
broadcaster, detective story writer, prankster etc. His father, Bishop of Manchester, disinherited him
for converting to Catholicism.
Limerick, Source & Commentary contributed to Wisdom Concordance by
Professor Andrew Patrick MacPhail PhD FCP FRCP| Consultant | Right to Care – Treating AIDS
Seriously [www.righttocare.org]
Right to Care, Themba Lethu Clinic, Helen Joseph Hospital, Johannesburg.
Health Economics and Epidemiology Research Office, Clinical HIV Research Unit, Department of
Medicine, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg ● patrick.macphail@righttocare.org

This limerick is included in the Wisdom Concordance due to its explanation of the
omnipresence of Infinity (God) which provides ultimate Subject-Object relativity within
its Infinite Omnipresent Self, remaining the Oneness of Infinity – inseparable and
indivisible, yet creating the miracle perception of separation into relativity of subject and
object. Infinity as Subject knowing (all of Its Infinite Self) as Object…Infinitely… God
being;
• The Tree as Object
• The Subject perceiving the Tree
• The Act of Perception
in the Infinite Act of Infinite Self-Knowledge… Infinite Consciousness, which lends itself
and its Intelligence to all of Its Creation in the Oneness of Being.
242 Suffering
“Show me the place
Where the Word became a man
Show me the place
20

Ronald Knox: First an Anglican, then a Catholic theologian, BBC Broadcaster, detective story writer,
prankster, etc. His father, Bishop of Manchester, disinherited him for his conversion to Catholicism
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Where the suffering began”
Leonard Cohen, Show Me the Place

Miracles of wisdom to enlighten the mind are superior to miracles of physical healing and
the subjugation of nature; and the even greater miracle is the healing of the root-cause of
every form of suffering: delusive ignorance that obscures the unity of man’s soul and
God. That primordial forgetfulness is vanquished only by Self-realisation, through the
intuitive power by which the soul apprehends its own nature as individualised spirit and
perceives Spirit as the essence of everything.
Paramahansa Yogananda, The Second Coming of Christ – The Resurrection of the Christ Within Us, Volume I pg 240

243

Suicide (at the Misunderstood Level)

My Home Awaits Me, I will Hasten There
A Course in Miracles (ACIM), Volume II Workbook, Part II, Lesson 226, p 394 (Soft Cover)

244

Taking

Little child of God, you do not understand your Father. You believe in a world that takes,
because you believe that you can get by taking. And by that perception you have lost
sight of the real world. You are afraid of the world as you see it, but the real world is still
yours for the asking. Do not deny it to yourself, for it can only free you. Nothing of God
will enslave His Son whom He created free and whose freedom is protected by His Being.
Blessed are you who are willing to ask the truth of God without fear, for only thus can
you learn that His answer is the release from fear.
A Course in Miracles, Text ‘The Problem & the Answer’ p 197

245

Talmud

“Whosoever ponders on four things it were better for him if he had never been born –
what is above, what is below, what is before time, what will be hereafter”
“The story of creation should not be expounded before two persons, and the chapter on
the chariot before even one person unless he is a sage and already has an independent
understanding of the matter.”
The Talmud, Sages

246

Temple

The Holy Spirit’s temple is not a body, but a relationship.
A Course in Miracles, Volume I, Text ‘Chapter 20 The Vision of Holiness, The Temple of the Holy Spirit p 406

247

Temptation

Temptation has one lesson it would teach, in all its forms wherever it occurs. It would
persuade the Holy Son of God he is a body, born in what must die, unable to escape its
frailty, and bound by what it orders him to feel
A Course in Miracles
The Disappearance of the Universe, Gary R Renard, p 160

248

Three Worlds

"You have read in the scriptures," Master (Yogananda) went on, "that God encased the
human soul successively in three bodies—the idea, or causal, body; the subtle astral body,
seat of man's mental and emotional natures; and the gross physical body. On earth a man
is equipped with his physical senses. An astral being works with his consciousness and
feelings and a body made of lifetrons. A causal-bodied being remains in the blissful realm
of ideas. My work is with those astral beings who are preparing to enter the causal world."
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Transcendent Poetry
He who binds to himself a joy
does the winged life destroy
but he who kisses a moment as it flies
lives in eternity's sunrise
William Blake
See also William Blake, below

To See the world in a grain of sand
And a heaven in a wild flower
To hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour
William Blake – Auguries of Innocence

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time
T S Eliot

The fool sees not the same tree the wise man sees
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p 21

250
Transformation [The Way of Transformation]
The man who, being really on the way, falls upon hard times in the world will not, as a
consequence, turn to that friend who offers him refuge and comfort and encourages his
old self to survive. Rather, he will seek out someone who will faithfully and inexorably
help him to risk himself so that he may endure the suffering and pass courageously
through it, thus making of it a raft that leads to the far shore. Only to the extent that man
exposes himself over and over again to annihilation can that which is indestructible arise
within him. In this lies the dignity of daring.
Thus the aim of practice is not to develop an attitude which allows a man to acquire a
state of harmony and peace wherein nothing can ever trouble him. On the contrary,
practice should teach him to let himself be assaulted, perturbed, moved, insulted, broken,
and bothered. That is to say, it should enable him to dare to let go his futile hankering
after harmony, surcease from pain, and a comfortable life, in order that he may discover,
in doing battle with the forces that oppose him, that which awaits him beyond the world
of opposites.
The first necessity is that we should have the courage to face life and to encounter all that
is most perilous in the world. When this is possible, meditation itself becomes the means
by which we accept and welcome the demons which arise from the unconscious. A
process very different from the practise of concentration on some object as a protection.
Only if we venture repeatedly through zones of annihilation can our contact with Divine
Being, which is beyond annihilation, become firm and stable. The more a man learns
wholeheartedly to confront the world which threatens him with annihilation, the more are
the depths of the ground of Being revealed and the possibilities of new life and becoming
opened.
Karlfried Graf von Durkheim

251 Treasures: Metaphysical Manifestation – Faith Healing & Faith Success
Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust and worm consume
and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven where
none consume or steal. And where your treasure is, so too will be your heart.
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, p 222 (ex Sermon on the Mount)

Faith makes the power of belief, and where it is invested determines its reward. For faith
is always given what is treasured, and what is treasured is returned to you.
Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, p 223 (ex The Course in Miracles, T261)

252 Trinity of Letters
26th July 2019 – Quantum Entanglement & Distance Healing
My Very Dear Nicci the Pix
I am addressing this to you, Nix, because I ‘know’ that you value my thoughts; and don’t
consider me daft. Not that other Members of my Family don’t value my thoughts and do
consider me daft, but… Also you and I have on a number of occasions expressed that our
geographic distance (you in London & I in Johannesburg) ironically brings us closer.
That irony – that our geographic distance brings us closer – is nicely expressed in the
scientific hypothesis of Quantum Entanglement (Erwin Schrödinger/Alain Aspect): If
two particles have a common origin, they are not two independent particles. Physical
distance between the two particles of common origin is irrelevant because of the absence
of ‘position variable’. If two particles are removed from a common origin and propagated
each to opposite poles at each end of the world or universe, they continue to react to each
other as if they were not separated.
This is impossible to understand without access to intuition, as opposed to relative
intellect. That is, impossible to understand without a thorough understanding –
intellectual and intuitive – of Infinity. Infinity has no boundaries, no dimensions, no
separateness, no division, no relativity…it is absolute. No ‘part of Infinity’ can be
separated from another ‘part of Infinity’ and respectively moved to opposite poles.
Infinity having no dimensions (time/space) there is no ‘here’ relative to ‘there’ and there
is no ‘yesterday’ relative to ‘tomorrow’. Every so-called ‘particle’ within Infinity is a
Oneness of all Infinity. Accordingly there is no ‘position variable’…there are no particles
and any notion of ‘particles’ cannot place them in different positions. There is no
‘position variable’. Similarly, there is no ‘time variable’. No cause & effect – there is no
distance for the cause to travel to the object of the effect and there is no time for such
‘travel’. They react to each other as if they are one…because they are one. The infinite
Oneness of Infinity; One without a (relative) second, third, etc. Hear, O Israel, the Lord
our God, the Lord is One.
If one is motivated (tivra-samvega – I will return to this later) to want to understand
Infinity, such understanding cannot be achieved by relative intellect, it can only be
understood by a nice blend of relative intellect and absolute intuition. The latter achieved
through esoteric meditation…and Love.
Why Love? Because from a spiritual point of view, love, empathy, compassion, is
essential in order to achieve realization of the reality of ‘quantum entanglement’/nonlocal connection’ between people; and is consistent with the universal belief that distant
healing depends on love, caring, and compassion [The Second Coming of Christ, The Resurrection of the
Christ within Us, Vol I, p 622 – Paramahansa Yogananda]. Why is this so? What is Love? Love is the
emotion, the Self-Love, that Infinity feels for Itself, when Infinity is moved (desires) to
know Itself, and when Infinity by dint of Its own will does indeed know Its Infinite Self.
It is Infinite Love; and it is essential for any ‘movement’ (kinetic energy) within Infinity.

Tivra-Samvega are Sanskrit/Hindi/Buddhist words: Tivra = Intense or Acute. Samvega
= Disillusionment concomitant with realisation of the unactuality of life and consequent
ardour for Infinity/God. Extreme dispassion for the maya/illusion of life and consequent
intense ardour for the reality of Infinity/God.
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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Infinite Love
The Dad
Sunday 28th July 2019 - Desire
My Very Dear Nicci The Pix
In previous communions with you I referred to Love as being the Infinite Self-Love of the
Infinite-Self for the Infinite-Self
It is the transcendent reason why the Infinite wanted to know Itself
There arises in the breast of the Infinite a ‘desire’ to know Itself
Desire is the primal motivator…for everything
Nothing comes into existence, nothing happens, without a primal motivation
Motivation is the heart of discipline
It is the very meaning of discipline
One doesn’t discipline one’s child, one simply replaces an ignorant motivation with a
wiser motivation… and ultimately a transcendent motivation
If the Infinite is attributeless and absolute, how can an attribute (desire) arise within it,
within its breast?
That is a conundrum that is impossible to explain in solely intellectual terms
What comes first, the chicken or the egg?
The same conundrum lies behind all apparent reality in maya’s illusory realm
What comes first the tree or the seed?
If Infinity is Truth, all of apparent reality is nothing but Infinity knowing Itself
And is Infinity masquerading in finite dress …in order to ‘know’ Itself
“Show me the place
where the Word became a man
Show me the place
where the suffering began…”
Show Me the Place, Leonard Cohen

Why did Infinity want to know Itself?

Sankalpa
The Will of God (Sanskrit)
‘San’ Connection with the highest Truth
‘Kalpa’ a vow
Not just desire; the seed of desire
And in finality before I close
Nirvikalpa
Without or beyond desire
Nirvikalpa samadhi
Transcendence in meditation
When all desire for relative maya
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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Is relinquished for transcendent Infinity
In order to be spiritually meaningful
Desire for all in the relative is relinquished
In favour of desire for all
in the transcendent Infinite
Infinite Love
The Dad
Monday 29th July 2019 – Light & Enlightenment
My Very Dear Nicci The Pix
And (perhaps) finally…Light & Enlightenment
Light (like desire) is primal
Light (like desire) arises as a primary attribute in the ‘breast’ of the attributeless Infinite
And Einstein eventually ‘desired’ to ride a ray of light and ‘see’ what happens
= Quantum
Relativity – Special & General
And the seminal meeting, the intercourse, and the Union of Oneness between Science &
Spirit
The ‘discovery’ of Infinity
Which was always there
In front of our noses
The realisation of Infinity
Infinite At-One-Ment
Not atonement, at-one-ment
Not understood with intellect alone
Understood only with the infinite transcendent noetic blend of intellect & intuition
The intellectual physicists in their blind search (without enlightenment)
Called it inter alia ‘Chaos Theory’
But Infinity cannot be chaos
“God does not play dice” (Albert Einstein)
Until eventually we ‘see’
Because Light shines on it
But Light has always shone on It
But we never saw It
We never saw the Light, which was always there
We were blind to the Light which was always shining on It
Until we become enlightened

Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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What is enlightenment?
What is Light?
The light of the Sun, yes
But the light of the Sun is an attribute of relativity
An attribute of maya
All attributes of maya are sourced in the Infinite
As a phenomenal partless part of the attributeless Infinite
“Show me the place
“where the Word became a man
“Show me the place
“where the suffering began”
Show Me The Place, Leonard Cohen

Show me the place where the Light began
The Light began when The Infinite looked at Itself
‘In’ the Infinite there was no light
Nor let me hasten to add was there darkness
But when the Infinite knew Itself
Saw Itself
Light shone on Itself
But that Light was not the light of the Sun
It was the ineffable Light of Enlightenment
And that ineffable Light of Enlightenment
Was the father of the light of the Sun
The Father of Creation
The ineffable Light of Enlightenment
In the ineffable attributeless Infinity
Enabling the Infinite to know Itself
Became, in creation, the light of the Sun
And mankind his since then been seeking Enlightenment…
The Subject is Infinite, the Object is Infinite, the Light is Infinite, the very Experience is
Infinite
Enlightenment is Infinite
Infinite Love
The Dad
Thursday 1st August 2019 – The 4th House, The Sense of Belonging
My Very Dear Nix & Bom
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May I add to my Trinity of Communions, a quatrain:
Lines and compartments, more particularly The 4th House of the Sense of Belonging
The lines and compartments are well expressed in the paradigm of the twelve houses of
(Spiritual) Astrology.
But we must always be careful to focus on the lines and concomitant
compartmentalisations only after we have reminded ourselves that ‘in’ inherent Infinity
there are no lines and compartmentalisations. Those lines and compartmentalisations are
only factors of consciousness in the relative domain.
“We find ourselves on different sides
Of a line that nobody drew
Though it all may be one in the higher eye
Down here where we live it is two”
Different Sides, Leonard Cohen

The House of the Sense of Belonging is The 4th House. The 4th House is a Sat House; a
House of the Holy Spirit; a House of a nice balance between Rajas (Motivational Thrust
in the finite relative domain) and Tamas (ignorant greedy retention in the finite relative
domain). Satvic is spiritually mature and intuitively wise, and the 4th House is potentially
so if we use our Free-Will to realise it.
Of the primal Twelve number-line [the twelve Tribes of Israel, the twelve Disciples of Christ, the
twelve months, the twelve Houses of Spiritual Astrology, the twelve Signs of the Zodiac], the Satvic
numbers are 4, 5, 9, and 12.
• The 4th House of the Sense of Belonging, and the 4th Zodiac Sign of Cancer (with its
Lord, the Moon)
• The 5th House of Knowledge, and the 5th Zodiac Sign of Leo (with its Lord, the Sun).
Including, may I mention, one of the significations of the 5th House being “fall from
position”.
• The 9th House of Dharma, Destiny, Natural (God’s) Law, and the 9th Zodiac Sign of
Sagittarius (with its Lord, Jupiter/Guru), as it commences its upward lift returning to
the lifting direction towards eventually the Enlightenment of the Infinite Self in the
apotheosis of the 12th House.
• The 12th House of Enlightenment by Relinquishment (‘loss’) of the Temptations of the
relative domain and thereby releasing our innate Enlightenment… and the 12th Zodiac
Sign of Pisces with its spiritual maturity (and with its Lord, Jupiter/Guru).
“It goes like this
The fourth, the fifth
The minor fall, the major lift”
Halleluyah, Leonard Cohen

The question and challenge now is, where do we draw the line? Where do we draw the
line defining the boundary of the 4th House? Everything inside the 4th House is part of us;
part of our respective families, homes, nationalities, religions, races, etc. Everything
outside our respective 4th Houses is foreign and its foreign people potential enemies.
If we draw our respective 4th House boundary line narrowly, we become chauvinistic. If
we extend our 4th House boundary line we become open and compassionate. In
enlightenment we extend our 4th House boundary line to Infinity, so the line itself
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disappears, Infinity is our Home and Sense of Belonging, everything and everyone within
Infinity is our kith & kin – Oneness of Infinite God no less than we ourselves.
Accordingly, the Infinite Love that the Infinite God has for Himself we feel for everything
within Infinity. And there is nothing ‘outside’ of Infinity.
The phenomenon of anti-Semitism arises partially within this concept, plus the rabbinical
(Sadducees & Pharisees) rejection of Jesus Christ. Enslavement to, rather than humble
pride in, the specialness of Judaism. Vain & excessive rabbinical pride and childish sense
of vulnerability to the Truth of Jesus Christ – challenge to their status and their
destructively ignorant and immature response to Him. And their building of a ‘fort’
around Judaism rather than nurturing radiation of the ‘Light unto the Nations’.
Infinite Love
The Dad
253 Van Gogh: His Transcendent Dharmic Channeling, Yagya
I have a terrible lucidity at moments when nature is so beautiful. I am not conscious of
myself any more, and the pictures come to me as if in a dream.
It is no more easy to make a good picture than it is to find a diamond or a pearl. It means
trouble, and you risk your life for it.
I cannot help it that my paintings do not sell. The time will come when people will see
that they are worth more than the price of the paint.
254 Vasana
Subtle desire; a tendency created in a person by the doing of an action or by enjoyment; it
induces the person to repeat the action or to seek a repetition of the enjoyment. The subtle
impression in the mind capable of developing itself into action. It is the cause of birth and
of experience in general. The impression of actions that remain unconsciously in the
mind.
http://www.swami-krishnananda.org/moksh_glo.html

Latent conditioning
255

(Vasistha 515)

Vichara (Vicara)

Enquiry into the nature of the Self, Brahman or Truth. Ever-present reflection on the why
and wherefore of all things. Enquiry into the real meaning of the Mahavakya-Tat-tvam-asi
– discrimination between the real and the unreal. Enquiry of Self.
http://www.swami-krishnananda.org/moksh_glo.html

256

Viktor Frankl

"We who lived in concentration camps can remember the men who walked through the
huts comforting others, giving away their last piece of bread. They may have been few in
number, but they offer sufficient proof that everything can be taken from a man but one
thing: the last of the human freedoms -- to choose one's attitude in any given set of
circumstances, to choose one's own way."
"The one thing you can' take away from me is the way I choose to respond to what you do
to me. The last of one' freedoms is to choose ones attitude in any given circumstance."
"When we are no longer able to change a situation - we are challenged to change
ourselves."
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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Virat

Cosmic Person
Vasistha 516

258

Vyasa

Fifth century. The compiler of the the Mahabharata and the Puranas. Vyasa means ‘the
arranger’
259

Waking & Dreaming

See Awaking & Dreaming
260

Western Gurus (Modern)

Eckhart Tolle
John Selby
Gary R Renard
261

Whahabbism

Still to essay
262

William Blake

The fool sees not the same tree the wise man sees
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer, p 21

To see a world in a grain of sand
And heaven in a wild flower
To hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour
Auguries of Innocence
See also Transcendent Poetry, above

263 Wisdom
O world of spring and autumn
Birth and dying
The endless cycle of idea and action
Endless invention, endless experiment
Brings knowledge of motion, but
not of stillness
Knowledge of speech, but
not of silence
knowledge of words, and
ignorance of the Word
All our knowledge brings
us nearer to our ignorance
All our ignorance brings
us nearer to death
but nearness to death no
nearer to God
Where is the Life we
have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we
Have lost in information?
The cycles of Heaven in
twenty centuries brings
us further from God
and nearer to the dust
T S Eliot

The Quintessence of Wisdom
Consciousness alone exists

(1)

Consciousness alone is all this

(2)

All this is filled with consciousness

(3)

I, you, and all this world, are but consciousness

(4)

The objectivity of consciousness (subject/object conceptualisation) is bondage (5)
The abandonment of such objectivity is liberation

(6)

Consciousness minus such objectivity is the reality of everything

(7)

When you are established in this vision, you shall also attain the Infinite Consciousness (8)
This is on account of that consciousness that I come into contact with you (?)
The supreme Yoga – The Yoga Vasistha (246)
Regardless of this body I am that consciousness which is the self of the entire universe (1)
Since consciousness alone exists, one without a second, who is my friend, who is my enemy?
If the head of this body is cut off, does the Infinite Consciousness lose its head?
(2)
Since Consciousness is Infinite and absolutely pure, how can perversion arise in it?

(3)

Consciousness is not its name; it is but a word. It has no name.

(4)

I am the eternal subject, free from all object & predicate

(5)

And hence, eternally free

(6)

And which is the light from which all appearances are but a reflection

(7)

I am Infinite; I am untouched by unhappiness or happiness

(8)

Movement of energy in substance is neither gain nor loss

(9)

When Consciousness alone is everything, thoughts or their expansion or
contraction do not make that Consciousness expand or contract

(10)

Hence, I shall continue to be active until I reach absolute quiescence in the Self

(11)

(Author’s Note: Self Effort pp27 & 21 [?]; Individual Consciousness pp 280/6 [?] )
The supreme Yoga – The Yoga Vasistha
Wisdom’ in the Old Testament
According to Exodus 31:3, Bezalel was endowed “with ability and intelligence, with
knowledge.”
In the original Hebrew, these are three distinct mental qualities. The first term, “ability”,
is chochma  חָ כְּ מָ הin Hebrew. This is much more than merely possessing facts. Chochma is
wisdom, the ability to speak sagely, beyond merely uttering “windy words” (Job 16:3).
The biblical paradigm of this “wisdom” is King Solomon, who was known throughout the
world for his ingenious ability to judge difficult cases (1 Kgs. 4:34). A Man of Wisdom
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The second quality given to Bezalel, “intelligence,” is tevunah  ְּתבּונָהin Hebrew. This
word which comes from the root B.I.N, refers to the ability to discern. This is a “man of
understanding” (Prov. 15:21), a person who can assess a complex situation, take a step
back and distinguish right from wrong without losing their cool. This is crucial in times of
crisis. It is a person who can work productively while remaining emotionally uninvolved,
“Whoever is slow to anger has great understanding” (Prov. 14:33). A Man of
Understanding
The third quality, “knowledge,” is da’at  דַ עַתin Hebrew. Adam and Eve were forbidden to
eat from the “tree of the knowledge of good and evil.” This refers to factual knowledge of
what is morally right from wrong. Originally, this quality belonged to God alone, and
when Adam and Eve ate the fruit and gained this knowledge they were expelled. Only by
exploring these three words in the original Hebrew, we get to the heart of what the Bible
really means. Wisdom in the Hebrew Bible/The Old Testament.
Israel Institute of Biblical Stuies 2019.05.27

264 Witnessing
See Eckhart Tolle: The Watcher of the Mind
265 Words
The Word
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He
was in the beginning with God, and all things were made through Him, and without Him
was not anything that was made. In Him was life, and the life was the light of men. The
light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it. There was a man sent
from God, whose name was John. He came for testimony, to bear witness to the light,
that all might believe through him. He was not the light but came to bear witness to the
light. The true light that enlightens everyone was coming into the world. He was in the
world, and the world was made through Him, yet the world knew Him not. He came to
His own home and his own people received Him not. But to all who received Him, who
believed in his Name, he gave power to become the children of God, who were born – not
of blood nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. And the Word
became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth. We have beheld His glory,
glory as of the only Son from the Father.
John 1:1-14

So what is this magic that arrives via our ears, mouths and synapses? Remember Helen
Keller’s break-through moment?
“We walked down the path to the well-house, attracted by the fragrance of the honeysuckle…. Someone was drawing water and my teacher placed my hand under the spout.
As the cool stream gushed over one hand she spelled into the other the word water, first
slowly, then rapidly. I stood still, my whole attention fixed upon the motions of her
fingers. Suddenly I felt a misty consciousness as of something forgotten, a thrill of
returning thought, and somehow the mystery of language was revealed to me.”
Once we have found the words, how do we own and arrange them?
Dorian Haarhoff

266

Work Ethic

The Work Ethic nicely divides into the Transcendent or Gnostic Understanding (on the
one hand) and the Non-Transcendent or Dual Understanding on the other.
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The Transcendent or Gnostic Understanding is set in motion by the Vedic or Mystic
Understanding that one doesn’t work for the fruits of work but simply as Karma-Yoga
or Yagya, being actions of the incarnate embodies soul motivated by blissful desire as
part of one’s dharma or destiny. The action is not motivated by the desire to earn a
reward or fruit. It just feels so good to do it; so right to do it… The Transcendent or
Gnostic Understanding is also set in motion by the pure Marxist adage: From each
according to his ability, to each according to his need. On such basis is the evolved
mystic community and society evolved to quiet mature perfection – heaven on earth;
free of ecological ignorant damage, etc.
Until such maturity evolves, the following adage is experienced:
“You cannot legislate the poor into freedom by legislating the wealthy out of freedom.
What one person receives without working for, another person must work for without
receiving. The government cannot give to anybody anything that the government does
not first take from somebody else. When half of the people get the notion that they do
not have to work because the other half is going to take care of them, and when the other
half gets the notion that it does no good to work because somebody else is going to get
what they work for, that my dear friend, is about the end of any nation. You cannot
multiply wealth by dividing it.
Dr Adrian Rogers 1984

And then beginning to return to the maturity:
Then a ploughman said, Speak to us of Work. And he answered, saying:
You work that you may keep pace with the earth and the soul of the earth.
For to be idle is to become a stranger unto the seasons, and to step out of life’s procession
that marches in majesty and proud submission towards the infinite.
When you work you are a flute through whose heart the whispering of the hours turns to
music.
Which of you would be a reed, dumb and silent, when all else sings together in unison?
Always you have been told that work is a curse and labour a misfortune.
But I say to you that when you work you fulfil a part of earth’s furthest dream, assigned
to you when that dream was born.
And in keeping yourself with labour you are in truth loving life.
And to love life through labour is to be intimate with life’s inmost secret.
But if you in your pain call birth an affliction and the support of the flesh a curse written
upon your brow, then I answer that naught but the sweat of your brow shall wash away
that which is written.
You have been told also that life is darkness, and in your weariness you echo what was
said by the weary.
And I say that life is indeed darkness save when there is urge.
And all urge is blind save when there is knowledge
And all knowledge is vain save when there is work
And all work is empty save when there is love.
And when you work with love you bind yourself to yourself, and to one another, and to
God.
And what is it to work with love?
It is to weave the cloth with threads drawn from your heart, even as if your beloved were
to wear that cloth.
It is to build a house with affection, even as if your beloved were to dwell in that house.
It is to sow seeds with tenderness and reap the harvest with joy, even as if your beloved
were to eat the fruit.
Raymond Reichman-Israelsohn
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It is to charge all things you fashion with a breath of your own spirit,
And to know that all the blessed dead are standing about you and watching.
Often have I heard you say, as if speaking in sleep, “He who works in marble and finds
the shape of his own soul in the stone, is nobler than he who ploughs the soil.
“And he who seizes the rainbow to lay it on a cloth in the likeness of man, is more than
he who makes the sandals for our feet.”
But I say, not in sleep, but in the overwakefulness of noontide, that the wind speaks not
more sweetly to the giant oaks than to the least of all the blades of grass;
And he alone is great who turns the voice of the wind into a song made sweeter by his
own loving.
Work is love made visible.
And if you cannot work with love but only with distaste, it is better that you should leave
your work and sit at the gate of the temple and take alms of those who work with joy.
For if you bake your bread with indifference, you bake a bitter bread that feeds but half
man’s hunger.
And if you grudge the crushing of the grapes, your grudge distils a poison in the wine.
And if you sing though as angels, and love not the singing, you muffle man’s ears to the
voices of the day and the voices of the night.
The Prophet, Kahlil Gibran, pps 32 - 34

267 The Worm: Heaven & the Worm – Faith & Treasure
Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust and worm consume
and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven where
none consume or steal. And where your treasure is, so too will be your heart.
Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, p 222 (ex Sermon on the Mount)

Faith makes the power of belief, and where it is invested determines its reward. For faith
is always given what is treasured, and what is treasured is returned to you.
Gary Renard, The Disappearance of the Universe, p 223 (ex The Course in Miracles, T261)

268 Yoga & Conventional Religion
Yoga itself is not a religion. It is undenominational, relying not on faith but on a number
of techniques that gradually lead the individual to the direct experience of those truths on
which religion rests. We can call it the inner experience of those truths on which religion
rests. We can call it the inner spirit of religion, the colourless sap which nourishes and
strengthens all parts of the tree of life impartially…
The techniques of yoga are method of purifying the nervous system so that it can reflect a
greater degree of consciousness and our lives can become an increasingly positive force in
the world. If these techniques are correctly practised, the whole nervous system is
revitalised; the body enjoys better health and more energy, the rested mind is freed from
the burden of past experience, and perception is restored to its primal freshness. Thought
and activity become coherent and integrated; life becomes richer and more fulfilling.
Whether we choose to practise yoga and interpret its benefits within the framework of a
conventional set of religious beliefs is up to us. Some people do; some don’t. Yoga itself
is neutral. It is a catalyst that allows us to grow in whichever direction is natural and lifesupporting. Its methods work on the physical seat of consciousness, the nervous system
and, as far as yoga is concerned, a Hindu nervous system is no different from an Islamic
or agnostic one. Each obeys the same laws that govern the operations of mind and body.
Whoever practises yoga will be enlivened in his or her own way.
“Every morning put your mind into your heart and stand in the presence of God all the day long”
An anonymous monk of the Eastern Orthodox Church
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All the great religions have used the techniques of yoga to lead the mind inwards to that
silence which is the heart of the religious life. Each tradition has developed its own
variation on the theme of the text. The dance and ritual movement of Islamic Sufism, the
‘Jesus Prayer’ practised by the Hesychast monks of Mount Athos, the martial arts
techniques of the Taoists in China – these are just some of the ways of stilling the mind
and reaching the silence within. Performed in the context of different faiths, they may
differ in expression, but in essence they are one.
Such universality may seem strange to one brought up in the Judeo-Christian tradition.
The hallmark of these religions is their emphasis on historical uniqueness and, by their
own admission, they worship a jealous God. But even a cursory look at Christianity, for
example, shows that its aims are perfectly compatible with the teachings of yoga.
The ultimate goal of Christian life is union with God through loving contemplation. All
the contemplative practises of the Catholic, Eastern Orthodox and Protestant churches
have their roots in the teachings of the desert Fathers of Egypt and Syria. These doctrines
were translated into Latin by John Cassian in the fifth century and are the starting point
for all subsequent development of what Christianity calls ‘ascetic theology’, the spiritual
discipline of prayer and contemplation.
One of Cassian’s chief authorities, the spiritual director, Abbot Moses, explains:
“Our profession is the Kingdom of God, or the Kingdom of Heaven; but our immediate aim or
target is purity of heart, without which it is impossible for anyone to reach that goal.”

It is precisely this purity, in physical terms the result of a pure nervous system, that is the
‘aim or target’ of yoga. To the yogi, no less than the Christian contemplative, purity is the
handmaiden of the Divine.
Purity allows love, and love leads to devotion. …Devotion…can never become the
monopoly of a particular cult or creed; the teachings of yoga are beyond all divisions of
time and space.
Effortless Being, The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Alistair Shearer pp 16 - 19
[i]

Perfection
O Rama, the mind is the hub around which this vicious cycle revolves, creating delusion in the minds
of the deluded. It is by firmly restraining that hub through intense self-effort and keen intelligence that
the whole wheel is brought to a standstill. When the hub’s motion is stopped, then the wheel does not
revolve. When the mind is stilled, illusion ceases. One who does not know this trick and does not
practise it undergoes endless sorrow; the moment the truth is seen, behold, the sorrow comes to an end.
The disease of the perception of this world-illusion is not cured except through the mastery of the mind
which is its only remedy. Hence, O Rama, abandon all other activities like pilgrimage, gifts and
austerities, and bring the mind under your control for your ultimate good. This world-appearance
abides in the mind, even as there is space within the pot; if the pot is broken, the illusory division of
space vanishes; and if the mind ceases to be, the concept of a world within the mind also ceases to be.
Even as an insect trapped within the pot attains freedom of movement when the pot is broken, you will
also enjoy freedom when the mind ceases to be, along with this world-illusion contained within it.
Live in the present with your consciousness externalized momentarily but without any effort; when the
mind stops linking itself to the past and to the future, it becomes no-mind. If, from moment to moment
your mind dwells on what is and drops it effortlessly at once, the mind becomes no-mind, full of
purity. It is only so long as the mind continues to be agitated that it experiences the diversity of its own
projection or expansion, even as rain falls only as long as there are clouds. And, it is only as long as
the infinite consciousness limits itself into the finite mind, that such agitation and expansion takes
place. If consciousness ceases to be the finite mind, then know that the very roots of cyclic worldillusion (of birth and death) are burnt and there is perfection.
Vasistha 279

A man attains perfection by worshiping,
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with his natural gifts,
Him from whom all beings are evolved,
and by whom all this world is permeated.
Bhagavad Gita 18;46 Yogananda’s translation

And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, the Lord appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am
the Almighty God; walk before Me and be thou perfect
Genesis 17;1

See also Perfection more fully in body of Concordance

269 Zion
Zion started as a nickname for Jerusalem: “Look upon Zion…Your eyes will see
Jerusalem” (Isaiah 33:20). Later it became a nickname for Israel, for example in Jeremiah
3:14 God says: “I will choose you - one from a town and two from a clan - and bring you
to Zion.” Zion is also the Hebrew name of a mount in Jerusalem that was conquered from
the Jebusites by King David, where The City of David was located.
The word Zion - ( ציוןTziyon) comes from the root ן-י-( צtz-y-n) in Hebrew. In Modern
Hebrew we have a lot of verbs coming from this root. One of them is: “letzayen” which
means “to mark” or “to emphasize”. This meaning makes Zion an appropriate name to
mark one of the holiest places on earth. Some Jewish traditions even refer to Zion as the
spiritual point from which the entire world was created, located in the Holy of Holies of
the Temple.
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